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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Educatidh Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible'to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff.and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was. obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials wbich can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
MissiOn Statement

The National Center' for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills itsgrnissiOn by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating i ormation systems and
services

Conductin leadership development and
'training pro rams

FOR FURTHE INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Cur iculum Materials

WRITE OR CAL
Prograca Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
)960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

Military durriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Inforrn.2tion and Field
$ P.TVICOS

The !!r.iiionll Genter for Flesr.,arch
in Voc?tional Education
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Military
th.irriculum,Materials
Dissemination Is

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office. of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in'print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force.,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding'Thetween the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and 'courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nicaleducation are selected forldissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education- is t e U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative tb
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Di rectb.r

What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the 'vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction,,curriculum outlines, instrubtor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The .120 courses represent 'the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
DI drting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air

Conditioning
Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
i'Vleteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to .vocational and
technical edtication are identified and selected
for dissemination.

o.

How Can Thes- ° .

Materials Be Obtained?

Con /pct the Curriculum Coordination Center
in yu r region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.-

tY
CtillRICULUM CO0i11311J,A1101.1 CL1J FEE'S

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecc3 S. Douglass

Director .

100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West'Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST./
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292.6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Dirtctor
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325.2510

WESTERN l
LawrenCe F. H.ZansPh.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.-
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/448-7834
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Course Description

Electrician I and II 'contains the fist two blocks of a five block cow se of study Blocks III, 1\i and V are rinLluded in a second course, Electrician I11, IV,
and V course 3-18 in this cata/og). Training in this five-block series covers electrical fundamentals. using tools and test equipment, installing servite
entrances, installing and performing reaintenance on interior wiring systems in nortmetailic sheathed cable and conduit, motors and motor installation,
and fire alarms, intrusion alarms and cathodic protection systems. The first foul units of Block I are not suitable for vocational programs because they,
contain military specific materials. These units were deleted. The remaining sections in Blocks I and II are suitable,

Block I Electrical Fundamentals
. -
Unit 5 Electrical and Electronic Fundamentals (14 hours class instruction, 3%2 hours shop)
Unit 6 Meters (2 hours class instruction, 1 hour shop)
Unit 7 Ohm's Law and Series Circuits (4 hours class instruction, 5 hours shop)
Unit 8 Parallel Circuits (21/2 hours class instruction, 31/2 hours shop)
Unit 9 Series, Parallel Circuits (2% hours class instruction, 31/2 hours shop)
Unit 10 Transformers, Rectifiers, and Power Supplies (6 hours class instruction:4 hours shop)

Block II Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

Unit 1 National Electrical Code, Electrical Terminology, and Blueprint Reading (3 hours class instruction, 3 hours shop)
Unit 2 Conductors and Overcurrent Protective Oevices (3 hours class instruction, 3 hours shop)'
Unit 3 Hand Tools (2% hours class instruction, 3/4 hour shop)
Unit 4 Single-Phase Service Entrances and Panelboards (4 hours class instruction, 2 hours shop)

ti
Unit 5 Nod-Metallic Sheathed Cable (8 hours class instruction, 13 hours
Unit 6 Lighting Systems (3 hours class instruction, 3 hours shop)
Unit 7 ' , Troubleshooting Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable (3'hours class instruction, 7 hours shop)

Student materols include workbook material and study guides for each unit. Six programmed texts are also provided for student use. Instructor
materials include a plan of instruction for the course and lesson plans for each unit. These contain an outline of instruction, objectives, activities,
materials and tools needed, text assignments, and references. Transparencies and films are suggested but are not provided.
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LIST 0P CURRENT PAGES.

This POI consists of 46 current pages issued as follows:
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Annex (3 pages) 15 May 73 .
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3ABR54230-1
USAF Soho Ol of Applied Aerospace Sciences (ATC) (PDS Code AJZ)Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas 76311 1 May 1975

FOREWORD
1. PURPOSE. This plan of instruction prescribes the qualitatinre requirements for
Course 3ABR54230-1, Electrician, in terms of criterion objectives presented by units/
modules of instruction, and shows duration, correlation with the training standard,
support materials, and instructional guidance. It was developed under the provisions of
ATCR 50-5;. Instructional System Development, and ATCR 52-7,.Plans of Instruction.
2. COURSE DESCRIPTION. This technical training course trains airmen to perform
duties prescribed in AFM 89-1 for Electrician, AFSC 34230. Training includes
security, safety, career structure, electrical fundamentals, using tools and test
equipment, installation of service-entrances, installation and,maintenance of interior
wiring systems in nonmetallic sheathed cable and conduit, motors and motor instal-
lations, fire alarms, intrusion alarms, and cathodic protection systems. Related
training covers driver education, suppleMental military training, troop information
program, ''moral leadership, commander's calls/briefings, etc.
3. EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE AND AUTHORIZATION. Training equipment required
to conduct this course is listeciin Equipment Authorization Inventory Data Number
3ABR542300000. Training equipment authorizations for this course a're based on the
following Tables of Allowance:

TA 403 General Purpose Tools (WRAMA)
TA 486 Civil Engineering Electrical Instruments and Control Shop

Line Construction and Maintenance, Appliance Shop and Family
Housing Repair Equipment (WRAMA)

TA 504 Food Service (Nontactical) (WRAMA)

NOTE: Group size is shown in parentheses after equipment listed in column 3
of numbered pages of this POI.

4, MULTIPLE INSTRUCTOR REQUIREMENTS. Units of instruction which require
more than one instructor per instructional group are identified in the multiple
instructor annex to this POI.

5. REFERENCES. This plan of instruction is based on SPECIALTY TRAINING
STANDARD 54230/50/70, 2 December 1970; Change 1, 14 January 1972; Change 2,
6 March 1973; Change 3, 18 April 1973; Change 4, 25 February 1974; Change 5,
7 November 1974, and Course Chart 3AB,R54230-1, 20 March 1975.

FOR THE COMMANDER

LEONARD A. HAMI N, Col; USAF
Chief, Dept of Civil ngtneering Tng.

Supersedes Plan of Instrtiction 3ABR54230-1, 13 July 1973
OPR: Department of Civil Engineering Training
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on page A



MODIFICATIONS

Z1/4/5 / of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for-,inclusion in the "Trial ImplementatiOn.of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials, for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use,of '

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was hot considered appropriate

for use in vocati\onal and technicalseducaiion.



5. Electrical and Electronic Fundamentals

a. Given info ion on the electron
theory of electricity nd a list of applicable
terms and definitions, match each term with
the correct definition.

b. Given inform on on the electron
theory of electrical cur nt flow, complete
statements pertaining to -urrent flow in
conductors.

c. After observing examples of electrical
current and voltage wave forms, draw a
diagram for AC, DC and pulsating DC wave
forms.

'PLAN OF tHSTRuCTION

111111=1111I

18
(18/0)

Days 2, 3,
and 4
(2/0)

(2/0)

(2/0)

Column 1 Reference
5a, 5b, 5c, 5g, 5h
5a, 5d, 5e, 5N
5i

STS Reference
6a
6b
61

Instructional Materials'
SG 3ABR542W-- .1-757Electrical and Electronic Fundamentals
WB 3ABR54230,-14-5, Electrical and Electronic Fundamentals,
2TPT,-3100-01, Introduction to Electrical Symbols
2TPT-3112-04, Electricity - Electromagnetism

Audio Visual 'Aids
FIX 16/98, Principles of Electricity
AVA-719, Reactance, Capacitive
TF1-5443a, Basic Electricity, Inductance in AC Circuits
TF1-5443b, Basic Electricity, Capacitance in AC Circuits
AVA-718 Reactance, Inductive
TVK 30-205, Inductance
Transparencies, Electrical FundatTeijitals

3A13R54230-1 OA rE 1 May 1975 BLOCK NO I PAGE NO
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

)1.4 ' , UN ANt, ( Al It HiGEN jEc int

d. Given information on the theory and
application of magnetism and a list of terms
and definitions, match each term with the
correct definition,

e. Given information on the theory and
'application of magnetism, complete statements
pertaining to the application of magnetism.

f. Using previously given information on
the theory of mabnetism, a galvanometer,
magnet, -soft iron bar and a length of topper
wire, perform an-experiment to produce an
electrical current.

g. Given iaformation on reactance in AC
circuits, complete statements pertaining to
inductive and capacitive reactance.

h. Using the information given on
reactance and a list of terms and definitions,
match each term with the correct definition.

i. ,Given a programmed text, identify
symbols used in electrical and electronic
fundamentals.

Al AN OF N1E ,fl NU

JUPAYION

( 2/0)

(2'0)

(2/0)

,UPPOR T NATE )

Training Equipment
Trainer, Electrical Fundamentals (8)
Trainer, Missile System Electronic Circuitry
Trainer, Reactance Comparison (8)
Oscilloscope (8)

1:raining Methods
-DiscuSsion and Demonstration (14.5 hrs)
Performance (3.5 hrs)

Instructional Environment /Design
Classroom (14.5 hrs)
Laboratory (3.5 hrs)

oup/Lockstep

(8)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the construction of matter and electron theory, explaining the
definitions, unit of measu ent and symbols for voltage, current and
resistance. Using electrical ndamentals trainer, demonstrate the
characteristics of voltage, 'cur nt and resistance. Introduce and
show film FLC 16/98. Discuss t basic laws of magnetism and
demonstrate their application, Discuss the different, types of reactance
in a circuit and how it affects alternating current. Demonstrate electro-
motive force and electromagnetic induction, using the fundamentals
trainer. Use the reactance comparison trainer to show results of
reactance in RL and RC circuits. Introduce and show films TF1-5443a,
TF1-5443b, TVK 30-205, AVA-718; and AVA-719. Show and explain,
basic symbols used in electronic fundamentals. References TO
31 -1- 141 -2, Basic Electronics Technology and Testing Practices,
Chapter 3; Basic Electricity, Vol 1, Van Volkenburgh.

3 ABR54230 -1 OATS
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

iN Ot IN I Rl (ION ANI:7 RI I t RIDN (45 Jf Wet.;

6. Meters

DURATION.")
IlIOURS1

3

a. Given information on multimeters,
complete statements on the selection, use and
care of electrical test instruments.

b. Given information and provided a
trainer with six problems, use the multimeter
and answer all problems.

1

3
(3/0)
Day 5
(2/0)

( 1 /0)

SuPw)RI hAR E. NI AL S AND t '

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
6a, 6b 5b

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR5421.0-1-I-6, Meters
IVB 3ABR54230-1-I-6, Meters .

TO 33A1-4-5-11, Insulation Test Sets
TO 33A1-12-48-1, Multimeter
TO 33A1-12-126-1, Multimeter

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Meters

Training Equipment
Trainer, Multimeter (8).
Multimeter, TS/297U (1)
Ohmmeter, AN PSM2A (8)
Multimeter, Clamp on Type, AN/USM-33 (8)
Trainer, Conductor (8)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (1 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrir
Laboratory (1 hr)
Group /Lockstep

Pt, AN OC >'7 ;OKI ION NO 3ABR54230-1 DATE

a

1 Ma 975 1 BLOCK NO
I

a

[PACE NO 7
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Coro inutd)

or. >NO Rill kIGN Obit " DURATION
INOURS)

3

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUtEANCE

7. Ohm's Law and Aries Circuits

a. Given Ohm's law fortnula and two
known values, solve for the unknown.

b. Given instructions on a series circuit,
use the conduclor trainer to construct a series
circuit.

C. Using the previously constructed
series circuit, measure and record the voltage
and current exactly as indicated on the meters,
then apply Ohm's law and the Power formula to
calculate the resistance and power.

d. Given series circuit problems, use
°halts law to solve far unknown values.

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the purpose and use of the voltmeter, ohmmeter, ammeter,
multimeter, and megometer. Demonstrate multimeter controls, meter
connections and readings of different scales by using the multinidter
trainer. Demon.6trate the procedures for resistance, continuity checks,
voltage and amperage 'readings. Emphasize the importance of
multimeters for use durr-circuit troubleshooting.

9 Column 1 Reference
(9/0) la-

Days 5, 6 7b, 7c
(3/0) 7d

(2/0) Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54'40-1-I-7, Ohm's Law and Series Circuifs
WB 4ABR54230-1-I-7, Ohm'sLaw and Series Circuits

PT-340-02, Ohm's Law, Series Circuits
(2.(0) I 2TPT-3 01-01, DC CirOits-Series Circuits

STS Reference
6a, 6c, 6d,T
5b, 6a, 6c, 6d, 6e, 6i, 8q(2), 8o(4)
6a, 6d, 6i

(2/01

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Ohm's Law

Training Equipment.)
Trainer, Conclucter',(1)
Trainer, Electrical Fundamentals (8)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (5 hrs)

and Series Circuits

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION raD 3A13R54230-1

21

DATE 1 }Ray 1975 BLOCK NO. I I PAGE NO
8
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

rt. 1, iN ; 4,L 1 ON AND, wi 1 t Aims Gt. , DURATION
,HOURS, SUPPORT MATERIALS AND r.u.DANE E

8. Parallel Circuits

a. Given instructions on a parallel
circuit, use the conductor trainer to construct
a parallel circuit.

feb. "sing the previously constructed
parallel circuit, measure and record the volt-
age and current exactly as indicated on the
meters, then appty Ohm's law and the power
formula to calculate the resistance and power

c. Given paraliel circuit problems, tine
Ohm's law to solve ror unknown values.

AN OF IN, T Hu. T ION 1.0

9)

6
(6/0)
Day 7
(2/0)

(2/0)

(2/0)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (5 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the'definitiod, application, construction and ch ractertstics
of series circuits. Explain Ohm's law and demonstrate' ow to useOhm's law formula to calculate unknown values of voltage, current,
resistance and power. Demonstrate construction, operation, and
characteristics of series circuits, using the conductor trainer and,
electrical fundamentals trainer. References: TO 31-1-141-2, Basic
Electronics Technology and Testing Practices, Chapter 3; Basic
Electricity, Van Volkenburgh, Vol II,

Column 1 References STS Reference
'8a, 8b 5b, 6a, 6c, 6d, 6e, 6i, 8o(2), 8o(4)

6a, 6d, 61

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-I-8, Parallel Circuits
WB 3APrR54230-1-I-8, Parallel Circuits
2TPT-.3101-02, DC Circuits Parallel

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Parallel Circuits

Training Equip ent
Trainer, Conduc r (1)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2. 5 hrs)
Performance (3. 5 hrs)

3A131154230-1_
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Conttnued) e. .

U I I 01`.', , I IJN ANL, t kt1tRUi ..)Ellf. . I, . t , 3URATION
HOJRS

1.

.
,

.
.uPPoR 7 u,,TEFNALS AND ,.4,,L e N - f
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.
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9. Series-Parallel Circuits

# a. Civien instructions on a series-
parallel cis quit, use the conductor trainer to
construct a series-parallel circuit.

..
b. _Using the previously constructed

series-parallel circuit, measure and record
the voltage and current exactly as indicated On
the meters, then apply Ohm's law and the power
formula to calculate the resistance and power.

, c. Given series parallel circuit problems,
4use Ohm's law to solve for unknown values.

.
,.

,
..

-
,

. .

..
,

.

6
(6/0)

Day 8
(2/0)

(2/0)

.

(2/0)

.

,--Instructional Environment/Design .

Classroom (2.5 hrs)
Laboratory (3.5 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the definition, applibation, construction, and characteristics ofparallel circuits. Explain application of Ohm's law and demonstrate howto use formula to calculate unknown values of current, voltage,resistance, and power.

..
..

.
Column 1 Reference % STS Reference. ,
9a 5b, 6a, 6c, 6d, 6e, 61, 8o(2), 8o(4)9b 51), 6a, 6c, 6 d,69, 6i, 8o(2), 8o(4)
p, c A 6(:b6i. _

-Vast ructional Materials
,

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-9, Series-Parallel Circuits
WB 3ABR54230-1-I-9, Series-Parallel Circuits

. . '
Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Series-Parallel Circuits .

Training Equipment
Trainer, Conductor (1)

Training Methods
.

2Discussion and Demonstration (.5 hrs) ,
Performance (3.5 his)

it. t
,

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2.5 hrs) .
Laboratory (3,5 hrs) .
Group / Lockstep.

_-
RI...04 OF ,NSTk,, 7*s NO
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

kw 1, :It iii RI. 1.0n AND RITE RiOt. ORA< 1 PIE S
DURATION

HOURS,
2 3

SUPPOR i mATERtat S AND GUIDANCE

10. Trinsformers, I3ectifiers, and Power
Supplies

a. °Sing a schematic and nomenclature
pertaining to transformers, label the three
main parts.

b. Given an incomplete schematic and
required information, draw thesecondaiy
windings of a transformer; including the
output voltage value.

c. Given a drawing of a transformer
showing tlienumber of primary and secondary,
turns Sand the applied, voltage and current, use
the torus ratio formula to determine the
secondary voltage current.

d. Given a list of statements, a schematic
and required information, /complete statements
pertinent to use of transformers in electronic
circuits.

e. Given a schematicand nomenclature
pertaining to rectifiers, label the main parts.

10

(10/0)
Days 9, 10

(1/0)

(2/0)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the definition, application, construction, and characteristics of
series parallel circuits. Explain application of Ohm's law and
demonstrate how to use formula to calculate unknown values of current,
voltage, resistance and power. References: TO 31-1-141-2, Basic
Electronics Technology and Testing Practices, Chapter a; Basic
Electricity, Van Volkenburgh, Vol II.

Column 1 Reference
10a, 10b, 10c, 10d
10e, 10f
10g
10h
10i

STS Reference

6h
6b, 8o(3)
6b

Instructional Materials
SG ABR542.30-1-I-10;Transformers, Rectifiers and Power Supplies
tVB 3ABR54230-1-I-10, Transformers, Rectifiers and Power Supplies
2TPT-3103-15, Transformers

(1i0) Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Transformers, Rectifiers, Power Supplies
TF ,5279A, Magnetic Amplifiers

Training Equipment
Oscilloscope (8)

(1/0) Trainer, Missile System Electronic Circuitry (8)
Trainer, Battery, Charger (8)
Trainer, Electrical Fundamentabl (8)

(1/0)
Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (6 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs)

PLAN OF INST 40(.7 ION No 3A13R54230-1 . DATE 1 May 1975 BLOCK NO It PAGE NO 11
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

Of, U. IN. f ADC TiON RI I ER ION OBACIIVE S DURATION
HOURS) SoPPOk f T ERIALS AND C.DIDAN.F ar

- f. Using the schematic of a rectifier
circuit, trace one alternation bf current
through the circuit by using arrows to
indicate direction of current flow.

g. Given a list of incomplete statements
and required information, complete statements
pertaining to batteries.

h. Given a list of questions pertaining to
electrical and electronic power supplies and
required information, answer questions on
use of power supplies.

i. Given a drawing ofa magnetic
amplifier, label the three main parts.

11. Related Training

12. Measurement Test and Test Critique

PL AN Of INS, HL _ 1 ION NO1 3A13R54230 -1

(I/0) Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (6 hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)
Gtoup/Lockstep

(1/0)

(1,'O)

(1/0)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss transformer nomenclature, theory, operation, t onstrustion., and
connections. Explain operating principles, construction, connections
and application of rectifiers, battery chargers, magnetic amplifiers
and transistors. Demonstrate on oscilloscope the rectified wave forms
both filtered and unfiltered. Introduce and show film TF 5279A,
Magnetic Amplifiers. Explain how transformers and rectifiers are used
to construct electrical-and electronic power supplies.

20 Reference: TO 31-1-141-2, Basic Electronic Technology and
Testing Practices, Chapter 3: Basic Electricity, Van Volkenburgh,

2/0 Vol II.
Day 10

DATE

2.0
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FLAN OF INSTRUCTION
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
BL J. l 711Lt

Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

04, IS GE INS, R(. iloP1 ANDCR! TE RION OBJECi'vES

.n.

DURATION
(HOURS)

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

1. National Electrical Code, Electrical
Terminology and Blueprint Reading

a. Given a National Electrical Code (NEC),
ist its purpose and scope.

b. Given a National Electrical Code and
4 list of electrical terms, write the definition
$f each term.

,

. c. Given a National'Electrical Code and
elected electrical problems, list the correct

4 .wer to each problem.

d. Given a blueprint, NEC, and selected
lectrical installation problems, identify .
ocations and list the wiring requirements for

electrical component installation to meet
National Electrical Code and blueprint
specifications.

.

1 41

.
1

.

6
(6/0)

Day 11
f1/0)

, (1/0)

(2/0)

-

(2/0)

Column 1 Reference STS 'Reference
la, lb; lc -4f, 6i .ld 7a, 7b, 7d

,,--- :,

Instructional Materials -'
SG 3ABR54230-1-H-1, National Electrical Code, Electrical Terminology

and Blueprint Reading
WB 3ABR54230-1-H-1, National Electrical Code, Electrical Terminology

and Blueprint Reading
National Electrical Code
National Electrical Code and Blueprint Reading, K. L. Gebert

,
.

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Symbols
Electrical Blueprint, TAG 6065 ..

-

Training Methods
Discussion aneDemonstration (3 tars)
Performance (3hrs)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
classroom (3*hrs)
Laboratory (3 hrs)
Group/Lockstep'

.

J
,

..

1

C .

''
.

BLOCK NO. 111 [PAGE NO
P. AN 0, INCTRUCTI6N 4' 3ABR54230-1 'DATE. e 1 May 1975 I.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Contunued)

, uNI 7 5 Ji Ns T P JC 1 ON AND , RI I ERtON OBJEC ItvE S
1

DURATION
(HOURS,

2
SUPPOR T MATERIALS AND OUtpANCE

3

k

_

.
.

2. Conductors and Overcurrent Protective
Devices

.
a. Given the National Electrical Code and

a listoof conductor sizes and insulation types,
list the amount of current each conductor will
carry., . ,

b. Given the National Electrical Code and
a list of circuits, list the proper size conductor
to use in accordance with the National Electri-
cal Code. ...,

.
c. Given the National Electrical Code and

a list of overcurrent devices, select facts
pertaining to the different types of overcurrent
devices in accordance with the National
Electrical Code.

'
d. Given a listof overcurrent de,yices and

the National Electrical Code,, select the correct
overcurrent devisee to meet the NEC require-
ments.

.
.4

.

6
(6/0)

Day 12
(2/0)

(1/0)

(1/0)

(1/0)

_Instructional Guidance
Explain the purpbse, scope and use of the NEC (Article 90).
Define electrical terms in Article 100 of the NEC. Discuss the
arrangement of the NEC. Show and explain symbols used for common
electrical equipment. Demonstrate the method for reading a blueprint,
using -a blueprint and a list of symbols.

,
Column 1 Reference STS Reference
2a, 2b, 2c, 2d lb
2e 9h

_

.

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-11-2, Conductors and Overcurrent Protective Devices
WB 3ABR54230-1-11-2, Conductors and vercurrent Protective Devices
National Electrical Code
National Electrical Code and Blueprint ding, K. L. Gebert

Audio Visual Aids 2-
Transparencies, Conductors and Overload Devices

.Training Equipment .
Trainer, Conductor Size and Protective Devices (8)
Trainer, Circuit Breaker (2)
Tester, Multi-Amp, MS 1(A) (8)

- '
TrainingMethods
Discussion and Demonstration (3 hrs)
Rerformance (3 hrs) .

°

Instructional Environment/Design ,

lassroom (3 lira) .

ratory (3 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

.
.

Pi. AN OF P.'. MU, 7 ON no 13R54230-1 DATE - 1 May 1975 1 BLOCK NO II PAGE NO. 14
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/&.
s, . PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)--________

° t lit I qt tl; t F. ri64 4Plit (t RI I t RI TN 1813C ItILSI °
-____

DIA AlION
HOUR),

2

. /SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

________ _t_

-e. Observe the stepS for testing a molded
case circuit breaker with an.MS1(A) tester in
accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications. . 7

. .
,

. .

3. Hand Tools
. ,

a. Giyen information and a set of selected
hand tools, identify the use and care of each
hand tool.

.
.

,__/

,
.

.

, .

.

(1/0)

..

3
(3/0)
Day 13
(3/0) ,

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the different types and sizes of conductors and material used
for insulation and their limitationS according to the NEC. Discuss the
American Wire Gage and conductor sizes that are not covered by the
AWG. Discuss the purpose, trs, and sizes of overcurrent protective
devices and the NEC requirem nts. Demonstrate the operation and use
of the MS1(A) tester and circuit breaker testing. P

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
3a 5a(1) T

-

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-H-3,` Hand Tools
WB 3ABR54230-1-II-3, Hand Tools--.-__

.

Audio Visual Aids - .
Transparencies, Hand Tools
TF 1-4603, ABC of Hand TOols; Part I
TF 1-4603, 'ABC of Hand Tools, Part II

Training Equipment
Hand Tool Set (8) ,

Training Methods ;
Discussion and Demonstration (2.25 hrs)
Performance (.75 hr) ,

. ,
Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2.25 hrs)
Laboratory (0.75 hrs)
Grotip/LOckstep°

.
. .

1
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

uto CS Jf INS 19,JC TJh A NO LRITERION OBJEC TIVES DURATION
(HOURS,

_

/ SUPPORT MATERIALS AND OU.DANCE

.

.

,

. ,

4, Single-Phase Service Entrances and
Panelboards

a. Provided'a booth area, hand tools,
and a working drawing, install a single-phase
120/240 volt service entrance and grounded
panelboard according to NEC specifications.'

i
b. Provided information, tools, and

materials, c ect and check the ground
conductor to NE specifications.

.

6
(6/0)

Days 13, 14
(5/0)

,

(1/0)

.

Instructional Guidance .

Identify and demonstrate the use and maintenance of the common
electrician's hand tools. Emphasize to the students that the speed and
accuracy with which they do their work depends upon their knowledge and
use of hand tools. Stress safety.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
4a, 4b 7a, 7b, 7d, 8a(1), 8a(2), 8a(3), 8b,

8h, 8o(1), 8o(4)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-II-4, Single-Phase Service ,ntrances and Panelboards
WB 3ABR54230-1-II-4, Single-Phase Service ntrances and Panelboards
National Electrical Code .

../
Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Single-Phase Service
TVS -54/5, 3 and 4 Wire Service

Training Equipment ck

,

Hand Tool Set (8)
Trainer, Entrances and Panelboards (8) ..

Multimeter, TS/297u (1)

. -
Training Methods A.

Discussion and Demonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment /Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs) ,---'
Group/Lockstep

...,,, OP.,,ST P,CTION NO 3ABR54230-1 z'ATE 1 May 1975 BLOCK NO PAGE NO 16
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PLAN OF INSTROCTION (Continued),

N , 1, 1k ANL, ,k1,1Eit).4 013.1EC FIVES 1,044110N
,i4OURS ,uPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

5. Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

a. Given information pertaining to the
construction characteristics, types, and uses
of nonmetallic cable, list the correct answer
to each problem by'researching the information
in the NEC.

b. Given the necessary tools, equipment,
and instructions, make and solder splices
aCcording to NEC specifications.

c. Provided a work area and hand tools,
install a circuit in nonmetallic cable containing
a ceiling light, a single-pole switch and a
duplex receptacle, according to NEC specifi.-"
cation. ,

d. Provided a work area and hand tools,
install a circuit in nonmetallic cable containing
a 220 volt receptacle, 'according to NEC'
specifications.'

3ABH54230-1

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the NEC requirements for service installation (Articles 200,
230, 250, and 300). Demonstrate the different' parts used to make up a
service. Discus the different types of service entrances. Discuss
methods of grounding. Explain,the purpose of single-phase and three-
phase entrances and panelboards. Stress safety. Have students connect
and check ground.

21 I Column 1 Reference
(21/0) 5a

Days 14, 5b
16 and 17 5c, 5d, 5e, 5f

(3/0)

(3/0),

STS.Reference
7a, 71?,

5a(3)
8e, Lig, 8h, 8i, lb 8m, 8O(1)i 8o(2);
80(4)

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-11-5, Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
WB 3AHR54230-4-11-5, Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
National Electrical Code 17

Audio Visual Aids
TF 6027, Roughing in Nonmetallic Cable

(6/0) TVS 54/3, Three-and Four-Way Sivitches
Transparencies: Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable and Splices; Installation'

of Nonmetallic Cables; Three - and - Pour -Way, Switches

Training Equipment
Hand Tool Set (8) (

(3/0) Solder Equipment (4)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (8 hrs)

f Performance (13 hrs)

04TE
. 1 May 1975 --FiLOCK NO

Jr' MATt7NO 17
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNI IS S Of ,Ni S RUCTION AND CRI T ERION OBJECT LYE S
I

DURATION
INOURS.

7
SUPPORT MATERIALSTERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.e
- e. Provitell a work area and hand tools,

install a circuit in nonmetallic cable, contain-
ing two three-way switches to control a ceiling
light; according to NEC specifications.

.

f. Using the previously installed three-
way switches, install a four-way switch
according to NEC specifications.

6. Lighting Systems

a. Given infoimation pertaining to
incandescentlighting and a list of problems,
correctly solve each problem.

b. Given ihformaiion pertaining to
,fluorescent lighting and a list of problems,
correctly solve each problem.

c. Provided a work area and hand tools,
install a circuit in nonmetallic cable, contain-
ing a fluorescent light and a single-pole
switch according to NEC specificUtions. .

,

''. '
. ,

.

, ,

1

(3/0)

_

(3/0)

6
(6/0)
Day 18
(2/0)

,

(2/0)

(2/0)

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (8 hrs)
Laboratory (13 hrs)
G'roupfLockstep .

.

Instructional Guidance
Discuss and demonstrate the construction, type8 and use of nonmetallic
cable. Have students` splice, solder, and tape wire connections.
Discuss the circuitry and connections of devices. Stress safety.

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference .,6a, 6b 7a, 10j
6c 8m, 8o(1), 8o(2), 8o(4)

,--n,

Instructional Materials '
SG 3ABR54230-1-11-8, Lighting Systems
WB 3ABR5 30-1-11-6, Lighting Systems
National Ele rical Code .

Audio Visual Aids', -

Transparencies, Incandescent and Fluorescent Lighting
.

Training Equipment
' Trainers, Fluorescent Lights ()

Hand. Tool Set (8) .

Training Methods -

Discussion and Demonstrition (3 hrs) .

Performance (3 hrs) ,
.. ,

'.

.
.,

PLAN OF iNST RUC 1 Ibti NO 3ABR54230 -1.
,
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Conttnued)

UN .) ')f .N I kL , -,N Ar.C, CRITERION °BA TINES
I

DURATION
,HOURS, SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

,

7. Troubleshooting Nonmetallic Sheathed
Cable

a. Provided a multimeter and instruc-
tions, troubleshoot an energized (120/240 volt)
electrical circuit to locate troubles inserted in
the circuit by the instructor.

IS. Provided a multimeter and instruc-
tions, troubleshoot a deenergized circuit to
locate troubles inserted in the circuit by the
instructor.

c. Given information pertaining to
.balancing branch circuits, balance the
circuits installed.

(1. Using tools and instructions provided,
disconnect electrical circuits, sort material
and store in designated storage facilities.

-

.

10
(10/0)

Days 19, 2
(4/0)

(4/0)

.

0/0)

(1/0)

,

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hrs)
Laboratory (3 hrs)
Group/Lockstep

et,

° Instructional Guidance ,;4
Discuss t s, construction features, uses, specifications, installation
procedure , circuitry and operational characteristics of incandescent
and fluorescent lighting. Have students install a'fluoretcent light circuit,
Stress safety; . ,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
/a, 7b 5a(1), 5b, 9m, 10a, 106, 10c 10e

10f(1), 10f(2), 10f(3), 10g, 10h, 10i, 10k
7c 8i
7d 5a(1)

aInstructional Materials
SG 3ABR54230-1-11-7, Troubleshootiq Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
WB 3ABR54230-1-H-7, Troubleshooting Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

fir -

Audio Visual Aids
TF 6078, Troubleshooting Electrical Circuits
Transparencies, Troubleshooting ..

Training Equipment
Multimeter (1) ,

.Hand Tool Set (8)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (3 hrs)
Performance (7 hrs)

1 Pi AN Of INS. RUCT VON NO 3AB1354230-1 DA-1E \1 May 1975 BLOCK NO II PAGE NO le
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UN 7'. OF INS 7 I+,./C I ,ON ANQ 067E12'0/4 OM C.IvE S
I

.1)10010N

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

i

. .

'
.

8. Related Training

9. Measurement Test and Test Critique

.

,

..

.

.

i

.

,

.

4

."the

20

2/0
Day 20

.
.

,

Instructional Environment/Design,
Classroom (3 hrs)
Laboratory (7.hrs) .r,

Group/Lockstep * ) -

Instructional Guidance
Explain methods and procsitures for troubleshooting icircuits. Discuss

various types of troubles and the use of meters in locating circuitt
troubles. Explain howl° balance branch circuits. Have students
locate troubles inserted in their circuits. Stress,safety.

-

. . t,,
, A

.
.i

, .
Is;. .

\ ,

-

1

..,

.
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LESSON PLAN ( Port I. Goor#4 ,

APPROVAL OFFICE AN

TCETC/13Ma ,

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE .
Electrician ,

.
BLOCK NUMBER

I , BeCeKe I IrT
i
J..cE

al Fundamentals
LESSON TIT L i

.Electrical and Electronic Fundamentals (Days 2, 3', and 4)
LESSON DURATION 1

CLASSROOM /LABORATORY

18 Hrs
COMPL EMEN TARP

0'
TOTAL

18 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

-,PAGE NUMBER

and 6
PAGE DATE

I 1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

5
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

542X0, Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
DATE ZDec 70 (14 Jan 72, 6 Mar 73,
114 Apr 7. 95 Feh.74, 7 Nov `74) -. supgiVISOR APPROVAL - -SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE OA rE

L

PRECL, ASS PREPARATION v

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AVD

UNCLASSIFIED /AT ERI AI.
Trainers, Electri-

cal Fundamentals;
Missile Systems
Electronic Cir-
cuitry; Reactance
Comparison

Oscilloscope
Projector, Over-

head

Projector, 16mm

.

. .

None SG
WB 1.

1.5
5

2TPT..3100.01.
TO ELECTRICAL

2Tpr.311214.
ELECTROMAGNET

TRANSPARENCIES.
FUNDAMENTALS

FLC IB/98.
ELECTRIC!

AVA 71p;
CAPAC I

TFI.5443A.

INTRODUCTION
SIM6CIL S

ELECTRICITY.
I rm
Et ECTR 'CAL.

PRINCPLES OF '
TY

REACTANCE .
T I VE

BASIC EtEcTpIcIT
IN AC CIRCUITS

BASIC ELECTRICIT
IN ACTANCE CIRCUIT

REACTANCE.

INOUCtXMCE

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS INDUCTANCE
TFI.5441e.

CAP AC
. AVA 718.

I

I

TVK
NDUCT
30.20,p.

5a. Given informatioa. on the electron theory of
, electricity anda list of applicable terms and definitions,

match each term with the correct definition.
,(1) Construction of matter .

".(2) Parts of the atom

(3) Types of energy
' .

5b. Giwn information on the .electron theory of electrical .current
complete statements pertaining to current flow in conductors.

I

(1) Voltage ,

.
.

flow, .t
.

.
ATC F°.`" 770ALIG 72

4

217
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cpww\
LESSON PLAN (Part I, Gmteral) CONTINUATION SHEET

t
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

(

(a) Sources

(b) _.Fffect

(c) Symbols and terms

(2) Current

.

\
(a) .,Causes''

(b) Effect .

(c) Symbols _and tvins

Resistance

(a) Typei
. ,

(b)` 'Effect $,

. .
1 o ,

(c) Symbols and terms

/

lb

I

5c. After observing examines of electrical current and voltage wave forms, drilya diagram for AC, DC, and pulsating DC wave formv..

(1). Describe'the stilicture of sine waves

(2)` ' Demonstrate wave forms . .,

.
,

5d. Given' infprmation on. the theory and application of magnetism and a list of
terms and definitions, match each', term with the correct definition.

(1) Thedry and history of magnetism
'cc. ." (2) Terms concerning magnetism

(3) Types of magnets

(a) '' Permanent
v.

(b) Temporary I

a

b

5e Given information on the theory and application of Magnetigm, completestatements pertaining to the application of .magnetism.
...

(1) Use of permanent magnets
..

cl,- 13, , ._
4 , (

i.



4.

ti LESSON PLAN (Part 1, Genonal) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (ComInvall)

(2) Use of temporary magnets

5f. Using previously given information on the theory of magnetism, a galv.anomel--ter magnet, soft iron bar and a length of copper wire, perform an experiment toproduce an electrical current.

(1) Theory of generating of a voltage

(2) Generation of voltage

(a)J. Single-phase

( Three-phase

5g. Given infor
pertaining to indu

ation on reactance in AC circuits, complete statements
ive and capacitive reactance:

(1)'' Inductance

Theory

Symbol and unit

Effects

.

of *metsurement-

,Formula for calculations
et.

(2) Capacitan'ce

(it) Theory

, (b) Symbol an cidunit of measurement

(c) Effects

(d) Formula for calculations

(3) Impedance'

(a) Theory

(b) 4 'Symbol and unit of measurement

(c)' Effects

(d) Formula for calculat ns

goo

it

ATC "8" 724 770Aqua
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LESSON PLAN (Poo I, G4tneral). CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEA !NG STEPS (CAntlfwee)
J,

5h. Using the information given on reactance and a list of terms and definitions,
match each term with the correct definition.

(1) Explanation of reactance terms

(2) Define Impedance

5i. Given a programmed text, identify symbols used in electrical and electronic
fundamentals.

o

(1) Common electrical symbols

(2) Purpose for using electrical symbols



Course No: 3ABR54230-1
Day: 2, 3, 4

PART II

Branch Approval:
Date:'

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

Review subject matter covered in
previous day or individual problem
areas.

ATTENTION: V

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

-N.

-

7-\

gab

5



BODY (17 Hrs 45 Min)

PRESENTATION:

5a, Given information on the electron
theory of electricity and a list of
applicable terms and definitions,
match each ter, with the correct
definition.

(1) Constructio'n of matter

(2) Parts of atom

(3) Types of energy

5b. Given information on the
electron theory of electrical
current flow, complete
statements-Pertaining to current
flovi in conductors.

(1) Voltage

(a) Sources

r

6

l_

Vet



1

/

(b) Effect

(c) Symbols and terms
N.

(2) Current.

(a) Causes

(5) Effect

(c) Symbols and terms

(3) "Resistance

(a) Types

..,

(b) Effect

r

.,

,..

(c) Symbols and terms
,

_
O

0

r,

7 4,1

..,

c

,
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5r. After observing examples of
electrkal current and voltage
wave forms, draw a diagram
for AC, DC, and pulsating DC
wave forms.

(1) DeScribe the structure of
sine waves

(2) Demonstrate wave forms

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-14-5,.- Exercise,1, Electron Theory

CONCLUSION (Dai 2)

SUMMARY:

'4 Cover main points of lesson.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Electrical and Electrolitii Fundam tats
SG 3ABR54230-1:4-5, SectiOn U, ilagnetism

.7

8,
54

aq



INTRODUCTION (Day 3)

ECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Check workbook.
f

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:
t s .

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

5d.) Given information on the theory
Iv: and application of mignetisrh and

a list of terms and definittons,
match each term with the correct
defihition:

.A.

9



k

(1) Theory and history of magnetism

(2) Perms concerning magnetism

(3) Types of magnets

(a) Perthanent
ti

(b) Temporary

F

5e. Given information on the theo.ry
and application of magnetism;
complete statements pertaining
to the application of magnetism.

(1), Use of, permanent magnets

(2) Use of temporary magnets

a

(a) Electro-magnetism

10

0."

3/



5f. Usingprevi4s11. given information,
on the theory of magnetism, a
galvanometer, a magnet, soft iron
bar and a length of copper wire,
perform an experiment toNproduce
an electrical current.

AM.

(1) Theory of generation of a
voltage

(2) Generation of voltage

(a) Single -phase

(b) Three-phase

4

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-I-5, Exercise II,
2TPT3112-04, Electricity - ElectroMagnetism

CONCLUSION (Day 3)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson.

4

11

.3
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STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Electrical and Electronic 'tuiclarnentals
SC 3ABR54230-1-1-5, Section 9, Reactance Inductance

INTRODUCTION (Day 4)

C'HECIt PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

Check workbook

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

/

- 12

33



PRESENTATION:

5g. Given information on reactance
in AC circuits, complete
statements pertaining to inductive
and capacitive reactance.

(1) Inductwe

(a): Theory

*(b) Symbol and unit of
, . Measurements

(c) Effects

.

(

(d) Formula for calculations.

(2) Capacitance

(a) Theory

(b) Symbol and unit of
measurement

tia

'13



ON.

(c), Effects,

$

(d) Fortnula for calculations

(3) impedance

(a) Theory

(b) Symbol and unit of
measurement

(c) Effects

(d) Formula for calculations

5h. Using the information given on
reactance and a list of terms and
definitions, match each term
with the correct ddinition.

(1) Explanation of reactance term's

(2) Define impedance

GO



0

5i. Giyen a programmed text, identify
symbols used in electrical and
electronic fundamentals.. ,

t
(1). Common electrical symbols

(2) Purpose for using electrical
symbols

APPLICATION:

/

WE 3ABR54230-1-I-5, Exercise III
2TPT-3100-01, Introduction to Electrical Symbols

te

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or wservation of student's
performance during lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased effecAveness.

SUMMARY:

-,

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)
,..,

Cover main points of lesson.

t .0

15

C.,.
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.

REMOTIVATION;
, Atk

;

a
I

%

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Meters - SG 3ABR54230-14-6

SG 3ABR54230-1-7, Ohm's Law and Series Circuits
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..
L SON PLAN ( Petri $, O.n.o.').

APPROVAL OF FIC .....-.

TCFTC/13
(114^.0 N(104111 I;

3ABR54230-1 y

FIST UCT OR

f ---,
coONSI Tin P
Electrician

et .NCIl NUtAiil. A

I
Fit.Ot K 111 11 ,
Electrical Fundamentals

,.

_FSSON T ," . E

Meters (Day 5)
LESSON DURATION

CL! 3 SROSM/L ARORATORY

3 Hrs COMPLEMENTARY

0
TOTAL

3 Hrs
P01 REFERENCEPAGE NUMBER

7
PAGE GATE

f 1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

6
STS/CTS REFERENCEritmaEit

542X0 Chan:es 2 3 4 and 5
DATE 2Dec 70 4 Jan 72 6 Mai. 73,8 . k '

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE GATE

E1ONATuRE OAT E

.

.-..-....,

.., .1r....'

'

r .......

-

e

.
PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LAMORATORY EQUIPMENT

FROM SUPPLY

MultimeterrTS/297U
Ohmmeter, AN/PSM-

2A
Multimeter, AN/

USM-33

C1.ASSUr 1E0/MATE PUAL

None

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

sG 1:6
SG 1.6
TO 33A1.4.5.11, iriutArio

TEST SETS
TO

METER

12. 48. 1, Mut r I33A1.

TO 33A112. 116- 1. -Nut T I .

TRANSPARENCIES.
METER -.

METERS Ir..
"TAO i vaA 01, Hi/ 4-"--
"re-it-to za-A. A

Trainer, Multi;
meter

Trainer, Conduc-
a for
Projectqr, Over-

L_ad,
llt Of INGO. , ok i4 14 et
re47 OCZAZI

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

6a. Given information on multimeters, complete statements on the selection,use and care of electrical test instruments.
., .

(1) Construction and theory of operation

(2) Purpose and types of meters

(3) 'Scale intQrpretation and proper procedures for meter use
. ,

. (4) Connections required to safeguard meters
(5)- Care and selection of meters

6b. Given information and provided a trainer with six problems, use the multi -meter to answer allproblems.
ATC °"" 770MUD 72



LESSON PLAN (Part I, Gotneral) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (ContInud)

(1) Continuity readings \
. , (2) Connection for voltage readings

r

k....ATr FORM ryn A

1

.t.



Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:Day: 5 Date:

.. PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S StUDY ASSIGNMENT

Check workbook

REVIEW:

.
Review subject matter covered in previous
day or indiiiidual problem areas.

ATTENTION:

,

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

p

,

1).

3

,

0

I
4

p,



L..

.r.

PR. 7,SF. T10/4:

BODY (2 Hrs 45 Min)

-,
6a. Given information on multimeters,

complete statements on the selection,'
use, and care of electrical test
instruments. ..

(1) Construction and theorrof
operation

(2) Purpose and types of meters

(3) Scale interpretation and
--(proper procedures for
'meter use

A ,

(4) Connections required to safe
guard meters

(5) Care and selection of meters
f.,

6b. Given information and provided a S
trainer with six problems, use the
multimeter to answer all problems.

S

4

.

1

...

, t ,

y

...

-4

9

4

.//

A



(I) Continuity readings

.

-A

AI.

- (2) Connection for voltage readkgs

. APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230- 1 -I -6, Meters

,__E-VA LUATIO1W,

,-- Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of student's
performance airing lesson. This
may be accomplished at any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

40

te

\
N

U ,g

.."

. .

REMOTIVATION:
-1,

SUMMARY:
. ,

k

,

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Noope.
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LESSON PLAN ( Pert I, G.K.4.1)

APPROVA F 610 Text
TCET y

d tHSTRITOR
A

.

COURSE NI:maul
3ABR54230-1

... COURSE. TITLE

Electrician
51..,)CK NUMBER

I
._

BLOCK TITLE

Electrical Fundamentals ,

..ESSON TITLE

Ob's Law and Series Circuits (Days 5 anct--6)-m
7 LESSON DURATION-L - , SROJA.71- ABORATORY

9-Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY

0
TOTAL .

9 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE -

PAGE NUMBER

8
PAGE DATE

1 May 1975 PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
DATE 2 Dec :70 (14 tan 72, 6
18 Apr 73, 25 Feb 74. 7 Nov

N.J1.4t3ER

542)0 Changes 1, 3, and 5 Mar 73,
741

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIONATURE .

DATE
.

.

el
- PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPmERT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

FROM SUPPLY .CLASSWIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS ANO
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAii,Trainer, Conductor

Trainer, Elettrical
Fundamentals

Projector, Overhead

---" N6he

.

None

.

SG I -?
WB 1-7
2TPT_-3100-02,
Ohm's.1..aw, Serie

2WF-V01-01 DC.,Siggits3-Series
tanspafencies

&Tess CirwCtlanitd
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING. STEPS1. ... - ,7a. Given Ohm's 1, formula-Ad two known values, solve for the unknown.

(1)- ,T ry of Ohm's law
,

Principles of Ohm's law

(3)- Three factoi*s required to calculate a prialkem using Ohm's, law
'rib. Given instructions on n-a series circuit, use the conduct(); trainer to 'construct a series circuit. . .

.

..`(1) Definition of a series circuit
.

(2) 'Application of a: series circuit .4 .

ATC
AUG 770



9 .

LESSON PLAN (Part}i-Cren.rol) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRIT ERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

(3 CharacteriStics of a series circuit

(4) PrOperties of a series circuit

7c. Using the previously con ucted series circuit, measure and record the
voltage and current exactly as indicated on the meters, then apply Ohm's law and

,.. the power forinula to calculate resistance and power. .

(1) Measurenient of voltage and current

(2) Calculate for resistance

(3) Using the power formula, calculate power

7d. Given series circuit problems, use Ohm's law to solve for unknown values.

(1) Types of series circuit problems ,

(2) Solving for unknown values in,series circuits

1

0

4,

..,

4

I



Course No: 3ABR54230-1
Days: 5, 6 Branch Approval: 4",,/

Date: iy
*PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

41,

OVERVIEW;

MOTIVATION:

4.

3

t

t.J



PRESENTATION:

BODY (8 Hours 45 Minutes)

7a. Given Ohm's law formula and two.
known values, solve for the unknown.

(1) Theory of Ohm's law

(2) Principles of Ohm's law

(3)! Three factors required to
calculate a problem using
Ohm's law

APPLICATION: None

CONCLUSION (Day 5)

SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-7, Ohm's Law and Series Circuit's

4



INTRODUCTION (Day 6)

'CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

R

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTNATION:

PRESENTATION':.

'Th. Given instructions on a series
circuit, use the conductor
trainer to construct a series
circuit.

(I) Definition of a series circuit

(2), Application of a series circuit

r.

5



(3) Characteristics of a series
circuit

(4) Properties of a series
circuit

7c. Using the previously constructed
series circuit, measure and
record voltage and current
exactly as indicated on the meters,
then apply Ohm's la.10 and the
power formula to calculate
resistance and power.

(1) Measurement of voltage and .

current

(2) t for 'resistance

.

. (3) Using the power formula
calculate power

7d. 'Given series circuit problems,
use Ohm's law to sokve for
unknown- values . ,

0.

\t'

9 6

Sc

O



(1) Types of series circuits
problems

-

(2) Solving for unknown values
in series circuits

,

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-I-7, 0-

Ohni's Law and Series Circuits
2TPT-3100-02, Ohm's Law, Series Circuits
2TPT-3101-01, DC Circuits - Series Circuits

EVALkTION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions,
and/or observation of students
performance during lesson. This

. inay be accomplished at any time during,
lesson for increased effectiveness.

.

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

Cover main points of lesson.

,REMOTIVATION:

STUDY 'ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-8, Parallel Circuit:.

,

7

43

te"""."--

I



47-
LESSON PLAN ( Part I, G.:viral)

..,...-APPROVAL OFF (% )4-7'TCETC/
INSTRUCTOR

cs.,R5E NUM ER
3ABR54230-1 COURSE TITLE

Electrician .
4 "L K NIINtvE A

1
BLOCK TITLE

Electrical Fundamentals
,Parallel Circuits (Day 7)t----

LESSON DURATION7 -,,co,, LI 0,, A ';,, V

6 Hrs
COMPL FmENTArry r

0
TOTAL

6 Hrs
P01 REFERENCEA z, E NUMBER

9
PAGE DATE

1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

8' STS/CTS REFERENCENUMBER I
542X0, Changes 2, 3, 4, and 5 "TE .2 Dec 70 r Jan 72, 6 Mar 73 ,1f1 Apr 7:1 25 ph 74 7 Nnv 71)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE

SIGNATURE DATE

,

PRECLASS PREPARATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATED

IN LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASS IF IED MArgAtAL

ee
GRAPHIC AICS AND

UNCLASSIFIED AATERIALTrainer, Conductor
Projector, Overhead

.

.

None
cs None ,

\
SG 1-8
WB 1-8
2TPT-3101-02,

DC Circuits
Parallel

Transparencies,
Parallel Circuits

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

Efa. Given instructions on a parallel circuit, use the conductor trainer toconstruct a parallel circuit.
,

(1) Definition of a parallel circuit

(2) Application of a parallel circuit
1

(3) Characteristics of a parallel circuit

(4) Properties of a parallel circuit

8b. Using the previously constructed paralled circuit, measure and record thevoltage and current exactly as indicated on the meters, then apply Ohmi3 law andthe power formula to calculate the resistance and power..-1,

. ,--...ATC " 770AUG 72



3

LESSON PLAN (Part I, General) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS
(1) Measurement of voltage and current

(2) Calculate for resistence

, (3) Using the power formula calculate the power

8c. 'Given parallel circuit problems, use Ohm's law to solve for unknown, values.
(1) Types of parallel circuit problems

(2) Solving for unknown values in parallel circuits

ato



Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approyal:Day,s;
.Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

4

REVIEW:

Review subject matter covered in
previous day,or individual problem
areas.

. ATTENTION:

o

OVERVIEW;

° MOTIVATION:

3



C,

113(gi,VE(.5 Hrs.45. Minutes)

,PRESENTATION:

8a. Gi n instructions on a parallel
circa use the conductor trainer
to con= fuct a parallel circuit.

(1) Definition of a parallelAircuit

AppliCatidn of a parallel
circuit

J

Characteristics of a
parallel circuit

(4)-. Properties of a parallel
- circuit

4

8b.- Using the previously constructed
"parallel circuit,, measure and

. record- the v9ltage or current
P,-exactly as indicated On the meters, .,

then: apply Ohm's law and the , t *$Dower jprmula to Ciculate
resistance and power.,..

4

D

O

I.



(1) Meas`urement of voltage
and .current

.
(2) Calculate for resistance

, , ".
(3) Using the,power forJgtula

calculate the power .r.
. -

./.

8c. Olven parallel circuit problems,
,.. use Ohm's law to solve for .

anlrnowa values. ,

'

(I), Types of 'parallel circuits
problems

ti

4

(2) Selving for unknown values
in parallel circuits

APPLICA PION:

WB 3ABR54230=-1-I-8, Parallel Circuits
2TpT.,3101-02, DC Circuits Parallel

1

EVALUATION:' . .

.Evaluate by or written question,- and/
7 or obserVatOn utdent'g performance

!'during lesson. is may be accomplished
at any time during leSson for increased
etfectivenesS. %

.
#

l'

5



i.

\
a

, 4
6% e

' ' SUMMARY: O.

REMOTTVATION:

4

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-9, Series Parallel Circuits

CONCLUSION ('10 Minures)

4
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LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Ommica)
'APPROVAL9, DATr

TCF.Tetfoi a
1,,cypi11rTon

a

, ,Iif+.1 MINUS N
3A8R54230-1 "gec

till
i an

BL1.1, K NIN4Ilt 11

L
BLOCK TIT LL

Electrical.Eundamentals

LESSON DURATION

LESSON TITLE

Series-Parallel Circuits (Day8)

CL A5'.,ROOM/LAROFIA TORY

6Hrs COMPLEMENTARY

0
TOTAL .

6Hrs
P01 REFERENCEPAGE NUMBER

10
PAGE DATE

1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH .,'

9STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

542X0, Changes 1, 2, 3, and 5
DATE- 2 Dec 70 (14 Jan 72_, 6 Mar 73,
18 Aor 73. 25 Feb 74, 7 Nov 74)

APPROVAL., ,. SUPERVISOR
SIGNATURE DATE . SIGNATURE DAVE

,

PRECLASS PR PARATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATED

t IN LABORATORY EQUIPMENT.
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL* GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL
Trainer, Conductor
Projector, Overhead

\..
1

-

, None , None SG 1-9
WB 1-9
Transpai-encies,
,Series-Parallel
Circuits

CRITERION OBJECTIVES ARO TEACHING STEPS

9a. Given instructions on a series-parallel circuit, use the conductor traine.
construct a"''series-parallel circuit. ,

.,
.(1) Definition- of a series-parallel circuit

' .
(2) Application of a seriei-parallel circuit ,,

, .

(3) Cha9cteristics of a series- parallel circuit
.,

(4) Properties' of a-series-parallel circuit'
. .9b. Using the previously constructed series-parallel circuit,-measure andrecord the voltage and current exactly as indicated on the meters, then applyOhm'S law and the power formula to calculate the resytance and power.. .

ATC F°Rs 77go.Auo Ta

1



LESSON PLAN (Part I, attrterol) TINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING ST EPS (C.ntino4(1)

(1) -Measurement of voltage and current
(2) Calculate for resistance

(3) Using the power fornula, calculate the pinver 116

9c. Gien series -par Liel circuit problems, use Ohm's law to solve for unknownvalues.

(1) Types of series-parallel circuit problems

.(2) Solving for unknown es in series parallel circuits

ri

.11

r-



Course No: 3ABR54230-1-1
Days: 8

5".E
Branch Approval :_27..d.4.4j

Date: /y:719 754

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECKTREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

s

Review subject matter covered in
previous day or individual ,problem
areas. Reiriew may be by questions,
oral or written, guided discussion or
as a summary.

OVERVIEW:

F

MOTIVATION:-

S

4

3

4



Y

. PRESENTATIO

BODY' (5 Hrs 45 Min)

9a. Given instructions on a series-
parllel circuit, use the conductor
trainer to construct a series-
'parallel circuit.

(1) Definition of a series-
parallel circuit

(2) Application-of a series-
parallel.qrcuit

.,3)s Characteristics of a series-
..parallel circuit

(4) Properties of a series-
parallel circuit

9b. Using the previously constructed .

series parallel circuit, measure
and record voltage and current
exactly. as indicated on the meters,
then apply Ohm's law and the
power foimula to calculate the
resistance and power.

0 1
V Z A



C

(1) Measurement of voltage and
current

(2) Calculat e for' resistance

(3) Using the power formula
calculate. the power

9c Given series parallel problems,
use Ohm's law to solve for
unknown value

(1) Types of series parallel'
circuit 'problems

o

(2). Solving for unknown values
in series parallel circuits

APPLICATION:

WB 3AB1454230-1-4-8, Series-
Circuits

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, -written questions,
and/or ob§erVatign of student's

'performance during lesson. This may
be accomplished at any time during
lesson for increased 'effectiveness.

5

ss.

fA

0
L., u .

°

4



SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

CONCLUSION (10 MinUtes)

.f

tf

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-10, Transformers, Rectifiers and Power Supplies

0

7

6

/



LESSON PLAN ( Port I, General)
APP/10mAt OF Fir:

.---TCETC/13 a
iNiTRUCTOR

.
L. JkSE NUUMLN

3ABR54230-1
COuMSI Tift e
Electrician

8LOCX NUMBER

I
BLOCK TITLE

Electrical Fundamentals ,-
-EASON TITLE

F
,

Transformers, Rectifiers 'and Power Supplies (Days 9 and 10)
LESSON DURATION

.1. i400m ii.AclOk *TORY.

10 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY 14,

, 0
TOTAL

10 Hrs '
POI REFERENCE

pAGE NUMBER
% 11 and 12 . PAGE DATE .

1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH, .5

. l.
STS/CTS REFERENCE

N....48ER

542X0, Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 'DATE 2 pee 70 (14 J 72''6 Ma 7
. . . 2 -, l '

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL I
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

.

.
.

.
. "

.
,

. .
.

PRECL ASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
144 LAEORATOR,Y

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

t
CLASSIFIED 0:ATERIAL -

Ps INFI DA IAIDS SA

MATERIALU N CGLIIISTrainers, Electrical
Fundamentals;
Missile System
Electronic Circuitry,,
Battery Charger

Oscilloscope
Projector,,Over4ead

., .
, .,

Projector, 16mm.

,
,

,

.

,

None -.,., :"
k3

.

.

.

,,

..
#

SG 1710
WB 1-10
2TPT-3103
.Transform
Transparencies,
'rransfozmers,
Rectifiers,Applies

5279A,

.

-15,
E. rs,

Power
Mag-

AmplifiersCRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEFOS .netic
10a. Using a schematic and nomenclature pertaining to transformers, label thethree main parts. -

.

. .ti . .

(1) Construction features of transformers, .. 4 ' -
. ..

.(2) Theory of transformer operatiog ,

. , ./.)
.. . .1(3) Use of transformerS i ---f0.4 '6

.

10b. Given an incomplete schematic and required information, draw the secondary,i:windings of a transformer, including:thevoutput voltage, vaftre.
, . .(1) 'Explanation o primary winding%, t1

Explanation
,

% fl

-

..

-C

(2) xplanation 'of Secondar windingt .- .

Alt FORM'
AUG 72

' e
1p

N.

A

I

0



LESSON PLAN (Port I, Gonorol) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION ow ICTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (CAntinued)

(3) Voltage and turns relationship

10c. Given a drawing of a tranqformer showing the number of primary and
secordary turns and the applied voltage and current, use the turns ratio formula
to determine the secondary voltage and current.

(1) Turns ratio fly voltage

(2) Tarns ratio for_turns

(3) Turns ratio for amperage

10d.N4qiven a list of statements, a schematic and required infoYmation, complete
statements pertinent to use of transformers in electronic circuits.

(1) Transformer symbol and meaning O

(2) Types of transformers used in electronic circuits

10e.
parts..

Given a schematic and nomenclature pertaining to rectifiers, label the main

(1) //Theory of operation

(2) Types-of rectifiers

(3) Uses in, electronic circuits

10f. gding,the schenalitic of a rectifier circuit, trace one alternation of current
throu6 the circuit by using arrows to indicate direction of current flow.

(1) half wave pulsating DC \

(2) Full wave pulsating DC

(3) Filtering
4".10g. Given a'list of incomplete statements and required information, complete

statements pertaiining to Batteries.

-/(1) Battery banks
A

(2) Battery chargers
N

10h. Given a list of questiotis pertainingto elect al and electronic power
supplies and required information, answer question s on-use of power supplies.



.1

S 6; 41 4./0 4 5 .0 i.2 5 /
77-4447-a-k:1: 1 is /1=74 r

LESSON PLAN (Part I, Gn.ral) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTI YES AND TEACHING STEPS (CirntInued)

. (1) Types opower supplies

(2) Uses of power supplies

-(3). Theory of transistors

(4) Use of transistors

(5) Testing transistors

104 Given a drawingof a magnetic amplifier, label the three main parts.
(1) Magnetic ,amplifier circuits

(2) Use of magnetic amplifiers

11. Related Training

12. Measurement Test and. Test Critique

L.

ATO "" 770AAtm ta 3

1p

4



Course No: 3ABR54230-1
Pays: 9, 10

PART II

Branch Approval:

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes).

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:4

REVIEW:

Review subject matter covered in
previous day of individual problem
areas tr written, guided discussionor as a summary.

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

a*/

4$

4

kt,

Dale: /.4/ 4-

c

So



.

BODY (9 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

.1.Ua. Using a schematic and nomeficlature
pertaining to transformers, label
the three main parts.

(1) Construction features of
transformers

(2) Theory ortransformer.
operation

.

'T" (3) Use of transformrs'

LOb. Given an incomplete schematic
and required information, draw
the secondary .winding8 of, a
transfomer indicating the out
put voltage valve.

-(1) Explanation of primarystivindings

(2) Explanation of secondary °-/-
*hidings

P.
(3) Voltage and turns eiationShip

4
Cl

r

Mr



0

\

1.
.

10c. Given a drawi of a transformer
showing the n mber of primary
and seconds turns and the
applied voltage and current, use,
the turns ratio formula to
determine th4 secondary voltage
and current.

(1) Turns ratio tor voltage

. (2) Turns ratio for turns' g

(3) Ttirns ratio for amperage,

10d. Given a list of statements, a
schematic, and required infOrmatio,n,
complete statements pertinent to
use of transformers in electronic
circuits.

(1) Transformer symbols and
meaning

(2) types of transformers used
in electronic circuits

ti

6

tik

3f

43. 1.4

r

S.

a

ft w,s e

pit

a.

f



A-

e.

t.

O

-4t
. .. -9,.. ,. : . ,.. .

10e. Given a Schematic and nomenclature,--
pertail)ing to rectifiersflabel the
main parts.i- ...

1" c '
0

(1) Theory of operati'o'n

1.- A

( 2 ) Types-of rectifiers,
r

_ 6.

\ (3) U4s in electronic.circuit

4

a.

1

-\%

APPLICATION:

.3A13R54230-1-I-10, Section I and II
ransformers, Rectifiers

2TPT 3103-15, Transformers

SIXAMARY:

r,

DY ASSIGNMENT:

CONCLUSION (Day 9) .

SG 3ABR54230-1-1-10, Se,ction
Power Supplies Y

I*

1

7

(1.ti

70

6



INTRODUCTION (Day 10)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

Reiew subject matter covered*
previous day or individual problem
areas. ,Review may be/by'questions
or written, guided discussion or as
a summary.

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:
.

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

10f. Using the schematic of a rectifier
circuit, trace one alternation of
current through the circuit by
using arrows to' indicate direction
of current flow.

a



(1) Half wave pulsating DC

(2) Full wave pulsating DC

(3) Filtering

10g. Given a list of incomplete
statements, and required
information, complete
statements pertaining to
batteries.

(1) Battery- banks

Ir%

(2) Battery chargers*

10h. Given a list of questions pertaining
to electriCal and electronic power
supplies and required information,
answer questions on use'of power
supplies.

(1) Types of power supplies



(2) Uses Of power supplies

(3) Theory of transistors

(4) Use of transistors

(5) Testing transistors,

10i. .Given a drawing of a magnetic
amplifier, label the three Main
parts.

A

(1) Magnetic _amplifier circuits

( ).', Use of magnetic amplifiers

APPLICATION:

WS 3ABR54230-1-I-10, Spction III, Power Supplies

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions and/
or observation of students performance
during lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time during lesson' for increased,
effectiveness.

ti

10 n

-;.

M.,

."1. 4



4

7V

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

MOTIVATION:

,STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG ;;ABR4111*0-1-4171, National Elettrieal Code, Electrical Terminologyanc, Blueprint Reading

.*

t

3
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LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Gettitral;
APPROVAL OF FIC

TCETC/15
INSTRUC*ToR

...i Sit COURSE TITLE
Electrician

BLOCK NUMBER

H
BLOCK TITLE

Nonmetallic Sheathed,t;,",

Blucpiint
LESSON TITLE

National Electrical Code, Electrical Terniinolo.,;y'and Reacting (Day 11)
I LESSON DURATIOm

CLASSROOM i..A.0 A , P Y

6 Hr.:,
i MMPL EMPI r AR (

1 orAt.
0 6 firsL

P01 REFERENCE
PAGE NUMBER

13
PAGE DATE

1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

i 1
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

542X0" Chancres 1 and 5t"
DATE 2 Dec 70 0.4 Jan 72 6 Ma{ 73
18 Apr 73, 25 Feb 74 7 tTQV 74t

73,

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

PRECLASS PREPARATION

Ebt.I%PmEtOr...AT ED
IN LASORATORY-'4"--....,,, . ZU I:UN:PITY

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC A OS AND
UNCL ASSIFIEO MATERIAL

Projector, Overhead None None -

..

lki
NATIONAL ELEC
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL

AND BLUEPRINL
K. L. GEBERT

TRANopARENCIIS
ELECTRICAL BLU

TAG 6065

RICAL COOS
CODE

READING.

SYMBOLS
PRINT.

;

. CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND'TEACHING 51 ::f ..

la. Given a National Electrical Code (NEC), list its purpose and scope.
.

(1) Introduction to the NEC

(a) Sponsor
,

(b) Publisher

(c) Purpose
.

.

(d) Scope .
...

..
.(e) Code arrangement .

.

(2) Uses of the Code

ATC
AU

770
7G -

( j



..

QS

LESSON PLAN (Part I, Goaerol) CONTINUATION SHEET.

CRITERION osiecit YES AND TEACHING ST EPS (Continvd)

(a) Table of contents,

(b) Index

lb, Given a National Electrical Code and a list of electrical terms, write the
definition of each term.

(1) Table of contents

(2) Article 100

lc. Given a National Electrical Code and selected electrical problems, list the
correct answer to each problem.

(1) Table of contents

(2) Index

(3) Articles .

(4) Paragraphs
........r

ld. Given a blueprint, NEC, and selected electrical installation problems,
identify locations and list the wiring requirements for electrical component
installation to meet National Electrical Code and blueprint specifications.

(1) Purpose of blueprints

(2) Use of symbols

t (3) Reading a blueprint

r

lc

,..

\
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Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:
Day; 11 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DkY'S sTupv AssTrprmENT:

REVIEW:

L

ATTENTION:

,

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

c.,

it

a

1

3

. ..

77

c

..

0

.



)
I

PRESENTATION:

BODY (5 Hours 45 Minutes)

la. Given a National Electrical Code
- (NEC), list its purpose and scope.

)

(1) Introduction to the NEC

(a) Sponsor

(b) Publisher

(c) Purpose

.(d) Scope

i
As

a
4%

(e) Code arrangement

4
1 0 :

/
.

71



(2) Uses of the Code

(a) Table of contents

(b) Index

. lb.. Given a NatiQnal Electrical Code
and a list of electrical terms,
write the definitions of each term.

. (1) Table of contents

(2) Article 100

4

lt. Given a National Electrical Code
and selected electrical proolems;
6ist the correct answer to each
7roblem.

II )

5



4

...

N..

(1) Table of contents
4

(2) Index

. .
-(3) Articles

(4) Paragraphs
U

ld. Given a bluepTint, NEC and
selected electrical installation
problems, identify .

locations and list the wiring
requirements for electrical
compOnent installation to .-

..,, meet National Electrical Code
bliteprint specifications.

(1) Purpose of blueprints

(2) Use of symbols

(3) Reading b. blueprint '

.,

v.
Y

a

r

t,

o

1 Al 1
4.. v4_1

t

)
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1

APPLICATION:

WB3ABR54230-141-1, Natibnal
Electrical Code, Electrical
Terminology and Blueprint Reading

c.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions and/
or observation of student's perfoa-mance
during lesson. This may be accomplished'
at any time during lesson for increased
effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

o

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

.

CONCLUSION (10 Min)

IN

SG 3ABR54230-1-II-2, Conductors and
Overcurrent Protective Devices /

,

a

a

a a

7
1

0,

r

.

i

e
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) LESSON PLAN ( Port I, G4Prisral)
v ,INSTRUCTOR

.
APPROVAL OFFICE N

TCETC/15M
rnicer NUMBER
'3ABR54230-1 ,

COURSE T IT L F

Electrician
BLOCK TITLE

Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
PI )( P NUMBER

II
LESSON TITLE

1Conductors and Overcurrent Protective Devices' (Day 12)
LESSON DURATION

CLAssRoom/LAeog ',TORY

6 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY

0
TOTAL

6 Hrs
P01 REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

14 and 15
PAGE,DATE

1,May 1975
PARAGRAPH

2
e- STS /CTS REFERENCE

.

DATE 2 Dec 70 (14 traTi-I2 6' M 7
18 Apr 73. 25 Feb 74, 7' Nov

NUMBER
..542X0,, Changes 2, and 5

SUPERVIS R APPROVAL
SIGNATURE. DATE SIGNATURE ' . DATE

t

I

cil

. .
.

PRECLASS PREPARATION
EQUIPMENT LpCATED

IN LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL 'GRAPHIC AILS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIALTester, Multi-Amp,

MS 1(A)
Trainer, Circuit

Breaker
Trainer, Conductor

Size and Protective
Devices

Projector, Overhead

None None
.

4
4---

.

.

SG 11.2
Ive 11.2
NATIoNAL ELECTRIC CODE
NATIONAL ELECTRIC COOE AND

BLUEPRINT READING. K. L.'
GEBERT

TRANSPARENCIES. CONDUCTORS
/WO OvERLoAo DEVICES

.

. .

.

. ,CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS
e

2a. Given the National Electrical Code and a list of conductor sizes and insulation
types, list thr amount of current each conductor will carry.

(1) Article 310 . . . .
. . ..

(2) Types *of conductors

(3) Conductor size .

-

(4) .' Conductor insulation - ,

(5) Location of conductors '

ATC
41,1%

770 I:. GPO 1972 779311.1/13



4

/

LESSON PLAN (Part 1, Genital) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING ST EPS (Cortinvd)"

2b. Given the National Electrical Code and a list of circuits,. list the proper size
conductcr to use in.accdrdan 'ce with the National Electrical Code. .

(1) Conductors in cable or raceway

(2) Conductors in free-air

(3) Types of conductors

(4) Reducing load current in conductors
42c. Given the National Electrical Code and a list of overcurrent deVices, select

-'-J facts pertaining to the different types of,overcurrent devices in accordance with
the National Electrical Code.

(1) Purpose I

(2) Types.and sizes

.44

2d. Given a list of overcurrent devices and the National Electrical Code, select
the 'Cor2ect overcurrent device to meet the NEC requirements.

ii) Uses

' (2) NECrequiremerits
0

2e. Observe the steps for testing a molded case circuit breaker, with an
MS 1(A) tester in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

0.10
4 ...: .

(I) Purpose of testing circuit breakers

(2) Operation of MS 1(A) tester

(3) Procedure for testing circuit breakers

wAes 14 t

We
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Course Ho: 3AB.1354230-1 Branch Approval:
Date:Day: 12

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHIA t ii.!\1101.1S DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT':

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

r

F



(1

4

BODY (5 Hours 45:Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

2a. Given the National Electrical Code
and a list of conductor sizes and -

insulation type, list the amount of
current each conductor will carry.

a

(1) Article 310

(2) Types of conductors

(3) Conductor size

(4) Conductor insulation

(5) Location of conductors

2b. Give'n the National EleCtrical
Code and a list of circuits, list
the proper size conductor to use,
in accordance .with the National
Electrical. Code.

1 i"

4

ti

4..



4
_ (1) Conductors in cable or

raceway

(2) Conductors in free air

(3) Types of conductors

(4) Reducing load current in
conductors

2c.. Given the National Electrical Code
and a list of overcurrent devices,
select facts pertaining to the
different types of overcurrent
devices in accordance with the
National...Electric/al Code.

(1) . Purpose

(2). Types and sizes

5

1



,./

f

2d. Given a list of overcurrent devices
and the National Electrical Code,
select the 'correct overcurrent
device to meet the NEC requirements..'

tl) Uses

(2) NEC requirements

$

2e. Observe the steps for testing a
molded case cirucit breaker,
with an MSI (A) tester in accordance
with the manufacture's specifications.

(1) Purpose of testing circuit
breakers

0

_ (2) Operation of MSI (A) tester
4

4

G

`43) Proceduie for testing circuit
breakers AV

4

, 6

1 £ I),

4,

.-.

v3



APPLICATION:

WI3 3ABR54230-1,-II-2, Conductors and
Overcurrent Protective Devicesr

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral written "questions and/
or' observation of student's performance
during lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time during lesson for increased
effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (10.Minutes)

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG 3ABR54230-1-II-3, Hand Tools
SG 3ABR54230-14I-4, Single Phase Service
Entrances and Panelboards

7

F

yr/

4.
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.
.LESSON PLAN ( Port I, General)

a

APPROVAL OF .;
TCETC/1 ay

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
BLOCK NUMBER

II
BLOCK TITLE

Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
LESSON TITLE

Hand Tools (Day 13)
LESSON DURATION

CI. 4SSROOm/i.BOR A.ToilY

3 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY

.0
TOT AL

3 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

15
PAGE DATE ,

1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

3
STS. CIS REFERENCE

NUMBER

542X0, Changes 1, and 5
DATE 2 Dec 70 (14 Jan 72 6 Mar 73,
18 Apr 73. 25 Feb 74 7 Gov 74)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE- SIGNATURE DATE

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY , CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tool Set
Projector, Overhead

Projector, 16mm None

_

SG II-3
WB II-3
Transparencies,

Hand Tools
TF 1-4603t ABC of

Hand Toots, Part I
TF 1,4602, ABC cif

Hand Tools, Part ,II
CRITERION OBJECTIVE'S AND TEACHING STEPS

3a. Given information and a set of selected hand tools, identify the use and care of
each hand tool.

-
)"--\

(1) Identification of electrician's hand tools

(2) Correct use of each tool

(3) Maintenance of each tool

(4) Replacement of damaged orlost tools

. ,

ATC
:u°cRutz 770

1'A_ ....

:1 GPO: 1912 779-396/2.1

q

N.



Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:
Day 1: - Date:

PART n

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAft STUDY AF.:STC-NMYNT:

. REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:.

MOTIVATION:

.2



-St

BODY (2 Hours, 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

32, Given inforRiation and a set of
handtools, identify the use and
care of each handtool.

'a
,

..

(1) Identification of electricians
handtools

(2) Correct use of each tool

(3) 'Maintenance of each tool

(4) RepiaLement of dathaged or
lost tools

-APPLICATION:

W13 3ABR54230-1-II-3, Hand Tools

A X

3

,

iq/

.

.



1

a.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions and/
or observation of student's performance
during lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time during lesson for increased
effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

N.

'RENIOTIVATION.:

)

o.

111111111111111W

T"

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

4

1

,

t

I'

1

Si



LESSON 'PLAN ( Part I, Genoral)
APPROVAL OF, iitorot I.,

TCETC/15 ay
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER

3ABR54230-1
COURSE TITLE

Electrician
fai.ocK NUMBER

II
BLOCK TITLE

Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
LESSON TITLE

Single Phase Service Entrances and Panelboards (Day 13 and 14)
LESSON DURATION 0

CLASSROOM /LABORATORY

6 Hrs
COMPLEMENTARY

4 0
TOTAL

6 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

-PAGE NUMBER

16
PAGE DATE

1 May 1975
PARAGRAPH

4
.

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER .

542X0 Chan:es 1 2 3 4 and 5
DATE 2 Dec 70 (14 Jan 72 6 M. 73,18 Air 73 25 Feb 74 0.7 4

A SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

y

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT I;;OCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

/
GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tool Set
Trainer, Entrances

and Panelboards
Multimeter, TS/297u
Projector, Overhead

Projector 16mm

.

\ None SG 11 -4
Wa11-4
National Electrical

Code
Transparencies,
Single-Phase Service

TVS-84/5, 3.and 4
Wire Service

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

4a. provided a booth area, hand tools, and a working drawing, install a single-. ,phase 120 /240 volt service entrance and grounded panelboard according to NECspecifications.
..

.

(1) Services .

(a) Drop .
, ;

.

(b) Entrance
.

,

(c) Equipment 1
;

.

5

(d) NEC requirements (Articles, 200, 230, an&.250) .

.
.

ATC AuFc, 770G , ll 4PC: 1972 77111311111/23



%IR

LESSON PLAN (Part I. Giormrtal) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACNINO STEPS (CoortInuid)

(2) Panelboard requirements

(a) Purpose

(b) Types

(c), Location

(d) Protective d6'vices
I

(e) NEC requirements (Artictes 240, of, and 384)

4b. Provided information, tools, and materials, Connect and check the ground
conductor to NE C specifications.

(1) Purpose 4'

(2', Conductor size

(3) Type of connection

(4) Type of electrodes

(5) ft esistance to ground
f

ATc FORM 1)

fi



. Course, No: 3ABR54230-Y 4

Days 13 and 14

ct

1.

PART II

4 ,

INTRO DUC TIO,o (5

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMEgtit

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

1

v

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

4

/

3

1 1-4._ ...1

Y

it

v



,

BODY (5 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

4a. Provided a booth area, handtools,
and a working drawing, install a
single-phase, 120/240 volt service
entrance and grounded panelboard
according to NEC specifications.

lo

(1) Services

(a) Drops

(11) Entrance

(c) Equipment

(d) NEC requirements
(Articles, 200, 230, and
250)

(2) Panelboard requirements

(a) Purpose

I

.9



,
1

,(b) Types"

I

(c) Location

(d) Protective devices,

(e) NEC requirements
(ArticleS 240, 250,
and 384)

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-4, Single-phase
Serivce Entrances and Panelboards,
Project I

13

SUMMARY:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

,1

i

CONCLUSION DAY 13

SG 3ABR54230- 1 -U -4, Single Phase
Service Entrances and Panelboards
SG 3ABR54230-14I-5, Nonmetallic
Sheather Cable

.

5

..4.,'



INTRODUC i'ION (114a, 14)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:
A

EVIEW :

OVERVIEW:

I

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

4b. Provided information, toots and
materials, connect and check the
ground conductor to NEC
specifications.

(1) Piu-pose

(2) Conductor size

6

4.3

t4,

1 "4,0

4



(3) Type of connection

(4) Type of electrodes

(5) Resistance to ground.

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-4',' Single Phase-
Service Entrances and Panelboards -
Project 2

EVA LUA

Rcialuate by oral, written questions
and/or observation of student's
performance during lesson. This may,
be accomplished at any tune during
lesson'for increased eff ctiveness.

SUMMARY:

REMOTWATION:

Or'

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

7



. LESSON PL AN ( Kurt I, Gone' ul)
._ _ .---- -- ..-Atfl tIOVAt t oP P I

TCETC/15
t4' I Ili i, I to4

.;..,RsE N.0.413,-.R

3ABR54230-1
, OUH'51 TIT..l

Electrician
-..BLOCK NUMBER

II
BLOCK TITL.E 4

Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable
t e'":'N TITLE '
Troubleshookng Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable (Days 19 and 20)

Cl. R,:sO 1_ ' TOJZY

10 Hrs

LESSON DURATION
COMPLEMENTARY

0
TOTAL

10 Hrs
P0' REFERENCE

°AC., HokHle-

19
"46E DATE

1 May 1975 ' T'
PARAGRAPH

STS CTS REFERENCE
N. MBER

542X0, Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
DATE 2 Dec 70 (14 Jan 72 6 Mar M,

: ; . I.
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

sDRA,',:RE DATE ,
SIGNATURE DATE

PRECLASS PREPARATION
E k....RM::: -.): A TED

IN -, Aes.IP AT jRY
EQUIPMENT

f- RO1A SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AP L)
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tool Set
Projector, -Overhead

,

Multimeter

.

N ne
,

SG II-7
WB 11-7
TF 6078, Trouble-

shooting Electrical
Circuit: s c,

Transparencies,
Troubleshooting

:RITERIONOBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS .

7a. Pro ided a multimeter and instructions, troubleshoot an energized (120/140
volt) electrical circuit to locate troubles inserted in the circuit.by the instructor.

'(1) Types of circuit troubles
,,

,
(a) Opens

(b) Shorts . - ,

(c) Grounds
- .

3,.,

(2) Troubleshooting methods and procedures.
.

(3) lls'e of test equipment

.

ATC a.; 770

1 23

,,,P0 1172 779- ]peg 23



LESSON PLAN (Part I, G.n.ral) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (ContInu.d)

7b. Provided a multimeter and instructions, troubleshoot a deenergized circuit tolocate troubles inserted in the circuit by the instructor.

(1) Types of circuit troubles

(a) Opens

(b) Shorts

(c) grounds "...-...t,

(2) Troubleshooting methods and procedures

(3) Use of test equipment

1

7c. Gwen information pertaining to balancing,branch circuits, balance the
circuits installed.

(1) Purpose

1,2) Method

(3) Test equipment

7d. Using tools and instructions provided, disconnect electrical circuits, sort
material and store in designated storage facilities.

1

i-- 1 "x.... 1

o

1

...



Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:
Days 19 & 20 Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

REVIEW:

ATTEN PION :

OVERVIEW:

MOT iv

O

c.

3



BODY (9 Hours 45 Minutes)

- PRESENTATION:

7a. Provided a multimeter and
instructions, troubleshoot an
energized, 120/240 volt
electrical circuit to locate troubles
inserted in the circuit by the
instructor.

(1) Types of circuit troubles

(a) Opens

(b) Shorts

(c) GroUnds

(2) Troubleshooting methods and
procedures

(3) Use of test equipment

1)

e)

/63



7b. Provided a multimeter and instructions,
troubleshoot a deenergized circuit
to lbcate troubles inserted in the circuit"-
by the instructor.

(1) Types, of circuit troubles

(a) Opens

(b) Shorts

(c) Grounds

(2) Troubleshooting methods and
procedures

(31 Use-of test equipment

,

APPLICATION:

WB 3A1.31154230-1-II-7, Troubleshooting
Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

5

1 0
tis



,CONCLUSION (Day 19)

SUMMARY:

A

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG lABR54230-1-1E-7, Troubleshooting
Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

INTRODUCTION (Day 20)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

'REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

6

1 tiU

/OS



R

PRESENTATION:

7c. Given information pertaining to
balancing branch circuits, balance
the circuits installed..,

(1) Purpose

(2) Method

. .0
(3) Test equipment

qlr

/o b

e

,.

7d. .U§ing tools and instructions
provided, disconnect electrical-
-circuits, ,sort material and
store in designated storage
facilities.

J

et.
..").

APPLICATION:

WI) 3ABR54230-1-1I-7, Troubleshooting
Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

-7



EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questivis and/
or observations of students performance
during lesson. This may be accomplished
at any time during lesson for increased
effectiveness.

CONC SION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY:

REMOT1VATION:

116

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

SG AFS, .54, 55, 56, PUblications
SG 3ABR54230-1-III-1, Publications

V

8

-1

V

4



4

1#

0,

r.

Course No: 3ABR54230-1
Days: 14,15,16, and 17

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

CHECS PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

1401TVATION:

1

4

Branch Approval:
Date:

og



C

BODY (20 Hours 45 Min)

Presentation:

5a. Given information pertaining to .

the construction
characteristics,

types, and uses of,non-metallic
cable, list the correct ewer to
each problem by researchiig the
information in the NEC.

N1Z-NN\

(1) Construction characteristics

(2) Types of cable

(3) Use for which cable is approved

(4) NEC installation requireients

1

coq

APPLICATION: WB 3ABR54230-1-II-5, Nonmetallic
Sheated Cable, Project

SUMMAfirf :

CONCLUSION (Day 14)



1

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: SG 3ABR34230-I-II-5
Nonmetallic Sheathed
Cable:

INTRODUCTION (Day 15)
Lt

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEO:

OVERKIEW:

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

5b. Given the necessary tools, equipment
and instructions make and solder
splices according to NEC specifications

3



///
(1) Types of splices

(2) Splicing dure

(3) Soadering procedure

(4) Taping

APPLICATION: WB 3ABR54230-1-II-5, Nonmetallic
Sheathed Cable, Project 2

5c. Provided a work area and handtools,
install a circuit in nonmetallic
cable containing a ceilingAiight, a
single-pole switch and a duplex
receptacle, accordi g to NEC
specifications.

(1) Circuitry

APPLICATION: WB3ABR54230-1-II-5-Nonmetallic
Sheathed Cable project 3

6

Conclusion (Day 15)

4



0

SluDY ASSIGNMENT: SG 3ABR54230-1-II-5

Nonmetallic Sheathed Cable

TNIRODUCTION ( Day 16)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

. REVIJEW :

e.-

OVERVIEW:,

O

MOTIVATION :

PRESENTATION:

5c. Continued

(2) NEC Requirement

P
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5d. Provided a work area and handtools,

install a circuit in non-metallic

cOle containing a 220 volt receptacle
according to NEC specifications%

(1) Circuitry

(2) NEC requirement

APPLICiTION: WB 3ABR54230-1 -II -5, Nonetallic

'Sheathed Cable, Project'4

(

A

CONCLUSION ( Day 16)

SUMMARY: ,

///

STUD: ASSIGNMENT: SG 3ABR54230-1-11-51

Nonmetillic Sheathed Cable

INTRODUCTION (Day 17)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S SINDY ASSIGNMENT

REVID/:

- V t J

6 {3.

J
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MOTIVATION:

FRESENTATION:

5e. Provided a work'area and handtools,
install a circuit in non-metallic
cable, containing two three-may,
switches to control a ceiling light,
according to NEC specifications.

(1) Circuitry

'(2) NEC requiremets

`51. Using the previously installed three
way switches, install a four-may switch
according. to NEC specifications.-,

,
1

(1) Circuitry

(2) NEC reqUiremeut

,"

4

N

O

7
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APPLICATION: WB 3ABR54230-Nonmetallic

Sheathed Cable. Project 5,6

EVALUATION: Evaluate by oral, written questions
and/or observation of students's

performance during lesson for
increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (10 Min)'

SOMMARY:

RU4OTIVATION:

SHAY ASSIGNMENT: SG 3ABR54230-1-II-61 Lighting System

8

vi
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LESSON PLAN (Poet I, Gettotal) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES ANO TEACHANG STEPS (Cominufid)

r.(3) Advantages

6c. 'Provided a work area and hand.tools, install a circuit in nonmetallic cable,
conta..ng a fluorescent light and a single-pole switch according to NEC specifica-
tions.

(1,, Circuitry

(2) Mounting methods

(3) NEC reqUirements
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Course No: 3ABR54230-1 Branch Approval:
Date:Day 18

PART II

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

...

REVIEW: `''

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

..,

r

\,.

m

3

1 1 :.

I

1/
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t

r

BODY (5 Hours -45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

6a. Given information pertaining to
incanaescent- lighting and a list
of problems, correctly solve each
Problem. ,

(1) Design

(2) Classification

(3) Advantages

6b. Given information pertaining to
fluorescent lighting anda list of
problems correctly solve each
problem.

, e

(1) Design

%

(2) Classification

\..

(3) Advantages
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6c1 Provided a work area and handtools,
'install a circuit in nonmetallic
cable, containing a 'flourescent
light and a single -pole switch
according to NEC specifications.

(1) Circuitry

(2) Mounting methods'

(3). NEC requirement

APPLICATION:

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-6, Lighting Systems

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions
and/or observation of student's
performance during lessons This
may be accomplished an any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

I

4

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

5
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

ORIENTATION

OBJECTIVE

/;2/
SG 3ABR54230-1-1-1

July 1975

This study guide, along with ATS.-5401 Slide Presettation in the Learning Resource
enter, will acquaint you with the course organization, objectives, instruction,and

measurement programs.

INTRODUCTION

6
This entire orientation study,guide is an introduction. In it we will attempt to

introduce you to the contents, policies, and objectives of the course for which you have
been selected. In our initial introduction, we will attempt to cover the daily schedules,
the instruction and measurement policiet'Obe type of training materials usedjand other
items of particular interest to you as an entering student. Above all, we want you to
feel welcome in our course and we will do everything we can to, make your stay at
Sheppard worthwhile and pleasant for you. The more you put into the course, the more
you will get out of it.'

Materials presented in the fcrilowg pages will be under the major topic headings
as follows:

COURSE ORGANIZATION A_,ND MEASUREMENT

* 'HIGH PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND 'HONOR GRADUATE PROGRAM

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS AND TRAINING LITERATURE USED IN THE
COURSE

STUDY SKILLS AND STUDENT NOTEBOOK

COURSE OPERATING POLICIES AND ALERT PROCEDURES

SAFEGUARDING CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND SAFETY

STUDENT CRITIQUE PROGRAM

Oft

I

1.'
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COURSE ORGANIZATION AND MEASUREMENT

Arrangement of Materials * 4

This course to which you have been assigned is organized in a manner to presentyou -instruction-in-a progressive sequence. That is, fundamentals and principles arepresented first and are followed by your practical performance to insure that you acquireboth the knowledges and skills necessary to perfo,rm as an apprentice electrician.Your training begins with this study guide and will continue through the subjects ofcommunications security, electrical fundamentals, electrical circuits, electrical.cir-cuit installation, and the installation and maintenanci>of certain-electrical equipment. .

The established sequence of instruction has proven to be very effective over a longperiod of course conduct. Many students have completed the course successfully in itspresent form. You can also successfully complete it. It will require much effort on ,your part, but then anything worthwhile requires effort.

Organizational Structure

For any large group of people to work, together effectively, an organization mustbe established:
our

course is no exception, and here the operation must be effectiKeto accomplish our mission of technical training.

Our organization is simple. All of our courses are assigned to training branches
which are in turn a part of our department, Department of,Civil Engineering Training.Our departmett is only one of the training departments which make up the USAF School
of Applied Aerospace Sciences. The organizational structure of management and super-.vision is shown in the following "chain of command" type diagram.

Department Chief
Dept of Civil Engineering

Branch Chief
Electrical Brandh

Course Supervisor
Electrician Crp

Instructor

1 Student

The preceding diagram shows a simple straight line chain from you to the depart-ment chief. The department chief, of course, is responsible to the technical schoolcommander, who in turn is responsible to the training center commander. What itactually means to you is that while you are in school, the instructor is your immediatesupervisor who will help you in any way possible and will arrange for you to meet oneof the supervisors or chiefs.if,the need should arise.

2
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Course Objectives

A Criterion Objective ist defined as, "The specification of the behavior which leadsto or satisfies a job performance requirement or standard." Simply stated, for each,.element of training which you must successfully accomplish in this course, there willbe a criterion objective. You must accomplish all of these criterion objectives. Theinstructor or supervisor will certify your accomplishment of criterion objectives on aCriterion Checklist as you progress through the course. He must document all criterionobjectives as being satisfactorily attained prior to administering a measurement testat the established test point. You cannot be administered a measurement test for ad-vancement to the next block or unit of instruction until you have accomplished all thecriterion objectives for the unit in which you are assigned. Additional instruction willbe provided if you need it; hard work and study on your part are very important.
Measurement and Grading Practices

From the above short discussion of course learning objectives, it is an easy tran-sition into the course measurement and grading practices. Briefly stated, the twotypes of measurement you will be subjected to are the Criterion Progress Check andthe Measurement Test. Since you must complete all criterion objectives for a unit ofinstruction prior to being administered the measurement-test, the instructor will per-form a continuing assessment of your progress in accomplishing the criterion objectives.He will observe your performance activities, insure that you complete all workbooks,and may give you short written quizzes to satisfy himself that you have accomplishedeach criterion objective. Upon his satisfaction with the results of these criterion pro-gress checks he will certify on the criterion checklist that you have accomplished thecriterion objective in question. When you have completed allzriterion objectives in agiven unit or block of instruction he will certify that you are ready fothe measurement14ftest.

The Measurement Test is an objective type wri ten test designed to measure know-,ledge as applied to specialty tasks. It is used to pro ide a permanent record of yourptogress and achievement in the course. The meas ement tests you are administeredmay contain from 25 to 50 individual test itern4/usually in multiple-choice form.Remember, your accomplishment of these meiSurement tests will go on your perma-nent course attendance record. Do the very b st you can to make. good grades. It iswell worth the effort.
The measurement test for a unit or block of instruction must contain at least oneasurement item (question) for each criterion objective. It may have more than oaequestion for each-Criterion objective, but must have at least one. You must applyyourself in all aspects of the course; self-study, attention during all discussions apddemonstrations, and performance of all steps in the practical exercises assigned.
A fixed figure cannot be given you for the passing/failing grades required as thesegrades may be different for different tests. Your instructor will inform you at the begin-, nmg of each test what tne minimum passing grade iS. ILyou are well prepared and-have done your work well, you need not be congerned with the minimum grades as youwill likely score in the higher grades. Writtel instructions will be furnished you at thebeginning of each test period. Read these instructions carefully; they affeCt YOURfuture.

-,

Questions missed on each test will be reviewed (critiqued) by the instructor andclass to help you identify'mistakes you made during testiing. During these Critiques,you not be permitted to make notes as the rules fo ' rotection of measurementtests are very strict; You will be informed of your test ores'as soon as possibleafter the test period. You probably won't fail any to ut ifejou should, you will begiven additional instruction and will be retested, or washed back, to repeatethe unit olf .instruction. -

3



Counseling, Washback, and Elimination

If ydu should fail a test, the instructor or supervisor will discuss the.failure with
you and will counsel you on the best action to take. During these counseling sessions
remember that the instructor or supervisor is interested in your problems. He has
nothing against you and is only trying to arrive at the solution to whatever the problem
was that caused'you to fail. Be honest with him and discuss your problem. The dis-
cussion will benefit both of you.

Once you fail a test, three avenues are open: probationary continuation, washback,
or elimination. If you, the instructor, and the supervisor feel that you are able to
accomplish the materials in which you failed and at the same time acquire the materials
in the next block, the instructor will recommend you for the probationary continuation.
During this probationary period, you will be gives remedial (extra) instruction outside
of normal class hours. Upon completion of the periods of remedial instruction you
will be retested and if you pass you will continue in the new block.

If you should ail your retest, the second option of washback will most likely beused. In this case, you will be washed back to a class behind you to repeat the block
/in which you failed *make passing grades. Upon failing to pass the test after repeat-

ing a block, or upon one or more washbacks, you may be considered for elimination in
your best interest or in the best interest of the Air Force. Remedial instruction is
available to 'help you, avoid the possibility of washback and elimination.

Remedial Instruction

Remedial instruction is provided to give extra help to students in learning course
material. If instruction on a particular subject isn't clear you may voluntarily ask
your instructor to be placed on remedial instruction: Remedial instruction may also
be compulsory should you have failing daily quiz scores or if your instructor thinks
you need extra study..

When attending remedial study your instructor will give you two special study
assignment forms. A copy of the special study form is presented to your squadron
training NCO. Theoriginal is-kept by you and given fo your instructor when remedial-
instruction is completed.

The classroom instructor will inform yoti.of the time; dates, and location of your
remedial instruction. You will be assisted during this study time by an instructor, or
instructors so as to improve your daily quiz scores and block grades. ."

1

Proficiency Advancement

This is a program to alloW you-to be tested on arty- portion of the courae in which
you have already had training or experience. In other 'words, it isn't economically
sound to take up your time training you in a subjsept in which you are already proficient.
If ybu should identify a block in the course which contains materials for which you have
had good training and for which you feel you can pass the tests, youshOuld apply for
proficiency advancement. If you pass all the required tests, you can bypass these mater-
ials and graduatft.ahead of your class.

4'
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MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

(

4 adapting this material 'for inclusion in the "Trial Implementatibh of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate
z -

for use in vocational$nd technical education.
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OBJECTIVE

. is 9
SG.3ABR54230-1-I-5

July 1975

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC FUNDAMENTALS

The purpose of this unit of instruction is to help you

1. become familiar with the terms and theories t,hat apply to electrical and
electronic fundamentals.

2. understand the causes, 'effects and applications of magnets and magnetiC laws.

3. understand two types of reactance, their causes, and effects.

INTRODUCTION

Electricity has been, and still is, something to be respected. .This is probably due
to the fact that it cannot be seen and also the possibility of injury or death, if roper
precautions are not observed when working with it. This is also true of many'other
things, that are used every day, but the results of carelessness are normally less se-
vere. As you become familiar with this particular form of energy, you should learn to
respect it. Properly handled and used, electricity has become one of the greatest bene- .

fits in existence to mankind. To properly handle,and use electricity, you will first rave
to understand some ofthe factors about this form of energy. Some of the factors you
will be concerned with are electron theory, magnetism, and reactance. This study
guide will help you to understand the factors surrounding this very useful form of
energy. a

INFORMATION

SECTION NO..1, ELECTRON THEORY'
,

Remember that this is fundamental, and that your future in this field is based on
how much you learn and how many of these basic facts yoll retain.

Matter and Energy

Material things can be classified under the general classification of matter and
`energy. Matter can be defined as.anything which occupies space and has weight. That
is, anything that can be measured in terms of weight or dimenSion,. such as a chair, a
book, a human body, gold, silver, air, water, etc. These things are tangible, since
they can be seen, felt, or measured:

Energy is intangible; that is, it cannot be seen but is represented by the effects
it has on matter. Energy can be defined as "the .ability to do work." It can have var-
ious forms such as meehanical energy,, chemical energy, electrical energy, and heat
energy. Any of these forms can be transformed from one to the other.

In the study of electricity it is convenient or dqsirable many times to approach it
from an energy standpoint.
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Energy is measured by its effects on matter. These effects usually produce mo-tion. From this viewpoint, the unit of energy is equal to the force necessary to produce
motion multiplied by the distance the object, is moved -- hence, the expression "foot-
pounds."

Two types of energy are potential and kinetic. Potential energy is energy storedup or in a restful position, Kinetic energy is energy in motion.

Specific examples of potential or kinetic energy are unused coal, running water,
lightning, current flow and voltage source.

Construction of Matter

Matter exists in any one of three states: gas, liquid, or solid. , To understand why
certain substances act as they do when electrically charged, something must be known
about how materials are put together. For Lxample, if we could take the rubber in a
rubber ball apart, or take apart the glass in a glass rod, what.would we have? What
sort of materials are substances made of, and how are these materials put together to
make these substances? Scientists call this the ''structure of matter." All substances
are composed of elements, molecules, or atoms.

ELEMENTS. The ancient Greeks were convinced that all physical things consisted
of four elements: air, earth, fire, and water. To them, materials were differentM-
cause they were composed of varying amounts of these four elements. As time passed
and scientific methods were developed, the four Greek elements were broken down into
more and more "indivisible" substances, which still retain the same element. More
than 100 such elements have been isolated.

An element such as copper, gold, or oxygen, is a substance which cannot be re-
duced to a simpler substance by ordinary chemical means. All matter consists of ele-
ments or combinations of elements. The difference in the various elements is not that
they have different type electrons or protons, but it is the number of these particles
that make elements different.

COMPOUNDS. A compound is a substance containing more than one element
chemically united in definite proportions-by weight, and having properties different
from those of its original components. For example, water is made up of two parts
of hydrogen and one part of oxygen, therefore, water is a compound.

MOLECULE. A molecule is defined as the smallest particle of mattes° which can
exist by itself and still retain all the properties of the original substance. If a drop of
water (a compound) is divided until the smallest possible particle is obtained and is
still water, that particle is known as a molecule. A water molecule, if divided, would
become atoms of hydrogen and oxygen.

ATOM. If'you subdivide any element until you had the smallest particle that re-
tains its identity, as a part of that element, _then you would have what is called an atom.
The atom is also defined as the smallest part of an element that can take part in ordi-
nary chemical changes. (See figure 6)
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All the atoms of a particular element have the same mass (or weight) but this mass
is different from the mass of the atom of any other element as already mentioned; As
previously stated, all matter is a combination of one or more of these atoms just as
words are a,combination of tl)e letters of our alphabet.

Formerly it was believed that the atom was the smallest particle of matter, but
nuclear physicists have proven that the atom is made up of many small wticles.
Each of these atoms has a nucleus or center around which rotates one or 7-iore---particles.

The structure of the atom is similar to our solar system with the sun as a nucleusand the planets rotating around the sun, see figure 7.

-at
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/

PROTON

ELECTRONS

Figure 7. Electron and Proton Arrangements of Four Different
iitoms with the Earth Shown Rotating About the Sun for Comparison

The.nucleus of any atom contains or is made up of particles called'piotons, which
carry a positive charge of electricity, and neutrons which are neutral in charge or
lave no charge. Their weight4,.equivalent to the,proton. The symbol for a neutron
is N. We will not consider the neutron in our work in this course.

A
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.It has been proven that an electron, which orbits the nucleus of the atom, from the'atom of any element is the same as an electron from the atom of any other element, andthe proton from an atom of any element is the same as the proton from the atom of anyother element. The electron has a negative charge.

The weight of*the Protons plus the weight of the neutrons located in the nucleusmake up all the weight of the atom. The weight of the electron is so light that it isconsidered inlignificant, ,although it has a larger volume than the proton. The atomicweight of an atom is the weight of the protons plus the weight of the neutrons. Each ofthese particles is said to have a weight or mass of one. An example would be carbonwhich has six protons and six neutrons and thus an atomic weight of twelve. Atomsalso have atomic numbers and to find this merely add the number of protons. Theatomic number for carbon is Si lie (See figure 8)'
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An atom in its normal condition has an equal number of electrons and protons.
The negative charge of electricity on the electron is equal and opposite to the positive
charge of electricity on the proton. The normal atom then is ectrically balanced and
Shows no signs of electricity. The mass (weight) of a proton is something like eighteen

' hundred and fifty times the mass (weight) of an electron. When there are more than
two electrons in an atom, they rotate around the nucleus at different distances from the
'center of the nucleus in fixed orbits or rings and with 'a fixed number in each orbit,
when they are in their normal state. Each orbit has a maximum numl4er of electrons
it can hold. The first orbit contains two electrons with the exception of hydrogen which
has only one. The second orbit has eight electrons, the third has 18, the fourth has 32,
etc. Of course, all atoms would not have full orbits and would not always contain this
number of electrons.

Other atoms have more than four orbital levels.

Previously it was mentioned that the proton was much heavier than the electron.
While this is true, the electron has a much larger volume. Also not only do the elec-
trons orbit the nucleus of a atom, but each electron spins on its own axis, similar to
the earth rotating in 24 hours., If ,an atom had eight electrons in its second orbital level
and four were spinning clockwise and four counterclockwise, then the atom could not
make up a magnetic substance. If over half of these eight electrons were spinning in
one direction and the'others in the opposite direction, then this atom could become a
magnetic substance.

It we accept the above statements as being true, and scientists have proven they
are true, then we must conclude that everything on this earth is composed of the same
things--electrons and protons with equal charges of positive and negative electricity
and in electrical balance.

Why are some things hard and others soft, some brittle and others pliable, some
will burn and others will not, some will conduct electricity and others will not? The
aiswer is in the way the individual atoms are constructed. The simplest atom is the

I* hydrogen atom. It has one electron and one proton.,

The next is the helium atom with two (2) electrons and two (2) protons, and here is
where the other particles in the nucleus begin to appear which are being disregarded
because of -pits neutral charge. There are two (2) neutrons in this nucleus.

Going on up the line of elements there will be one -more electron and one more,
proton added forl each individual element added to the list. This will continue in order
until you.get thrbigh the entire list of elements.

If through some force an atom loses or gains an electron, it is then called an ion.
If an electron is lost the atom becomes a positive ion, while if an electron is gained
the atom becomes a negative ion. The voltage necessary to remove an electron from
an atom is called the ionization potential.
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Electron Theory of Condliction

It is necessary for you to know the different materials insofar as electricity is con-
cernedcerned as to whether they are conductors, resistors or insulators. The outside orbi-
tal level is called the valence orbit. This level contributes all electrical properties to k.e.

an atom. 'The positive charged nucleus attracts the electrons in orbit to prevent their
escaping into space while their speed enables them to stay in orbit and prevent being
pulled into the nucleus. Perhaps you wonder why the protons which all have the same
charge can exist in the nucleus without flying apart since like charges repels Scientists
say there is a binding force that holds them together. It is believed that one of the sub-
atomic particles recently discovered causes this binding force. .

The ability of a particular object to conduct qurent is called the conductance, the
unit of which is the mho and the symbol of which is G.

VALENCE. Valence is the capacity atoms have to react with one another. The
various elements are assigned valence numbers as one, two, three, etc. The valence
ring is the outer electron orbit, and it is this orbit that determines the electrical char-
acteristics of an atom.

You will study two types of valences 'In electricW fundamentals. This study will
prove helpful in basic electronics. Electrovalence is the loss or gain of an electrons
1* an atom to reach a more stable electronic condition. An gxarnple of electrovalence
is sodium combining with chlorine to make common table salt. (See figur' 9)
Sodium has one electron in its valence ring while chlorine has seven electfons in its
valance ring. Soc4um will give up its lone valence electron to chlorine. This makes
the next orbit of sodium full and makes the outer valence ring of chlorine full. Titus
sodium chlorine (table salt) is formed by the actual exchange of the s̀e electrons.
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Figure 9. Electrovalence
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Cevalence is the sharing of electrons to reach a more stable electronic condition.An example of covalence is germanium which has atoms with four valence electronsand this shell needs eight to become moire stable. Each two atoms share their fourwith each other and reach a somewhat more stable arrangement in this manner.(See figure 101

Crystalline Germanium in Covalent Bonding

Figu're 10. Covalent Bonding
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CONDUCTION. Note in figures 11 and 12 that the electrons are rotating at differ-ent distances from the nucleus, Those in the outer orbit or ring are bound less tightlyto the nucleus because of the distance, while those near the nucleus are more tightlybound.

The atoms of the metals such as silver,c,
copper, aluminum, etc. are as a rulecloser together and the orbits of the electrons in the outer ring will actually overlapas shown in figures 11 and 12.

FREE ELECTROlt
FREE ELSCrto..

ENLARGED SECTION OF COPPER WIRE

Figure 11. Free Electron
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1 FIRST RING OR SHELL

SECOND RING OR SHELL.

THIRD RING OR SHELL

CONSTRUCTION OF ALUMINUM ATOM
NUCLEUS - 13 + POSITIVE CHARGES
FIRST SHELLv- 2-BOUND ELECTRONS
SECOND SHELL- 8- ELECTRONS

4 THIRD SHELL- 3- ELECTRONS
POSSIBLE TO BE FREE.

G

J3'7

Figure 12.' Three Atoms of Aluminum

While the electron of one particular atom is making its rounds, it may get closerto the nucleus of anotter.atom and join onto that atom, while the plectron from thesecond atom joins onto another atom. This gives us another term--free electrons.Free electrons mean that some of the electrons are wandering around aimlessly inmost any direction in the metal, These free electrons are easily separated from theiratom's nucleus.

Any materi with a large number of free electrons is considered a conductor ofelectricity.
p

Materials with few free electrons are classed as resistors. Some of the mater-ials commonly used for resistors are: German silver (comprised of copper, nickeland zinc), copper-nickel alloys and nickel-chromium alloys. Carbon is another ex-tensively used resistance material Another group of materials that are closely re-lated to resistors are the Semiconductors. These materials will conduct electronflow under certain conditions and in certain directions. Examples are Rochelle sails,selenium", -Germanium crystals and copper oxide.

There are other materials with practically no free electrons. These materialsare classed as insulators. Some of the common insulators are porcelain, glass, air,dry wood, mica, oil, and rubber.

There is no sharp dividing line betwein conductors and resistors or between re-sistors and insulators. The best conductor will offer resistance to the flow of currentand a resistor will conduct current. Iltny material Fill conduct current if the pressureis great enough. An insulator, will conduct, current if enough force is used, but thiswill distort the insulator.
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It is more a matter ofease of conduction. A good conductor should conduct or
carry current easily or with little opposition.

A resistor is often used to impede or cut down the flow of current, while an insu-
lator keeps current in its proper path or circuit.

Types of Electricity

Possiblyone of the reasons electricity is looked upon with fear and apprehension
is because you Cannot see electricity. Since electricity cannot be seen, you must de-
velop safe working habits while you are working around it.

DYNAMIC ELECTRICITY. Dynamic electricity (electricity in motion) is simply
the uniform movement of free electrons in a conductor. If these electrons move in one
direction only, you have direct current (dc). If they move back and forth along a con-
ductor you have alternating current (ac). The discussion will be continued to direct
current (dc), at this time. Actually dynamic electricity is the most useful type of
electricity and is used to operate our many appliances. Dynamic electricity may be
ac, dc, or pulsating dc. (See figures 13A. and 13B)

What makes free electrons move in the conductor? Voltage is the answer and you_
will learn more about that in a short while.

Now return to the movement of the free electrons and see what they do. When
these electrons move they may produce four noticeable effects. These are: heat, mag-
netism, chemical action (as in charging a battery), and they may produce physical
shock These are the four effects of current.

o(

-

CURRENT

TIME 1/60 SEC.--s1
DIRECT CURRENT

Waveform for DC

Figure 13A.

CURRENT

TIME 1/60 SEC
ALTERNATING CURRENT

Waveform for AC

Circuits with Waveforms
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HALF WAVE
FULL WAVE

/39

Figure 13B. Pulsating DC

STATIC EL CTRICTY. Static electricity (electricity at rest) is electricity pro-duced by friction. Benjamin Franklin identified a poptive charged bbdy as being one
with the same charge as left on a glass rod when it was rubbed with silk, and a nega-tive charged body as being the same charge as left on a hard rubber rod when it wasrubbed with fur. Of course, the silk rubbed on the glass would have a negative chargewhile the fur rubbed on the rubber rod would have a positive charge.

Friction between your clothes and.the seat covers in your car may cause a differ-ence in potential (voltage), thus causing the presence of static electricity. However,electricity becomes dynamic (in motion) when it jumps from your hand to the handle ofyour car tending to balance the pbtential and causing an electron flow. Nature is con:tinually attempting to balance things. It is possible as you slide across the car seat,for you to see the sparks and feel the effects of the electrbn flow.

The glass rod mentioned above actually released its electrons to-the silk. Thisleft the glass rod with a deficiency of electrons and the silk with an excess of electrons.The rubber rod actually accepted some of the electrons from the fur leaving the rod ,negatively charged and the fur would be left positively charged.

The rubber and glass rods are said to be charged when rubbed with various typesof materials. Around all charged bodies there exists an'invisible field of force.
This field contains imaginary lines of force. The field exists around both a positivelycharged and a negatively charged object. The force between two charged objects isdirectly proportional to the amount of charge on each and inversely proportional totheir distance. Like charges repel each other; unlike charges attract each other.

An electric charge may be detected by its ability to attract light objects, such aspith balls and bits of paper.. A device used for detecting electric charges is called anelectroscope. In its simplest form, an electroscope consists of a pith ball hanging on1 the end of a silk thread. If you touch the pith ball with a glass rod which has been -'tyrubbed with silk, you charge it positively.. Any other charged body which is brought'near the pith ball will repel it if the body is positive, and attract it if the body isnegative.
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The distribution of charges on objects varies accor4g to the shape of the object.See figure 14.

Figure 14. Distribution of Charges

The charge on the outsideilta sphere is uniformly-distributed. On charged ob-ject , other than spheres, the greatest charge is found on the part which. has the greates curvature. Thus, if a teardrop-shaped object is charged, the intensity of the elec-tric field will be greatest in the regions of the sharp point. Use of this fact is made inthe design of lightning rods and of certain spark gaps. Static electricity is usually
harmful and serves very few beneficial purposes.

Current

A movement of electrons in a specific direction is defined as current flow. Re-member there are billions of electrons in a conductor, and that the electron is thesmallest negative charge of electricity, in fact, it is too small to use as a unit ofmeasurement of electricity. 'The negative charged electron flows toward the positivepotentials.

AA meter-connected directly into the line, so the-electrons would flow through it iscalled an ammeter. This meter will actually count the electrons and tell how manyamperes of current are flowing. It is connected in series. The symbol for the am-'
meter is ®.

The mathematical symbol for current is "I" (representing intensity of current),
and the schematic Symbol is "A." The unit of measurement is the ampere. Currenthas four effects as previously mentioned. They are magnetism, heat, chemical ac-tion; and physical shock.

Voltage

Voltage is the force that moves the e ctianns in a conductor. ° Voltage is nothing
more than/more electrons at one place t at another. Voltage,' potential difference,
electromotive force (EMF), electron moving force, and electrical pressure are allused interchangeably and mean the same thing.

Suppose you wanted to energize the outlet on your workbench. There are three
principal ways or means by which you can get voltage or difference of potential between
these two points. You may use (1) a battery, (2) a generator, or (3) a thermocouple.
The thetmocouple furnishes very little voltage. There are other sources of voltagebut they also furnish small amounts of voltage. Other sources are by friction, com-pressing certain crystals, and the photoelectric effect. It would take 20 billion
candles to produce 100 watts of electrical energy.
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BATTERY. In the stable or normal atom, there,are as many electrons as protons( and an equal,balance of electrical charges. The chemical action of a battery removes'\ some of the free electrons from the atoms oh one post of the battery and stacks them upon the other post. -It takes energy to,remove these electrons from their normal posi-tion in the atom and stack them up where they do not belong. These electrons which.are stacked up on one post are in a position to do work when a circuit is completed be-between the negative and positive posts as shown fon figure_ 1, 5-;-Therefore, a battery isa device which changes chemical energy to electrical energy.

COPPER - ZINC

GLASS JAR

SYMBOL FOR CELL

ELECTROLYTE

WET PRIMARY CELL

Figure 15. Battery Cell

GENERATOR. The generatorLtzkes free electrons from one terminal and stacksthem up on the other terminal. In this case mechanical energy is changed to electricalenergy as shown in figure 16.

DIRECTION

OF MOTION

Figure 16.

434f>

USHAPED MAGNET

Generatcir Action
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THERMOCOUPLE. A thermocouple
is two different metals joined together
such as copper and iron wire, or other
unlike materials. When this junction
is heated, as shown in figure 17, it
causes free electrons to Stack up on one
terminal while the otter will have a de-
ficiency of electrons, battery and gener-
ato. 'In this case heat esnergy is changed
into electrical energy.

a

// A N T WAONVY"

A

8 ISM U T

In each of these three cases energy t-,4)
was usedto displace electrons from one
post and stack them upon the other. Figure 17. Thermocouple
The post or terminal with an excess of
electrons "is called the negative terminal, and the post or terminal with the deficiency
of electrons is called the positive terminal.

This condition is expresSed by the term "difference of potential" or voltage which
-actually'rnemis ability to do work due to a state of unbalanced, electron condition.

You are possibly familiar with the constructionand use of a pile driver: It is a
device used for driving posts or piles into the earth for foundations or dams. It con-
sists of a frafnework and a heavy weight with some means of raising,the weight and
letting the weight drop on top of the pile or post. Why is this weight lifted? To give
the weight potential energy. When the weight is'dropped, this potential energy is
changed into dynamic energy, and forces the pile into the ground.

A similar thing happens in electricity by taking free electrons from their normal
position and stacking themup on the negative pbst. This is like-lifting the weight on the
pile driver. When the weight is dropped it does useful work. The same things hap-
pens in an electric, circuit when a switch is closed. The potential energy of these
electrons will perform some of the useful effects of current as mentioned before--heat,
magnetism, chemical action; and shock.

The mathematical symbol for voltage is "E" and the schefnatic symbol is "V."
The instrument used to measure this .potential difference between two points is called
the voltmeter. The unit of measurement is the volt. The voltmeter is usually con-
nected inparallel." The syrhbol is

The volt is actually a Measure of. the energy expended in displacing a unit charge
from one terminal to the other in our sources of voltage, which is the basic unit of
electrical energy.
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Resistance

The definition of resistance is to oppose or retard. In electricity resistance
means the opposition to the movement of free electrons through a circuit or conductor.

Remember there are billions of electrons, 'protons, and other particles in.,a con-,
ductor.- When the free electrons are forced along a conductor they are in continual
collision with theseparticles. These collisions tend to stop thefree movement of theelectrons and are one of the main retarding forces.

The 'resistance of a conductor is deteimined by four factors: length, cross sect -tional area, kind of Material, and temperature. The longer the conductor the moreresistance, the larger the cross sectional area the less the resistance, the more free
electrpns (determined by the kind of material) the less the resistance, and in most
cases the higher the temperature the more the resistance. An exception to this rule
is carbon which is one of the few material's that has less resistance with an increasein temperature.

When a maresiial increases in resistance vith an increase in temperature, it is saidto have a positive coefficient. One that decreases in resistanc,e with an increase intemperature is said to have a negative coefficient. Figure 18 illustrates one of theuses of resistors,
.

The unit used as a measurement of re istance is the ohm. Ontt volt will force oneampere of current through one ohm of r stance. The mathematicafsyrnbol for re-sistance is "R" and omega symbol " fl " as the schematic representation.

GLASS BULB (INSULATOR) MAKES VACUUM
POSSIBLE 'AND PROTECTS FILAMENT

FILAMENT (TUNGSTEN CONDUCTOR) MAKES THE LIGHT 6

BY BEING HEATED WHITE HOT BY THE ELECTRIC CURRENT
(RESISTIVE CONDUCTOR)

BRASS BASE (CONDUCTOR) THREADED
FOR INSERTION IN SOCKET, ONR ENO
OF, AFILAMENT ATTACHED AT A
CONTACTS ONE SIDE OF 'LINE

LINE

INSULATOR SEPARATES A FROM 8

El AS. BUTTON (CONDUCTOR) ON
SE OF BULB ONE ENO OF

FILAMENT ATTACHED AT 8
CONTACTS OTHER .S.MDE-OF THE LINE

Figure 18. Incandescent Light Bulb Showing
Insulators, Conductors and Resistor
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Resistors

Resistors are classified as variable resistors and fixed resistors.

VARIABLE RESISTORS. Variable resistors may be classified as rheostats or
potentiometers, depending upon their use, the number of terminals, and how they are
connected in the Circuit.

-.A rheostat variable resistor
which may be used as a control to vary
the amount of current which flows in an
electric device. The rheostat has two
terminals; one terminal is connected
to one end of the resistance and the.
other terminal, to the slider arm con-
tact. A typical circuit in which a
rheostat is used is shown in figure 19,
Since die iheOstat controls the circuit,
it serves to vary the intensity of the
pilot light, R.

Figure 19., Controlling Current Flow
With Rheostat

As the slider arm is moved from toward B, the amount of rheostat resistance
(AB) in the circuit is increased. Since the rheostat resistance and the fixed resistance
of the lamp are in series, the total resistance of the circuit also increases. The total
current in the circuit thereforebdecreases. By a similar analysis, you can see that as
'the slider arm is moved toward A, the total resistance decreases and the current
through the lamp increases.

The potentionieter is also a variable resistor. However, the potentiometer has
three terminals; the two ends and the slider arm are connected in the circuit. A
potentiometer is a control used to vary the amount of voltage to an electrical device.

Thy omitting. the connection to one end of the potentiometer, you may use it as a
rhostat. The potentiometer is used to control the volume of your radio and the bright-.
ness control of your television receiver. In Figure 20, note how the potentiometer is
used as a means of obtaining a variable voltage from a fixed voltage Source for an
electrical device. The voltage applied across the device is etlual to the voltage from
B to C because the load is connected in parallel. When the slider arm is moved to
point Ai the entire voltage 'is across the load, and when the slider arm is moved to point
C, the voltage across the load is zero._ The potentiometer makeS it possible to apply
any voltage within the range between zero and full voltage across the load.
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Figure 20. Tapered Control and Varying Voltage with a Potentiometer

FIXED RESISTORS. Resistors are usually-made of either carbon or high resist-
ance wire. Most variable resistors are made of wire wound around some sort of form.
The larger the physical size of the resistor the more heat (wattage) it can handle safely..

SUMMARY

All material things on this earth are made from atoms. Atoms are constructed
from still smaller, particles. The center or nucleus of any atom is made up of ,smali
particles called Protons, which carry a positive charge of electricity.' Moving around
this nucleus at different distances are other small partiCles" called electrons, which
carry a negative charge of electricity. The normal atom hasas many electrons as
prbtons and has equal but opposite charges.

Due to the structure of some materials, there are electrons which wander around
aimlessly through the material. They are called free electrons. A material with'
many free'electrons is ,classed as a conductor of electricity. These materials with a
few free electrons are classed.as resistors. Materials with practically no free elec-
trons are classed as insulators.

It is possible to disturb the normal balance of the atom in some materianby rem
moving some of the free electrons from some atoms and forcing these electrons into
other atoms. The atom from which the electrons carne has a deficiency of electrons
and therefore carries a positive charge. The atoms to which the electrons are added
have an excess of electrons and therefore a negative charge. Any time there are inpre
electrons at one place than another, there is a voltage or difference of potential between
these two places or points. Other names for voltage are electromotive force and elec-
trical pressure. Three ways of producing a voltage are generator, battery, and
thermocouple.

When voltage is 'applied to a circuit, it causes ree electrons to move along the
conductors in a uniform movement. If the electrons move in one direction only, it is
called direct current (dc). If the electrons move forward and backward through the
'circuit, it is called alternating current (ac). Four effects of current are: heat, mag-
netism, chemical action, and physical shock.

When free electrons move through a coliductor, they are continuously colliding
with other particles in the conductor. These collisions give opposition to the free
movement of the electrons: This opposition is called resistance.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is an electron?

2. Define voltage.

3. What are the two most common sources of voltage?

4. What principle does the battery use to produce voltage?

5. What are the,two types of electricity?

6. What are protons?

7. What is."static electricity?

8. Define resistance.

9. Define current.

10. What factors determine the resistance of a conductor?
t
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SECTION NO. 2, MAGNETISM

¢tilagnets

/V
A magnet is of metal, usually iron or steel that has the characteristic of becoming

kiagnetized. Maghets have certain properties such as the ability to attract other mag-
netic materials. Studies show that all magnets are governed by certain natural laws.

Types of Magnets

A natural magnet as mentioned is a piece of magnetite, a kind of iron ore. The
ancients knew the properties of this ore and called it lodestone, which means "leading
stone." The only use found for it was in making magnetic compasses fo'r telling direc-
tion. In modern times scientists have discovered more about magnets and the relation
of magnetism to electricity.

Artificial magnets are man-made magnets. Scientists have found Ways to magre-
tize certain materials. Magneticsubstanees such as iron, steel, and nickel, may be
magnetized by using magnetic induction. Nonmagnetic materials such as glass, wocd,
etc., cannot be magnetized by any means.

If the head of an iron nail is placed under a magnet so that its head touches the mag-
net. the lower end of the nail will hold up several tacks. The nail has been made into a
magnet ty touc ing the magnet. We say that the magnetism is induced in the nail. This
is commonly c led magnetic induction. Curiously enough, the nail does not need to be
in contact with t e magnet in.order for magnetism to be induced. If you will bring the
nail -directly under the magnet but not touching it, the nail will still hold one or more
tacks, showing that magnetism has been induced in it. However, in both cases as soon
as the magnet is removed,the nail will lose its magnetism. Thus, the magnetism in-
duced in an iron nail makes it only a temporary magnet, because it loses its magne-,
tism soocri after it is removed from a magnetic field.

Magnets that keep their,magnetisin for a long period of time after being removed
from a magnetic field are called permanent magnets. Magnets of this kind are usually
made by an electric method. If you put a piece of iron or a piece of steel in a wire co41
and pass dc current through the coil magnetizing them, they would both pick up about
the same number of tacks while the current is on. But, when the current is-turned off
and the pieces are taken out of the coil of wire, you will find that the piec.e of steel will
be able to pick up more tacks than the piece of iron. In fact, the iron usually losgi
most of its,magnetism as soon as the current stops flowing through the coil of wire.
One of the best permanent magnets made today is called Alnico. This is an alloy or
a combination of metals. It is made of aluminum, nickel, iron,and cobalt. Steel is
an alloy and, of course, is a good magnetic material.

The induced magnetism that remains in a magnet 'substance after the magnetizing
force has been removed is called residual magnetism. Because steel and certain alloys
hold magnetism for a long period of time, they are used to make permanent magnets.
Iron. on the other hand. is used to make temporary magnets and is a'tepporary
magnet.
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Magnets are made in many shapes,
according to their use. Common shapes
are the bar and horseshoe magnets. A
keeper (a piece of soft iron connecting
the poles), should be kept on the magnet
to enable it to maintain its strength, (see
figure 21) for illustration of keeper.
Magnets are usually labeled North or
South but if they are not, there are ways
of finding the polarity. You could bring
it near a magnet of known polarity; it
could be suspended from a string and it
will point North and South. Also, a com-
pass could be used to find the polarity.

Theory of Magnetism
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Figure 21
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In the theory of magnetism, it is usually assumed that all matter is made up ofsmall molecules that act as though they were very small magnets. r magnetic ma-terials like iron or steel, these magnets are strong, in all other materials the mag-nets are weak. In a material-not magnetized, the molecules align in no regular posi-tion and extend in every direction as shown, in figure 22(A). When niagnetized, all ofthe molecules will line up, with their north poles pointing in one direction as in figure22(B). In soft iron the molecules tend to return to their original position when themagnetizing force is removed, so the magnetism is temporary and the magnet iscalled a temporary magnet. In hard steel the molecules tend to retain their magneticposition, and the magnet remains magnetized after the magnetism force is removed.The hard steel, therefore, becomes a permanent magnet. The magnetism that re-mains after/the magnetic force is removed is known as ,RESIDUAL MAGNETISM, as'previously mentioned. Heat and shock will destroy magnetism because they give themolecules an opportunity to return to their original position. If a magnet is broken,it will become as many small magnets as there are pieces. All combined will havethe strength of the original. (See figure 23)
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ist9Magnetic Fields

When a sheet of paper is placed 'over a bar magnet and iron filings are scatteredover the paper, the filings will arrange themselves in definite paths or lines from onepole around to another. (See figure 24,) This fact shows that magnetism acts as aforce and arranges the particles in lines; which indicate the direction of magneticattraction. These lines along which the magnetic forces act are called lines of mag-netic force, lines of flux, or simply lines of force. The space around a magnet throughwhich these forces act, and in which other magnetic material is affected, is called amagnetic field or simply the field of a magnet.

If the bar magnet as shown in figure 24 is held endwise to the paper, the filingswill arrange themselves as shown in figure 24. The positions taken by these filingsindicate that the lines of force radiate from the north poles in all directions and enterthe south pole.

BAR MAGNET

LONGITUDINAL VIEW

Figure 24

It should be understood that these lines
to `imaginary: therefore, it must not be asstim

lines only and nowhere else, such as between
field at any point decreases as the distance of
sources of magnetism increases.
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CROSS - SECTIONAL VIEW

Figure 25

rce, as shown by the filings a., e purely
that the magnetic forces act along tnese

the lines. The strength of the n.gne:ic
the point from the magnet or otner



DIRECTION OF LINES OF FORCE.
Every line of force of a magnet is as-
sumecrto pass out from the north pole,
make a complete circuit through the
surrounding medium, and return into
the south pole; from there'it passes
through the magnet to the north pole
again, as shown in figure 26. The di-
rection of the lines of force, is indicated
in this way,, and the path that they take
is'called the magnetic circuit. Figure
27 also illustrates the above statement
very well.

Although a line of force may appar-
ently leave the end of a magnet and dis-
appear into space as indicated by the
arrangement of the iron,filings shown
in figure 25, it must eventually return
to the opposite pole of the same magnet.'

The direction of the lines of force in
any magnetic field can be traced by sev-
eral compasses as shown in figure 28.
The north pole of the needle will always
point in the direction of the lines of -
force,.or in other words, the needle
always turns so that its axis is parallel
td the lines of force at that place.
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BAR MAGNET

ATTRACTION AND REPULSION. When a north pole of one magnet ispLaced nearthe south prole of anotheri:the magnets will-attract each ,other, The lines of force" that
come from the nort> pole of the first magnet move thrciugh air to the south pole of the
second magnet, as shown by the iron filings in figure 29..

COMPASS

B
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Figure 28. Effects of Magneffe ,Field on Compass Needle
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Figure 29.
The lines oforce.continue through the sect?nd magnet, pass out to the air, and,

finally return to the south pole of the first magnet'. The lines of force thus pass through
both magnets, and the tension in these lines tends`to pull the magnets together. The
action is similar to that whiCh would-be experienced if the lines of force were replaced
by stretched rubber bands.

4

0.0

Figure 30

When a north pole of one magnet is paced near the north pole of another, the mag-
nets will repel each other. _ The lines of korce may be represented by the iron filings
abov3 the magnets as before, but this time they will appear as shown in figure. .

<

aThere will be a crOwding together of these linei of force asindicated, which ex-
. plains the repelling actien. Again these lines of force may be considered as rubber

...bands which, whensciowded-into a smallspace, exert a sidewise pressure on one an-
other, thereby ter Ping to separate the magnets. Note that the lines of force) in this '3.
diagram do not intersect or the lines of force do not cross each other.' ,

From the facts which have been-stated and illustrated, the fundamental law of mag-nets is established: Like poles repel each other, whereas unlike magnetic poles attract
each other.' .. , ft .._

, .

MAGNETIC INDUCTION, When a
magnetip substance such as iron is s.

brought( into da magnetic field so that the
magnetic lines of force pass through it,
the substance immediately becomes . ,,
magnetic. The lines of force e.a.s2

surned eb crowd togethez and to
pass through the magnetic su ce
as indicated in figure 31Vgc t
a better conductor for lines o ce
than the surrounding air.

fn this illustration a Small rectangu-
lar piece of iron is placed in the magnetic
field of a bar magnet. The substance so
magnetized is usually, -however, only a
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temporary magnet. When it is removed from the magnetic field, its magnetism usli-ally disappear's. While under the influence of the magnetic field, the substance behaves as does any magnet and has polarity which is so distribUted that its south poleis the one where the Magnetic lines enter it; whereas its north pole is in that portionof substance wbere`the magnetic lines leave. it. This method of producing magnetismin agnagnetice_substahce is called magnetic induction as pgeviously mentioned.
',MAGNETIC SCREEN. When a mig-

..netic material such as soft iron is placed
near a magnetic field, the lines of force
of the field will tend to .3-Iss through the
iron instead of the surrounding air, as :(8) FLUX _
the iron provides an easier path and is
said to have high permeability. (See - 4= :----figure 31.) This principle is used in
the magnetic screen, which provides a
space in the magnetic field that is free
from the lines of force as indicated in-

Figure 32,

figure 32. The iron at (A) is rectangular in shape .tid e air space free from the flux(B) is shown at (C). This condition could not be obtained by surrounding the space byglaSs, porcelain, copper, or other nonmagnetic marial, since the reluctance (oppo-sition) to lines of force of these is about the same as that of air. The magnetic screenis sometimes used to shield delicate measuring instruments from stray fields andthereby increase their efficiency.

Electromagnetism

You have studied both electricity and magnetism. Magnetism as a result of elec-tricity and electricity as a result of magnetism. -

The production of magnetism is'accomplished by the fact that a current Carryingconductor is surrounded by a magnetic field. Electricity is generated by a mechanicalmeans (generator) and is created by electromotive induction.

Electromagnets come in all shapes and 'sizes. Some are so small they will fit inthe top of your pen and some are so large they can lift tons of iron. For example, avery powerful electromagnet has been invented, It is the size of a donut and weighs onepound. yet it has 33 times the strength of an old-type electromagnet weighing 20 tons.For every size .and shape of electromagnet, there are many jobs such as doorbells,buzzers, relays, solenoids, meters, telephones, generators, motors, transformei.s,and so forth (see figure 33).

Electromagnets are like permanent magnets'in their attraction but unlike in theircontrol. Their attraction may be tremendous. They can, when properly constructed,hold tons of.iron, but because these magnets are controlled by an electric current, themagnetism can be turned on and off with the flick of a switch.

I. ,
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Electromagnets arc' usually constructed with a.coil of wire surrounding a soft iron
. To undo rst.mci how electromagnetism works you must understand the character -1;,iics,f eonall( tor,, wht n the. are carrying current.

Gft,THE NIAGNEtIC FIELD AR 'ND A CONDUCTOR.: All conductors carrying cur-rent are surrounded by a field of lux. This was discovered by Hans C. Oersted iii1820. This can be proven b connecting a wire to a battery and as in figue 34 dip thewire, in rron filings. The filalig are attracted and held to the wire. Now disconnectthe wirethe filings will drop off. This is proof that the FIELD EXISTS ONLY WHENCURRENT IS FLOWING.

Figure 34. NlagnetismcProduced
by Current

":Ct.RRE N

,BC". _1NGs

Figure 35A. Magnetic Field
Around a Conductor

Visualize passing the conductor through a hole in a piece of cardboard as shown intigure.t35A. Connect the wire to a battery and sprinkle iron filings onThe cardboard.Tne filings outline the exact shape of the field.
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Figure 35n. Magnetic About a Conductor
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Two characteristics stand out: (1) the field is circular around the conductor and
(2) no lines cross.

The magnetit geld around a current-carrying conductor surrounds the wire for its
entire'length. (See 'figure -35B.) The field is strongest near the conductor and gets
weaker the further you get away from the conductor. The magnetic circles around a
conductor are in the sarhe direction.

,
Place compasses arotind the,cond for as shown in figure 36A. The "N" end of

all compasses point in the direction of the magnetic lines of force. This shows that the
magnetic .lines of force are circular around the wire.

OIRECTION OF CURRENT
IN' A CONDUCTOR

° HAVING A CLOCKWISE
MA7IETIC FIELD

FLUX IN A MAGNETIC FIELC5

DIRECTION OF CURRENT
IN A CONDUCTOR
HAVING A .COUNTER-
CLOCKW-ISE MAGNETIC
FIELD

Figt.ire 36A. Direction of Magnetic Field,Around a Conductor

Leave the compasses in place and reverse the current direction (switch battery
connections). All the compass points now reverse. This shows that the direction of
ttie ,nagnetic lines of force are determined by the direction of current flow. 'his is

commonly called the left-h rule. (See figures 36A, C, and D.) Later you will
study the GenerAtor Left-Hand Rule.

U you grasp a current carrying conductor with the left hand, holding the extended
thtiinb 'in the direction of current flow, the fingers encircle the wire in the direction of
the magnetic field as -shown in figure 36B.0. . ..
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FINGERS INDICATE
DIRECTION OF LINES
OF FORCE -

THUMB POINTS IN .

DIRECTION OF
CURRENT FLOW

Figure 36B. Determining Direction of Lines of Force
o

(t" 10\ /10)1W\ /\\\\*\

Figure 36C. Magnetic Field
Surrounding Parallel Conductors
with Current in'Same Direction

-f

r,..
!or/ ,\

:4 rt 7 ji (zA,,Y,,,,c), 1 \
_.`/)// 110 /) A\\Z"..e / // /

cc -oil

Figure 361). Surrounding Parallel
Conductors with Current

in Oppossite Direction

The polarity of a coil can also be determined by the left-hand rule. Grasp the coil
in the left hand so that the fingers follow the direction in which current is flowing. The
thumb will point to the north pole as shown in figures 37A and 3'7B.

4.
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FINGERS POINT IN DIRECTION
OF CURRENT FLOW t/'

THUMB POINTS TO NORTH POLE

Figure 37A. Determining Polarity 9f a Coil

The magnetic field around a single
conductor is of little use since it is.
normally too weak to exercise much
'attraction. If you fo,rm a number of
loops cloie together, you can concen-
trate the strength of the magnetic
field and create polarity. It is im-
portant to have pOlarity.siiiCe these
are the points of greatest magnetic
concentration:

. The strength of an electromagnet
is determined principally by three
things (1) the number of turns in-at
toil, (2) the amount of,curretit flowing
to the conductor, and (3) the type of

',"teriat in the core.

50

Figure3713. Conductor Formed .0
,Into Loop'
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CURRENT DIRECTION

MOTION OF
CONDUCTOR

MOTION OF
CONDUCTOR

FLUX

\,

Figure 38 -

44*
GALVANOMETER

CURRENT
DIRECTION

ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION. A magnetic field can be made to create anEMF (electromotive*foree, voltage), and thereby cause a current to flow in a closed,loop. This creaion of an EMF is accomplished by moving a conductor so that it cutsacross lines of force, or by moving the-lines of force so that they cut across the con-ductor. The relative motion is illustrated in figure 38.

In figure 38, if the conductor IS. moved back and forth between the pole faces sothat its motion is parallel to the direction of the magnetic lines of forge and therefore -not cutting them, there will be no deflection on a meter connected to the conductai!This demonstrates that there is no,induced voltage. As.the-an4le between the lines offorce and the path of the condtictor is increased, the deflection on atmeter increases.until the maximum deflection iireached when the conductor is moving at right anglesto the field. It may be stated, therefore, that a-d6nductor moving parallel to mag-netic lines of force will have rio EMF induced in it, while one moving at right angles tothe field will have a maximum EMF induced in it. This- action leaves an excess ofelectrons at one end and a deficiency of electrons at the Other end. This is voltageJr difference in pOiential.
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Generation 'of AC Voltage
6

Previously you learned several ways to generate a voltage. One way was by the
use of a generator. A generator is made up of two parts. They are the for or ro-
tating part and the stator or stationary part. The three factors necess to produce
a voltage mechanically are conductors, magnetic field and relative motion. In most ac
generators the conductors are wound in the stator while the rotor provides the rotating
magnetic field. Figure 39 shows a basic ac generator.

'MAGNETIC FIELD

RELATIVE MOTION

ROTOR

STATOR

(CONDUCTORS )

Figure 39. Basic AC Generator

tr..1110 aft

.41s the magnetic poles `fare turned past the conductors a voltage of varying amplitude
411116mount) and direction is generated. Figures 40, a, b, c, c4, e, f) g, h and i will

shoW how this is accomplished.

As you can see each POLE (north or south) of the rotor produced, a voltage equal
in amount but different in direction. Because these voltages pyibdically.change in
direction,,Z, the current flow will periodically change in direstion with the voltage.
THREE-PHASE VOLTAGE. By increasing the number of sparate coils

i'you can increase the .number of voltages that you generates; These
segarake and independent from each other. Figure 41'willtshow tte Mechanical and
Electrical arrangement of the coils. 8
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i
Figure 40. Generation of One Cycle of AC Voltage t

,Figure 41, the three coils Or phases ,-.. are separated by 120 Mechanical Degrees.
It-would be impossible for the north pole .

at the-nrAgnet to paSs two of these coils
equally at tare. same time. Since a volt-
age is generated when the north or
south pole of a magnet passes a coil
of wire and the phases i'separ-ated
by 120 mechanical degree the voltages
will be 120 electrical degrees apart.
To identify these different voltages
you identify the 'different phases by
letter.

14

e

/4 /

Figure 41. Three Coil (Phase) Stator
\ \
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Figure 42. One Alternation (1/2 cycle) Three;Phase

.Figure 4/4 shows the rotoI making
one-half revd*tion. If you continue the
rotor in the same direction until it has

, made one full reOolution yoii have com-
pleted two alternations or one cycle.
Take all three sire waves from figure
42 an plot them on one picture. You
can s what the voltage looks like as
to time amount and direction at any
point. Figure- 43 shows this sine wave.

A

-084

Voltage

t

'-', - $

..,
.iii, Figure 43. Three-Phase (3 p) Sine Wave.7. . -,,
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4
, .

---
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The two types of connections used are wye and delta: They are special connectionsand apply only to three-phase power and equipment-.r-rgure 44shows these twoconnections.

Three -Phase Connections

64
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Figure 44. Three-Phase Connections
V

a VOLTAGE
FLUX OR CURRENT

MOTION

.
GENERATOR LEFTHAND RULE

..

%).

DIRECTION
OF CURRENT

DIRECTION
OF MAGNETIC

MELD

GENERATOR LEFT HAN D
RULE APPLIED'

.

ees....

H"..-1

Figure 45. Illustration of Left-Hand Generator Rule

Generator Left-Hand Rule

In the generation of voltage there are 'many Instances when you need to know the
directioncurrent flow is established. To determine the direction of current flow you
use the generator left-hand rule. 4,

-
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The generator left-hand rule states: "PLACE THE THUMB, FIRST AND MIDDLE
FINGERS OF THELEFT HAND ALL AT RIGHT ANGLES TO EACH OTHER. THE `--
FIRSTS FINGER SHOULD POINT IN THE DIRECTION QF THE MAGNETIC,FIELD
(NORTH TO SOUTH OUTSIDE MAGNETS). THE THUMB .SHOULD POINT IN THE
DIRECTION OF THE MOTION OF THE CONDUCTOR. THE MIDDLE FINGEg WILL
THEN POINT IN THE DIRECTION THAT THE ELECTRONS WILL MOVE IN, THE
CONDUCTOR." (See figure 45.)

Terms

LINES OF FORCE. The invisible lines surrounding a magnet of any type.

PERMEABILITY. The ability to conduct linee of force.

SATURATION. Completely fillet as''an iron core that will hold no more lines
of force.

FLUX DENSITY. Number of magnetic lines of force passing through a given area.

LODESTONE OR MAGNETITE. Mineral consisting chiefly of a magnetic oxide of
iron that is found in its natural state in magnetized condition.

t MAGNETIC FIELD. Region in which the magnetic created q a permanent
magnet or by a current carrying conductor or coil can be detected.

RELUCTANCE. Opposition that a substance offers to magnetic lines of force.,

RESIDUAL MAGNETISM. Magnetism remaining in a substance after removal of
,the magnetizing force.

N. °.
RETENTIVITY. Ability of a material to'retain'its magnetism. /-

DENSITY. Ratid of the mass of a substance to the volume of the specimen..,

ELECTROMAGNETISM. Magnetism developed by a current of electricity. .

FLUX. Term used 'to designate collect/Irely All the electric or magnetic lines of
force

MAXLML11 OR PEAK. The term maximum has already been used in the aisctission
of the eimpleilternator. The maximum value of an alternating voltage was indicated
as being the highest voltage that was reached on the positive or negative alternation:. A
similar term used to express this value is peak. The peak value is the highest value
of yoltage or current reached during either the positive or negative alternation.

_ -

INSTANTANEOUS. Ile instantaneous value of voltage or current is the value of
voltage.or current at one particular instant? This value m be zero if the selected
instant is the time during which the Polarity of the voltage changing. It may also be
the same as the Peak value if the selected instant the time hat the voltage gr cu rent
stops increasing and starts decreasing. There may be any number of instantaneou
valuer between zero and the peak value.
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AVERAGE. The average value is.the average of all the instantaneous values during
7 Ori. alternation. Since the voltage ihcreases from zero to peak"and decrees back to

zero during one alternation, the average ,value, must be some Value between two.limits.
. . .

PHASE. One electriCal power unit (Voltage and*Currene) redu/red to agrlphics
illustration.

, . I
to

PRASE RELATIONSHIP. The mathematical degree' of difference between a voltage
and its current. . ,

;..Figures 46 aid shows a A/C Sime wave.

MAXIMUM OR PEAX, I 41.X EFFECTIVE;

44 EFFECTIVE 707 X PEAK;

AVERAGE 636 X PEAK;

.4ALUES °kW.
I

Ev....E4STANTANE

:Figure 46
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nets,a9cihose substances that are attracted by a magnet are known as magnetic sub-static's. ir 6
4

o . *.A
r .The t4sic idea of the theory oCmagnetism is that every molecule of a magnetic ,

.\.%\
substance is a tiny magnet with a north and south pole. When the molecules of a mag-

'' netic substance are arranged in an irregular arrangement, the substance is nOt mag-
netized. Whdn the molecules line up so that their north poles point in one direction
and their south pokes point in the other direction, then the substance is magnetized.

k r

Some materials are capable of being, more strongly magnetized than others. The
terms used to describe these qualities of a material are permeabilireluctance.

Permeability is the ease with which magnetic lines of orce may be conducted or
carried in a substance. Reluctance is the opposition that a substance offers to mag-
neiic lines of forcd.

,
Contact, \orrnally Closed

CroundConnection

E Voltage

Current

R Resistance

Ohm

(1.) Cycle

Positie

Negative

Metals that possess the property of attracting magnetic substances are called magz
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A natural magnet is,sirpply a piece of magnetite, a tuna of iron ore called lode-.
stone. Artificial magnets lire man-made magnets.

Magnets that lose their magnetism soon after they are removed from a magneticfield are called temporary magnets. Magnets that keep their magnetism for a longperiod after being removed from ea magnetic field are called permanent magnets. Mag-netism remaining in a magnet after the magnetizing force is removed is called residualmagnetism.

Like pokes of two magnets repel--unlike poles of two magnets attract each other
Magnetism caused by current flow in a conductor is known as electromagnetism.The magnetic field around a single conductor is of little use since it is normally tooweak to exercise much atiraption: Even though they may be weak, they have a definitedirection known as the left-hand rule. If you form the conductor in a number of loopstogether, you can concentrate the strength of the magnetic field and create polarity.The polarity of this cctil-can be-determined also by the left-hand rule.

The strength of an electromagnet Is determined by the number of turns in the coil,the amount of current flow, and the kind of material used for the core.

If a conductor. is -moved across a,magneirdfielaTirwill cause the free electrons tomove toward one end of the conductoro This leaves one enci.of the condueor with a de-ficiency of electrons while the other has an excess of electrons. To determine thedirection of current flo.,v in a conductor using` the generator left-band rule, place thethumb, first and m dle fingers of the left hand at right angles to each other, with thefirst finger pointing in the direction of the magnetic field. The thumb indicates thedirection of motion in the conductor. The middle finger points in the direction thatthe electrons move in the conductor.

Generators work on the principle ,of electromagnetic induction. They are used toproduce or generate voltage and are normally single or polyphase in construction.
QU NS

1. What direction do the lines of force travel outside a bar magnet?
2. What is the induced magnetism called that remains in a piece of iron after the .magnetizing fox-6e is removed?

3. Why is iron better than air for magneticolines of for.ce to pass through?
4. What action takes place when the south pdle-of one magnet is placed near thesouth pole of another?

5. , What does the term retentivity 'mean as it refers to magnetism

6. What surrounds a current-carrying conductor at all times?

What are the three main faCtorS that determine the strength of an electromagnet'?
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3. What is a magnetic material?

9. What is the term for opposition to magnetic lines of foCce?.

10. What term is used toexpress the relative ease with which lines of rce travel
within a material?

11. Name three deVces which make use of electromagnetism.

12. Why does heating a magnet weaken it?

13. Why are two parallel conductors carrying current in'the same dii tion attracted
to each other?

14. What is the purpose of a keeper?

REFERENCES

nuclei's Practical Electricity, Middleton
tt

,AFM 52-8, Electronic Circuit Analysis

Easic Electricity, Volume 2,,yan Volkenburgi

SECTION NO. 3, itEACTANCE INDUCT::,NCE
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Inductance is the ,property of an electric circuit that opposes
any change in the current through that circuit. That is, if the
current increases, a self-induced voltage opposes this change and
delays, the increase. current decreases; ,a self-induced voltage
tends to aid, or prolong" the current flow; and delays the decrease.
Thus, the most noticeable effect of inductance in a circuit is that
current can neither increase not decrease as fast in an inductive
circuit as it Can in a noninductive circuit.

Counter EMF

Current in a conductor always produces a magnetic, field
surrounding the. conductor. When the current changes, the magnetic
field also changes,' and EMF is induced in the conductor. As the
field strenth increases, the lines of force, increase in number
and expand outward from the center of the conductor. The lines of
force cut °across the conduct r and induce a voltage in such a

, polarity as to oppose the in rease in current., When the field
,trengt, decreases, the lines of force contract toward the center
Of the conductor and induce a voltage in such a polarity as to oppose
the decrease' in current. It is actually this expansion and contraction
of the inagfteCic field as the current varies which causes an induced
EMF, and the effect' is known as "inductance. ", The induced EMF is always
in a polarity to oppose the effect that produced it and is called
a 'counter EMF.
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Factors Which Affect Inductance

he factors which affect the inductance of a coil are shown in figure 47

, INDUCTANCE DEPENDS ON
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Figure 47. 'Physical Construction- Affects Inductance

Unit of Measure ,

/

The basic unit of measure for inductance is the henry. A qoirhas an inductance of
one henry if a current change of one ampere per second causes an induced EMF of one
volt. For quantities of inductance smaller than one henry, the millihenry and micro-
henry are used. A unit larger than the henry is not normally used since inductance
normally is of a value which can be expressed in henries or part of a henry. The
symbol for inductance is the letter (L).

Inductive Reactance (XL)

inductive reactance is the opposition to current flow offered by The inductance of acircuit. Its symbol is XL, with the X representing tibactance and L representing in-
ductance. Inductive reactance is measured in ohms.

.

N. PHASE RELATIONSHIP. Inductive reactance not only limits the current,flowing
in-an ac circuit but also tends to retard the building-up and falling-off of current.

RESISTANCE. If an ac circuit has only resistance, the current rises and falls
at approximately the same time as the voltage and the two waves are said to be in
phase with each other (figure 48).
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VOLTAGE ACROSS RESISTANCE

CUR*(** INMAN RESISTANCE

4

PURE RESISTIVE CIRCUIT

ED-0"

Figure 48. Voltage and Current In-Phase

INDUCTANCE. If an ac circuit has only pure inductance, the current is delayed
in building-up and falling-off and lags behind voltage approximately 90° as shown infigure 49.

VOLTAGE ACROSS INDUCTANCE

APALAlk
I CURRENT T141100104 JNDUCTANCE

sae

PURE INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT

Figure 49. Current

INDUCTANCE AND RESISTANCE. In a
circuit "Containing both inductive react-
ance and resistance, the alternating cur-
rent Sine wave will lag the voltage sine
wave by less than 90 degrees (figure 50).
The exact amount of lag depends on the
ratio of circuit resistance to circuit in-
ductance. The greater the resistance
compared to the inductance, the nearer ,
the two waves are to being "in phase,"
and the lower the resistance compared
to the inductance, the nearer the sine
waves are to being a full 90 degrees
"out of phase."

A

Lagging Voltage

4..

/

%

"*.\\
k 270' 360

90'
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Figure 50. Curretit Lagging Voltage
by 90 Degrees
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PHASE ANGLES When stated in degrees the current lag is called the "phase angle."If the phase angle between the voltage and the current is 45 degrees lagging, it meansthat the current wave is lagging the voltage sine wave by 45 degrees. Since this is

halfway between zero degrees (the phase angle for a resistive circuit) and 90 degrees(the phase angle for an inductive circuit), the resistance and the inductive reactancemust be equal, with each having an equal effect on the current flow (figure 57).

The inductive reactance must be added to the resistance. in such a manner as totake into account the phase angle between the voltage drop across the resistance andthe voltage drop across the inductance to determine the total opposition to currentflaw. This opposition is called impedance.

,EQUAL RESISTANCE ANO INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE -- PHASE ANGLE IS 45°

Figure 51. Phase Angle

CAPACITANCE (C)

Capacitance 'is the property of -an
electric circuit that opposes any change
in the voltage of that circuit (figure 52).
That is, if the applied voltage increases, +
capacitance opposes the change and de-
lays the voltage increase cross the cir-
cuit. If the applied volt e decreases,
capacitance tends to main am the higher
original voltage across the circuit,, thus
delaying the voltage decrease across
the circuit. Consequently, the most
noticeable effect of capacitance in,an
electric circuit is that voltage can
neither increase nor decrease as fast
in a capacitive circuit as it can in a
noncapacitive circuit.

T.
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CAPACITANCE OPPOSES ANY CHANGE_
IN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE

WHEN THE VOLTAGE
INCREASES CAPACITANCE
TRIES TO HOLO IT DOWN

WHEN THE VOLTAGE
DECREASES CAPACITANCE
TRIES TO HOLD IT UP

E 0-07 S

Figure_ 52. Capacitance
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Capacitor

Electrical devices which are used
to add capacitance to a circuit are called
"capacitors." Another term sometimes
used instead of capacitor is "condenser."
The words "capacitor" and "condenser"
are sometimes used interchangeably
because they mean the same thing.

Basically, capacitors consist of
two metal plates separated by an in-
sulating material called ,the "dielec-
tric" (figure 53). While early con-
densers were made with solid metal
plates, newer types of capacitors use
metal foil, particularly aluminum foil, .

for the 'plates. Dielectric materials commonly used include air, mica and waxed paper.

PL ATE PLATE

CONDUCTOR CONDUCTOR

DIELECTRIC

Figure 53. Basic

<9-

Capacitor

)

Storage Action

Capacitance exists in an electric
circuit because a capacitor is able to
store electric charges (figure 54).
'Consider two flat metal plates placed
parallel to each other, but not touch-
ing. These plates can be given either
a negative charge or a positive charge.
If charged negatively, a plate will have
an excess of electrons, but if stiarged
positively it will have too few electrons.

Factors Which'Effect Capacitance

0
-o

0
0
C
0

POSITIVELY
CHARGED
PL ATE

1NEGATIVELY
CHARGED
PLATE ,/

C -0):7

Figure 54. Storage Action

Three basic factors which influence the capacity of a capacitor are the area of the
plates, the distance between the plate&(thickness of the dielectric), and the material eused for the dielectric.

or.
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PLATE AREA. Plate area is a
very important factor in determining
the amount of capacitance, since the
capacitance varies directly with the
area of the plates. A large plate
area has room for more excess
electrons than a small area, and
thus it can hold a greater charge.
Similarly, the large plate area has
more electrons to give up and will
hold a much larger positive charge
than a small plaE4 area. Thus an
increase in plate area increases
capacitance, and a decrease in
plate area decreases capacitance
(figure 55).

THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO CHARGES
DETERMINES THEIR EFFECT ON ONE ANOTHER

E0. 10

Figure 56. Distance Between the
Plates Affects Capacitance

LARGER PLATIka HOLD
MORE ELECTRONS

Figure 55. Plate Area
. Affects Capacitance,

C a -,,l3

/ 2 3

I

DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PLATES.
The effect two charged bodies have on
each other depends on the distance bo-, tween the two. Since- the action of ca-
pacitance depends oncthe two plates and
the difference in their charges, the
amount of capacitance changeswhen the
distance between thepitteschanges.,: '
The capacitance between two plates 'in-
creases as the plates are brought closer
together and decreases as the plates .

are moved apirt (figure 56).
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DIELECTRIC MATERIAL (INSULATOR).
The material between the two plates of a
capacitor is called a dielectric. The ma-
terial can be either air, liquid or a solid.
If there is nothing between the plates but
air the capacitor has an air dielectric;
if it, is mica, it has a mica dielectric;
and if it is.ceramic it has a ceramic
dielectric. The type of dielectric de-
termines the capacity of a capacitor.
As a matter of fact, if you slide a piece
of mica as shown in figure, 57 between
the plates of -a capacitor so the mica
fills up the space, you will find the ca-
pacity increases somewhere between
6 and E times.

Unit of Measure

OIELECTRICAL MATERIAL
IS AIR

OIELECTRICAL MATERIAL
IS MICA

C3

Figure 57. Dielectric Material
Affects Capacitance

The action of a capacitor in a circuit is to store a charge. This charge varies with
the voltage across the capacitor, increasing if the voltage rises, and discharging if the
voltage falls. The basic unit of capacitance is the farad. This is a measure of how
much of a charge a capacitor can store. The_storage-capacity of a capacitor rated at
one farad is much loo great to use in,practical electrical circuits. Because of this,
the units normally used are the microfarad (equal to one-millionth of a farad) and the
micrcmicrofarad (equal to one-millionth-millionth of a farad). Since electrical formu-
las use capacitance stated in farads, it is necessary to change the various units to the
base unit. r

MICROFARADS TO FARADS. Move
ample, 120 microfarads equals 0.000120

MICROMICRO FARADS TO FARADS.
Bcample, 1500 micromicrofarads equals

ti

the decimal point 6 plaCes to the left.
farads.

Move the decimal poipt 12 places to the left.
0.000000001500 farad.
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To see how capacitance affects the voltage in a circuit, assum a:circuit containsa two-plate capacitor, a knife switch and a dry cell (figure 58).

k 1 1 1 I I 1 1

1. 1 1 I 1 I 1

I 1 I I 1 I 1

Figure 58. Charging a Capacitor

0

When the switch is closed, the battery furnishes electrons to the plate connected tothe negative terminal and takes electrons away from the plate connected to the positiveterminal. The voltage between the'two plates should equal the voltage betWeen thebattery terminals. However, this does not occur instantly,because one plate must, loseexcess electrons to become positively charged. As electrons move onto the plate ;'it-Cached to the negative terminal of the cell, a negative Charge is built up which oppc.sesthe movement of more electrons onto the plate. In the sane manner, as electrons aretaken away from the plate attached to the positive terminal, a positive charge is builtup which opposes the removal of more electrons from that plate. This action on thetwo plates is called "capacitance" and.it opposes the change in voltage. It delays theincrease in voltage for a limited time but it doe's not prevent the change.

When the switch is opened, .the plates remain charged, since, there is no path be-tween the tivo plates through which they can disqharge (figure 59). As long as no dis-charge path is provided, the voltage between the plates will remain equal to that of .hebattery`and, if the switch is again closed, there will be no effect on the circuit sincethe Capacitor is already charged. In other words, a capacitor will block the flow ofdirect current after it is fully charged.

O
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CAPACITOR SHORTED. As previously stated, a charged capacitor willhold its
charge when the circuit switch is opened (figure 60). If the capacitor terminals are
shorted, the capacitor discharges causing a strong arc: &Tent flow during dis-
chargekof the capacitor is in the opposite direction as it was during the chtirging of
the capacitor.

Capacitance in AC Circuits. In an ac circuit the amount of current flowing in the
circuit will depend upon the applied voltage and the capacity of the capacitor. Elec-
trons will flow back and forth in theipirq,uit because of the alternating current flow.
They will flow first into one side of the capacitor and force electrons out of the other
side on which they build up a rplus and into the side on which there was a shortag?. -
Notice the electrons do not flow through the capacitor. Remember the plates of the
capacitor are separated by a dielectric and the dielectric is a nonconducting material.
However because the capacitor can store a charge there is an effect of current flowing
in the circuit.

Capacitive Reactance (Xc)

The capacitor does not allow eleCtrons to move back and forth without offering
opposition and the opposition is called capacitive reactance.

The opposition is measured in ohms, just as the inductive reactance of a coil is
measured in ohms. However, there is a difference between inductive reactance ano
capacitive reactance. This is because the voltage leads the current in an inductile
circuit and lags the current in a capacitive circuit as,shown in figure 61. This
means that the capacitor acts opposite to the coil.

c
ED -072

Figure 61. Current Leading the Voltage,in a Capacitive Circuit

Impedance

After studying the effects of coils and capacitors it must be apparent that in alter-
nating current circuits there are several different types of opposition to current flow.
This is true, since there are actually three forms of opposition. These are inductiie
reactance caused by the use of coils; capacitive reactance caused by the use of ca-
pacitors; and resistance caused by resistive units such as heating elements,' lighting,
straight wires, etc. It must be understood that while a coil offers opposition in the
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form of inductive reactance, it also offers resistance, due to the resistance of the wire
used in making the coil. Therefore,. the total opposition to current flow in an alternating
current circuit is a combination of the opposition offered by inductive reactance (XL),
Capacitive reactance ()Cc), and resistance R or r. This total opposition is known as
impedance. The symbol for impedance is Z, and is always measured in ohms. It is
not possible to just add the resistance and the reactance and arrive at the impedance.
The reason for this is as mentioned previously, the difference in the phase relation-
ship. In the resistive part of the circuit we would have the current and voltage in phase
while in the reactive portion they would be Ott of phase. For this reason formulas must
be used to find the circuit values.

SUMMARY

Inductance is that property of a circuit which-opposes any change in the rate of
current flow. The symbol for inductance is L. and the basic unit of measurement is
the henry.

A coil -is said to have an inductance of one henry when a change in current of one
ampere per second causes an induced back EMF of one volt.

The factors that affect the amount of inductance of a coil of wire are the lit:timber
orturns, the type of core, the spacing and method used in winding the coil, the diam-
eter of the coil, and the ratio of the diameter to the length.

When the magnetid field of an inductor induces loback EMF in the inductor itself,
it is said to possess self-inductance.

The current lags the voltage in an inductive circuit. The opposition of an inductor
to the flow of, alternating current is called inductive reactance. Since the symbol for
reactance is X, the symbol for inductance is L. the symbol for inductive reactance is
XL and is measured in OHMS.

The capacity for storing-energy in an electric field is called capacitance. The
amount for capacitance of a capacitor depends upon the plate area, distance between
plates, hd the type of dielectric material used in a particular capacitOr. The symbol
for ca aeitance is C, and the basic unit of measurement is the FARAD.

The opposition of capatitor to alternating current is called capacitive reactance.
The ..,cvrrent leads the voltage in a capacitive circuit. In ac circuits.the oppcisition to
curient flow is called impedance. If a resistor is the only component in an ac ciAfuit,
the impedance and the resistance of the circuit are the same. The impedance of an
ac circuit may also be due.to inductors or capaeitors, or a combination of inductors.
capacitors, and resistors. Impedance is measured in OHMS and its symbol is Z. It
is the total opposition of the circuit.

ti
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QI4STIONS

1. The property of an electric circuit which tends to prevent a cliange in current is
called

2. The letter symbol for inductance is
ti

3. Inductance is measured in

4. A coil used to add inductanceinto an ac circuiValled an
5. The opposition to current flow caused by inductance is called

F. Capacitance is that property of an-electric circuit that opposes any change in

7. The letter symbol for capacitance is

8. Electrical devices which are used to add capacitance to an electric circuit are
called or

9. Capacitance is measured in

10. Three factory which affect the value of a capacitor are:

a.

b.

c.

I

11. The total opposition to current flow is called

12. The letter symbol for impedance is

REFERENCES

1. MIL-STD-15-3, Electrical Wiring Symbols for Architectural and ElectricalLayout Drawings, Part 3.

2. TO 31-1-141-2, Basic Electronic Technology and Testing Practices, Chapter 3.
3. Basic Electricity, Volume 1, Van Volkenburgh.
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METERS

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-6
July 1975

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study guide is to teach you the operation and Use of electricalmeters used ih your career field.

INTRODUCTION

Meters are used in maintaining, troubleshooting, and repairing electrical equ:p-ment. You will findAat- the proper operation of electrical devicops requires that you
properly-interpret meter readings. The best and most expensive measuring instru-ment is of no use to the man who does not know' what he is measuring or what thel'eadings indicate,. You must remember that the function of a meter is to measure .quantities. When a meter is inserted into a circuit, it should not change the value ofale cil-cuit. This requirement is not easily achieved beoause most'neters requirecurrent for their operation and this current must come from the circuit being $measured.

All meters are either self-excited or externally-excited. Self-excited metershave their own source of power. Externally-excited meters get their power to operatefiom the circuit they are used in. Meters also can be classified as indicating or re-cording. If they give an instant reading and do not leave a record, they are indicatingtype meters.

In order to teach you how to measure current, resistance and voltage the TS-297/U multimeter, the AN/PSM-1 and AN/PSM-2 and clainP-ammeter are used ex-clusively throughout this study guide.
4

INFORMATION

THE MULTIMETER TS-297/U

The timeter (TS-297 /U), is a multirange, alternating-current (ac) and direct
current (dc} volt ohmmeter. This meter may be used for measuring voltage, current

4 or resistance within the ranges of the meter. The TS-297/U multimeter is shown InTigure 62.
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Using the Multimeter TS 297/U

Figure 63 shows a multimeter.
On the face of this meter you will see
two. knobs. One is the zero adjust knob
for the dhmmeter scale, while the other
is called the selector switch. By using
this switch you may make this meter
into an ohmmeter, ac - voltmeter, dc -
voltmeter, and dc - milliammeter.
This meter will norread above 400
milliamperesor .4 ampere, but it will
read up to 1000 volts.

Two test lead probes are used
with this meter when taking measure-
ments: The black test probe always
goes in the jack located at the upper
right-hand corner. This is called the
common jack. The position of the
red test probe will depend on what you
want to measure. If yoti are measur-
ing voltage, plhce selector switch in
correct position and the red test probe
in one of the jacks on the left side of
the meter. If the voltage you are
measuring is unknown, use the 1000
volt, jack. Once you find the voltage,
change to the jack to just above that
voltage for greater accuracy. If you AV

GUI Rx10 RxI00

want to read milliamperes, place se- 0 0 0lector switch in correct position and
.place'the red test probe in the jacks
on the right. If you need to check con-
tinuity or measure resistance, place
the test- probe (red) in one of the jacks
in the manner described previously. When you finish with this meter always turn the
selector switch on the ac or dc voltage positions. Since the ohmmeter. has a battery,
it may discharge if the selector switch is left in the ohm position.

Figure 63. Multimeter

0
470MA

0
100NA

0
40MA

0
4MA

You can readily see that e scales are labeled ac, dc, and ohms. You use the
dc scale for dc voltage and milli peres. Looking at the two ac scales, you .can see
a 100-volt and a 40-volt scale. If you have your test probe in the 1000 -volt jack of the
meter, you use the 100-volt scale and add a zero to each figure so that 100 becomes
1000, 75 becomes 750, 50 becomes 50Q, and 25 becomes 250. If you use the 400 -volt
lack, you also add a zero to each figure in the 40-volt scale. Should you use the 10-
volt jack, you use the 100 -volt scale and subtract a zero from eachgure on the scale.
If you use the 4-volt jack, use the 40-volt scale and subtract a zero from each figure.
This scale would then become 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, instead of 0 through 40.
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When using the ohmmetAr portion of this multimeter, always touch the two test
probes together and use the zero adjust knob to bring the pointer to zero before using
it. This takes care of battery loss and internal resistance. When the pointer Can no
longer be zeroed in, the battery should be replaced. You will notice that the scale
reads just backwards of the other scales. At the end of the ohmmeter.scale you will
notice the symbol for infinity. This means that when the pointer is touching this, the
resistance is an infinite amount (too large,to Measure).

Rxl means that you take the ,reading on the scale and multiply it by 1. "R" is the
reading on the scale. This reading,of 500 ohms would place the pointer into the crowded
section of the scale. You could get more accuracy by using the Rx10 terminal. Then
the pointer would actually rest on 50 ohms. Fifty ohms times 10 would be 500 ohms.
If youdid this, your pointer Would-be on the portion of the scale where the numbers are
evenly distributed. For a more accurate reading try to keep the pointer as nearly as
possible to the center of the scale. ,.

CAUTION: Never use the ohmmeter on a live circuit as it will damage the meter.

Insulation Test Set AN/PSM-M and
AN/PSM -2A

The ohingieter AN/PM-,1A is
designed to measure insulation resist-..
ance from`O to 100 megohms and the'
ohmmeter AN/PSM-2A i,s designed
to measure insulation resistance from
0-1000 megohms. The testing voltage
of both models is 500-volti dc which is
provided by a hand-cranked generator.
Turning the crank in either diiectiOn
until the indicators glow steadily red
generates 500-volts dc testing voltage
whist) is available at the binding posts.

The Insulation Teker (megohm-
meter), figure 64, checks the insulation
of coils and windings of motors, geher-.
atore, and transformers. considering
various machines, the insulation re-
sistance of windings may range to sev-
eral thousand megohms, (million ohms).
The megohmmeter is used by connecting
one test lead to the conductor and the
other lead to ground, and rotating the
handcrankjust fast enough to keep the indicator lamps glowing. Any current leakage

through the insulation will cause the pointer to move up the scale. The pointer will
indicate the amount of insulation resistance in megohms. The voltage should be ap-
plieca for at least 30 seconds and the pointer should stabilize before the reading is taken.

Figure 64. Insulation Test Set
AN/PS'M -1 and AN/PSM -2A
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Clamp -Multimeter

The clamp-multimeter has' a 4-range, 0-600 ampere, portable ac ammeter de-
signed for measuring current in poWer circuits and is so constructed that it may beused without p ically breaking the circuit to be measured. It may be used formeasuring cu in insulatejl or noninsulated conductors up to 2 inches in diameter
provided the current is within the range of the meter. This meter is shown in
figure 65.

OPERATING PROCEDURE. Set the range selector switch to the proper position.If the apprdximate value of current is unknown set the range selector switch to thehighest range.

Press the trigger to open the jaws, then hook the curved jaw around one con-ductor and release. trigger.

IMPORTANT. Be sure the clamping jaws encircle only one line and, are firmlyclosed when making the "measurement.
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CAMPING JAW

ZERO /WASTER

,,

"RANGE SELECTOR SWITCH

r

LI,

.

Figure 65, Clarnp-Multitneter
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SLMMARY

Meters are used in maintaining, troubleshooting, and 'repairing electrical equip-mein. You will tied that tne proper operation of electrical deirices requires that youproperly interpret meter readings. The best and most expensive measuring instru- ,ment is of no use to the man who does not know what tte is measuring or what the read-ings indicate.

Although scal gar, trom' meter to meter they are all very similar. It you learnto read the scales of a few meters, 'ou will be able to figure out the scale on othermeters. Over most Ldth.e scale, the numbers are usually evenly distributed. Ateither end the numbers will be close together in some instances. You will study thereason for this later in your electrical work. When reading the scale, stand directlyin front of it. If you are reading it from an angle, your reading is likely to be off.Read the number that the pointer is nearest. Put this number down to whatever accur-acy you wish.

Some have their own voltage source while others depend on the circuit voltage.Remeinber.never use a meter or other measuring device that has its own source of-Rower on air'energized circuit. These devices will not give you quantities, but theywill indicate trouble in circuits.

Each of the meters discussed consists of a basic meter movement combined withadditional devices necessary for its particular purpose. A voltmeter, ohmmeter,' andammeter may be combined in one unit using only one meter,movement. Switches, jacksand the necessary additional devices are included to make such a combination volt-ohm-ammeter or multimeter.

QUESTIONS

1. Wnat is the purpose of an ohmmeter?

2. What does the term multimeter mean?

3. Does the ohmmeter have its own source of power?

4. What is the megohmmeter used for?

Why must an ohrnmetu.never be used in a live circuit?

6. What is the purpose of the zero adjust knob on the multimeter?

How is a voltmeter connected in a circuit'?

8. Why is an ammeter always connected in series in a circuit?
9. What is the source of power in a megommeter?
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OBJECTWE

OHM'S LAW AND SERIES CIRCUITS

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-7
July 1975

The objective of this study guide is to assist you in becoming More familiar withseries circuits, Ohm'S Law and Power Values.

INTRODUCTION

The relationships of current, voltage and resistance must be considered in everyelectric circuit. Electrical current will flow only in a closed circuit which providesa continuous conducting path from the negative to the positive terminal of the voltagesource. As discussed in this lesson, Ohm's Law shows the relationships of voltage,current, and resistance in electrical circuits.

Work done by electricity is called power and is measured in watts. Watts is apresult of multiplying amperage time voltage.

INFORMATION

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

All circuits must have at least three parts as shown in figure 66. These partsarea

Source of volt e

Conductors

Unit of resistance

POSITIVE
CONDUCTOR

+1
POWER
SUPPLY

LOAD
RESISTOR

NEGATIVE
CONDUCTOR

Figure 66. Basic Cifcuit
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A circuit may have other units, but to be properly called a circuit, these three
parts must be present. This does not provide much in the way'ofpntrol. Therefore.
a switch should be added to shut off the current flow. Now the circuit will look like
figure 67.

Many different types of switches may be used. In figure 67, example B, no current
passes through the dotted lines. This merely indicates that the two parts of the switch
are connected together physically and not electrically. It is called a double-pole,
single-throw switch.

To protect the parts of the circuit and the people working around the circuit, some
form of self-protection should be added Co the circuit. There are many different types
of protection devices,that may be added to a circuit. Perhaps the most common are
fuses (CV) and circuit breakers (11)6). Both of these devices protect a circuit from
an overload or an excessive amount of current. A fuse operates on the principle that
current flowing through a resistance causes heat. The greater the current, the great-
er is The heat produced. When the current which flows through the low resistance )f
the fuse becomes excessive, the heat becomes sufficient to melt Ore firse and open the
circuit. This prevents further current flow and protects the circuit from,damage.
Fuses are of many different types and sizes. Since fuses are used to protect con-
ductors and equipment from overload, do not replace a fuse with one of a larger rat-
ing. A circuit breaker operates on similr principles and does the same job as a
fuse. Figure 68 shows how a fuse may be installed to protect a circuit. ,

,AE 3Wt Tr; ..

\-5

9 A ,0.0 OR'
z 3S'I'111

Figure 69. Measuring Current
Figure 68. Simple Circuit and Voltage

To determine the amount of current flowing in the circuit, an ammeter g) is
added to the circuit. An ammeter is always connected in series with the circuit .or
end-co-end with what you are measuring. See figure 69.

Since can measure only the difference in pressure between two points, the volt-
meter ( ) is not connected directly into the circuit. It isxonnected across the re-
sistance, voltage source, or -other electrical device. This Ts referred to as a parallel
connection. See figure 69. ,

Circuits also have other classifications. They are often broken down into simple.,
.series, parallel, and series-parallel or (combination) circuits. These are shown in
figure 70.
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J
A SIMPLE

C PARALLEL

s.

8 SERIES

0 SERIES PARALLEL

EC - ,57

'Figure 70. Circuit Classification

Most electricians refer to the simple circuit as a series circuit since its single-esistor is connected in series with the fuse, switch, etc.

C SERIES CIRCUITS

A series circuit is one in which resistae or electrical devices are cwected end-to-end as shown in figure 71. Note that the path of current flow is from thOiegativeside of the battery through lamps L1,
.L2, and L3, and back to the positive
side of the battery. It is apparent
that if the filament of any one lamp
burns out (opens), the current path

, is no longer complete and the other
lamps must also go out. You have
probably seen this happen with
Christmas tree lights in series. A
series circuit may, therefore, be
defined as a circuit in which the cur-
rent flows in only one path. Each
unit of resistance is dependent on the other units.

L2

E r , A

Figure 71, Series Circuit

The characteristics concerning the voltage, current,and resistance of a series
circuit are as follows:

Voltage

The sum- of the voltage drops equal the-total voltage. In other words, if you were
to measure the voltage across each resistor with a voltmeter and add thes'e voltages

'they- would equal the total voltage or source voltage. Expressed mathematically,
ET = El E2 T E31, etc. (See figure 72.)

%.,.0'
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Figure 72. Series Circuit

Current

The current which flows is the same
in each. part of a series circuit. Ex-
pressed mathematically, IT = Il = 12=13,
dtc. Where IT isrthe total current and
IF 12, and 13, respectively. (See
figure 73..)

Resistance

Figure 73. Series Circuit

The current which flows in the series circuit meets opposition froth each resistor,
in turn. If the resistors R1, R2, and R3 were 20, 30, and 70 ohms, respectively, the
current len the circuit would meet a total opposition of 120 ohms. The three resistors
would then offer the same opposition to the current in the circuit as one resistor of
120 ohms. IN A SERIES CIRCUIT, THE TOTAL RESISTANCE IS EQUAL TO THE
SUM OF THE INDIVIDUAL RESISTANCE. Expressed mathematically, RT = + R2 +
R3, eta. Where RT is the total resistance and R1, and R2, and R3 are the resistance
in series. (See figure 74.)

R327Ort

Ris 2041

RT = + R2 + 113

'3° n RT = 20 4- 30 + 70,,,.= 120 ohms

Figure 74. Series Circuit
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OHM'S LAW

You have seen that an electrical circuit consists of a source of potential connected
to an electiiCal device which has resistance. When the circuit is completed, current
flows in a closed path.

In 1827, George Simon Ohm discovered that the amount of current which flows in a
circuit increaseseif the potential (voltage) applied is increased, and decreases if the
resistance of the circuit is increased.
He also found that the current decreased
when he decrease8 the potential applied,
and increased if the resistance were ,fdecreased. The,se findings are known OR

as'Ohm's law which states that the cur-
rent in a circuit is directly proportional
to the applied voltage and inyersely'pro-
portional to the resistance. Often this
statement is expressed mathematically
by means of the Ohm's Law triangle. or Figure 75. Ohm's Law Triangle
circle as shown in figure 75. and Circle

x
F - 0 1 0

Where E is the EMF in volts, .1 is the 'intensity of the current in amperes,- and R
is the resistance in Ohms. The formulas may be derived from the above:

E = I x R, R = E/Land I = f/R.

If you know any two factors, you can always find the third. Put your finger over
the factor you want to find in either the triangle or circle and you will haye the other
two factors to replace with the known values.

Subletters may be used to distin-
guish between various parts of a circuit.
(See figure 76.) ET, IT and RT repre-
sent total voltage, current, and resist-
ance, while E1, Ii, any. R1 represents
facts about lamp or resistor 1, and E2,
R2 and 12 repre,Fent facts about re-
sistor 2.

95
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Ohm's law may be ed to solve various problems as shown below.
1. A lamp-of 40- m resistance is connected to a battery of 6 volts. How muchcurrent does e lamp draw?

ET = 6 volts
RT = 40 ohms
71.= ET/RT
IT = 6 volts/40 ohms
YT = .15 amperes

ECvS4C

,er

Find: IT
2. hat is the resistance of the filament of a light bulb which requires 12 voltsand draws .5 amperes?

1

EC. IC

RT, 7

Given: ET = 12 volts, Lr = .5 amperes RT

RT = ET/Lr, RT = 12 volts/. 5 amperes, -RT ='24 n

3. A 100-ohm resistor has 2 amperes oe-current flowing through it. What is thevoltage across the resistor?

RT 210011

C,S .4

Given: RT = 100 ohms Lr = 2 amperes Find: ETSolution: ET = IT x RT ET = 2A x 100 ET = 200 volts

96
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POWER VALUES /9
To assure the circuits you.conetruct or other equipment you install will operate

properly and safely, it is necessary to know how much Electrical Power is required.
To determine the power, certain other terms must be understood.

Work i
.

Work is the overcoming of opposition through a certain distance. Work requires
for its definition two very basic factors--that of force and that of distance. The amount
of force is that which causes or tends to cause a change in the motion of bodies. A..
good example of force is voltkge. We defiheit as the force that moves electrons in a
conductor. Voltage does work for us and, of.cotirse, we must pay for this work when
we pay our electric bill. Work accomplishelbis found by multiplying the force applied
against an object by the distance the object is moved. Technically, even though force
is applied, no work is done unless an object is moved at least a little. Distance must
be involved. Mathematically expressed:

W=FXD or Work - Force x Distance
.W = Work Done by the Object ,

F = Force in Pounds Applied to the Object
D = Distance Object, is Moved in Feet

* Power

f

41

Power is the time rate at which work is done;zsand is measured ufffoot-pounds per
second. Expressed mathematically, Power = Work/Time. .

The following example will illustrate the difference between' work and power. When. -
a 100-pound bag of sand is dragged 10 feet, 1,000 foot-pounds of work is performed.
If this work is performed in 5 seconds, the power required is:

Power = W_ork .. 1,000 ft lbs = 200 ft lb per secondTime 5 sec

If the 100-pound bag is dragged 10 feet in 1 seconds; the power required is:
..,

Power = Work 1, 000 ft lbs
= l00 ft lb per secondTime 10 sec

Mechanical power is usually measured in horsepower (hp). One horsepower equals
550 foot-pounds per second or 33, 000 foot-pounds per minute.

97. ,
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Electrical power is measured in watts or kilowatts' A kilowatt is 1, 000 watts; itis often used because a watt'is such a small unit. Electricitfis normally paid for inkilowatt hours. A watt used for an hour is a watt hour or a kilowatt used for an houris a kilowatt hour. To cfitnge 2,200 watts to kilowatt, divide by 1, 000. 2, 200/1, 0002.2. The basic unit is the watt. One horsepower is equal to 746 watts or .746 kilo-watt. One watt equals .00134 horsepower and one kilowatt equals 1.34 horsepower.09e wart is equal to one ampere, moved through a potential difference of one volt. Inother words, when an ampere of current flows between two points, the difference ofpotential of which is 1 volt, 1 watt of power is beingexpended between these two points.Thus. the power used in any circuit is the product of the voltage and the current flow-ing in that circuit. Expressed as 'equations:

P=IxE, orE=P orI=P
I E

Where P is the, power in watts, I is
the cu' rent, and E is the potential dif-
ference in volts, often they are placed
in a triangle and the equation formed in
the same manner as Ohm's law. See
figure 77.

Figure 77. Power Triangle

The power formula is often remembered as watts = Volts x Amperes. Since the
watt is a very small unit of power, we commonly us"e the kilowatt (kw), which is 1, 000watts as mentioned previously.

Kilowatt = Volts x Amperes
1, 000

4

It should be mentioned now that the power formulas that have been given are'for
dc circuits and ac circuits with only resistors. You must remember that other things
must be considered in ac circuits such as inductors and capacitors, in figuring power.

1.. If an e'ectric motor requires 10 amperes at 110 volts, what is the power
consumed?

P =IxE = -10 x 110 = 1,100 watts or 1.1 kilowatt

2. If a battery chargex operates at 100 volts and consumes000 watts, what mtist'be
tne smallest fuse which will maintain operation?

p/E = 600 = 6-Ampere Fuse
100

3. What voltage will be measured at the terminals of a 500-watt generator when 10
amperes are being drawn?

E= P/I = 5°0 =-50 Volts
,,--

98
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By the use of these power formulas, one of the three quantities of current, power,
or voltage can be found if the other two quantities are known.

The electrical load of this building is the power which it consumes. Everything
that usttpower in this building is the load.

Power may be referred to in terms of E/R X E.

Power Ohm's Law

P=IxE I = E/R

If I equals E/R, then substitute E/R in the power formula for I and you have:

P = E/R x E or P = E2/R

If E equals I x R, then substitute I X R in the power formula for E and you have:

P -IxIxR or P - I2 R

Since power is the time rate of doing work, it follows that the greater the length of
time the power is consumed, the greater will be the total power consumed. Electric
power is purchased commercially in watthours (watts x hours) or kilowatt (kw) hours
(watthours). A 100-watt lamp requires 100 watts of power for proper operation and

(W
copsumes 100 wattjiours'of power in 1 hour, 200 watthours in 2 hours, etc. In terms
of kilowatt hours the above lamp uses 100W /1, 000 = .1 kilowatt (kw) hour of power
l'hour; in 10 hours, the lamp uses 10 times as much, or 1 kw hour of power.

EXAMPLES

1. If a kw hourmeter reads .09 kw in 10 hours, what is the average rate of
consutption?

09 kw = 90 watts
90 watts/10 hours = 9 watts per hour

2. If a 2-hp motor is connected to the powerline and operated for 10 hours continu-
ously, what will be the power consumed in kw hours?

Thus,

.1;

1 horsepower = 746 watts
2 horsepower = 2(746) = 1, 492 watts

'1.492 watts = 1.492 kw
1.492 kw x 10 hours = 14.92 kw hours

99
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POWER LOSSES

The most common loss of power in electrical work is that which is dissipated in
the form of heat when current flows through a resistance. This power loss is some-times called the I2R loss or copper loss and is always present when current is flowing.The heat is usually dissipated into the air and lost, but it can be utilized as in the caseof the electric oven, toaster,' soldering iron, or filament of a vacuum tube. It may becalculated by the following formula:

P= I2R or P E2

Power losses in resistance are more important in communication work than yourcareer field. Resistors are used to reduce the voltage to parts of different tubes. For
example, if the 12-volt battery of a car is used to light a 6-volt radio tube which draws
.3 ampere of current, a series resistor will be necessary. The value of this resistor
may be found as follows: Since the voltage drop necessary is 6 volts, we Want to lower
the 12 volts to 6 volts. If the current drawn by the tube is .3 ampere, the resistancenecessary will be: R - E/I - 6 volts/. 3 ampere = 20 ohms. The power rating of this
resistor should be: P = E2/R = 36/20 = 1.8 watts or P = I2R = .3 x .3 x 20 = 1.8 watts.
Therefore, any 20-ohm resistor with a wattage rating of 1.8 watts or greater may be
used. If a resistor of smaller wattage isused, it will,overheat or burn out and causean.open circuit. This wattage rating indicates the safe wattage that the resistor will
radiate in form of heat in free air witholit becoming damaged.

E!ectric motors have losses due to friction and resistance of windings. Thers-
fore, the mechanical output can never equal the electrical input. The output of any
power-consuming device divided by the input and multiplied by 100 will give it power
efficiency in. percent. (No machine can be 100 percent efficient.) This true efficiency
that a machine has is often referred to as its Power Factor. The power factor is of a
great deal of importance in ac circuits. It will always he less,than one (1). Thus,
when a machine power factor is multiplied by 100 it will be less than 100 percent
efficient.

Efficiency = Output 100
MITT ..

Problems and Eximples
1. If a 1 -hp motor draws 6 amperes of current at 220 volts, what is the, efficiency of

the motor?
746 watts

Efficiency = Output 21 100
Input 220 X 6

74,600
I, 320 56.51%

2. An electric iron when operating in a circuit draws 12 amperes of current at 120
volts. What power is dissipated?

P I x E
R = 12 x 120 = 1,440 watts

100
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POWER IN AC CIRCUITS

In dc circuits, the power was easily found by the various power formulas. In ac
circuits, other factors must be considered and used along with the formulas you have
studied. Dc circuits had only resistance to consider, while ac circuits have inductors
and capacitors to also consider. They act entirely different from resistors. Their
components store energy and deliver it back to the circuit at fixed intervals. The pow-
er actually used is not the power apparently used. This is no iszally referred to as
true power and apparent power. In dc circuits and ac resistife circuits the true, pow-

er and apparent power are the same, but in the ac circuits the true power is normally
less than the apparent power. Power factor has been gientioned previously. It must be
taken into consideration in some types of ac circuits.

c,

SUMMARY

To analyze and understand circuits, you must learn the various symbols that are
employed in electrical schematics. All circuits must have at least three parts. They
will always have a source of voltage, conductors and a unit of resistance (or other
electrical devices). Of course, they usually have a protection device such as a fuse
or circuit breaker and a control device (switch) of some sort.

Ohm's law is the relationship between voltage, current and resistance. The cur-
rent is directly proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the resistance.
Mathematically expressed: E = I x R, R = E/ I, and I = E/R. Remember to take values
from the same part of the circuit. For example, do not use E2 with R1, etc. Studying
the information contained in this study guide -Should prepare you for more complex cir-
cuit problems.

. Power is the time rate of doing work. Voltage x current = Watts which are units
of power expressed mathematically P = IXE,.

Figure 78 provides a chart for
figuring power values and Ohm's
law.

P -= Power in Watts
I = Intensity of Current in Amperes
R = Resistance in Ohms
E = Electromotive Force in Volts

s.

L
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QUESTIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is Ohm's Law formula for finding voltage?

What are the essential components of a circuit?

How many resistors does a simple circuit have?

Is the current directly proportional to the voltage?
4

5. A series circuit has = path for current flow.

6. The total resistance is the of the individual resistances.

7. The of the voltage drops in a series circuit' must equal the
applied voltage.

8. If one resistor allows 6 amperes to pass, how many amperes can pass the otherresistor in series?

9. What is Power?

10. What is the formula for work? C.

11. How many watts are in a horsepower?

12. How many watts are in a kilowatt? .

13. What is the power formUla?

C - I141,
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PARALLEL CIRCUITS
be

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-8
July 1975

The objective of this study guide is to help you become familiar with constructionfeatures and performance of parallel circuits.

INTRODUCTION

It is often necessary to connect electrical devices so that the entire source ofvoltage is across each device. A circuit in which two or more resistors are connectedacross the same source of EMF is a parcel al circuit. As in other types of circuits,there are characteristics that pertain only to parallel circuits. Parallel circuits arefound in homes, barracks, hangars, etc.

INFORMATION ,

CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTIOIf FEATURES

Figure 79 is a parallel circuit, it consists of a battery and three electric lampsconnected in parallel. Note that the current which leaves one terminal of the batterybreaks up into three parts and then returns to the other terminal of the battery. Par-allel circuits have more than one current path. (Figure 80 is a series circuit forcomparison.

Figure 79. Parallel Circuit Figure 80. Series Circuit

In the parallel circuit shown in figure 81, note that points A, B, C nd D are con-, nected together and are one point electrically. Similarly points E, F, and H, makeup another electrica soilt. Since the applied voltage appears between points A and E,the same voltage ...- .,s s betvieen points Band F, between points .0 and G, as well asbetween points D .., Thus, a rule regardingparallel circuits would be that the ° - s.voltage is equal throughout the circuit. Expressed mathematically, ET = E1 d E2 = E3where ET. is the applied voltage, E1 is the voltage across Ri, E2 is the voltage across. %.R2, and E3 is the voltage across R3. (See figure 01.) The voltage potential across aresistor is commonly referred to as voltage drop.
\.-
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Current

3

r

Ei.120V E 2 =120V

E F G cc-tilic H

Figure 81. Computing Voltage in a Parallel Circuit ,

,

Another characteristic or rule of a parallel circuit is that the current flowing to-
waiael a point is equal to the current flowing away from the point. Therefore, IT = Lt +
12 + J3 etc., where IT is the total current and II, 12, and 13 are the currents through
Ri, R2, and R3, respectively.

In other words, the total current
in a parallel circuit is equal to the
stpn of currents passing through
each individual branch as shown in
figure 82.

...

IT 210A

ITs10A CC .1640

IL Figure 82. Computing Current
in a Parallel CircuitL1. =I1 + 12 + 13

1.1: = 6A. + 3A2+ 1A. = 10A.

Problem:

Find IT
.4,

Given: ET = 6v ,

.R1 = 15' ohm ,
R2 = 2 5 ohm

Solution: II = Ei/Ri = .4A°
12 = E2/11_2 = .24 A
IT = I1 = 12
IT + . 64 A

Resistance

ICC-1114g

Several formulas are used to find the total resistance in a parallel circuit., Prob-
ably tne easiest methods to use are the product over the sum method and the formula
for equal resistors, but se veral methods will be given.

........,

UT
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There is a basic rule concerning
parallel circuits that states "The total
resistance in a parallel circuit is al-
ways smaller than the smallest branch
resistance." In figure 83, the parallel
circuit has a 2-ohm, 3-ohm, and a 6-
ohm resistor. The total equivalent re-
sistance must be less than Lrohms
since it is the smallest branch resistor. RT is less than 2 -ohms.

TWO RESISTORS ONLY IN PARALLEL. The equivalent resistance-of two resistorsin parallel is equal to the product of the two. resistors divided by their sum. For exam-ple, a 20-ohm resistor and a 30-ohm resistor in parallel are equivalent to a resistorof 12-ohms. (See figure 84 below.) This is found as follows:

EC -156
Figure 83 Parallel Circuit

R 3 :6 f2

A

EC -15.1E

Re 30 fl

RT
\Ri x R2

Rl + R2.

20 x 30 600 = 12 -ohmsRT 20 + 30 30-

Figure 84. Two Resistors in Parallel

If you wanted to use this method with a parallel circuit having more than two re-sistors, as shown in figure 85, you use the product over the sum methodion two of theresistors and then take the answer you
get and use it with the next resistor.
Continue doing this until you have used
all of the resistors. Remember, you

3 Qcan take only two at a time. The
answer you get using two resistor's is
the equivalent for both resistors. It
doesn't matter the order in which yciti
take the resistors.

Find RT

Soolr>,ition: RT =

R2 x R3
RT =

R2 + R3

R1xR2
Rl + R2

R' 6 x 3 18
T 6 3

2 x 4RT = 8' 2 + 4 6

EC -.5,i

Figure 85. More than Two Resistors

R2 x R3 .111 x R3or etc.
1t2 + R3 R1 + R3

= 2 ohms

.. 1.33 ohms

in Parallel

4"

(Total equivalent resistance for
two of the resistors NOT for the
entire 'circuit)°

(Notice that the total resistance for the entire'
circuit is less than the smallest branch, re-
sistor which is 3 ohms)

107



EQUAL RESISTORS IN PARALLEL.
The total resistance connected in parallel
is equal to the resistance of one resistor
divided by the number of resistors.
(See figure 86.) Expressed mathemat-
ically,

RT . R = Value of one re-

sistor and N = Number of like resistors.

Find RT

Solution: RT = R/N = 9_ = 2 ohms
3

When like resistors are in a
parallel circuit along with unlike
resistors, as shown in figure 87,
use the above method for the like
ro'sistors and then take your an-
swer and'use it with the product
over the sum method to arrive at
total resistance.

Find: RI,

Solution:

RT = R/N (Value of like Resistors/Number of like resistors)

R3260

Figure 86. Equal Resistors
in Parallel

aPy

P4

ICC .1111411,

Figure 87. Unlike Resistors in Parallel

FIT= =2 ohms

RT
_ 2 x 3 6 = 1.2 ohms

-27 3

RECIPROCAL METHOD. The reciprocal method is also used to find total resist-
knce for any number of resistors as shown in figure 88. This method requires more
mathematics than the others mentioned. The formulas used for this method ye: 0

1

1 1 1

R2 R3

Or

1 1 1

RT Fti R2

etc.

1

R3
etc.

108
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hind RT

Solution: 1 1 1 1sr R.1 R2 R3

aos

1 1 1 1 Find least common denominatorkr 3 + Tb 20 (smallest number that the lower
part of the fraction will divide
into equally)

1 8 '1 2
RT 4-6 + 4-6

1 11
=

74-6
.275 ohms

11RT = 40

11RT 4Q

11 11

40
Rr = = 3.63 ohms

Measurement of Circuits Vales

It is essential that you kn w the
correct use of meters in a par lel
circuit if you hope to understan the
characteristics of this circuit. As
in all circuits, the voltmeter is con-
nected in parallel wle the am eter
is connected in series. (See figure 89.)

Cross multiply (RT x 11 and 1 x 40)

*,
EC ,S,C

,Figure 89. Using Meters in
a Parallel Circuit

You can see in the illustration that the voltmeter is connected in parallel or acrossthe component you are measuring. The ammeter is connected in series in allinstances.It must be connected end to end with the component you are measuring. Positions Band C place the ammeter in the main line to read total current. Position D has theammeter measuring current in only lamp 1, while the ammeter of position E is meas-uring current in lamp 2, and the ammeter at position F is measuring current in lamp 3.

109
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SUMMARY
1

A parallel circuit has, two or more units of resistance, or other electrical devices,
connected across the same source of power and the current devices among the various
branches. Each unit of resistance can be made independent of the other units. The
voltage is equal in a parallel circuit or ET = E1 = E2, etc. The total current equals
the sum of the current. passing through each branch or IT = I + 12, etc. The total re-
sistance in a parallel circuit is always less than the smallest-branch resistance. The
total resistance can be found by the product over the sum meth1d,

RT = R1 x 112
+ R2

and a number of other methods.

QUESTIONS

1. Why is the voltage drop the same across each unit in parallel?

2. If you have two resistors in parallel and another is added (also in parallel), will
the total current increase or decrease?

3. Will the total resistance increase or decrease if another unit is added in parallel?

4.

5.

CC ..11,4/

Find: RT

Find: RT

6. Five light bulbs are connected in parallel. If one burns out, what happens to the
:ollowing?

a. Total Voltage

b. Total Current

c. Total Resistance r)r))

.2



7.

.CC -ISO,

R 3:41.2

Find: -RT

8. The total current in a parallel circuit is equal to the
of the current in the individual branches.

9.

IT: 3 AMP

Find: E1

E2

12

R1

R2

t1T

10. In a parallel circuit, the total resistance is always
than the smallest branch resistance.

REFERENCES

1. Basic Electricity; Van Volkenburgh, Vol II

2. TO 31-1-141-2, Basic Electronics Technology and Testing Practipts
3. AFP 85-1, Electrical Facilities Safe Practice Handbook
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SERIES-PARALLEL CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE

02 D
SG 3AER54230-1-1-9

July 1915

The objective of this study guide is to help you become farniliar_with the purpose,
construction, and circuit value measurement of Series-parallel circuits.

INTRODUCTION -*A

r-A series-parallel circuit is a combination of,a series circuit and a parallel
circuit. That is, some parts are in series while others are in parallel. These
circuits are quite often called combination circuits.

INFORMATION

USE

Series-parallel circuits are constructed when it is desirable to cause a voltage
reduction across-a parallel section of a circuit, or to increase the resistance of aparallel circuit.

Series-parallel circuits are not very often used in lighting and power wiring; how-
ever, in certain situations, it may be desirable to dim thelights. If so, an adjustable
resistor is installed in series with a bank of lights which are wired in parallel. This
is an example of a series-parallel circuit.

CONSTRUCTION

A series-parallel circuit is a combination of a groupf resistors in parallel with
another group of resistors in 'series.,

To construct a series-parallel cir-
cuit first look at figure 90 which has
two resistors in series, then refer to
figure 9l Which has two resistors in
parallel. Now, if you co ine t ese
two types of cicsiits into o , s
shown in figure 2, you will have a
series - parallel circuit.

11,

113

RI R2

CC -159

Figure 90. Resistors in Series



R3

SI

Figure 91. Resistors in Parallel
Asa*

CHA

R3

cc - sC

It1

Figure 92. Series-Parallel
Circuit-r

CTEEtISTICS

The illustrations shown are series-parallel circuits. Note that the current which
leaves one terminal of the power source passes through the series resistors then on
through, the parallel resistors, and then recombines as it returns to the other terminal
of the power source. The rules listed pertain to series-parallel circuits containing 3
or 4 resistors connected similar to the circuits shown.

Voltage
1*

The sum of the voltage drops of the series portion, plus the voltage drops across
one unit of resistance within the parallel portion, is equal to the applied voltage.

In the schematic diagram o e
series-parallel circuit -shown in figure
93, thesum of the voltage diiibps across
the series resistors R1 and R2, plus
the voltage drop across one unit of re-:
sistance of the parallel portion R3 or
R4, equals the total voltage in the cir-

ThtiS, a,rule regarding series
parallel circuits expi1ssed mathemat-
ically would be:.

ET = El. E2 + etc (Series Portion)

+E3 = E4 = etc (Parallel Portion)

Current

Figure 93. Series-Parallel
Circuit

't The sum of the 'currents in each resistor of the parallel portion is equal to the
current in the ser4es portion and also equal to the total current in the circuit.

p
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In the schematic diagram of the
series-parallel circuit; shown in figure

. 94, the sum of the currents flawing
through resistors R3 and Requal the
;current flowing in the series portion of

. the ckrtuit Rl and R2 and also, the total
current flowing in the circuit. Thus,
another rule of a series-parallel circuit
expressed mathematically is IT = Il =
I2,= etc (Series Portion) =13 + 14 + etc, (Parallel Portion).

Resistance

Figure 94. Series-Parallel
Circuit

The sum of the resistances in the series portion plus the total resistance of theparallel portion equals the total resistance of the circuit.

In'the schematic diagram of the
series-parallel circuit, shown in figure
95, the sum of the resistors R1 and,,R2
added to the total resistance ofR3 and
R4, in the parallel portion, equals the
total resistance in the circuit. Thus,
another rule expressed mathematically
is RT = + R2 + etc (Series Portion)

R3 x R4 (Product)
R3 + R4 (Sum)

CC -131C

Figure 95 Series-Parallel
Circuit

MEASUREMENT OF CIRCUIT VALUES

In figure 96, sit is apparent that
the combined current which_Llows
through resistorS R2 and R3 must
flow through resistor R1 to return
tO its source of power.

The best' procedure in solving

R1

R2

i2 S2

this problem is,first to find the
equivalent,resistance ofR2 and R3.
Substitute/this equivalent resistor
for R2_and,R1resistors and re-
duce the Ciicuit.toa series circuit, which'would
source of power.

O

1r5

(C-t'.

R3

Figure 96. Combined Current ir.
Series-Parallel Circuit

draw the same current from the
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To find an equivalent resistor for resistance R2 and,R3 apply the "Product over
Sum" method for parallel circuit resistors:

L---
--' 24V

R1vii
6a

=
12 x 12 = 6 ohms
12 + 12

R2 = R2 and R3

Figure 97, Series Circuit
Equivalent to Series -

Parallel Circuit

RI

IC-i1140

Figure 98. Series-Parallel Circuit
with Known Values

A circuit that would draw the same current as the series-parallel circuit shown infigure 98 is shown in figure 97.

Now apply the laws for a series circuit:

i

It
Et 24- - 2 amperes._...
RT 6 + 6

The voltage drop across resistor R1 is: E1 = Ii. x R1 = 2 x 6 = 12 volts

'The voltage drop across resistor R2 +113 must be also, because the sum
of the voltage drops in a series circuit equals the applfe vol age (24 - 12 = 12 volts).
Now you have the information shown in figure 98. Applying' lay/to the two par-
allel resistors you find that one ampere of current flows througfr,each resistor R2 and
113

(

_ Figure 99, Par'allel Cii.cuit

...

.. 11.6

RI

t tav
I. IA
11I211.

e2212V
12.1 A
R2212^

r-C .11

k ..

E3s I 2V
OM A
R312".,

*
) Figure 100, Series - Parallel Circuit 0

with Known Values -
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As an example of.the effects of combining a series circuit and a parallel circuit,
replace resistors R2 and R3 With lamps and remove the resistor in series. You would
see that the lamps would burn bright because each lamp would draw two amperes of
current. Figure 99 shows this circuit construction.

By placing a 6-ohm resistor in series with the two lamps as shown in figure 100, .

the current through each lamp would be reduced to one ampere. The lamps will then
glow dimly. (The brilliancy of the lamp is relative to the amount of current pasSing
through the lamp. )

SUMMARY

A series-parallel circuit as the name implies, has the characteristics or effects
of both the series and parallel circuits. To solve problems of a series-parallel cirrmit,
it is necessary to find an equivalent resistance for the parallel part of the circuit. A.
series circuit can then be constructed by using this equivalent resistance in place of
the parallel part of the circuit. Solve the series circuit for total current and voltage,
then substitute Doese values in the original problem and solve for current in the parallel
part of the origSnal problem.

.10

QUESTIONS

1. Referring to figure 93, if R1, R2, R3 and R4 are all 10-ohm resistors and the
'alternator is delivering 100 volts:

a. How much voltage is dropped across R1?

,b. How much voltage is dropped across R2?

c. How much. voltage is dropped across R3?

2. Referring to figure 93, if the current is 4 amperes at point "A, what will the
current beat point "B"?

3. Name some uses of series-parallel circuits.

4. What is a series-parallel circuit?

5. What are the effects of combining resistors into a series-parallel circuit?

6. What is the resistance of a circuit which has one 3-ohm resistor in series and .

two 6-ohm resistors in parallel?

7. What is the equivalent resistance of a 6-ohm resistor and a 12-ohm resistor
connected in parallel?

or*

8. What instrument is used to measure units of electrical pressure?

9. What instrument is used to measure amperes?

10. How does connecting a resistor iri series with a parallel circuit affect the total
current flow of the circuit?
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TRANSFORMERS, RECTIFIERS, AND POWER SUPPLIES

OBJECTIVE

This unit of instruction will help you become familiar with the construction, theory,
and operation of transformers, rectifiers, power supplies, batteries, and transistors.

INTRODUCTION

In order to supply the correct amount and type of voltage for some equipment it is
necessaryto change the voltage that is provided commercially to the using site. Tomake ithese changes of voltage certain equipment is required. This equipmeoit is cov-ered in the folloiig'section.

INFORMATION

SECTION NO. 1, TRANSFORMER

Tra.nsfoilmer Construction

A transformer is composed of two coils, `a primary coil and a secondary coil,
wrapped around a core, usually made of silidon steel.' The two coils are wrapped
close together yet electrically insulated, from each other. The coil connected to thepower supply is called the primary coil. The coil connected to the load is called tnesecondiry coil. The core provides a way for positioning the coils and a path for mag-
netic flux lines. Usually' the core will be laminated silicon steel to reduce eddy cur-rents and hysteresis i the transformer..

Transformer Theory

You have been taught that an expanding and collapsing magnetic field will induce avoltage within the circuit'itself (self-induction) and within nearby circuits (mutual in-
duction). The transformer works on the principle of mutual induction. See figure 101.
As ac voltage is applied to the primary coil it causes a current flow that produces amagnetic field. The expanding and collapsing of this field cuts the turns in the sec-
ondary coil inducing a voltage in it. The amount of voltage produced in the secondary
coil will depend on the applied voltage and the number of turns in the primary com-
pared to the number of turns in the secondary. The amount of voltage available in the
secondary will depend on the Power Rating of the transformer. The number of turns
in the primary compared to the number of turns in the secondary is called the turnsratio or* transformer. .

I
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Figure 101. Transformer Action*

'Turns Ratio
o 0

Assuming that all the magnetic lines of force from the primary cut through all theturns of the secondary, the voltage induced in the secondary will depend on the numberof turns in the secondary anti the number of turns in the primary. For example, ifthere are 1000 turns in the secondary and 100 turns in the primary, the voltage inducedin the secondary will be 10 times the voltage appliedto the primary:

100 1

1000 10

\, Since there are more turns in the 'secondary than there are in the primary, the
trangiormer is called a "step-up transformer." See portion A of Figure 102. If, on
the other hand, the secondary has 10 turns and the priniary has 100 turns, the voltage
induced in the secondary will be one-tenth of the voltage applied to the primary:

100 10
10 1

120
)
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Since there are less turns in the secondary than there are in the primary, the
transformer is called a "step-down transformer." See portion B of figure 102.

0

100 TURNS

1000 TURNS

A STEPUP TRANSFORMER SECONDARY

100 TURNS

tO TURNS

110VAC

PRIMARY

8 STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER

11 rV AC

EH-0..

Figure 102. Step-Up and Step-Down Transformers ,

SUMMARY

The main purpose of a transformer is to increase or decrease voltage. The three
parts of a transformer are primary coil, secondary coil and core.

A transformer operates on the principle of MUTUAL INDUCTION.

The amount of voltage induced in the secondary winding of a transformer depends
on the ratio of turns between the primary and secondary coils. This ratio is directly
proportional. A step-up transformer will increase the voltage, because there are
more turns in the secondary winding. A step-down transformer will decrease the
voltage because there are fewer turns in the secondary winding.

QUESTIONS
et.

1.. Name the three parts of a transformer?

2. Which coil of a transformer is connected to the ac power source?

3. What is the purpose of the core?

4. Which coil is connected to the load?

5. If 120 volts is applied to a 10:1 ratio transformer, what is the output voltage?
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6. If the transformer has 5 times as many turns on the secondary as it has on the
primary, what type of transformer is it 'called?

,

7. A transformerwith_a 1:10 ratio is what type transformer? It

8. The primary of a transformer has 110 volts and 10 amps applied to it.' The sec-
ondary has 1100 volts. How many amps does the secondary carry?

9. What is the principle of operation of a fransformir?

10. Why is the core laminated?

REFERENCES

1. Basic Electricity, By Van Vogkenburgh

2. Pr ctical Electrical, H. P. Richter

3. AFM 52-8, Electronic Circuit Analysis

C4'

Purpose of Rectifiers

A rectifier is used to change alternating current to direct current. The, direct
current that comes from the rectifier will be pulsating current full wave or half wave.
/See figure'.103.

SECTION NO. 2, RECTIFIERS

-t

A

AC SINE WAVE (INPUT)

O

, Figure 103

-1-

0

FULL WAVE SINGLE
PHASE60^- PULSATING DC
FULL WAVE (OUTPUT)

HALF WAVE SINGtE
PHASE 60P.
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Certain equipment, such as relay coils, will operate more efficiently on directcurrent. Other equipment, such as electronic equipment, must have direct currentto operate. For these reasons, rectifiers were developed and used.

Dry Disc Rectifiers

,.;One of the earlier types of rectifiers developed was the-dry disc rectifiei:. Thistype of rectifier is limited to the amount of current, voltage and heat that it Canstand. For these reasons, dry disc rectifiers are being used less S.s'improved,sys;
tems of rectifiers are being developed.

Most dry disc rectifiers are of the selenium iron type, which consist of a pre-pared film of selenium on a metallic substance such as iron. See figure 104 Thisallows current to flow more readily in one direction. A full wave dry disc rectifierwill have ur terminals. Two terminals are for ac input. It does not matter whichac lead i connected to the ac terminals because the current will periodically e9verse.You sho d identify the dc terminals in order to maintain the proper polarity theunit. A d 71tmeter can be used for this putpOse.

AC

' INCORRECT
POLARITY

READS

BACKWARDS/ 0111///

- 0

r

,CORRECT
POLARITY

I

READS POSITIVE

Figure 104. Full Wave Dry Disc Rectifier
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The sumbol of a half wave rectifier is drawn like this . In
this course current flow will be traced against the point of the arrow, in some coin-

_ mercial drawings current flow is traced with the arrow. Be careful when using draw-
ings containing rectifiers. See figure 105

CURRENT FLOW

OMNI +
N TYPE P TYPE

(CAT 1100E) (ANODE)

RECTIFIER SYMBOL

Figure 105

Vacuum Tube Rectifiers

e

In the beginning of radio communicativthe receivers were quite large and bulky,
primarily because the power supplies had three separate batteries. Batterieth were
being ed because dc power was required. In order to reduce the weight, size and
incorveh4ce 6t batteries, a power supply was developed that could rectify available
alternating-tigreneto direct current. This power supply made -use of a vacuum tube
diode to accomplish the rectificati,. Figure 106 shows a typi example of this
type of power .supply.

METAL PL ATE
A-, AC VOLTAGE APPLIED

1."
6

BETWEEN PLATE
. ' AND FILAMENT

AC GENERATOR

8, CURRENT FLOWING
I 2 3 4 5 6 IN LOAD R

Half wave pulsating DC

- FILAMENT BATTERY

Figure 106
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Figure 107. Full Wave Rectifier
-..

The system in figure 107 uses two diodes in one glass container called a duodiode.It provides full wave pulsating direct current. Filter systems, such as the one shownin figure 108 are added to the ercuit to smooth out the pulsations and provide a smoothdirect current (dc).

.4 .

..0

.Figuie 108. Rectifier Circuit With Filter

While the vacuum tube system provided a high voltage dc supply, the current thatcould be sent through this type of rectifier was quite low. Large amounts of spacewere required for cooling, the tubes and transformers and the size of the equipmentwas a csinsideration.
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Crystal Rectifiers

A smaller, cheaper, andimoge effi-
cient substitute was needed for th4
vacuum tube. Near the end of World
War U such a device was developed.
This device was called the transistor.
It is a small crystal which impurities Figure 109. Crystal Rectifier
have been added and is called a semi- Physical Appeararice
conductor. They have the advantages
of small size, solid state construction and c4withstand high voltages and currents.
Figure 109 shows an example of a crystal reTtifier.

The principleof operation of the crystal rectifier (diode) is that current will flow
more readily in one direction than in the other.

SUMMARY

A rectifier is used to change alternating current to pulsating direct current.
Types of rectifiers are dry disc (selenium- iron), vacuum tube, diodes, and crystal
diodes. The symbol for a rectifier is

and,the current flow of the circuit, is traced toward the arrow point.

QUESTIONS

1. --W:iat type voltage does a rectifier circuit produce?

2: Why is.direct current required?

3. What materialS are required for a dry disc rectifier?

4. Whatlimitations does a dry disc rectifier have?

5. What is the purpose ofA rectifier?

6. Name two advantages of a crystal rectifier.
r

REFERENCES

1. Basic Electricity, By Van Volkenburgh

2. practical Electrical, H. P. Richter

3. AFM 52-6, Electronic Circuit Analysis
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SECTLN NO. 3, POWER SUPPLIES

There are two basic types of batteries and both of them produce electricity from
chemical action. They are made up with primary cells or secondary cells. A primary
cell is not rechargeable and is discharged when its chemical action stops prQducing
voltage. The dry cell flashlight battery is a good example of the primary cell. Even
though primary cells may be used for many applications, when alarge current flow is
necessary he storage battery or secondary cell is essential.

The secondary cell works in a sim-
ilar manner to the primary cell. The
major difference is that in the secondary
type the chemical action is reversible.
The lead-acid storage battery is the
most common one used in ehe Air Force.
Take a look at its construction, figure
110 shows a cutaway view of a 6-volt-
lead-acid battery.

The positive plates in this battery
are made of lead peroxide. The nega-
tive plates a'e made of sponge lead.
All of the plates are separated from
each other by some insulating material,

POSITIVE
such as glass which is called a separator. PLATE \
These plates are connected together and SEPARATORS

CONTAINERplaced in a container with a separate NEGATIVE PLATE' ELEMENT REST
compartment for each cell. This con-
tainer is called the battery case. Three
cells are connected in series to make a
6-volt battery. A mixture of sulphuric
acid and water is then'added to the case. 'The mixture is commonly called the elec-
trolyte. During discharge: that is, while electrical power is being taken from the
battery. the sulphuric acid combines c cally with the plates to release electrical
energy.

r .
Since the acid is combined with he plates during discharge, the condition of the

battery or state of charge can be measured by measuring the amount of acid in the
solution. This measurement is made by using a hydrometer. (See figure 111. )'

Battery,Banks

There are times when batteries must be connected together. This is called banking.
Banking may become necessary for different Situations. One is when it is necessary toN charge more than one battery at a time. When this situation arises the batteries areusually banked in series. By this, the positive post of the first battery is connected to
the negative post of the second. This 16av-es a positive and a negative post to be con-nected to the charger. If more than two batteries need to be banked in series foi. charg-ing they may be connected in the same.way. A situation which requires batteries to bebanked in series is where more voltage than can be delivered by one battery is required.For example, if a motor crane required a 24 -volt battery and none were available, two12-volt batteries can be banked in series, and the crane can be operated until the specific,battery needed can be obtained. You can see that the voltage of batteries connected in.series is equal to the sum of the voltages of th# batteries.

POSTOST

CONNECTOR ,

SEALING
COMPOUND

vENT PLUG

TERMINAL POST

SEDIMENT SPACE

Figure 110 Lead Acid Battery
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Figure 111. Hydrometer
Series is only one way in which bat-

teries may be batiked. While they are
,kanked in series for charging or when
higher voltage is needed, they may alSo
be banked in parallel. Figure 112 hows
two 6-volt batteries banked in series and
two banked in parallel.

Parallel banking of batteries is
used when there is a:requirement for
more amperage than can be furnIslied
by one battery, but no increase in *.

voltage is desired. A good example
of this is the jumper cables so many
people use in starting their cars in
the winter. By the use of the jumper *no
cables, the batteries of two cars are connected in parallel
the batteries in either car. They must not be connected in
of the two batteries would add and you. would damage some
Remember, that to increase voltage, you bank batteries in
amperage without increasing voltage, bank the batteries in

SERIES,

Figure

128

PARALLEL .13'6

112. Battery Banking

without having to disconnect
series, because the voltages
electrical_unit 'on the car.
series, but to increase)
parallel.
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Battery Chargers

When a lead-acid battery is discharged it should be recharged. There are two
types of chargers which may be used. The motor-generator type, an4 the ac - to. - dc
rectifier type. The motor-generator is used by telephone exchanges and powerplants
in their equipment rooms. The ac - to - dc rectifier is the type used on Air Force
installation.

Operation by forcing direct current through the battery in the opposite direction,
frctm which the current flows during discharge, the acid is driven back into the water
solution thus restoring the electrical energy as chemical energy. Most chargers
have leads marked positive and negative. The one which is marked posiAcve connects
to the positive post of the battery, and the one marked negative connects to the nega-
tive post of the battery. Thus you can see that current coming from the charger is
forced through the battery in the opposite direction providing the ,voltage of the charger
is higher than that of the battery. During the charging period a constant check shouid
be kept on the specific gravity, so that the battery can be removed when it has reached
full charge. Figure 113 shows an ac to dc battery charger.

RECTIFIER
MOUNTING BOLT

FUSE FUSE

timmummoi
HIGH VOLT AGE GU AR 11.4"iiiy ...f. ''''' 4.."..-.. "*,4i..--4Yrrfe- .-at

.9 FUSE aft; 1401.DER

...._ --,
.--. 041

. ..

. .

TRANSFORMER

FUSE
y

ON OFF SWIT "
-:.

RHEOSTAT .

Figure 113. AC to DC Battery Charger-T
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When a battery is being charged, a portion of the energy is dissipated in the elec-trolysis of the Water in the electrolyte. The water is broken down, and 4ydrogen isreleased at the negative plates and oxygen at the positive plates. These gases bubbleup throagh the electrolyte and collect in the air space at the top of the cell. If violentgassing occurs when the battery is first placed on the charger, the charging rate is toohigh.' If the rate is not too high, steady gassing, which develops as the charging pro-ceeds, indicates that the battery is nearing a fully charged condition. Because of thisgassing you should keep a close check on the water-acid solution, adding distilled wateras necessary. CAUTION: A mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is dangerously*txplosive.Positively no smoking, electric sparks, or open flames are permitted near batteriesbeing charged.

QUESTIONS

1. How are the cells connected in a lead-acid battery?
. 2. What is used to measure the amount of acid in the electrolyte of a lead-acidbattery-?

3. Nanie two ways to connect batteries in a battery bank.

4. What is the purpose of a battery bank?

5. 'What is the most common type of a battery charger used in the Air Forge?
6.. Why is it dangerous to smoke around a battery being charged?

.7 What types of gas4s are released at the negative and positive plates when abattery is being charged?

REFERENCES

1. Basic Electricity, Van Volkenburgh

2. PracticalElectrical, H. P. Richter

3 AFM 52-8, Electronic Circuit Analysis

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

Construction Of Magnetic Amplifiers

The magnetic amplifier consists of three essential unfits, the control winding, theload winding, and a core. The control winding usually has many turns of fine wirewound around an iron or silicon steel core. The load winding consists of a few turnsof heavy wire woundaround the core. These windings are not electrically connectedto each other but are magnetically linkedtogether since they are wound on the samecore. (See figure 114.)
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Figure 114'. Magnetic Amplifier 9
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LOAD

In some magnetic amplifiers a rectifier is connected in the load winding and a
choke coil is placed in the control winding.

Magnetic amplifiers are made in many shapes and sizes but they all operate onthe same principles. They may have square, round or three-legged cores. They are
sometimes added together to give higher amplification.

1
Theory of Operation

In figure 115 direct current flows through the control winding setting up a dc flux
(in one direction) in the core.. /

An ac source is connected to the load, alternating current flows through the load
winding building a magnetic field. Since the current is alternating the flux set up in The
core is constantly changing in magnitude and direction.

Within the core exists two types of flux: (1) dc, the flux created by the direct
current which is constant in magnitude and direction; (1) ac, the flux created by
alternating current which is changing in magnitude and direction.

The ac flux tends to saturate the core (fill the core completely with lines of force
which causes it to act as though the core was removed) and then desaturate the corebecause of its changing direction. This results in a changing inductive reactance in theload winding. This changing inductive reactance allows us to lower or raise the power
to the load.° The dc flux aids or opposes the ac flux as the ac flux reverses direction.

The load windings are composed of a few turns of heavy wire._ JA small number of
turns are used to lower reactance and large conductors are used to handle a large
current.

The control winding has many turns of fine wire, reactance does not have to be
considered since it is connected to dc. The large number of turns buildS a Strong nc
magnetic field in the core which is used to control the output of the load. In many
instances d6 in milliamps is used to control in amperes.

A
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On one-half of the ac cycle the ac flux.is aiding the dc flux and on the other halfcycle the ac flux is opposing the dc flux. To prevent the ac flux from opposing the dcflux on half of the cycle, a rectifier is pla.cedtin the load winding. Since.it is almostimpossible to keep all the ac flux out of the control winding a choke coil is installed.The choke will not hinder the dc in the control winding but will try to keep the changingac flux from inducing an alternating current in the control winding.

RHEOSTAT

CONTROL WINDING

CHOKE COIL
RECTIFIER

LOAD

Figure 115. Magnetic Amplifier with a Choke Coil and a Rectifier

SUMMARY

There are two basic types of batteries (1) primary and (2) secondary cells. The
most common rechargeable type used in the Air Force iq the-lead7acid type. The acto dc rectifier battery charger is generally used on Air Force installations for re-charging lead acid batteries. Batteries can be banked together in series to increase
voltage and connected in parallel to increase current.

The main parts of a magnetic amplifier consists of a control winding, a load wind-ing mid a core. Although the windings are not electrically connected they are mag-
netically linked together since they are wound on the same core. Magnetic amplifiers
are used to conW1 a large current in-the load circuit with a small current in the con-trol circuit.

They are rugged in construction and have many advantages over the vacuum tube.

-
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QUESTIONS

.1.. What is the main purpose of the magnetic amplifier?

2. Name the three primary parts of the magnetic amplifier?

3. What type current is used in the control winding?

4. What winding is the choke coil connected to?

5. What is meant by saturation of the core?

REFERENCES

1. Basic Electricity, Van Volkenburgh

2. Practical Electrical, H. P. Richtei'

3. AFM 52-8, Electronic Circuit Analysis
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TRANSISTORS

\ Basically, the transistor is a valve which controls the flow of current (electricalcharges in motion) through it.

The transistor is constructed in two different ways from a semiconducting sub-stance. The twomain substancesin the transistor construction are germanium andsilicon. Relatively, few free electrons exist in pure semiconductor material. Thematerial displays a relatively high resistance to current, but not quite enough to beclassified as an insulator. In the pure form, such material is not useful for diodes ortransistors. By blending in with the semiconductor material a small amount of a suit-able impurity, the resistance of the semiconductor is lowered to better fit our elec-tronic requirements.

Two basic types of materials are created when these impurities are added to thesemiconductors. They are known as N and P type semiconductors.

In an N type, antimony is added to the pure semiconductor. This causes additionalfree electrons in the semiconductor material, thereby lowering its resistance. Theresulting material is described as N type because of the free electrons which carry anegative charge. Refer to figure 116.

FREE ELECTRONS ATTRACTED
TO THE POSITIVE TERMINAL

ELECTRONS ELECTRONS

1

Figure 116. Electron Flow in N-type,Crystal

Not that the current in the N-type semiconductor is. entirely due to the flow orthe
free electrons introduced into the pure semiconductor. The N type is also called thedonor type, since it donates electrons.

P- Type Crystal

A different kind of substance can be blended to produce the opposite effect. In thiscase, the material that is added will substitute holes for electrons. These holes canbe treated as positive charges within, the material, since the hole is the lack of a neg-ative charge. This kind of semiconductor is called a P-type semiconductor, becauseconduction is by means of these positive charges. Figure 117A, illustrates how
electrons are arranged in a pure semiconductor. Most of the electrons are like ballsin a box--tightly packed and unable to move. Only a fetv elettrons are on the top layerand free to move about. Figure 117B shows the N-type semiconductor witii,many morefree electrons, and figure 117C shows the P-type semiconductor with'holes where the .tightly bound electrons have been removed'.
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CTRONS
TIGHTLY

BOUND

FEW FREE ELECTRONS

(A) Pure semiconductor

MANY FREE ELECTRONS HOLES

(B) N-type semiconductor (C) 1S--type .semiconducto
Figure 117. Electrons in Semiconductor Material

Since a P-type semiconductor has hots, it can conduct current. Figure 118 sh-owshow the electrons and holes can move in a P-type semiconductor. As an electron of the
material moves to the right to fill a hole, it creates another hole in the place it left., Theelectron moved to the right and the hole moved to the left. Since the hole always movep
in the direction opposite to that of the electron that createdit, it acts as if it were a
positive charge in the material. The current which flows in a P-type semiconductor
does not depend on free electrons as in the case of the N type, but is due entirely to the
tightly bound electrons moving in and out of the holes in the material--or the holes
moving through the tightly bound electrons. That is, conduction is by the movement of
positivelytcharged holes.

HOLES MOVE

TO THE LEFT

A

B

C

ELECTRONS MOVE
TO THE RIGHT

HOLE

HOLE

Figure 118. As an electron moves to the right to fill a hole, the hole
moves to the left.

Figure 119 illustrates a P-type crystal with a potential across it. It is important
that you recognize two things about hole current: 1. Hole current flows only in the
semiconductor'material. 2. The direction of hole current is toward the negatixe
terminal of the voltage supply (since unlike charges attract).

Notice the current denoted by the arrows in the terminals of figure 119. The
number of electrons involved in this current is equal to the number of holes involved
in the whole current. Moving holes in one direction (such as from right to left in
figure 119)fls equivalent to moving electrons in the opposite direction. The P-type
crystal is also called the acceptor type crystal, since it readily accepts electrons.
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HOLE

ELECTRON

Transistors

ELECTRON

POSITIVE HOLES MOVE TOWARDS THE
NEGATIVE TERMINAL AS THE ELECTRONS
FLOW THROUGH THE

Figure 119. Hole Current Flow in P-type Crystal .

.
In many respects, the transistor is similar to the electron tube. Both tubes,andtransistors are able to amplify signal, voltages, and power. The..transistor is com-posed of three regiohs of semiconductor material. The two outside,regions consist ofthe same type of crystal, while the middle region is the opposite type of crystal. Thismeans that there are two transistor types, as shown in figure 120. When the two out-side regions are N type, the middle region is the P type, and we have the NPNtransistor.

When the two outside regions are P-type crystal and.the 'ddle region is theN type, the transistor is the PNP type. Both transistor types e common. A lead isattacked to each of the regions as shown in figure 120. The base lead Li connected tothe middle region; the emitter lead is connected COt the bottom region;,andthe collector,lead is connected to the top region.
COLLECTOR I COLLECTOR ,

COLLECTOR7-BASE JUNCTION

BASE

N

N

BASE'

P

) EMITTER I EMITTER

stY
EMITTERBASE JUNCTION

Figure 120. The Two Transistor Types

Transistor Operation \

The main current flow in an electron tube is from cathode to plate. In a junctiontransistor, the main current flow is froni the emitter to collector. The current inthe electron tube is controlled by the resistance of the control grid. In the transistorthe current passes through the base. The base is the controlling factor of the tran-sistor. Regardless of the type of transistor (NPN or PNP), an increase in basecurrent reduces the resistance of the transistor, resulting in a larger value ofcollector current. A reduction in bafe current increases the transistor resistanceands smaller, value of collecor current will flow.

The life of the transistor should exceed that of the vacuum tube because thetransistor does not use a heated filament or.cathode. Symbols for transistors areshown-in figure 121 and the physical appearance of typical transistors is shown infigure 122,
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EMITTER

SUMMARY

PNP TRANSISTOR

NPN TRANSISTOR

COCLECTOR, EMITTER COLLECTOR

Figure 121. Correct Symbols ofthe Two- Types of Transistors

Figure 122. Transis'tor's Physical Appearance

<

The transistor is constructed of two types of semiconductors, N type which has anexcess of electrons and the P type that has hole's. There are two types of transistors- -NPN type and PNP typerithe transistor has three main parts: 1. the base, 2.' thecollector, and 3. the emitter.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two types of semiconductor materials?

2. What is added to the ,semiconductor to give it better tonductability?

3. What causes current flow in the ' -type semiconductor?

4. What causes current to flow in a transistor?
5. Where is the output of a transistor?

REFERENCES

1. Cleveland Institute of Electronics Programmed Lesson, How Tubes and
Transistors Amplify: Angelo C. Gil lie

2. Electronics in Industry: George M. Chute
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OBJECTIVES

WB 3ABR54230-1-I-5
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC FUNDAMENTALS,

Exercise I. ELECTRON THEORY

A
, . .Given information on the electron theory of electricity and a list of applicableterms and definitions; match each term with the correct definition.

Given information on the electron theory of electrical current flow, completestatements pertaining to current flow in conductors.
t*

After observing examples of electrical current and voltage waveforms, draw adiagram for AC, DC, and pulsating DC waveforms.
..

EQUIPMENT \
\.,.0 easis of IssueSG 3AR54230-1-I-1--10 1 /st%udentOscillos e 1/10 studentTrainer, lissile Systern Electronic

Circuitry 1/10 student

PROCEDURES.

Project 1
....- 1. Below you will find variout terms and definitions. In the blank besidetrical term place the letter that represents the correct'definition.

/

the elec-

(1) Compound a. Negative particle of an atom

(2) Mixtures b. Substance that can't be decomposed
any further by ordinary chemical

(3) _Elements --- action.

(4) Atom c. An atom that has lost an elec
(5) Proton d. Protons plus the neutrons

..... .,. *(6) Neutron e. A material with electrons easily
freed

(71 Electron i
f. Positive particle of an atom

(8) Positive ion
g. Two or more elements combined

(4) . Negative ion chemically

(10) Atomic weight h.. Stored energy

(11) Atomic number i. Uniform movement of electrons

13

in a conductor
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(12)

4

Cynductor

Resistor

InAulator,

,/(13)

(14)

(15) Potential Energy

(16) Kinetic Energy

(17) Static Electricity

(18) Dynamic Electricity

Induction
a i i lip ,

(19)
(Electromagnetic)

(20) tConduction
...

(21) Potential difference
,4.

(22) Current

(23) Resistance

. ,

N
AA

2. List the three major groups of matter: (a)

(b) 4
t i ,

d

X37

j. Electricity in motion
. -

k :An atom that -has gained an electron

1. Two or more substances combined
but no chemical change

Smallest part of an eltment which
can participate in ordinary chemi-
cal change

n. Particle of an atom with no charge

r n

o. Material normally having no free
electrons

Opposition to current flow

The-number of protons or number.
of electrons

r. Substance having few free electrons

s. Energy In motion

t. Electricity at rest

P.

q.

u. ANlity of a material to conduct
an electric current

''... ,
v. The force that moved electrons

in a conductor

w. The process of producing voltage
by the relative motion of a magnetic
field across a conductor

(c)

14 260
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.13

3. Correctly label the..subatoic particles of

A

, ,

d

A

4,-

a copper atpm
9 .

8

a35

1
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4. Electron flow in a circuit is from

5. List the four most common forms of energy:

a.

b,

c.

d.

6. Like charges

to

7. Unlike charges

each other.

each other.

Prject 2

Answer thefollowingiquestions.

1. What is the structural difference between condi!. cting Materials and insulating

materials?

2. What are the laws of attraction and repulsion between two charged bodies?

3. If an irregularly - shaped conducting body is charge4e- d: the charge will concentrate

ort the parts of. the body which have the'

curvature.

4. List the practical unit of:

a. Currerit

b. Potential difference

c. Resistance

16 262
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5. Give the symbolOr symbols used td indicate the following practical units

a. Volt

b. Ampere

c.. Ohm

6. Define the ampere:

7. The OHM may be defined as the resistance which will limit the current to one
amperepwhen the electrical pressure is:

)

8. List three factors other than temperature which determine the resistance of awire:

a.

9. :A wire 12-feet long has a resistance of 8 OHMS. What is the resistance of 36
feet'of the same wire?

10.Underscore the correct statement or statements:

A good.conductor: (a) has few free electron (b) is called a dielectric:

(c) has a high conductance: (d) has a low temperature coefficient.

Project 3 .

I. Dray/ the waveforms for AC. DC. and pulsating DC and the symbols for .AC and
DC generators.

A

Waveforms

(a)

DC (b)

Symbols

DC Generator

AC Generator,
. (Alternator)

Pulsating
DC (c)

(Z
;"

17,
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OBJECTIVES

Exercise II. MAGNETISM

1h.

Given informations on the theory and appliCation oe magnetism ard a list ofterms
and definitioas, match each term with the correct definition.

Given information o.i the theory and application of magnetism. complete
statemenss pertaining to the application of magnetism.

Using previously given information on the theory of magnetism, a galvanometer,
magnet, soft iron bar, and a length of copper wire, perform an experiment to proauce
an electrical current.

EQUIPMENT Basis of Issue

S3 3ABR54230-1-I-1-10 , i 1/student
Trainer, Electrical Fundamentals 1/10' student

PROCEDURES
44

Project I
1. Place the number of the definition beside the term it represents.

a. .-Reluctance 1. The ability to easily conduct of'
force

b.. Residual Magnetism 2. A device that protects delicate instru-
ments from magnetic l'inA of force

016.

c. Permeability 3. Opposition to lines of force

d. Magnetic Screen 4. The magnetism thaf remains in an
object after the magnetizing force has
been removed

e. Magnetic Induction

f. Lines of Force

Magnet

h. Retentivity

5. Action of producing magnetism in iron or
steel by the action Of lines of force or a
magnetic field

6. Imasrmary lines used for convenience
to designate the direction in which
magnetic forces are acting

7. Area where lines of force enter and
leave a magnet

8. Metal which has the property of
attracting and repelling other pieces of

. magnetic metal

18
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i. Magnetic Poles 9. Complete path of magnetic lines of
force

j. Magnetic Circuit 10. Ability of a material to retain
magnetism

Project 2

1. Place two magnets end-to-end so the two north poles are opposite to each ot:ieras shown below:

P

ton
C.

2. Slowly move the magnetogether. Notice if they tend to attract or repel eachother. Answer the following questions:

a. This experiment shows that LIKE POLES
EACH OTHER.

b. If one magnet was turned so'a north Able was opposite a south pole, the
magnets would

Why?.

3. Place a sheet of paper on top,of a magnet as shown below. Then shake some iron' filings on the paper in the area above the magnet. .

heet of Paper

Magnet under Paper
0 Magnet Under Paper,:

,

4. Tap the paper slightly, notice the formation of the iron filings., Answer thefollowing questions:

\f/
Sheet of Paper

a. Where did most of the iron filings fortn?.

Wh'y

19
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5. Draw the magnetic lines of force and indicate by arrows the magnetic direction of
flow. Use the figure below and show lines .of force within and outside the magnet.(Also se compass.)

,

Ni

N-----'-..._

6. Answer the following question§:

a. Magnetic lines of force will not
each other:

b. The direction of magnetic lines of force is always

to
\

outside of a magnet.

c. A magnet field can be bent by a

d. Magnetic lines of force (can, cal;not) be insulated. (Mark out one. )..,,

7.< Take a bar magnet and stroke it against a piece of soft iron as shown below. After
several strokes, see if the iron will pickup a small paperclip or iron filings.

8. Answer the following questions:

a. The magnetism which stayed in the Aft iron is called

b. The magnet will make iron filings magnetic, by magnetic

,
c. Two things which will cause magnets to lose their magnetism are

and

c4

r

t

20
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.2_ V V
9. Mark the pole of each piece of the magnet that has been broken into smaller lx.rtsin the following figure,.

S

. Ell El Ell
10. What is meant by magnetic poles?

$

,,

11. Based on the molecular theory of magnetism, determine which material repre-sented below is magnetized, and which is not, by writing_magnetizedand nonmagne,t-ized in the spaces provided.

a.

° b.

is-

001, 44D4004CO QI ti

4 0000000 4 4
CO 0 4 4 Ca

. 21
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t

12. Using a drawing containing a magnetic screen located between the poles of aU-shaped magnet, indicate by dotted lines and arrows the path and direction taken byone line of force.

Project 3

1. Using a galvanometer, two lengths of copper- wire. and a soft iron bar, arrange
these components to make a circuit similar to the drawing shown in'figure 4.

2, Move the iron.bar from the north pole to the south pole. Notice any indication ofmovement of the galvanometer pointer.

a. Did the galvanometer pointer move"

22 268
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b. If not, then how could you cause the galvanometer pointer to move?

e

Figure 4. Simple Generator

1

3. With the same iron bar used in figure 4, .move it at right angles to the magnetic
field beEween the north and south pole. Notice the galvanometer pointer movement.

a. Did the meter pointer movement increase?

o. Why') --,

c. Did the voltage change
.

magnetic field'
lc

r
direction as the iro ar was moved back through the

Jr -

23
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4. Demonstrate to the instructor how the current flow direction may be determined
with the use of the generator left-hand rule.

5.- Answer the following questions:

a. The process of zetting a meter indication when an iron bar is moved through a1

magnetic field is called

b. To get -the maximum voltage, a condUctor must move at what angle to a

magnetic f ld

Why ?;

. c. When using the generator left-hand rule the. first finger will point to

I
d: Hcw may the voltage be increased using the.same generator?

6

e. Name,the three things necessary to produce a voltage:
.11

(1)

.(2)

(Jo- Define electromagnetic induction.

1,4

. . , .. .. ,
.. . .. ft-.

6. The direction of the magnetic field around a current caviyng conductor "depends

on- the _

'

tl

1
of the

fr

24

to thd conductor.
P.

,

7
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lea-. r,7. In figure 5 detect if the current is flowing toward you by placing a dot (. ) in the '4-center of the appropriate drawing and a plus (-i) in the drawing with current going awayfrom you.

/ \/
/ / - s \ 1

r \
I / /
# I ; I

1. 5 55 //\
> -,

--- .....-. ...-.. ..
,..

- - '.- - <

Figure 5. Determining Direction of Current Flow in a Conductor..,

8.1Lndicatte the direction of current through the coil in figure 6 in order,to establishflu:4cm a clockwise direction through the iron core.

.

Figure 6. Determining Current Flow in a Coil

1

'25
0 \
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\
1

9. Show by means of arrows the flux in the iron core when current in the coil flows
frOm Pr to B in the drawing_in figure 7.

*--. v

8 .

Figure 7. Determining Difection of Flux uvlron Core

.

10. Li figure 8 below determine and mark the polarity of the iron cores and show
the path and direction of the flux by means of arrows and lines.

)

)

el

Figure 8. Determining Polarity

9

272
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11. Figure 9 shows a coil winding that will produce the magletic polarity in the care..
It

N S

),
,,

Figure 9. Determining Polarity

. .12. the instructor will demonstrate three (3) types of Waveforms on an oscilloscope.
Draw and label each of these three demonstrations,

t

.,

a.

b.

c.
'''...

\._

27
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11.

N.i
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. .
13. Place the number of the definition beside the term it represents.

.
.....

-.,

..\

a.

b.

Frequency

Sine Wave

1.

2.

3600 electrical degrees.

Average of all the instantaneous valt
during one alternation.

c. .t ycle .
3. . The value of voltage or.current at one

particular instant.

d.

e.

Period

Amplitude

A.

5.

The highest voltage reached on the .

positive or negative altefnation. ,

The number of cycles per second.

f. Average 6.
._,

A graphic illustration of electrical
forces. A.

g.

h..

Instantaneous

Peak

i

7.

8

The distance'from zero to. the maximum
ualue.

The time in seconds or fractions of a
second, required to generate one cycle
of alternating voltage.

t

,,

28
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Exercise Iii. REACTANCE

OBJECTIVES

- Given information reactance m AC circuits, complete statements pertainin; to
inductive and capacitive reactance.

Us:n; the uiformation given on reactance and a list or terms and dafinitio.;s,
match each term with the correct definitio.i.

Giveri a pro;ram.ned text. idE.,.ntif, symbols used in ele,ctrical an-i electron:c
funclanvatals.

EQUIPMENT Basis of Issue

SO 3ABR54230-14-I-1-710 1 student
2TPT-3103-01-Introd.:ction to Electrical Symbols 1 student
Trainer. Reactance convarison 1'10 student

PROCEDURES

Proct 1
.Answertne failT.vInz questions ,:ertaining to Inciuctarice and Capacitives.

a. What are tnree :actors that affect inductance'

2.

3.

b. What type of 'Phase relationship does an inductive circuit_proat.ce')

c. What are trie three factors whicr. effect,capacitance?
.-

.f
1.

6

2.

Wnat type of Phase Wacionship does a capacitive circuit produce')

t

29
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e. What are the three parts of a capacitor'

3.

Project 2
,

I. Place the number of the definition beside the term it represents.

a. Inductance 1,

2.b. Capacitance

c. 'Reactance 3.

The direction of induced current is
always such that its magnetic field
opposes the Motion that produced IL.

That property of a circuit which
opposes any change in the rate of
current flow.

Unit of measurement fbr,i4nductance.

d. Current Leads
Voltage

4.,I,Basic unit of capacitance.

e. Impedance 5. One-millionth farad.

f. Counter DAP' - 6. Capacitive circuit.

g. Inductive Ability to store electrical energy.
Reactance

h. Capacitive
Reactance

8. Electrical characteristic. outside of
resistance, which impedes the flow
alternating current in a circuit.

i. Voltage Leads 9. Inductive circuit.
Current_

iv

Henry io. All of the opposition in a circuit..

Farad I-1. It is rmentired in ors and its symbi)1
is X L' lz i

1. Nlicrofarad 12. It is measu'red in ohms and its symbol.

4.

2
ti

30
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2. Complete this project by placing the number of the symbol beside the term it
represents.

a. Inductive reactance 1. X

b. Inductance 2, N1FD

c. Capacitance 3. "C

d. Capacitive reactance .4. Xc

e. Impedance 5. Z

1. Reactance

Nlitrofaradg,

6: , XL

g.

Project 3

1. Read and compiete the program text, 2TPT-3100-01, Introduct on to aectricai
Symbols, you have been issued.

0

so.
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Q C5
wrs 3.ABR54230,-1-6

July 1975
DIETERS .

OBJECTIVES

Given informati )n of multim,-:ters. complete sttements on the selection, use and
care of electrical test instruments,

Using a mulumeler and c)nd.rc:orirainer, measure and record readings pertinent
to resistance and voltage.

EZit:IPMENT Basisetof Issue

. SG 3ABR54230-1-I-1--10 1/student
Trainer. Conductor 1:student
Trainer. Nlultirne:er I 1.-ti student
Niultimeter, TS 297V 1 student
Ohmmeter. ANPSNI2A 1 '10 student
NIu-ttieter. Clamp-on type AN USNI-35 1,10 student

Project 1
(--;

1. Ans.ver me follow-1n:: questions ilertaming to meters.
.. -

a. When measurin; an unknown voltage. what voltage scale Should you use vT.enusing a voltmeter' a ..0"-

... .e
o. What IS tne purpose of the :-....egonmmeter (insulation tester)',

-,,

-..

4

0. WhY should yo.t. never use ar. °hr.:meter on a live circuit' .

d. W rWhat is' the ia.x..c7nur-. c,:_rrent a clamp-multimeter wit} read?, .

e. What is the n..a.ximu:-... sue cor.duttor the clamp-multirneter can ha-nate prD-'..den zne current is witnin the rare .); tae meter'

f .1.
, ..--

., 33

t N .

,,

.. ,

..
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-Project 2
. \ ,

,l. Ling a mu,ltimeter type TS- 297'12, a testi,oard,and the drawings of the multir,neter
listed on the following pages, complete the following statements or questions...,

a, Set your multimeter to read resistance. Have your instructor check your

meter.

b. Check wire number 1. The ohms reading is

What does this reading mean?

G. Check Wire number 2. The miter reading is

What does this reading

C

d. Check wire number 3. The meter rpading is

What does this reading mean?

,

e. Check wire number 4. How much resistance it in this circuit?

f. Check wire number 5. The meter reading is '1.9

et,

4

g. Using the meter and wire number 6 explain whlat role a switch plays in a

p

0

34
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CAUTION. DO NOT USE THE METER TO TEST VOLTAGE st\NTIL
,,I NSTRUCTOR TELLS YOU TO DO SO.

h. Select an electrical outlet located on the wall in the classroom and check theamount of voltage available.

What was the voltage reading?

i. Return the board and ureter to your instructor.

#

t

J

250
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I

0 CONNECTION FOR READING AC VOLTAGE

COMMON JACK

'EST LEAD

RED TEST LEAD

4

t .

0 CONNECTION FOR READING DC VOLTAGE

FROM
AC
SOURCE

, 3
Connection of Miatimeter When Measuiing AC and DC V,,Ita.ges

281



O

0

0

0
(-)

.10 SW

1111(101
IMO(.

0
..10111

0
NV

COMMON
JACK,

BLACK
TEST
LEAD

TO
CIRCUIT
UNDER

L RED !IL -;T .
TEST

de.

-N'
V

0
a.

O O

a

TO TO
CIRCUIT CIRCUIT

----UNDER UNDER
TEST TEST

A ( ONNT I I( JtJ FOR TE'1141,4,, Cl IOU VOLTS B CONNECTION FOR TESTING 0 JO 400 VOLTS C CONNECTION FOR TESTING 0 TO 1000 VOLTA

Coonl Jun of MulOoleter for Testing AC Voltages of 0 to 100 volts, 0 to 400 volts, and 0 to 1,000 volts
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J

TBLACK
TEST
LEAD

TO
CIRCUIT

UNDER
TEST

RED TEST LEAD

A CONNECTION FOR TESTING 0 TO 4 VOLTS

_TO
CIRCUIT
UNDER
TEST

t .

A

_TO
CIRCUIT
UNDER
TEST .

B CONNECTION FOR TESTING 0 TO 10 VOLTS C. CONNECTION FOR TESTING 0 TO 40 VOLTS

ComnectIon of Multimeter for Testing AC Voltages of 0 to 4 volts, 0 to 10 volts, and 0 to 40 volts

2S3
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CA3

cD

ZERO
AOLUSI
KNOB

(A)

I

L

ACTUAL
RE.SIS [ANC'

COMMON
JACK

SE 1 EC roR
SWI TCH

R E
T1 T

LE AU

SISTOft UNDER TEST

MULTIPLY RE.A,DING
BY 10

I

:1

43'
MULTIPLY REATDENG
BY le

emtos.. 0.4

BL AC K
TEST
LEAD

Cunnection Of Meter for Iteigling ResisCiince

28,1

9
O
9
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WB 3ABR51230-1-I-7

OHM'S
fi July 1975

AW AND SERIES CIRCUITS , , ,.
Mki,

"GBJ EC T IV E S it .

given ohm's law formulCZetwo known values, solve for the unknown.. ,.
.N.

;- ., Given instruction's on a seties circuit. u "se the conductor trainer to construct a -V
S.- N

. ..s,e ies circuit..
4. . ...-it q

, 1,-1)suig previously constructed series circuit, me,a.sure and record voltage andcurrent, thri apply anin'slaw to-calculate resistance and power.

Given series circuit prgblems, use Ohni'g.-1,aw`cg solve for unknown values.
Et?t;IIII1ENT Basis or Issue

f, SG 3A1A54230-14-1-10, .. . .., Trainer Conductor ,. ... -

Trainer,. Electrical Fundatnentali

,. PROCEDURES-
I

.. ./
, .. . PROJECT.1

II' 44.

't. Complete the followufg questions 1.),rtaining to ohm's Law.

1,Student
1 /Student
1,'10 Student

a. Given a voltage of 12 volts and current Of 2 .amps, find the Power,

,41 giv.0

f

b. Given a 'Jattage of 200 watts and a current 5 Ships, find the voltage .

A

t =

R3
20 SI

= 70 11

= SO

d. Given a voltage of 60 volts and a resistance of 20. ohms, find the current

41

2s.
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2. Complete the following by filling in the blank spaces.

a. What are the three essential components of all electrical circuits"

b. A simple circuit contains a
, a

and a

c. Voltage,and current are

d. Current and resistance are
other.

proportional tcreAch other.

proportional to each

e. series circuit contains a
, a

and a

-f. Ohm's Ilaw equations are:

a. E=

15. I=

r. R=

g. Tne, characteristics of aseries circuit are:

a. Et =

b. It =

Rt =

h. Tne sum of the voltage drops-in a series circuit is
to the applied,voltage.

i. The current in any portion of a series circuit is
to the total current.

;. The sum of resistance in a series circuit is
to the total of resistance.

k. Po,ver = times

' 1. A unit of Po-,vr is calleYa
I

42
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Project 2
1. Using the correct symbols, draw a simple circuit cont; a single-pole, single -throw ,(SPST) Switch, tuse and lamp socket with a 100-watt lamp,a.n ammeter: and,analternator as a power supply. Draw the circudin the block below.

CAUTION Before proceeding to the next step, remove your jewelry. Beforewiring a circuit, make sure that all safety and disconnect switches ate in theOFF position. Have your instructor check your work before turning switches
ON.

2. Have the instructor check your diagram, then wire the circuit on your,trainer.Place a 100-watt lamil in the lamp socket. Have instructor check your wiring beforeyou apply power to the circuit.

3. Plug in power lead and close the switch. Take the measurements -of the following
and recordthe readings in the space below.

a. Applied voltage (Et)=

n. Voltage drop across ramp (E1),-
o

c. Current in the circuit (It )=

volts.

volts.

amps.
4. Disconnect power from the circuit; the using OHM's law and power formula.determine the resistance and wattage of the lamp.

'Resistance

Power

ohms.

watts.

3. It voltage is increased, would the current flow through the circuit degrease,
.crease, or, remain the same'

4

43
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3,

6. Using the correct symbols, draw series circuit containing a fuse,,(spsri Switch,
and two lamp sockets with a 100-watt and 150-watt lamp, and an ammeter. Place the
ammeter to read the total current flow through the circuit. An alternator is used as a
power supply. Draw circuit in the block below.

'1. Wre the circuit on the trainer according to }flour drawing and have r5ur instructor-
check your work.

This

8. Plug

a.

circuit has I path(s) of current flow.

indications.

volts

w

in the power to the circuit.
..,

Applied Voltage

1, N

Measure the following and record the

(Et) ii=

b. Voltage drop across Lamp 1 (E.01,-- voltsI.
c. Voltage drop across Lamp 2 (E2) = volts

rt. Current in the circuit (It) ) = amperes

9. Using the information obtained from Step 3, Ohm's law and power formula, find
the answers for the following:

LAMP .1 LAMP 2 TOTALS

El E2 Et

Il .12 I, t

R
1

R2 Rt

P
1 P2 Pt

a. The

b. The

c. The current is

Of the resistors equals the total resistance.

of, the voltage drop equals:the applied voltage.

in 'all parts of the circuit.

200
/
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10. Add a third lamp socket with a 700-watt lamp to the series circuit. Have yot. r
instructor, check your circuit. Draw circuit in the box below.

Will the lamps burn dimmer or brighter?

Why'

11.- Plug in power tO the circuit. Measure the following and record'theimeter
indications.

a. Applied voltage (Et ) = a volts

b. Voltage drop across Lamp 1 (E1) = volts

c. Voltage drop across Lamp 2 (E2) volts

d. Voltage drop across Lamp 3 (E 3) = volts

e. Current in the circuit is amperes

12. Using the prece.di%r iilforMation from Ohm's law and power formula, find the
answer for the fbllowin

,tf f
LAMP 1 LAMP 2 LAMP 3 TOTALS

E1 E
2 E

3 Et
; -5

1
19 I3

.
Ri R2 R3 Rt

P1 P2 P3

13. Is there more current in this circuit than in the preceding circuit?

Why'

45
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P2

(4) How much

14

current flows through 11

, and IS
5

b.

t5) What is the

Referring to the

1-

total currant in the circuit?. I 7-

diagram below, calculate the following

R2
tvvvvv..

Rl

40 ft_

20V

(1) El I1 , R2
P1

Rt Pt

(2) What is the current flow in the4circuit?

A

c. Calculate the following after analyzing the diagram below.

Ri

R3
frt-A. rVVVVV

24V
4A

T io
,vvvvVv.

RI

' 12 , Et

3 II R2

.P2 , 3

d. Using the diagram below, calculate the following information.

c V

291

47
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P2

(4) How much

14

current flows through 11

, and IS
5

b.

t5) What is the

Referring to the

1-

total currant in the circuit?. I 7-

diagram below, calculate the following

R2
tvvvvv..

Rl

40 ft_

20V

(1) El I1 , R2
P1

Rt Pt

(2) What is the current flow in the4circuit?

A

c. Calculate the following after analyzing the diagram below.

Ri

R3
frt-A. rVVVVV

24V
4A

T io
,vvvvVv.

RI

' 12 , Et

3 II R2

.P2 , 3

d. Using the diagram below, calculate the following information.

c V
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4

(1) Voltage droptacross each resistor.

E1
, E3

LJ

(2) Tozal current flow in the circuit.

N

e. Using the diagram below, calculate the following-

RI R2 R3

40V 10 OHMS 40 OHMS

(1) R1 = R2= Rt =

(2) E2 = E3= Et =

(3) Pl.= .P3 = Pt =

(4) It =

Take this worksheet to your instructor anti have him check your work.

48
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PARALLEL CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES

c>Q

VVB 3ABR54230-1-I-8

Given instructions on a pa:allel circuit, use the conductor trainer to constr:Ict aparallel circuit.

Using the previously constructeU parallel circuit, record meter readings of
voltage and current and calculate resistance and power.

Given parallel circuit problems, use Ohm's law'to solve for unknoWn values.

EQUIPMENT Basis of Issue

SC.; 3ABR54230-1-I-1--10
-Trainer, Conductor

PROCEDURE

Project 1

1/Student
1/Student

Complete the following projects. Read the instructions carefully and be sure tohave the instructor check where indicated.

CAUTION: REMOVE ALL ,JEWELRY.

Be sure there are no short circuits and all connections are tight.

1. Construct a simple circuit containing a fuse, ( spar) switch, one lamp socket with
a 100-watt lamp, and an ammeter. Draw the .circuit in the block below.

2. Wire the circuit with the equipment given to you by your instructor. Have theinstructor check you wiring.

3. Apply power to the circuit. Measure the folloWing, and record the Indicationsbelowe,

a. Applied voltage (Et), s volts

b. Voltage drop across the lamp (Et) volts

293
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o

6 c. Current m the circuit (It) =

, ,

i., .

amperes
4. Using the information obtaineertrom question 3, Ohm's law. and the power

determine the answers to the following- formula,

LAMP TOTALS
\

EI = ,, volt Et = volts

-.1 = amperes It = amperes

Ri = ohms Rt = ohms

Pi '' watts Pt = watts
...-5. Using the correct symbols, draw a diagram of a parallel circuit containing a

fuse, single-pole single -throw switch, and two lamp sockets with a 100-w.att and 150 -watt lamp, and an ammeter to measure total current. Label the lamp nearest the
source of power L1 and the other L2. Draw the circuit in the block below.

l

.,

-

a71

1 y
.

Y

6. Using the above diagram, wire the circuit on a trainer. Have an instructor checkyour wiring.

7. Apply power to the circuit. Measure the following and record the indications
belcw:

a. Applied voltage (Et) = volts.

'..). Voltage drop across Lamp 1 (E1) =

c. Voltage drop across Lamp 2 (E2) =

d. Current in the'circuit (It) =

...,

......,-

volts.

Its.

mperes.

t.

(1) Did the total current increase when L2 was added to the circuit?

Why?
4

a 50 294



..,

4

s.

(2) Did the total resistanc4 of the circuit increase or decrease?

ic> 7c2-

Why?

S. Disconnect the power. Move the ammeter to measure the current in L) Csircuit.
Then mbve it to measure the current in L2 circuit. Record your answers 'below:

a. Current in L1 (4),

b. Current in 1.,2' (I2),

amperes.

amperes.
c. Does the sum of the current through L1 and L2 equal the indication given by

the main line ammeter?

Why?

9. With"The information you have obtained above and the use of Ohm's law and the
power formula find the answer for the following:

,
LAMP 1 LAMP 2 TOTALS

r .El
..

E
2 Et R

Il , S' 19

R1 -R2 Rt

P
1 P2

.
a. Is the voltage drop across each branch equal to the applied voltage?

Why?

b. What formula did you use to find the total resistance?

c. Is the current the same in each branch circuit?. ,

WhY?

P.
el 51
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10. Use the diagram below, and ,vkre the circuit with the equipment given to you by yourinstructor. Have an instructor check your wiring.

GEN

4.

200W

L3 .

11. Apply power to the circuit. Measure the following and record the indications ,below:

a. Applied voltage (Et) volts.

b. Voltage drop across L1 (E1) volts.

c. Voltage drop across L2 (E2) volts.

d. Voltage drop aeross L3 (E3) volts.

12. Place an ammeter in each branch circuit and measure the f.ollowing'.

a. Current in Lamp 1 (11) = amperes.

b. Current in Lamp 2 (I2) = amperes.

c. Current in Lamp 3 (I3) = atripe-res.

13. With the information you have obtained and the use of Ohm's law and.thePpower
formula, find the answers for the following:

LAMP 1 LAMP 2 LAMP*3 TOTALS ..
i .,.El E

2
E

3 Et

I
.1,

12 I
3 It

RI
0

R2 R3 Rt

PI P2 P3 Pt

a. The voltage drop across each parallel branch,equals the .voltage,

b: The total current is the
branches.

of the current in all the parallel

t.

296
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,
c. The totaltiresistance is always

resistance.

any
than the smallest branch ,

d. As thecurrent increases (voltage remaining the same) the total resistancemust increase, decrease, remain the same. (Circle one.)
.

-.
. .

14.' Ap?ly the principles of Ohm's law to the circuit below and record your answers inthe blanks below. Do'not construct circuit.
i 4

LAMP 1

E

I

R 4 ohms

LAMP 2

E

I

LAMP 3

E

I

TOTALS ( .

E 12 volts

I ,

R 6 ohms R 3 ohms R

Disassemble and store trainer

Proj4t 2 ,

1. Observing all rules of parallel circuits,. apply Ohm's law and, the power formull todetermine the following information from the circuits below:

-a.

(1)

{2)

(3)

E1 E2 E3. Rt
4.,

.'

I,. .1, 12 13,.

Pt

1

P
1 1 P2

' P 3 -----1--

53
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,

b.

se

%.

u
...

(1) 11

(2) Et

(3) Rt
(4) Pt

c.

,.......

C.

e

, E2

, 12

, P2
. lr

(1) Et

(2) It

(:1) Rt

(4) Pt

4..

1

; E1

12

$ E3

) 13

54 .

.

208.

L

,...,-`-'-'

4

1110111

9.

........

e*

, .... .. $

I-
I

w
I*

1



OD

1

I

A

/

Ni.

4

ci.

(1.0311t3

"(2) 12

It .

(3) P1

e._

f.

Rt

13

r

7 P2 7 P3 Pt '

(1) II , 12
.

P(2) Pt
1

.
(1) It =

6

.,.

299
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2. A resistor of'120.ohms is connected across a 120-volt supply. 1-1-Ow much resist-ance must be added in parallel to increase the total current totwo (2) amps?

3. Thee equal resistors connected in parallel have a total res'4ance of 25 ohms. p

Find: Ri = , R2 = , _R3 =
44. Three equal resistors that are connected in serves have a total resistance\of 45ohms. What would be the total resistance,if they were connected iriparallel?'

Rt =

Take this worksheet to your instructor. He will check your work.- -

Checked by

A

3 0 0
56

. Instructor
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SERIES-PARALLEL-C1RCUITS

OBJECTIVES

'Given instruction's on a series-parallel circuit, use die conductOr trainer 'to con-struct a series-parallel circuit. e

3ABR5423C -1-1-9

Using the previously constructed series-parallel circuit, recotcmeter readingsof voltage and current to calculate resistance and power.

Given series-parallel circuit problems, use ohm's law to solve for unknownvalues.

EQUIPMENT Basis of Issue
SG 3ABR54230-1-I-1
Trainer, Conductor

PROCEDURES

1/Student
1/Student

Project 1

Complete the following projects. Read the instructions carefully and be surehave the instructor check where indicated:

CAUTION: Remove all Jewelry.

. 1. Draw a d
two 100-watt

Be sure there are no short circuits and all connections are tight.

iagrarn and construct a parallel circuit containing a fuse, SRS switch,
lamps. Have the instructor check your wiring. Draw the diagram inthe.block below.

to.

2. Apply power to the circuit.
below.

"LAMP

E11

Measure the following and. record the indications

TOTALS

volts Et = .volts

57
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A

E2 = volts

amperes.
Iz = amperes

It = amperes.

,3. 'Using the information obtained from step 2 Ohm's law and .the power formula
determine the answers to the following;

Ri = ohms Rt = ohrhs R2 = ohms

P1 = watts . Pt = watts P2 =
-

watts

4. Using the diagram that was drawn for the paraliel'circuit in projectl, acid a
150-watt lamp (L3) in series with Li and L2. After completing this diagram, construct
the circuit. Have the instructor check yo.ur wiring before applying power. Draw the
circuit ,in the block below.

5: Apply pOwer to the circuit. Measure the following and record the indications
below:

a. Applied voltage (Et ) volts.

o. Voltage drop across lamp 1 (E1) =

c. VOltage drop across lamp 2 (E2) =

d. Voltage drop across lamp 3 (E3) =

e. Current in the circuit (It) =

volts.

volts.

volts.

amperes.

(1)4. Did the total current increase when L3 was added to the circuit?
a

Why?

(2)' Did the total resistance of the circuit increase or decrease?

Why?

1161111
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6. Disconnect the power. Move the ammeter to measure the current in L3 circuit.Then move it to measure the current in L
1 and L2 Record your answers below.

a. Current in L3 (13)

b. Current in L1 (II)

c. Current in L2 (12)

ampe

ampeees.

amperes.'
*ci. Does the sum of the current passing through L1 and L2 equal the currentpasing through series resistor L3 and also the total current?

Why?

.7. With the informauon you have obtained above and the tie of Ohm's law and thepower formula find the answer for the following:

LAMP 1 LAMP 2 LAMP 3 TOTALS

E1 E2 E3 . E t, -
11 12 I3 It
RI R2 R3 Rt

PI P2 P3 Pt
a. Is the voltage drop across one branch of the parallel portion of the circuitplus the voltage drop across the series resistor equal to the applied voltage?

Why?:

b. What formula did you use to find the total resistance?

do
c. Is the current the same in each branch of the parallel portion of the circuit?

Why?

8. Use the following diagram and wire the circuit with the equipment given to you by.your instructor. Have an instructor check your wiring.

59
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9. Apply power to the circuit. Measure the following and record the indicationsbelow:

a. Applied voltage (E t)
!hilts

b. Voltage drop across L1- (E1) = volts
c. Voltage drop across L2 (E2) = volts

Voltage drop acros 3 (E3) = .. volts
e. Current in Lamp 1 (Ii)

f. Current in Lamp 2 (I2)
amperes

' amperes
g. Current in Lamp 3 (I3)

amperes
10. With the information you have obtained and the use of Ohm's law and theThoowerformula, .find the answers for the following:

.z.

LAMP 1 LAMP 2 LAMP 3 TOTALS

/E1 E
2 E3 Et-),

I1 I
2

01 13 I
t

.0R1
112 R3 R t

P1
P2' P3 -13

1t
a. The voltage drop across one parallel branch plus- the voltage drop of theseries resistor equals the , ,

.01

b. The total current-is the of the aurrent'in all ..,the parallel branches.

c. The total resistance of the parallel portion of the circuit plus the total resin=Lance of the series portion of the circuit equals the

d. As the current increases (voltage remaining the sarke) the total resistancemust, increase, decrease, remain the same, (Circle one) 16
*f`

Disassemble and store your trainer board.
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Project 2.
....i, .

1. Apply the characteristios pertaining to series-parallel circuits and the principles
of Ohm's law and the power formula to the following circuits and record your answers
in the'blanks provided. Do not construct the circuits:

,.

.'t a., - r

6

)
LI

L2 -3

LAMP 1 LAMP 2

g
E

I

R 2 Ohms R 8 ohms

P P

b.
RI

1

LAMP 3 TOTALS

E Et 120 volts

I It

R 24 ohms Rt

P Pt

61. (
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t

E2

r

;:1

P2

El

E3

12

p3

r

Rt -

13

Pt

12

Et E2 E3

Rt
H2

P t P1 P2

El

R1

12

I t

13

E3

Pt P1,

14

E4

62
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tr .

e.

1.

R3 .

Ii

R t

Et 120 V

P t .P1

E2

13

E3

I t p P2

P3

14,

E4

P4

Ii 12 13

14 15 16

El E2 E3

E4 E5 E6

Pt. k
It
Ft 120 volts Pt

Take this'Cvorksheet to your instructor. He will check your work.

Qhecked by

307
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WB 3ABFt54230-1-I-10
, July 1975

TRANSFORMERS, RECTIFIERS, AND POWER SUPPLIES

Exerc iseI. Transformers
.

OBJECTIVES
,..,

.,
-c Using a schematic and nomenclature pertaining to transformers, label the three

main parts.

Given an incomplete schematic and required information, draw the secoMa:y
windings of a transformer, including the output voltage value.

Given a drawing of a transformer showing the number of primary and secondary
turns andthe applied voltage and current, use the turns ratio formula to determine
the secondary voltage and current. .

Given a list of statements, a schematic and required information, comple,te
statements pertinent to use of transformers in electronic circuits.

EUIPMENT

SG 3ABR54230-1-I-10
Trainer, Electrical Fundamentals

PROC EDURES

4i

1

3

Project 1

Basis of Issue

/Student
1/10 Student

,Answer the questions and complete the drawings in this project.

1. Name the three parts of a transformer by filling the blanks:

2

2. Is this a step-up

(

/ 3

or a step-down ?
C

3. What is its turns ratio?
g.

.' .

egb

4. If 10 volts is applied to the primary coil what will be the output voltage
.?

_
./ 1

--,-
1 s

p

, .65 /._ .

.., ,

4-
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..

u4

5. If the current is 2amps in the prialary what is thecurrent in the secondary?

Project 2

Complete the drawing and answer the questio-ns. -

1. The transformer below is a step-down doorbell transformer. Draw the correct
number of windings on the secondary side.

I t .,.

c.,
2. What is the ratio of this transformer?

I

t .

I

a

$.

NO

'04

.

0

AI.

,.

66
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it

1. Cony tete the drawing

C4-1. 6.444.4'esIX'

"17 64 t°

700.
TuPNS

60 AmOs

'MARY

SECONDARY

(1) Find the Secondary Voltage.

SE

(2) Find the Secondary Current.

SC

,AMMEMMEN

Project 4

1,. Complete the following statements pertinent to theuse of transformers in
electronic circuits.

VACUUM TUBE

II5VAC

s

PRIMARY

S2
SECONDARY

(1) Rectifier circult with filter.

(2) Step-down transformer.

a. What is the purpose of the center tan Gl of the, secondary of the transfr4umer?

b. Will the current flow be more or less thin the primary current?

c. Are all transformer cones made out of silicon steel?

4
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Exercise II. Rectifiers

OBJECTIVES,

Give a schematic and nomenclature pertaining to rectifiers label the mainparts.
a,

I,sing the schematic of a rectifier circuit, trace one alternation of current through
the circuit by using arrows to indicate direction of current flow..

EQUIPMENT
a.

Basis of Issue

,§G 3A31154230-14-1-10 1/Student
Trainer, Missile System Electronic Circuitry 1/10 Student
Oscilloscope 1/10 Student

PROCEDURE.

\ roiect 1

1. Complete this project by labeling the main parts of the rectifier.

a.

d.

Figure 10. Rectifier symbol

68
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. Project 2

Complete this project by tracing tne circuits required and filing itilhe.blanci.s.

1. The output wavebrm at &tali wave rectifier circuit is

2. To smooth out pulsating nirecc current use a

3. Trace one alternation of current through the resistor circuit in diagram below.

CR

4, What will determine the voltage output of the circuit above?

5: Mark,thejiegative terminal with a minus (-) and the positive terminal with aplus (-4 of the resistor above.

a

69
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. OBJECTIVE

t

-
Exercise III. 'Power Supplies

- Given a-list of incomplete statements and rasuired infoination, complete state-mentsments pertaining to batteries.

Given a list of questions pertairling to electrical and electronic power supplies andrequired information, answer questions on use of power supplies.,

Giten.a drawing of a magnetic. amplifier label the three main parts.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR54230-1-1-1--10
Trainer, Battery Charger

PEOC EDURE

Project 1

Basis of Isste

1/Student
1/k Student

1. Complete the following statement pertaining to batteries:

a. What do you do to the voltage when you connect batteries in parallel*?

b. What is used to check the specific gravity o a lead-acid battery?

c. What are the two types of battery chargers that may be used?

o (1)

(2)

d. Why should you not smoke around a battery being charged?

r

70
313
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2. Aniwer the questions and complete the drawings in this protect.

a. Connect the batteries in series and parallel banks by drawing lines to the
proper terminals.

(A) Parallel

Figure 11

C=D

(B) Series

Which battery bank will deliver more voltage ?

(B)

(A)

c. Connect the battery charger to the battery by drawing lines to the proper
terminals.

BATTERY CHARGER

O
F.iigure12

Project 2

1. Complete the following statements.

a. What is the material called that transistors are constructed from?

b. What are the two basic materials created when impurities a.re, aided to the
semiconductors?

(1)' (2)

314
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c. An N-Type crystal has

d. The transistor has three main parts. Name them:

(1)

(2)

(3)

electrons.

e. Draw the correct symbols for an NPN and a PNP transistor.

(1) NPN (2) PNP

1. Label each part of this magnetic amplifier.

(1)t

(2)

4 315
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas SG 3ABR54230-1-II-1

August 1975

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE, ELECTRICAL TERMINOLOGY
AND BLUEPRINT READING

OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit of instruction you will be able to:

1. Locate specific facts pertaining to wiring in accordance with the National Electrical
Code.

2. Recognize terminology common to the electrical field.

3. Recognize symbols and parts .of blueprints.

INTRODUCTION

This study guide is directed to aid you in understanding the language used in theelectrical trade. In order to understand any trade, you must first understand the rules,
terminology, and symbols of that trade.

INFORMATION

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

The National Electrical Code (NEC) is a commercial publication that sets the
minimunti safety standard for electrical work. The Occupational Safety and Health Ace(OSHA) has made the NEC,a mandatory federal standard, binding under force of legalanctions. Its use will help insure safe, accurate work. Since this bpok will be your/major guide in all electrical work, you Should fully understand and use the book as itis intended. Prior to returning to class tomorrow read Articles 90 and 110. As youstudy the NEC you will notice the layout of the book;, Chapters, Articles, Paragra0s,
and Subparagraphs. There is a table of contents in the front of.the book and an alpha-betical index in the back. You may find it easier to use the alphabetical index at firstor until you become familiar with the code;

1.-----, SUMMARY ,
The National Electrical code (NEC) is a commercial publidation used by the Air

Force to insure minimum safety standards for electrical installation. Your under-standing and knowledge of the code will insure your safety as well as the safety ofthose that live and work around the electrical systems you install.

318
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QUESTIONS

1. Mandatory rules in the National Electrical Code are characterized by the word
4

2. Identified as used in the National Electrical Code means

3. The National Electrical Code is divided into chapters.
4. Where is the best place to start to locate information in the N.E.C.?

A
4

5. The N. E. C. contains provisions considered necessary for
. 6. The conductors and equipment for delivering energy from the electrical supply

system to the wiring system of the premises served is called a

7. Definitions are located in what article in the N.E.C. ?

8. Tables and examples are located in what chapter of the N. E.C.?

.
BLUEPRINT READING A N D ELECTRICAL TERMINOLOGY

A picture is worth a thousand words. Man has used pictures to convey his mean-
ings for centuries. It would be difficult for an engineer or inventor to describe the
exact size, weight, texture and height of an object without a drawing of some type. Itwould be difficult for a machinist to build a simple object from a word description. A
drawing can convey, to the person who is to fabricate the object, the size, shape, orlocatic,n of holes. Whether the drawing is ,freehand or made with mechanical aidi, it
is needed to convey the necessary information to the people who will fabricate or as-semble Zhe object.

Lines

To include all necessary information on a drawing in a manner that is usable,
lined of different types and thickness are used. The meaning of a lqe with certain
characteristics has been standardized. See figure 1.
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LEGEND

,

SCALE 1 4'=I0"
NOTES:

I FLUORESCENT FIXTURE IS A 2-40 WATT TUBE FIXTURE
2 SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET IS FOR AN ELECTRIC SAW 240 VOLTS SO AMPS

S SINGLE POLE SWITCH
.41.0

SPECIAL PURPOSE OUTLET
240 VOLT 50 AMP

GR
OUPLEPOUTLET GROUNDED Gs

WP
2F. WEATHERE A l I R
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As you have observed from the drawing, three different types of lines are used to
indicate conductors in this one room. The ceiling lights conductors are concealed in
the ceiling as indicated by the solid line with one arrowhead on it. l'he.arrowhead
indiCates this wire is a home run or is connected to the*panel. Th dashed lines
between the receptacles indicate that this circuit is concealed under the floor. The
short dashed ltrlikOom the fluorescent fixture to the switch indicates that this con.:
ducEor is exposed. This information Shows not only where the wire goes but helps
determine when it will be installed.

Legend
4

the legend will show what symbols are used to identify specific componekts in the
construction of the facility. Review the symbols used in figure 1 and see if all symbols
Used in the drawing are shown in thg legend.
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Notes

Special-information required in the Conetruction is indicated in the notes section.As you can see in figure 1, a special purpose outlet necessary to handle an electricsaw has been included. From this, the exact type outlet can be determined.

Parts of a Blueprint

What you have seen so far is only one part of a complete blueprint.- The otherparts.that will be in the total plan are; site plan, which indicates the location of thefacility under construction in the overall location of the area, the plot plan locatingthe facility in the specific space it will occupy in a 'confined area, and utilities avail-able such as gas, water, and electricity.

The foundation plan will include exact overall dimensions and concrete design.
The floor plan will include lengths, thicknesses, and characteristics of building walls,

_location of window and door openings, length and character of partitions, number and
arrangement of rooms, and the type and location of utility installation's. The framingplans show the size, number, and location of the structural members that form the
building framework.

The section and detail plans are very close Co the same thing. A detail will alwaysbe an Enlarged scale drawing to shoi construction features more clearly.

Additional plans for electrical, heating, air conditioning, and plumbing are pro-ducedsto aid the individual tradegman in his completion of a specific part of thestructure.

Specifications

To insure that the structure will be constructed exactly as prescribed, a set of
specifications will accompany the blueprints. Each tradesman will have a section ofthe specifications that is peculiar to him. Specific information as to size, type, andquality desired of stindard parts will be listed.

For the electrician, these parts may be further identified by manufacturer's nameand catalog number. Since it may not be possible'to obtain the specific item, "or
equivalent" is usually added after the manufacturer's name and catalog number. Thespecifications will also identify all item* along with their types, sizes, -and amounts,required for the job. This will greatlyassist in making an accurate cost estimate ofthe job.

TERMINOLOGY AND SYMBOLS
.

Each group has its own language pr slang that allows one member of the group to
commtnicate with another member in. a form of spoken shorthand. The electrical
trade has its own terminology and symbols. i
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Electrical Terminology.

Several terms that are used by electricians and other building trades are listed. It
is important that you become familiar with these teems and their meaning. Many more
terms are listed in the National Electrical Code - Article 100.

ACCESSIBLE:

ACCESSIBLE:

AMPACITY:

APPROVED:

BONDING:

BRANCH CIRCUIT:

BUILDING:

CIRCUIT BREAKER:

CONCEALED:

DEVICE:

DISCONNECTING
MEANS:

(QUIPNIENT:

FEEDER:

,(a.s applied to wiring methods) Capabf of being removed or
exposed without damaging the building structure or finish, or not
petmanently closed in by the structure or finish of the building.

(As applied to'equipment) Admitting close approach because,not
guarded by locked doors, elevation, or other effective means:

Current-carrying capacity, of electric conductors expressed in
amperes.

Acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

The permanent joining of metallic parts to form an electrically
conductive path which will assure electrical continuity and the
'capacity toconduct safely any current likely to be imposed.

The circuit conductors between the final overcurrent device pro-
tecting the circuit and the outlet(s).

A structure which stands alone or which is cut off from adjoining
structures by firewalls with all openings therein protected by
approved fire doors.

A device designed to open and close a circuit by nonautomatic
means and to open the circuit automatically oil a prederermired
overcurrent without injury to itself when properly applied within
its rating.

-
Rendered inaccessible by the structure or finish of the building.
Wires in concealed raceways are considered concealed, even
though they may become accessible by withdrawing them.

A unit of an electrical system which is intended to carry but net
utilize electrical energy.

A device, or group of devices, or othek,means by which the
conductors of a circuit can be disconnected from their source of
supply.

A genetal term including material, f-ittings, devices, appliances,
fixtures, apparatus, and the like. used as a part of, or in connection
with, an electrical installation.

ti

All circuit conductots between the_ service equipment or the "gen -
erator switchboard of an isolated plant, and the final branch-
circuit overcurrent device.

5
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FITTING: An accessory such as a locknut, bushing, or other part of a
wiring system that is intended primarily to perform a mechan-
ical rather than an electrical function.

GROUND: A conducting connection whether intentional or accidental, b
tween an electrical circuit or equipment and the earth, or o
some conducting bodythat serves in place of the earth.

GROUNDED: Connected to earth or to some conducting body that se
place of the earth.

GROUNDED CONDUCTOR: A system or circuit conductor that is intentionally grounded.

es in

IDENTIFIED: Identified, as..used in the Code in reference to a conductor
or its terminal, means that such conductor or tdrminar is to
be recognized as grounded,. see Article 200.

OUTLET: A point on the wiring system at which current is taken to
..supply utilization equipment. .

PANELBOARD: A single panel or group of panel units designed for assembly
in the form of a single panel; including buses, automatic over-, a C current devices, and with or without switches for the control
of light, heat, or power circuits; designed to be placed in a

"10,,. cabinet or cutout box placed in or against a wall or partition
and accessible only from the front.

.QUALIMED PERSON: One familiar with the construction and operation of the appa-
ratus and the hazard's involved.

RACEWAY: Any channel for holding wires, cables, or busbars that Is
designed expressly for, and *used solely for, this purpose.

RECEPTACLE: 'A receptacle is a contact device installed at the outlet for
the connection of a single attachment plug.

RECEPTACLE OUTLET: An outlet where one or more receptacles are installed.
SERVICE: The conductors and equipment for delivering energy from the

electrical supply system to the wiring system of the prem-
ises served.

SERVICE DROP: The overhead service conductors from the lastc, poi* or other. aerial support to and including the splices, if any, connecting
to the service-entrance conductors at the building or other
structure.

The service conductors between the terminals df the service
CONDUCTORS: equipment and a point usually outside- the building clear of

building waifs, where joined by tap or splices to the service
drop. .;

SERVICE -ENTRANCE

SERVICE EQUIPMENT: .The necessary equipment, usually consisting of a circ it
breaker or switch and fuses, and their accessories, located
near the point of entrance of supply conductors to a building
or.ther structure, or an ot.herwise defined area, and intended
to constitute the main control and means of cutoff of the supply.
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UTILIZATION EQUIPMENT: Equipment which utilizes eledtric energy for mechanical,

chernical,, heating, lighting, or similar purposes.

FUSES: An overcurrent protective device with a circuit opening
fusibile part that is heated and severed by the passage of
overcurrent through it.
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PANELS AND Mt 1:ITS

Lignting Panel

2_11,

Feeders - Use Heavy Lines
and ShoY. by Number Same
as in Feeder Schedule

Poster Pan,:

Branch Circuit Concealed
in Ceiling or Wall

Branch Circuit Concealed
in Flour Branch Cir,.. Exposed e

Home Run to Panel Board
Numb, r 01 Circuits Indicated by Number 01 ArroY.s

Any Circuit Without Further Designation
Indicatt a a la.o-Wire Circuit. A greater /1/ //X/
Nur r of Wirea is Indicated Thus (3 Wires) or W ire a)

MISCELLANEOUS SYMBOLS
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Figure 2 (cont)
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Symbols

It is obvious that a eomplge illustration of all electrical units on a blueprint or
schematic would make the drawing confusing and cluttered., For this reason very
simple standardized symbols are used In electrical drawing,rkto indicate units, con-
ductors, and equipMent. The symbols listed in figure 2 aranthe symbols normally
found on DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE drawings.'

SUMMARY

Blueprints provide a complete graphic explanation of the'proposed construction:
Blueprints are made up of standardized symbols and terminology common to the per-
sons using them. They are composed of several plans-and will.include specifications
sheets. Symbols are standardized pictures of building components. Terminology that
is common to the tradesman is the. language used by people who perform the work
involved.

QUESTIONS

1. What information can you obtain from the legend of a blueprint?

2. Outlet is defined as

303

3. What is the symbol for a duplex cvotzvenience outlet?

4. What is the symbol for a rahge outlet?

5. What are two purposes of specifications?

.1%

REFERENCES

I. National Electrical Code

2. Blueprint Reading by Kenneth.Gebert
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-
CONDUCTORS AND OVERCUP.RENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

a

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this unit of instruction is to develop your knowledge of

1. the types and sizes of conductors.

2. the types, sizes, and testing procedures of overcurrent protective devices.

INTRODUCTION

"
Have you ever started to use a Ski lsaw and noticed that the blade did not have its

usual cutting power? The blade may even stall while cutting. The conductor from the
power source to the saw may become very warm. Have you wondered why? As you
read this study guide, you will be able to determine the reasons for these troubles as
well as many others.

Ctkrrent flowing through a conductor causes heat which could start a fire. Over-
load ciovices are installed at different points to prevent overheating of conductors aria
devices. Not all circuits carry the same amount of current; therefore, many types
and sizes of overload devices have been designed.

INFORMATION

CONDUCTORS

A conductor is c path capable of carrying art electrical current. It is usually a,
copper wire. There are tw&a.adc types of metal conductors: the solid and the
stranci3d. The niid insulated -wire ity,sed for general-purpose wiring. Where flexi-
bility is needed, the stranded conductoris--.J.ised. A stranded conductor consists of
many strands of smaller wire twisted together to form A larger conductor.

Current flowing through a wire causes heat: the amount of heat varies as to the
square of the amperage. TheTe is a limit to the degree of heat that various types of
inswationswill withstand. Wires most commonly used are insulated with thermoplastic
insulation.

The general construction of a
thermoplastic insulated conductor is
shown in figure 3.

The conductor shown in figure 3 may
consist of a copper or aluminum alloy
conductor vtith a thermoplastic insulation.
The thickness of the thermoplastic insu-
lation varies with the size and voltage of
the conductor.

10

I E OiL AST IC NS A'iON CC) u C 3 c,

Figure 3, Thermoplastic Covered
Solid Conductor
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303'
Conductors have many different types of insulation. The typrof insulation is de-

tgrmined by use of the.conductor; for example, asbestos coveconductors ardused
for wiring heating appliances.

The type of insulation is coded normally by the first letter of the material used or
condition factors. These may be combined as shown in the table below.

Insulation Code
A

Use

Rubber
Thermoplastic

Varnish
Asbestos
Heat Resistant
Moisture Resistant
Moisture Resistant
Thermoplastic

R
T

V
A
H
W

.-

IIV

Dry locations; general use
Dry locations; in conduit, house wiring or
motor connections

-Dry locations only; motors,or transformers
Dry location:s only; heating appliances&
Dry locations; general -use
Dry and wet locations; general use

1

Wet or dry locations

Conductor Sizes (

Conductors are insulated with rubber, asebestos, lead sheath, cambrt and
paper. Single conductors and cables are color coded. Conductors used fora neutral
line will be color coded white or natural gray. The power lead is either black, blue,
red, yellow or brown or a combination of sever . Green is used for equipment
grounds only.

The amount of heat a conductor will withstand depends on its size as well as its
insulation. To work with the different sizes of conductors, it is necessary to under-
stand something about the schemeused in wire numbering. Instead of referring to corn-_ mon sizes of conductorsily their area, sizes or numbers have been assigned to them.
The gage commonly usd to determine the size of a conductor is the American Wire
Gage (AWG). ',This gage is not the same as used for fence wire or any nonelectrical
purpose wire. Nu @r 14 electri'bal wire has a conductor 0.064 inches in diaMeter. The
actual sizes (AWG) and the gage numbers for various wire sizes are shown in figure 4.
The larger the number, the smaller the wire.

'o

0 01".
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16

Figure 4, Conductor Size Without Insulation

11
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The highest AWG number is 000 0 or more simply written 4/0. Beyond this size, the-conductor size is determined.by its cross . sectional area in circular mils. A circular
, Mir (ern) is the area of a circle one mil in diameter. A mil is one one-thousandth of apinch (Q. 0b11'). Thus a'wire or conductor that is 0.002 inches or 2 mils in diameter is

said'to have a cross - sectional area of 4 cm. Normally, you will see the wire size shown
i ls'MCM rather than CM. The first M is the Roman numben1 thousand so MCM stands
for thousand circular mj.fs'.

In figure 5 the; gage for measuring.
conductor sizes is illustrated. The wire
ismeasared by the slot into which it
will fit, not by the hole behind the slot.

Two or more conductors insulated
from eachother and grouped together
are referred to as a cable.. One of the
more-common cables is nonmetallic-
lieathed able (NMC) and consists of

two or more insulated conductors
grouped together and covered with

. either braid, rubber or plastic.
A small fletible cable used .to wire
small appliances and lamps is called
a cord.

V>

er.!

Figure 5. American Wire Gage

A cable that contains two #14 wires is known as 14/2, if it contains three #12 wires
it is known as 12/3; etc.

NOTE: See article 310 and table 8, chapter 9, in the National Electrical Code .
for additional. information.

Current Carrying Capacity
4

The fou factors that determine the current carrying capacity of a conductor are
the size,. t e of insulation, 'composition, and location of the conductor.

' .

For any given Combination of volts and amperes, it is necessary to select a size of
wire that not only pi-events the development of dangerous high temperatures, but also
avoids wasted power in the form of voltage °drop. To determine the voltage drop of a
circuitstatiqed by the conductor used, apply Ohm's law:

E = I X"R, or Voltage drop = Amperes X Ohry

12 *

3 0 b
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For example, assume that a 500-watt floodlight is to be operated at a point 500 ft

from the power panel, which will require 1000 ft of conductor. At 115 volts, 500 watts
is equal to about4.3 amperes. Using a: no. 14 conductor which has a resistance of
2.475 ohms per 1000 ft, multiply 4.3 amperes times 2.475 ohms. The voltage drop
would be 11 volts. This would give a power loss of about 47 watts in tlighaircuit in the
form of heat which is of no 1,alue to the consumer. You can decrease t power logs
by increasing the conductor size.

NOTE: See article 310 of the National Electrical Code for additional information.

SUMMARY

Conductors are used to transmit electrical energy from the source of power to tlie
using equipment. Most conductors are made of a copper alloy because of its low cost
and high conductivity. The more common types of insulating materials are thermo-
plastic and rubber.

QUESTIONS r-'
1. What are two type's of conductors?

2. What type of insulation is most commonly used?

3. How is voltage drop of a conductor determined?

4. A green insulated conductor is used for what purpose?

5. Which is larger, number 12 or number 6 conductors?

OVERLOAD DEVICES
4

It is impossible for an electric current to flow through a conductor without heating -
the wire. As the temperature of the conductor increases, the insulation may become
overheated and lead to an ultimate insulation breakdown. Overheating of conductors
may become a serious fire hazard. To protect conductors against too much amperage,
an overload.device is installed. Any device that limts the current' in a conductor'tu a
predetermined amperage is termed an "overloadd vice."

There are a great many different types of overload-devices. The two common
overload devices are fuses and circuit breakers.

,"...... e.

13
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Plug Fuses
FUSES

a

There are several different types of fuses. The most common type fuse is called
a "plug fuse.", A plug fuse consists of a fusible link enclosed within a housing which isscrewed into a socket similar to a lamp socket. The fusible link is a short length ofmetal ribbon or wire made to carry a predetermined amperage, but melts quickly whenthe current is too high. There is a window through which you can see if the fuse ismelted or "blown.".

Plug type fuses range from 1 to 30 amperes. The code requires that plug fusesless than 15 ampere or less have a window of a hexagonal form, ,those above 15 am-pere have a round window:-

Plug types will mkt be used in circuits
with over 125 volts and shall be used as
replacement items only.

Fuses that are not interchangeable
with higher rated fuses because of a
special adapter are called nontamperable
plug fuses (figure 6).

The adapters fit into ordinary fuse
holders but are so designed that once
installed, they cannot be removed. The
adapter has an ampere sating the same
as a fuse, and a 15 ampere adapter will permit only 15 ampere or smaller fuses to beinserted into it, a 25 amp adapter permits only 25 amp fuses; and so on.

"..-

ADAPTER

PLUG

Figure 6. Plug Fuse with
Resisting Base

Tamper-

Most nontamperable plug type fuses
are the time delay,type as shown in fig-
ure '1. These fuses are designed to
carry an overload for a few seconds.
Aftera time lapse, they will blow like
an ordinary fuse, but they act the same
as any fuse if the overload is continuous.

Figure 7. Plug Fuse with Time Lag
The cartridge fuse is not commonly used in the honte because of the high currentrating. Most cartridge fuses are used in industrial areas and are the only type that canbe used when current of more than 30 amperes is involved. These fuses are shown infigure 8.

1 I,

0 0

irL

Cartridge fuse with ferrule contacts Cartridge fuse with knife-blade contacts. .

A,figure 8, Cartridge Fuses

14
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Cartridge fuses are divided rnto two types, the ferrule type and the knife-blade
type. The ferrule type is used only on fuses rated from 1 - 60 amperes. The knife-
blade type used for 1 to 6600 amperes. PhYsically,'dartridge fuses of different
ampere and voltage ratings are of 12 different sizes as noted in the following table:
Notice that cartridge fuses of the same amperage rating but different voltage will v,i.ry
in length; the higher the voltage,,,.the longer the fuse.

Fuse Rating
Amperes.,

Overall Length. Inches .
250-Volt Type

1
600-Volt Type

0 - 30 2 5
31 -60 . 3 51/2 '
61_ - 100 _ 5 7/8 7 7/8

° 101.-,200 7 1/8 9 5/8
201 - 400 8 5/8 . 11 5/8
401 -6'00 .. 10 3/8 . 13 3 8

Cartridge fuses are fiirther divided
into renewable and nonrenewable types.
Since only the fusible link is destroyed
whe'n a fuse blows, renewable fuse links
are available for replacement. The
nonrenewaole types, once blown, are of
no further value,And the e4ntire cartridge
is replaced.

Cartridge fuses with a renewable
and nonrenewable links are shown in
figure 9.

Time delay fuses of'the cartridge
type as shown in figure 10 serve the
same purpose as the plug type with a
time delay except-that they will handle
a larger overload.

4,

r.

c

15

3 ') 0.,

NONRENEWABLE FUSE

RENEWABLE FUSE

Figure 9. Cartridge FuseS.
t

'
Figure 10. Cartridge Fuse with

Time-Lag Feature
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Circuit Breakers

. Circuit breakers are overload de-
vices designed to automatically trip or
open the circuit on a predetermined
overload without injury to itself. When
it opens a circuit, moving a handle,
pushing a button, etc., closes the cir-
cuit again--there is nothing to ,replace.
An internal view "of one of the most
common types is' shown in figure 11.

A circuitria.maker may be of the
°instantaneous type. That is, it will
trip as soon as a predetermined over- '

load exists. This type of circuit break-
er normally employs a magnetic trip
device. lit is more or less a special
purpose type and is seldom used except to
protect, circuits supplying critical,,equipment.

Figure 11, Internal View
of a Comton Type of
Circuit Breaker

Another type of circuit ,breaker is a thermal t e. It employs a
bimetallic strip as its trip device. This cir eaker is the time
delay type. The bimetallic strip is precision ca ibratea to respond to
heat. As current flows through this strip or is heated indirectly by
fcurrent flowing in a heater coil, the bimetallic strip bends. When the
strip bends, it releases a catch allowing a spring-activated mechanical
device to operate. As the mechanical ddvice actuates, it opens a set
of contacts and stops current flow. The circuit breaker will nbw have
to be reset to reclose the contacts and allow current to floW. For
example, the bimetallic strip in a twenty (20). amp circuit breaker is
calibrated so it will carry 20 amps of current without heating enough
to bend. .Ifitwenty-one amps of current should flow through the strip,
it would begin to heat and.slowly bend and thus release the catch. The

'larger the overcurien through the bimetallic strip the faster it heats
and bends to release the' catch.

A circuit breaker is installed in, a circuit to limit the amount
of current flow in that circuit.

A third and more commonly used type of circuit breaker is,a thermal
magnetic. This circuit breaker. has a thermal and a magnetic trip device.
The thermal portion of this circuit breaker functions the same as in a
thermal type circuit breaker. The m'a'gnetic trip :device was added "to
provide short circuit or large instantaneous current protection. Should
a large amount of current (such as caused by a short circuit') flow through
the circuit breaker, the magnetic trip would actuate the circuit breaker
instantaneouslyl. The magnetic, trip device is simply an electromagnet
which will increase in strength as current increases. When a large amount
of current passes through the circuit breaker, the electrdMagnet will

attract th release catch .allowing the circuit breaker to actuate. This
cir!b,uit breaker offer both time- delay, features and instantaneous 'short
circuit protection. Nate: See Article no. 240 of the NationaLPE1:1..ctrical
Code for additional information.
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Ground-FaUlt Interrupters

With the establishment of. the Occupational Safety,and Health Act (OSHA) more and
more attention has been put on the protection of personnel. Because of this, the
National Electrical Code requirement as of January 1973 specifies that all newly
installed outlets in certain areas must b'e protected by a ground-fault circuit
interrupter.

The ground fault interrupter (GFI) is constructed with three main parts:
,(1) Interrupting device, 120v, (2) Differential transformer, (3) Solid-state sensing
and test circuit.

The main point in the operation of a ground-fault interrupter depends on an
imbalance in the circuit. Current leaking on the load side of the circuit produces a
charge of flux in the magnetic core of the interrupter differential current transformer.
This induces voltage in the transformer's secondary winding that quickly actuates
the solid-state circuitry causing the circuit to open before any bodily harm can occur.
In many cases the leakage can be as little as 0.005 amps.

The National Electrical Code contains two rules on the use Of ground-fault circuit
interrupters on branch circuits:

(1) Section 210-8(b) calls for persInnel ground-fault circuit protection for all
120 volt, single-phase, 15 and 20 amp receptacle. outlets installed on construction
sites.

(2), Section 210-8(a) requires personnel ground-fault circuit protection for all
120,volt, single-phase, 15- and 20-amp receptacles in outdoors and in bathrooms a
residential occupancies.

NOTE: See page 19 Of the National Electric,a1 Code Blueprint Reading by Kenneth
Gebert for additional information on ground-fault circuit interrupters.

17
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CIRCUIT BREAKER TESTING

Protective dev.ices are too often taken for granted until they failto protect life or property. This study guide est=ablishes procedures'necessary-to perform effective testing of single pole molded casecircuit 'breakers.
, Model MS-1A Test Unit 0

The Model MS-1A Test Unit is designed to test current-actuated
protective devices, such as, small circuit breakers, fuse links; meters,etc. The tester-is housed in a plastic suitcase-type enclosure with
storage space provided for the necessary test leads. T.he unit is lightin weight and portable.

The unit consists of an ammeter, an eight-position ammeter selectorswitch, a variable current adjust reheospat, timer, current transformer,
and various switches and connecting ternfinals for testing Rurposes.

The input to the unit is 110/120 volt, 60-cycle, single-phase whilethe output circuit consists of a multitapped transformer pv,ovit1494a widevariety of output taps, ranging from 0 to 140 volts and from 4.5 to 200
amps. However the unit may provide higher amperage at lower voltages,
such as, when drawing 400 amperes from tap c, the maximum volt age is 2.2volts. `

0
SUMMARY

Circuit breakers are adjusted to interrupt the current upon the occurrence of an
overload of a definite amount. Testing circuit breakers to meet manufacturer's re-
quirements is the only way to determine if the circuit breaker is operating properly.
Testing the circuit breaker with actual operating cohditions using MS-1A Testing elec-
trically exercises tiebreaker and helps them to operate

QUESTIONS

1. Ho"fb many current ranges do you have on the MS-1A. Tester?
01*

2. What is the main purpose of fuses and circuit breakers?

a. What is the highest voltage obtained on the MS-IA Tester?

4. What is the purpose of the MS-1A tester?

5. Name the major parts of the MS-1A Tester.

6. What kind of overload deiiice is wised in circuits over 125 volts?

7. What determines the size of an overload device used in a circuit?

8. What are two types of cartridge fuses?

3°5
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HANDTOOLS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR54230 -1 -II -3

This nit of instruction is to aid you in identifying, using and maintaining bike,electrici handtools.

INTRODUC

Qcol
(

ena les you to accomplish a job better, quicker, or easier. From the time
the firs,. caveman picked up the first rock to use as a tool, mambas developed and usedothqp tools. Tools are made to be used: To provide the most use, tools should be
kept in the best condition, and their function understood. As an electrician, you willuse the basic tools diScussed here.

INFORMATION

HANDTOOLS
f

The most common tools used by the electrician are pliers, screwdrivers, elec-
trician'l knife, rules, cable strippers, Rise pullers, hammers, and wrenches. ,

Pliers

There are several types of pliers used by the electrician., Thelmost widely used
are the lineman's, diagonal cutting (dykes), long nose, and water pump.

p
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The lineman's pliers shod in figure ±2
are side cutting pliers with a blunt jaw and
a scored gripping surface at the front. In ;
addition to cutting wire, these pliers are
used for holding wire while bending or
twisting and are often used to strip the
insulation from the conductors. The
mqst common sizes are the 6" and the
8 ".

Diagonal pliers,as shown in figure 13,
have cutting jaws set at an angle of ap-e---
proximately 150 with the handle and are
used. principally for cutting wires. The
most common sizes are the 5" and the
6"

Long nose pliers, as shown in figure-
14, come ineither a straight or curved
nose. The most commonsizes are the
5" and the 6". These pliers are used
mainly for bendingta loop on the end of
the wire to fasten it under a term,inal
screw.

.
Wateri,ipump pliers, -as shown in figL

,ure ,are.conveinient toe to hold Dick-
nuts and/or round. jects.! 'The/Should
never be'used on n s or b is that are ;
designed fotuse with a sc Wdriv-e;:' or .

wrench.

3i 5"
I

Figure 12. Lineman's Pliers

Figure 13. Diagonal eers

Figure 14 Long Nose Pliers

. . a
Keep pliers clean and well oilecl'at the pivot points. If.the pliers are totbe storedfor any length of time, they shc;uld be Viiped`clean, especially of fingerprints and coatedwith a thin coat of oil. The pivot pins should be kept tight fcir efficient operation. Someof the pins al'e p'ovided with a nut that ca.R be tightened with wrench while others must'tightened by raying the pliers on to arrvilandfshriking the pivot lightly with a hammer.

Screwdriv

ScTewdritiers are tools used for drivingg-Thnoving screws. There are severaltypes of screwdrivers; but the most common are the general purpose, cabinet, and .hectosspoint. Thy electrician uses a screwdriver to fasten devices to boxes, foxes towalls, and wires to terminals.

Frigure'1y. Water Pump Pliers
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The general purpose screwdriver or
common screwdriver is perhaps the one
used mainly by the electrician. When
using the screwdriver, as shown in
figure 1R, it is important tliat the War*
be held firmly in the screw Slot. This
will,prevent damage to the screw and
possibLi injury to you if it shduld slip.
These screwdrivers are available\in-----)
many '. engths of blade. The most com-
monly t.sed by the electrician is the
4" or 6" length blade.

The crosspoint screwdriver,rshowh
in figure 17, is used on special-type
screws. Never use any other type of
screwdriver in the shots as they will
round o'4t the screw head and render

'"--\them unusable. Like the general pur-
i3Ose screwdriver, size is determined
by length of the blade. "

Figure 16. General Purpose Screwdriver

Figure 17. Crosspoint Screwdriver

The, cabinet screwdriver, shown in figure 18, has a long slim blade and is used fre-
quently around motors and hard to reach places. The most common size are from 6- to
12-inch blade, but shorter lengths are available.

Figure 18. Cabinet Screwdriver

Th3 screwdriver blade inust have sharp corners and fit the screw slot closely. The
tip ofthe blade of the screwdriver is made hard WOW its shape and resist the shear-
ihg action of the screw slot. The shank of the screwdriver is softer and tougher thanthe tip so that it can absorb the twisting strain.

22
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1 When the tip becomes rounded or
broken, you can usually restore its orig.
inalzahape with a file or bench grinder
as shown in figure 19.

To remove the nicks an d square the
tip of the screwdriver, adjust the bench
grinder,rest.to hold the tcrpwdriver at
right angles to the grinding surface of

the abrasive wheel as shown in figure(
19A and grind the tip square. Next, ad-
just the rest as shown in figurel9B to
hold the screwdriver against the wheel.
Proper grinding gives the desired point
shapes as shown in figure 20.

10

When using a screwdriver, NEVER 0.
hold-work in the hand while tightening or
loosening a screw. If the blade should
slip, it can cause.-serious injury to the
hand. NEVER use a screwdriver as a
chisel or pry bar. Such usage is'likely
to crack the handle, bend the blade, or
chip the point. Use of pliers or wrenches
to increase ,leverage can cause the blade ;
to bend or may break the point. Apply
only the pressure that can be exerted on

0 the handle by hand.

Electrician's Knife

The electrician's knife, as shown in
figure 21, is used to strip and remove
the instilation from the wire to enable
you to splice or fasten the end to a ter-
minal. Always.cut with the sharp edge
of the blade away from you. The qquared
blade can be used for cleaning crevices
and scraping wire.°

t

A knife blade is sharpened on an oil-
stone, holding it flat and ptishing ft away
from you, edge first.

23
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SCREWDRIVER

TOOL REST

Figure 19. Sharpening a Screwdriver

PARALLEL
GROUND

HOLLOW
GROUND

Figure 20. Correct Tip Shape

34,0

Figure 21*. Electrician's Knife
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The,six.foot folding rule, that is
shown hi figure 22 is-used by electricians.
Their le is constructed of sections which
are hinged together so that they can be
folded into a compact unit and carried
in the pocket. The rule must be unfolded
carefully to prevent the breaking of the
sections. If the joints become hard to

drop a few drops of oil in the
joint. .Keep the rule clean.

Figure 22 Six:Foot F Ming Rule

Steel tapes should not be used by electricians while working aroun energized cir-
cuits, but a linen tape may be used safely.

Wire Stripper

The wire stripper, shown in figure 23
is used to strip the insulation from wires
to make splices or to attach the conductor
to a terminal screw. The stripper should
be kept clean and very light lubricating
oil may be used on the moving parts.

Fuse Puller

The fuse puller, shown in figure 2 is
constructed of laminated fiber which
possesses high dielectric qualities. I CrN®
can withstand/exceptionally high atmos-
pheric conditions. It is available in
sizes 5 tO 20 inches long. The large size
puller is constructed of more laminations Figure 24. Fuse Puller
and has a large slot in the jaws to ac-
commodate a larger fuse. The fuse puller eliminates danger of pulling and replacing
cartridge fuse by hand and bending the fuse clips.

Figure 23. Wire Stripper

Hammers

There are two general types ofharn'-
mers used by electricians: they are the
claw and the ball peen hammers shown
in figure 25. The claw hammer is used
to drive nails. Although it has claws, it
shouldpoe be used to pull large nails as
it will loosen the handle or break it if
too much leverage is _applied.. The weight
of the head designates the size of the
hammer. Hepds vary in weight from 7
to 22 ounces and should be selected as
to its intended use.

24
1
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Figure 25. Types of,Haromers
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When uking the hammer, hold it near the end of the handle. A grip just tight enough
tocontrol OA. stroke and keep the handle from slipping out of the hand is best. The blow
should be delivered with wrist action.

The ball peen hammer is used to drive chisels or punches The rounded portion is
used to shape metal, flatten rivets, etc.

Hammers should be inspected before use to prevent injury to surrounding equip-
ment and personnel. If the face is damaged or the handle loose, cracked; or broken,
it should not be used. The face can sometimes be reshaped on a grinder.

While grinding, the head must be dipped in water occasionally to prevent drawing
the temper out-of the hammer face. If the handle becomes cracked or it cannot be
tightened by driving the wedges into the handle, replace it or cut the handle off so as
to prevent someone else from using it and possibly receiving injury.
Wrenches

There are many types of wenches
and each has its own application. the
wrenches most commonly used by elec-
tricians are the adjustable open-end and
the pipe wrench. .

4 The adjustable open-end wrench,
shdkvn in figure 26,is made so that the
jaws can be adjusted tofit square stock
or the flat surface of a bolt head or nut.

c-

- The wrench must be adjusted to fit
the nut or bolt head snugly, and the pull
must be exerted in the direction shown
in figure 27: If they are not used in this
manner, undue strain is placed on the
movable jaws and may break it; the
wrerfeh may slip off the nut or bolt head
and round off the corners or skin the
user's knuckles.

The pipe"wrencl shown in figure
is used by the elpctrician to fit rigid
conduit together. The conduit should
not be allowed to "bottom" in the jaw
opening because the wrench will "kick
off" and could cause injury to the user.
Keep the 'wrench-wiped ckean and be sure
the jaws are sharp and Clean of dirt a
grease so that they will not slip.

O

!ADJUSTABLE WRENC4,

1111011111111111111111111111111131

Figure 26. Adjustable Open-Ehd Wrench

FIXEZ JAW

Figure 27. Using Open-End Vrenches

25

Figure 28. Pipe Vlitench
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Cable Stripper

. The cable stripper, shown in figure
29 is made of flat steel stock and is
used to cut the outer sheath of
sheathed cable. ''Roles are drilled to
identify. conductor size. Most cable
strippers have lines on the side in inches.
In most cases the cutting blades are Figure 29: Cable Stripperfixed and nonrenewable, and the entire
stripper must be replaced when the blade becomes too dull to cut the sheath.

a

3?0

Brace and Bits

The tools tam in figure 30 are
called a brace and bit. The brace holds
the bit in a land- tightened chuck, usually
of two jaws, and provide leyerage and
control for turning the bit into the work.
.The bits are interchange4ble, usually
with spiral flutes to carry the chips out
of the hole beiiig bored. They will have
a square tang to fit into the chtfok and
a screw tip to pull the bit into the work.
Bits are sharpeneil with-a file or stone.

SUMMARY
O

The quality of tools available to dltg. job is important. The right tool for the jobca-n make the job Vcker, easier and safen. The knowledge of how to,use and maintaintools is even more.' roortant to your career-as al) electrician.

CHUCK

NIB
LIP .

SPUR

Figure 30. .Brace and Bit4,

1. What type pliers are used'aRost by an electrician?

2. What type pliers are'used to make terminal loops?

3. What type measuring device should not`liy used by.an electrician?

4..t.What tool is used to remove and replace fuses?

5. How is the sizeof a hammei. determined?

6. What.tooltshOuld be used when installing rigid conduit?

REF?.RENCE,

TO 32-114101
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. SINGLE-PHASE SERVICE ENTRANCES AND PANELBOARDS
. . .

This unit of instruction is to give you experience in the purpose, installation re-
quirements, and installation procedures f9r service entrances and panelboards.

°

INTRODUCTION
a r

Since it is not practical to put a generating plant at each home or other point of
electrical use, a common source of power in the form of a distributiovystem will de-
liver power to the areas needed. This distribution system is the pole 4ne network Liat

0 you see along your streets.. How this voltage is reduced to a usable level, brought
from the pole to your house, protected coming intone house, and put into wiring sys-
tem in your house is what this lesson will coyer.

DISTRIBUTION
.

A basic electrical system will consist of the following parts: generation, trans
mission, substations, and distribution as shown in figure 31.

.
-,

. _.,----

0.

63 000 VOLTS

GENERATOR
1200 VOLT

TRANSMISSION DISTRIBUTION
SUBSTATION 120/240 VOLT

Figure 31. Distribution

,
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The distribution transformeris
usually mounted on a'pole near the
using point. This will be a step-
down transformer to lower the dis-
tribution voltage to a usable voltage.
Since we are concerned here with
single-phase voltage, only one trans-
former will be considered. See
figure 32. Knowing the single-phase
voltages available at the distribution
point will help you understand more
about the service entrance require-
ments.

Figure 32.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

To understand the purposes and installation of a service entrance, yotynust becomefamiliar with the terms and definitions of the service, service drop, service entrance,and service equipment. (See Article 100, NEC.)

Service

The conductors and equipment for delivery of energy from the electrical suppIEsystem to the wiring system of the premises served.

Service Drop

Tbe overhead service conductors from the last pole or other aerial support to andincluding the splice, if any, connecting to the service-entrance conductors at thebuilding or other structure.

Service Entrance-

Service entrance is the service conductors between the terminals of the serviceetluipmmt and a point usually outside the building, clear of building walls, wherejoined by tap or splice to the service drop. A typical, single-phase service entranceusing:. E. cable is shown in figure 33.

Service Equipment

The necessary equipment, usually consisting of a circuit breaker or switch andfuses and their accessoriesa located near the point of entrance of supply conductors toa building ofother structure, or an otherwise defined area, and intended to constitutethe main control and means of cutoff of the supply.

28
31-5'
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N,.

DEntrance
Head

S

M Cable

Straps

2 Connector

Meter Housing
(see Electric Co)

E Connector
...

6

A'

Ground ii Ground
Wire Clamp

E
Ground Rod
(or confect

to water pipe)

Entrance Panel

Figure 33. Service Entrance Installation
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
4

The service entrance is attached to the service drop and consists of a,weatherhead(entrance head) and conductors which are connected to the service equipment.

The service equipment can be in a panel by itself or it car be included in a panel-board cr:ntaining the branch circuit protectiVe devic'es. The service equipment isprovided to connect or ilisconnect the power supplied to the fuses or breakers and thebranch t ircuits. The fuses or.breakers are included in the system to protect the
equipment and circuit from damage incase of an overload or short, in accordance' withNEC Article 240, figure 34.

Branch circuits extend from the protective devices and provide power in the different'rooms or areas of the building. It is best to hold current flow to a minimumson theidentified or neutral conductor. To do this, the unidentified or hot conductors shouldcarry the same amount of current flew. This is referred to as balancing circuits.

INSTALLATION 07 THE SERVICE ENTRANCE

The service entrance will be of the overhead or underground type. In most modernconstruction the service entrance will be made in conduit. Service-entrance cable (SE.)is another method of installing a service.

. .In some cases the design engineer proVides all the necessary information for instal--- lation of the service entrance; however, if this information is not provided, you maylocate it in Article 230 of the NEC. The service to the building should be centrallylocated. This will help pievent low voltage at the ends of the building caused by longconductor runs. The service entrance that You install will be in service-entrance cable.Figure433 identifies the parts of a service entrance.

Weatherhead (Entrance head)

The weatherhead is made up of a ceramic or a bakelite separator-washer and ametal cover. It is attached to a building above the point of attachment to the servicedrop conductors. Exception: Where it is impracticable to locate the weatherhead
(entrance head) above the point of attachment, the weatherhead location shall be per-mitted not farther than 24 inches from the point of attachment.

Service Entrance Cable

Service entrance cable has several advantages (1) low installation cost, (2) it can beinstalled around corners where conduit might be difficult to handle, and (3) low materialcost.
44,4.

Serce entrance cable shall be of the approved protected type or protected by
condu:t, EMT, or other approved means, where the cable is liable to contact awnings,shutters, swinging signs, or installed. in exposed places in driveways or near 'coal
chutes or otherwise exposed to physical damage.

(.7
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3.;
Service Entrance Cable Supports

Service entrance cable shall be supported by straps or other approved means within12 inches of every weatherhead (entrance head), connection to a raceway or enclosure,and at intervals not exceeding 4-1/2 inches, 0

Conductors (Service entrance cable)

The conductors shall be of sufficient size to provide the correct amperage to thebuilding. They must be long enough to extend from the panelboard through theweatherhead .plus enough to form a drip loop without splices. (Refer to the NEC foradditional information.)

31
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MAIN DISCONN

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

4

ECT SWITCH

CONNECT TO POWERARCE

gi 2 0
I. z2 CO

1EL:

ELStMEM LW ANIELttr MM.% 411 ift't NMIlartl;
NEUTRAL

120V

2 4 0 V

0
cc

NEUTRAL BUSS
a t

CONNECT TO COLD WATER LINE
BRANCH CIRCUIT 240 VOLTS OR DRIVEN GROUND ELECTRODE

BRANCH CIRCUIT 120 VOLTS

Figure 34. ..Panelboard

Grounding

The ground clamp should be made of the same material as that to which it is attached.
If an iron water pape is used for ground, then use an iron clamp; if copper is used, use
a,copper clamp. This is done to hold down electrolytic action which can deteriorate the
ground or ground wire. The loss of a ground would result in the system becoming very
dangerous. Article 250 in the NEC concerns grounding and should be consulted at all
times.

32
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11 343'7
PANELBOARDS .

There are several types of panelboards available. Panelboards will differ' bussdesign, circuit breaker holder design, cover and case design, in voltage and anmiaoityrating. Review the definition of a panelboard in your NEC. After you have reviewedthis definition, refer bank to figure 34 and see if this drawing fulfills the definition aswritfen in the NEC.

NEC Articles

The folloviing listed articles pertain to the installation of servir entrances andpanelboards and should be studied frOm your code book. '
230-2

-230-23

230-24

One service drop per building.

Size of service drop.
e.°

Clearance of, service drops.

230-29 Supports over buildings.

230-26' Point of attachment.

230-41 Size of service entrance.

280-70 Service Equipment.
Disconnecting Means (General)

230-8.1 Connections to terminals.
r._

A.230 -82 c Connections ahead of disconnecting means.
,250-5 Location of system giound connction.

250-54 Common use of grounding conductor.
230-81.

.250-84

250-112

250-115,,

384

Water pipe.

Resistance of grounds.

Grounding electrodes.

Ground clamps..

Switchboard's and panelboards.

Ya
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SUMMARY

Power is supplied to the building from a power distribution systems through a stepdoim
transformer to the service drop attached to the building. The service entrances may
consist of a yeatherhead, conduit mast, condulet, nipple, panelboard, locknuts, bushings,,
grounding system, and conductors, or service entrance cables and associated equipment.
Panelbcards are used to provide protection for the wiring system and to disconnect the
inside wiring system from the outside power system.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of the stepdown distribution transformer located in the system
near the facility?,

2. The conductors and equipment used for delivering energy frbm the elettrical supply
system to the wiring system of the premises served is called,?

3. We4therheads are used on Service entrances for what purpose?

4. Should ground qonductors normally be fused?

5. What p?xt of--a service goes from the pole to the house?

REFERENCES

1. Nat'.onal Code
I

2." Wuep.rint Reading by Kenneth Gebert,
1

3. Electrical Code Diagrams, Volumes I and II
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OBJECTIVE

CABLE

3 a 9
3ABR54230-1 -II-5

The objective of this unit of instructions is to develop your, understanding of:
1. The types, uses; specifications, installations procedures, and purposes ofnonmetallic-sheathed cable and its application.

2. Procedures for making electrical connections and splices.

3. Branch circuits and how to install them in nonmetallic sheath cable.

4. The construction features, operating principles and wiring requirements forthree and four-way switches.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid expansion of construction and the increased demands for electricityto operate more appliances and equipment, a faster and easier, to install and troublc,-free system of wiring was needed. The older system, such as knob and tube, were.2-
excellent systems if installed properly but were very expensive to install because ofthe vast amount of labor involved. For these reasons nonmetallic-sheathed cable wasdeveloped. This study guide was developed to aid you in understanding the installaionof \his type of wiring.

INFORMATION

TYPES AND USES OF NONMETALLIC-SHEATHEUCABLE-

NonmetalIic-sheathed cable is an assembly of two or more insulated conductors
having an outer sheath of moisture resistant, flame retardant, nonmetallic material.It is available in type NM and NMC in sizes No 14 to 2 AWG inclusive. In addition tothe insulated conductors, the cable nlay have an insulated or bare conductor for ground-

,ing purposes only.

35
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Type Nivl

4

3 3

NM nonmetallic-sheathed cable,
as shown in figure 35, may be used for
both exposed and concealed work in
normally dry locations. It may be run / .0E=

:, Dor .fished into air voids in masonry, :=E

block, or tile walls where such walls
are not. exposed or subject to excessive Figure 35, Type NM, Nonmetallicmoisture or dampness. Do not use this Sheathed Cabletype where it will be exposed to corro-
sive fumes or vapors and never imbed it in masonry, concrete, fill,or plaster. Itshould never be run in shallow chase in masonry or concrete and covered with plasteror similar finish.

c ,

I

Type NMC

NMC nonmetallic-sheathed cable,
as shown in figure 36, may be used for
both exposed and concealed work in dry,
moist, damp, or corrosive`locations,
and'in outside and inside walls, of ma-
sonry, block, or tile. If imbedded in
plaster orzun inshallow chase in ma-
sonry walls and covered with plaster
within two inches of the. finished sur-

' faces, i. should be protected against
damage from nails by a cover of corro-
siati.resistant, coated steel, at least
1/16'inch in thickness and 3/4 inch wide.

COPPER coNoucroP

RLesE4 OR
T"ERMOPLASTIC
,vsuLATION

%E.,.)pwENE. ($0N

COTTON BRAID
PROTECTIVE CCVSING

Figure 36. NMC Nor.netallic -
Sheathed Cabl

SPECIFICATIONS ANIINSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Normally, ',nonmetallic-sheathed cable is not used for imbeddedinstallation' in masonry, concrete, fill, or plaster. It should not
be installed in potentially dangerous areas where wire damage mayoccur, such as commercial garages, theaters, storage battpry rooms,and hciistways. Also, it may not be used in wet areas such as ice.plants br ,cold.storage warehouses.
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The local codes in some areas re-
quire the addition -of a bare uninsulated
conductor type of.nonmetallic cable, as
shown in figure 37. This bare wire
provides an equipment ground at outlet
boxes.. The bare wire is attached to
the outlet box by use of a grounding clip.

. For exposdd work, nonmetallic-
sheed-cable is generally mounted
on ooden building members with one
or two hole straps, staples or similar
fittings designed and installed so as /-
not to injure the cable. Typical staies
and straps are shown in figure 38.

Secure the cable.at intervals not
exceeding 4 1/2 feet and within 12
inches of every outlet or fitting. If
the cablisexposed, it must follow
the contour of the house finiih or
running boards. ,If it is necessary to
protect the cable;use guard stripsoor
other suitable means.

If the cable passes through a floor,
it should be enclosed in rigid conduit
or pipe extending at least 6 inches
above the floor. Nonmetallic sheathed
cable can be run through holes bored
in studs, jdists, or similar wood mem-
bers without any additional protection
as shoirn in figure 39. Bore holes
slightly larger than the cable, near
the center of the timber. If the cable
is run at angles with joists, in unfin-
ished basements, secure conductors
(two No 6 qr three No 8) directly to
lower edges of the joists. Smaller
conductors should be run through holes
bored in the.joists. When cakles are
run in parallel to joist.s, theyhould be
secured to their sides or faces.

WATERPROOF
JUTE FILLERS

CRUSHLD UIINSULATED
PAPER ARMOR COPPER

INSuLATION
GROUNDING

*CONDUCTOR

COPPER
MOISTURE RESISTING I CONDUCTOR

AND FLAME RETARDING
GLASS (AND-COTTON COTTON MOISTURE

OVER ALL BRAID RESISTING BRAID

Figure 37. Nonmetallic Sheathed
Cable with Ground Wire

CABLE
STAPLE

NONMETALLIC
CABLE STRAP

Figu4e 38. Staples and Straps

33/
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WHEN CABLE RUNS CROSSWISE TCX JOISTS
CABLE MAiyeBE ATTACHED TO RUNNING BOARD
OR. CABLE MAY BE DRAWN THRU HOLES DRILLED
IN JOISTS

Figure 39. Installing Nonmetallic
Sheathed Cable

If the cable is run across the top of floor joists or across the face of rafters or
studding within 7 feet of the floor or floor joists of accessible attics, protect the cable
with a guard ship the height of the cable. If the attic is not permanently accessible,
protect the cable 6 feet within-the edge of the attic entrance. Guard strips or running
boards are not required if the cable is run alng the sides of rafters, stalids, or floor
joists.

Where cable is run at angles with joists, it shall be run through bored holes or on
__.running boards. See figure 39. Y
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All spli es and joints must be made
in outlet or j notion boxes; therefore, at
least 6 to ,8 inches of wire must be left
for making connections in junction and
outlet boxes. Bends in nonmetallic
sheathed cable should not be made with
a radius of less than five times the,diam-
eter of the cable. Every precautkon
should be made not to injure the protec-
tive covering of the cab%

r
Outlet and julilion boxes are made

in round, squareffetagon and oblong
shapes and vary in depth for different
purposes. It is very important to Ilse
the proper type box for each wiring job.
Outlet boxes are installed in various
ways, depending on the type of building
construction and whether they are to be
installed in new or old work.

Ceiling outlet boxes are generally
supported by hanger bars. Hanger bars
come in many types. Figure 40 shows
the most common types of metal hangers
and their installation. Boxes are fastened
to the hanger bars by means of bolts
or by fixture studs. The hanger bar is

' fastened to the joists by means of nails
or screws. Some electricians prefer; to
use wooden strips to mount the outlet
box as shown in figure 41. Wall boxes
are insLalled to support switches, duplex
receptacles, clocks, wall ),ights and
numerous other devices. Outlet boxes
are supported by many different devices
manufactured for this purpose.

if

Junction boxes are. usually mounted
in the attic on running boards, or di-
rectly to the ceiling joist.

N AILS
HOLDING
HANGER

BOX FLUSH WITH OUTLET
FINISHED CEILING- BOX

GYPSUM BOARD
OR PLASTER

CCP -073A

Figure 40: Mounting Ceiling
Outlet Boxes.

STUD Ott JOIST

NAILS

SCREWS
HOtOING

BOX

V

WOOD STRIP
jt MIN)

GYPSUM BOARD
OR PLASTER

BOX FLUSH WIT -
FINISHED CEILING

CE.-:38

Figure 41. WoOd%trip Mounting/
Wall outlet boxes may also be sup

'ported by wood strips as shown in figure 43. Other popular methodsof mounting are
shown In figure 42, The type of structure, material available and the type of wall
covering usually determine the type of mounting.

Switch-and outlet boxes are sometimes mounted as shownin figure 43. The strip
must be at least 1 inch thick and so mounted that the front edge of the box will be flush
with the plaster or sheetrock. To install an outlet in a lath and plaster wall cld not cut
away two laths. Cut one and notch the other two as shown in figure 44. ' To mount an
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siutlet box in a sheetrock Wall after the.sheetrock is ln.place, metal-box supports as
shown in figure 45 may be-used. 'When a house is of brick or tile construction, a con-
siderable amount of,labor is involved in the. mounting boxes, as the boxes must be flush
with the plister when it is applied. A space must be chiseled into the masonry to re-ceive the box.

A

MOUNTING
BRACKET

C AT LEAST
16. PENNY

NAIL

AND

NAIL MOUNTED

Imo %al firm=

irm STEEL ei
BOX SUPPORT

Figure 42. Mounting Boxes with Brackets, Nails or Screws

tp

I" MIN
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figure 43. Mounting Switch Boxes o ooden Strips.
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w .

PLASTER

LATH
WOOD SCREW,

SIDE VIEW

Figure 44. Mounting a Box in a Lath and Plaster Wall.

METAL- BOX SUPPORTS

Figure 45. Mounting an Outlet Box.iri Wallboard
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Usually, 4-inch square boxes are
used together With covers of the type
shown in figure 46.. The,se are avail-
able in various depths; so that, if the
ordinitry 1/2-inch type does-not bring,
the cover flugh with the plaster, one of
a greater depth will be suitable. The
box cannot be secured to the brick'
directly with screw, consequently it
is necessary to use one of the many_
types of plugs or anchors available
for the purpose.' To mount a box on
a masonry wall, it is necessary to
drill holes using a star drill as ehotwn
in figure 47. You may also use a Vower
bit. The drill is used by simply 'found-.
ing on its head with a hammer,: rotating
the drill after each blow. The anchor .
is then placed into the hole and ex-:
panded as shown in figure 48. The
National Electric Code prohibits-the
use of wooden plugs. If the mounting
is over hollow areas. 'use toggl' bolts .
as shown in figure 49. The bobs are

;slipped through the opening in the wall,
a spring opens the wings which

povide anchorage for the bolt.

LEAD ANCHOR

it$

Figure 46. Typical Raised Covers
for 4'" Square Boxes !

Figdre 47, Star Drill

INSTALLING ANCHOR

Figure 48. Lead Expansion Anchor
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- =e1
PIVOT TYPE

SPRING TYPE

Itw-4

AO ALSO AVAILABLE

LATH AND PLASTER

WOOD PIECE TO BE
FASTENED TO WALL

Figure 49. Using Toggle Bolts

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS ANDiSPLICES

ITo install wiring and make repairs on appliances, motors, generators, and other
electriCal equipment, it is necessary for you to make various "types of connections and
splices-. Normally, screw terminals or connectors of some sort are provided for con-
necting wires to switches, receptacles, appliances, and so on. However, for con-
necting wires togetherin junction boxes and'outlet boxes, you make various kind§ of
splices. \Splices are made by twisting the ends, of two or nior§ *ires together. Splices
may also be .made by using various mechanical devices to, hold wire ends together.

Before a wire or calale.can be attactled to a device or spliced, the insulation must,
.'be removed at the point of connection. Ju4t enough insulation is removed to make .the

Co'nnection. As you gain experience, the removal of the proper amount of insulattan,,
for each connection and splice will become,automatic. The electrician's knife is most
generally used to remove insidation. However, for small size wire, a wire-stripping
tool may be used. When you remove insulation with a knife, be careful that you do not
cut into the wire itself. A nick may cause the wire ki?) break after it is installed. A
deep n'ck or scratch reduces,the current-carrying capacity of the wire. After the in-
stila,ti.an is removed-, burnish (scrape) the wire end with your knife or fine sandpaper.
This removes any bits of insulation and oxidation remaining on the wire.

e
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For connecting wire to screw termi-

nals, use your' long nose pliers to form
a loop or eye in the bare end of the wire.
Such, a loop is shown in figure50,- No-
tice how the loop is placed around the
screw. As the-screw is tightened, it
tends to close the loop. If the wire is
not placed on the screw in this manner, Mthe loop tends to open when the screwv, .. Figure 50. Terminal Loop Eyeis tightened. Wh4n making this type ,

connection,*the insulation must covgr the wire clOse to the terminal screw. When tcomuch insulation is removed, the bare wire is exposed for too greitadistance from thescrew.. Notice in figure 50 howthe insulation is removed to form a "cone" at the end.When you remove insulation with a knife, always leave the end cone-shaped. When r.wire stripper is used to remove insulation, the end is left at a right angle to the wire.
Where large wire (generally No-6 or

larger)' must be connected to switches or
other devices, a mechanical connector is
provided. Figure 51 shows one type of
mechanical connector (sometimes called
solderless connector). To use this type'
connector, you simply place the bare end
of the wire in the connector and tighten
the screw. As, on the loop connection
for smaller wire, the insulation'mtist
extend up close to the connector. Figure 51. Sprew Terminal

Connector

Wire splices must be mechanically
and electrically secure. That is, the
splice must be as strong as a continu-
ous wire, and must conduce electricity
as easily as a continuous wire. When
you must join two or more small wires
together in a junction or outlet box,. use
the pigtail splice. Figure 52 shows two
wires joined together by a pigtail splice.
The pigtail splice is also commonly used to splice together the individual coils in mo-tor,and generator stator windings. Notice that figure 52 shows two solid wires splicedtogether. A good .example where you are required to splice a solid wire to a stl-anded
wire is in the replacement of motor and generator terminal leatis. Terminal leads arrstranded and are spliced to the ends of the motor and generator windings. Windingsare made of solid copper wire, commonly known as_magnet wire.. ,

Figure 52. Pigtail Splice

To make the pigtail splice, you remove the insulation from the wire ends, cleanthem, and then twist the ends together. Use pliers for twisting the ends together.This insures that the ends are twisted tightly together. After the wjes are twisted,clip off the free ends.. You are now ready to solder the splice and apply insulating

43.
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/-tape. Instead of soldering the splice, insulated solderless connectors (wire nuts) may
be used. The wire nut screws on the splice and holds it firmly. It also provides the
required insulation for the splice.

You sometimes find it necessary to
connect one wire to another continuous
wire. This may be done with a tap splice.
Tap splices may be used with solid or
stranded wire, or a combinatiorf of both.
To mate the tap splice with solid wire,
remove about 112 inch of insulation from
the continuous wire and about 3 inches of
insulation from the tap wire. Lay the Figure 53. Tap Splice
bare end of the tap wire over the contin-

.
uous wire. Make one wrap around the continuous wire with the free end of the tap wire.
Bring the free end of the tap wire across the standing part of the tap wire as shown in
figure 53. With the remainder of the free end, mhke five close turns around the con-
tinuous wire. Cut off the excess free end of the 'tap wire. You are now ready to solder
and tape the splice.

Tc tap stranded wires, .separate the
strands of thetontinuons wire and thread
the tap wire through the separated
strands: Separate the tap wire strands
and wrap them in opposite directions
around the continuous wire as shown in
figure 54. After`the splice is made,
you then solder and tape the splice.

Soldering

,

4

0

_Figure '54. Stranded Wire Splice

Soldering is the process of joining metals by adding another metal to bond them
together. Electrical work requires solder composed of 605 lead and 405 tin with a
resin cote. The resin Is used as a flux to clean the metal as it is joined. 'Resin
should be used as flux in electrical work as other types of flux will cause corrosion.
Heat .is supplied to the joint to be soldered by either a soldering gun or a soldering
iron. A soldering gun is usually used for light work and small wires; while a
soldering iron works better for large, heavy work. Figure 55 shows,examples of
soldertng guns and irons. ,

.
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SETSCREW

REPLACEABLE LIGHT
SOLDERING TIP

TRIGGER SWITCH

HEATING ELEMENT

'411

Figure 55. Soldering 'Iron and Soldering Gun

To prepare the soldering iron, it
should be cleaned and tinned. Tinning
the copper end means to heat the copper
and then apply a thin film of solder to
it. This tinning will help transfer heat
from the copper to the work being
soldered. When soldering, place the
heat against the bottom of the work,
allow the Oiork to heat and then apply
illhe solder to the heated work. The
older should melt and be drawn into

the open areas of the work. See
figure 56.

337
PLASTIC HANDLE

PIGTAIL SPLICE

SOLDERING

Figure
Remove the soldering iron and,

allow the work to cool until the solder has changed from silver to a dull, white.
CAUTION: Hot soldering equipment and solder can cause painful burns. Care in
using and storing them should be exercised.

56. Soldering a Splice

Solderingis a relatively see occupational task that is performed by many people.It is almost always done as a secondary task to some primary job such as making anelectrical connection or making a leakproof joint in metal tubing. When soldering, someof the hazards you should be careful of are given in the following papagraphs.

BURN HAZARDS. The most common injury from soldering is burns. Burns, inmost cases,.are caused by inattention or carelessness. The heated soldering_iron isallowed to touch the body or the hot soldered object is picked up before it has cooled.,Solder can also cause burns if the molten,solder is allowed to drip on any'part of thebody.

P

EXPLOSION HAZARDS. Another hazard associated with soldering is the danger offire or explosion. Soldering irons must not be laid on or allowed to contact comhistit-ble materials. An open flame used as a sourceiof heat for soldering is even morehazardous.
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TOXIC HAZARDS. A third hazard of soldering, and one not generally recognized, is
the toxicity of some materials involved. Soft solder (ordinary solder) is composed of
lead and tin. Heating soft solder, particularly with an open flame, generates lead fumes.
Inhaling these fumes causes a-buildup of lead in the body. Lead tends to accumulate m 4
the body instead of being expelled. Consequently, frequent exposure to lead fumes may
eventually lead to lead poisoning.

Soldering requires the use of flux to remove oxides from the metal surfaces being
solderer: to insure a tight bond. Fluxes are either corrosive or noncorrosive. Rosin
(noncorrosive) flux does not produce poisonous fumes when heated. Muriatic (hydro-
chloric) acid, zinc chloride, ammonium chloride, and-sal ammoniac (corrosive fluxes)
produce toxic fumes such as hydrogen chloride. These vapors cause burning and irri-
tation M exposed tissue. They also cause violent coughing and difficult breathing.
arcid fli.'ites may seep from cored solder. The acid may cause burns and damage to
clothing. During the soldering process, the acid may splatter and get in eyes unless
protective goggles. are worn. If you do get acid in your eyes, flush them thoroughly
with water and get prompt medical attention.

Silver soldering or silver brazing (sometimes referred to as hard soldering) usu-
ally does not produce toxic fumes. However, the specifisations of the silver brazing
alloy used should be carefully checked. If it contains cadmium, toxic fumes are gener-
ated duzing the brazing proces. Cadmium fumes are very poisonous and must not be
inhaled or permitted to contact the eyes or skin.

- VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS. All soldering operations should be performed in
an area where there is plenty of ventilation. Never breathe the fumes from soldering.
If exhaust hoods are available, do your soldering under the hood. Downdraft, grill-
top tables are suitable for soldering small parts where the point of soldering it not more
than six inches above the grill top. These grills should have an airflow of 160 to 250
cubic feet per minute per square foot. \

Normally, a large open area provides adequate ventilation for soldering. However,
if the air is stagnant and the fumes do not dissipate readily, an electric fan can be used
to move the air. Place the fan so that it blows the fumes away from you.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. Soldering done in a confined space
such as a closet or tank results in an excessive accumulation of fumes. An approved
respirator suitable for protection against metal fumes must be,worn for soldering in a
confined area where adequate ventilation is not provided. If an open flame torch is ,
used, a deficiency in oxygen may occur. A protective mask connected to an outside air
supply is required to prevent suffocation whenever an oxygen deficient atmosphere may
be created.

Remember, soldering can be \hazardous. Use protective goggles if there is danger
of splattering acid. Solder only in a well ventilated area and do not breathe the fumes.
Check silver solder for a cadmium content. Use respirators or externally supplied
breathing masks for soldering in colifined areas. Ignoring these simple precautions
may result in illness, injury, or death.
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Taping

Once a splice has been made, it must be tapedto prevent the bare splice fromtouching the metal box and causing electrical trouble. Generally the tape used oninterior electrical work will be plastic. The tape should be applied in smooth; halflap layers sufficient to provide the same amount of electrical insulation as the insu-lation on the remainder of the wire.

SUMMARY

Nonmetallic-sheathed cable consists of 2 or 3 rubber or thermoplastic insulated, wires bound together and' covered with an outer sheath. Type NM is to be usednormally dry locations. Type NMC is more versatile and can be used in dry, dampor moist locations.

Normally, nonmetallic sheathed cable is not used for imbedded installation inmasonry, concrete. or used in potentially dangerous, places.

Local codes in many areas require a third wire which is bare and uninsulated.This bare wire provides an equipment grdund at the outlet boxes.

Nonmetallic-sheathed cable is generally installed on wooden members. If a run isnecessary across rafters or joists, a running. board should be provided if the installaz,tion is in an accessible attic. Nonmetallic cable can be run through holes bored instuds, joists or rafters without any additional protection. This type cable is 'secured'at intervals not exceeding 4 1/2 feet and not more than 1 foot from every outlet box orfitting. All splices and taps must be made in outlet or junction boxes . Cables must ,be secured to boxes with approved clamps and fittings.

Outlet boxes are installed in many different ways. Ceiling outlets are generallyinstalled with the aid of hanger bars or with wooden strips. Wall boxes are usuallyinstalled by using wooden strip or simply-by driving 10 penny nails through holesprovided in the sides of tt or by screws through the back of the box.
Often it is necesary to mount b.xes on masonry surfaces. A star drill or power'bit is used to drill holes in mas for lead anchors., If the mounting is over ahollow area, toggle bolts should be used to hold the box.

Splices must be made ,mechanically and electrically secGre. Always use a resintype soldering flux when soldering splices since other typeA of flux will cause corro-sion. Enough tape must be applied to a splice sbiakat the insulating quality is equal tothe insulation that you removed.

NOTE: See Articles 110, 200, 300, 334-13, 336, and 3'70 in the National ElectricalCode for additional information.

,QUESTIONS

1. What are the two types of nonmetallic-sheathed,,cable?

2.. Can type NM nonmetallic- sheathed cable be used in concealed work?
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3. When using a wooden strip to mount a box the wooden strip must be at least

thick.

4. What type of flux is used when soldering electrical wires?
§ .

5. What is the purpose for tinning soldering iron?

6. What is the purpose of a running board?

BRANCH CIRCUITS

Branch circuits may be of two types. A general-purpose branch circuit will supply
a nUnihir of outlets or lighting fixtures or appliances. An individual or special branch
circuit will supply only one piece of equipment. See Article100 of the NEC.

N

Parrs of Branch Circuits .

, ..,

As in Block I, you will still be concerned with power, conductors, and resistances.
The panelboard contains overcurrent protection in the form of a.circuit breaker. From
the panelboard, power is carried on the conductors through the control device (switch)

4 to the power using equipment such as lights or appliances. Figure 57 shows the rela-
tionship of these parts in three different configutations.

NEC, REQUIREMENTS
`.

According to Article 210-19c the minimum size conductor you should use when wiring
is a 14 AWG.

Tie, current-carrying capacity of the different size conductors can be found in
Table 310-16 through Table 310-19.

When planning a branch circuit, design the system so that it has a minimum of
voltage drop.

a

e-
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Pictorial Drawing

r

`Scherhatic Drawing

4

BlueprintSingle-Line Drawing

1I

Figure 57. Circuit Representation

Branch Circuit Voltage Drop
. 4

9-.The size of the conductors for branch circuits as defined in Article 100 should besuch that the voltage drop would notexceea3 percent to-tlie*furthest_outlet for power:,. . J heating, lighting,or combinations thereof. Providing further that the maximum totalL voltage drop for feeders and branckcircuits 'should not exceed° 5 percent, )1.

To determine how much voltage drop you have,, measure the aliountoryoltage atthe service/entrande patel, or load center and then measure the voltage droP,at theload. Example: Your voltmeter indicates ydu have 120 volts at *service entrance.switch and 105 volts at theload. This means yotf have a 15-volt drop`between the load'and the service panel. To fiffd the percentage of vottage.drop, use the follpwingformula.
.. -

t, 0

"4

voltage drop. .100 15 100 = 12v 5 percentanvoltage at panel X 7-1- TM X -r ..
...

o
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0 .' - 4This circuit is above the recommended voltage drop. One of the wayso remedy a
voltage drop problem is to increase the size of the conductor.. A larger conductor will
offer I.iss. resistance. , Chapter 9, Table,8 dftfie NEC gives the resistance of different
sizes of concluqoks. -,,.' ,.-

.
. 4.

.
', Before going into the actualintallation procedure-s of nonmetallic, sheathed cable

there are alew,articles in National Electrical Code which you should 6e awafe of:... ,
=Boxes shall be securely fastened ix Place (Article 300-11).

9 .
..

---iii should have at least 6 inches of free conductor at everyooutlet, switch and
'rinctionthox (Article 300-14). -- ,,
lA 11 switch, outlets, and splices shall be plaCed in a box (Article 300-15).

. a

-All unused.openings shall be effectively'closed(Article 370-8).

-All boxes, shall havea cover (Article 370-18c),
g ..a

.
-junction,-pull and outlet boxes sliall be rendered accessible without removing
any part of the building (Article 370119). .

<1'

- . .
.

:

-All splices shall be mechanically and electrically secure and covered with an
. insulation equivalent to that df the conductor (Article 110-14(b))

.t,' -.,.., .
a, , - :. s-The identified conductor when connectedlo a lamp tioldei shall becorinected

i'..t the screw-shell (Article 200-10(c)). ,
..

, 1 -When cables, are installed thiough bored holes in studs, joists or sinfilar wood
- members, hol shall be bored at the approgimate centers of the wood members,.

or at-least two a. hes from thenearest edge where practical ,(Article 30(1-4).-. .. ,
.-You can notch the wood members to Install, cable but you must py a metal`prate

..oarer the cable to pr4
-
otect it from nails .(ArtiCle'300-9.- . , 'e $.

1--*F ,0 -When mounting a box on a-wooden brace, it should be at least 1 -rash thick'. ..(Article 3't.,0 -13). '.
4''..

A . . .The identif icin of terminals to which a grounded conductor is to be connected
than be by ns of a metallic plated coating substaritially white in color
(Aticle420 )
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BRANCH CIRCUIT CALCULATION

Wheiffiguring how many !Diana circuits and how much lighting will be required fordiffereht situations", refer to Article 220 of the NEC which will give the basic minimumrtquirentent.
,

General Lighting.. 4

7 Two things to take into consideration when figuring the lighting load are: howlarge is the 3.rea and what will the area be used for?

In determining the load on the "watts per square foot" basis, the floor area shallbe computed from the outside dimensions of. the building, apartment or area involved.and the.number of floors, not inc(luding open porches, garages in connection with dwell-ing occupancies, nor unfinished spaces and unused spaces in dwellings unless adapta5lefor future use. For-general illumination in dwelling occupancies you should have onebranch circuit for each 800 square feet of f o area for a 20 amp; 2-wire, 120 -voltcircuit and 600 square feet of floor areaXor 15, amp, 2-wire, 120-volt circuit. This.is a code minimum and works out to be a ca City of 3 watts per square foot. Table.,220-2(b).
4

Table 220-2(b) "General Lighting Loads by Occupancies," tells you the minimumamount of watts for general lighting according to what the area will be used for.

Receptacle Outlet Circuits

In a dwelling type occupancy you should have at least two receptacle Circuits to feed
the small appliance load in the kitchen, pantry, family room, dining room and break-
fast room. There should be at least one receptacle branch circuit to the laundry r)om.
Each of the above circuits will consume about °1, 500 watts each (Article 220-16(a} & (b)).ti

Most appliances manufactured today have a 6 -foot cord on thein. You Should be ,

able to take an appliance or lamp and put it anywhere along the wall, to react\ a duplex ,outlet (Article 210-25(b)). .

,,
All receptacle outlets that you install shall be of the grounding type (Article

410-58). .

,rr'Y

To calculate the demand-load of a single, family dwelling you are referred to
Article 220.

NONMETALLIC CABLE INSTALLATION

Nonmetallic sheathed cable can be used for concealed or exposed work in nor'nally
dry locations (Article 336-3(a)).

,There are certain. situations where you cannot use NM cable. As service entrance
cable, in commercial garages, in theatres, in motion picture studios, in storage bat-
tery rooms, in lioistways, in any hazard locations. You cannot embed NM cable in
poured cement,tconerete or aggregate (Article 336-3(c)).

'
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NM cable should be supported every 4 1/2 feet and within 12 inches of a box, witha staple or strap (Article 336-5).

When installing cable it should follow the building fin4h. In .other words, it shouldfit snugly against the wall.

SUMMicRY
0

Attek-electricity has passed through the service entrance switch, it enters the dis-tribution panel or load center and from there is carried throughout the building bysmallefNconductors called branch circuits. There are two types of branch circuits,-general purpose and individual or special. All wiring with nonmetallic- sheathed cablewill be done according to the National Electrical Code. Just knowing all the articlesthat pertain to NM cable is not enough; you must be able to install it correctly.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the two types of'NM cable?

a.

b.

2. Whatthe purpose of an overcurrent device in a branch circuit?

3. What is the maximum percent of voltage drop on a branch circuit?

4. How much free conductor should you have at every box?

5. All boxes shall have covers. True or False

'6. Define: identified conductor.

7. Using a 3/4-inch board to mount a_box is'permissible by the NEC. True br False

8. What twb things should you take into consideration when figuring the lighting load?

.a..

b.

0.
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, THREE AND FOUR-WAY SWITCHES

Purpose and Uses

' 'A circuit can be controlled ftom more than one location by using_thrde(anti fou--
way switches. Three-way switches can control a circuit from two lobation%; .if mo7e
control locations are desirable, four-way switches and used with three-wayswitches.
Multiple control circuits are used to control a light frOm either end of a hallway cr
room, to control a light from upstairs or downstairs, to control a garage light from
inside the house or garage, to control a light on a fishing pier from the cabin or from
either end of the pier, etc. You can see from these examples that three and four-way
switches are.used in various ways to make a circuit more convenient and useful.

Operation

A circuit oan be conteolled froni two
locations by us" two, three-way
switches. If it'is

pig
desirable to operate a

circuit from more than two locati:bns, it
is accomplished by adding four-way
switches into the circuit.
Three-Way Switches

Three=way switches are equipped With
three connecting terminals. Figure 58
illustrates what happens in a three-way
switch when the toggle is moved up ancl
down: Terminal "A" is used for the
common (hot wire); termirtals "B" and
"C" are used for wires connecting the
two switches. These wire are called
travelers.

o

11/4

TOGGLE

DOWN
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Figure 58. Three-Nay Switch
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Figure 59 illustrates two three-way switches with no current flowing through the second''three -way switch. Figure 60 shows how the circuit is' completed if either toggle isthrown. 7*

74EUT R AL

SOURCE
OF POWER

HOT

LAMP IN

GARAGE

TOGGLE TOGGLE 4'

TRAVELERS

3 WAY SWITCH
.54. I IN HOUSE

3 -WAY SWITCH
# 2 IN GARAGE

Figure 59. Three-Way Switch Circuit, Circuit Open

in actual wiring a three-way" switch lookS similar to any single pole switch exceptthat it has three terminals instead of two, and the words ON and OFF do not appearon the toggle handle. The terminal used for the HOT wire is usually located on one endor stile of the switch by itself and is usually a darker color than the other two.

v '
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Figure 60. Three-Way Switch Circuitnircuit Closed
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Four-Way SwitcheS

Four-way switches as illustrated in
figure 61 are used to control a circuit
from three or more places. To accom,-
plish this, tv,o three-way switches must
be u0ed in conjunction with four-way
switches.- Use a three-way switch at the
beginning and one at theend of a multi-
controlled circuit. All other switches in.
the multicontrolled circuit are four:-way
switches.

3
I

A ' C
K L- K L

? ?
1 I p

'C...'

I I \
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M N P 04 N

CER -0721

Figure 61. Four-way Switch in
Both Positions

In one position of ,the toggle, the terminal K is connected to the terminal M andthe terminal L is connected to terminal N, as shown in figure 61 , position A. When
. the toggle is thrown, Kis connected to N- and M is connected to L as illustrated infigure 61, position B.

Fiires 62 and 63 show a four-way switch installed in a light circuit and how itcontrols the light.

NEt..7;z__
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I
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3 WAY SWITCH Of, AWAY SWITCH
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8

3WAY SWITCH *2, .

Figure 62. Four-WO Switch Circuit, Circuit Open
t
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3W Ay SWITCH A., 1wAy SWITCH 3wAY SWITCH *2

.

w

Figure 63. Ft:kr-Way Switch Circuit, Cirouit Cloo6d'
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' Installation

Three and four-way switches are installed In outlet boxes in the same manner assingle pole switches. It is easy to connect three-way switches. The mechanical con-struction varies among manufacturers so that the marked (common) terminal is.some-times alone on ojie end of the switch or'sometimes alone on one side. These three-
-way switchis will be wired as shown in figures 64 or 65 depending on the focation of
the marked (darkez: colored) terminal. Fortunately, -no harm is done if the ong ter-minals are selected, except that the circuit will not work. If there is any d bt as towhich the correct terminals on a switch, use an ohmmeter or.continuity eter toestablish the proper connection sequence: It may be necessary to draw'a circ it with.switch terminals Marked to establish the correct switch.oriring sequence.

NEUTRAL'

HOT

Figure 64. Three-Way Switch'"--Common Terminal Alone on One Side
NEUTRAL ' 1.

T

1

c
C - 140r

Figure 65, Three-Way Switch --Common Terminal Alone on One End

When installing khree and four -way switches,' the folliowing, rules apply?

Cotpect the white wires from the power source to the silver terminal of the
outlet being switched. '

It

,.

Connect the hot (black) wire 'from the power source to the common terminal
on the first three,-way switch.

Connect the hot (black) wire from the common terminal of the 'second three -
way,switch to the.dark terminal of the outlet being switched.

,Connect traveler Wires between the switches.
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SUMMARY

Three-way and four-way switches are used to control a circuit from two or more
locations. A light can be turned on at one nd f a long corridor and turned off at tho
other end after walking through the corridor.

If it is desired to operate a circuit from two ppint.s, 'two three-way switches are
used. If it is desired to operate a circuit from more than two points, four-way switches
are installed between the three-way switches. You can add as many four-way switches
as desired, depending on the numberof control pointsneeded.

If the marked terminals cannot be determined, the circuit through three-way
.switches can be determined by use of an ohinmeter or contiwity meter.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of a three-way switch?

2. What is the purpose of a four-way switch?
i 4

3. How many terminals are on three-way switch?

4. How many terminals are on a four-way switch?

5. What are the two terminals called that connect three-way switches together?

6. Where are our-way switches installed in relation to three-way switches?

7.
aarate- , 4V,

In what situation are three wires required to connect switches?

8. Can three -way switches., be connected wrong?

9. Diagram the two positions bf a four-way switOi?'
1

10.* How cah' the terminals usually be identified?

RE FE RENdES.

1. National Electrical Code
: -

2. NFPA Handbook, of the NEC, by H. P. Richter

3. Electrical Trades Blueprint Reading,

4. Electrical Code:Diagrams, Volumes I and II

5. 0-AFM 91-17, Electrical Interior Facilities

6. AFP 85-1, Electrical Facilities Safe Practices Handbook
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LIGHTING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

Tie purpose of this study guidesis to develop your Understanding of incandelcent
and fluorescent lighting.

INTRODUCTION

In the Air Force you will be installing and'maintaining inFIndiscent and fluorescent
lights.

C. .

All lighting fixture's, rega,r ess of whether they use incandescent or fluorescent
tamps, are classified arcor to the manner in which they distribute light. ,.

,
INFORMATION

.tf

PURPOSES AND TYPES OF'LIGHTING FIXTURES

The five general classifications are direct, semidirect, general/iffuse, semi-
indirect, and indirect. If an imaginary horizontal lie is drawnon a level with the
light source of the fixtUre, the amount of light directed above and below the line de-
termines the' fixture clissification.

Direct Lighting

Direct ligliting,can be .deffned,aS a iighting.system in which practically all of the
, light'i90 - 100%) is directed in angles below theorizontal, direcily toward the work-

ing areas as shown an figure 66. This type of lighting is usuilly produced by indus-
..trial type steel or aluminum reflectors.

Although such a system provides illtimination8m the working surfaces efficiently,
is -may be at the expense of other factqrs, suchtas excessive Contrast of the light source
with the surroundings; troublesome shadows, or direct and reflected glare.

8
.0 4
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Semidirect Lighting

Semidirect lighting is' obtained from
, glass reflectors open at the bottom as
shown in figure 6613. In this classifica-
tion, 60 to 90 percent of the light is di-
rected toward the,working surface, This 6
systein provides, at low cost,, illumina-
tion suitable for casual seeing-for such
areasas corridors, stairways, wash-
rooms, etc.

A

General Diffuse Lighting

General diffuse I hting refers to the
system in which the t emerges from
the fixture, apProximately equal in all .

directions, as shown in' figure 66C. The
reflector usually consists of a diffusing
glass enclosing globe: Although this
system gives illumination of better qual-
ity than either direct or sernidirect sys-
tems, some difficUlty May be experienced
with brightness and glare.

Semi-Indirect Lighting

C

0 % 16.4

90% 10004

10% 40%

60% 90.4

40% 60. /.
4004. 60 %

,-
,4 /// I \ \\

/ 0,... -.... \ \ Y / ..., 60% 90%
10% 40%

'..///1 1 \ '--
ti

E \ \ / i 90% 100

CPA 10 /.

C[ SLO 11

Figure 66. Types of Illumination

A

.Semi- indirect lighting is obtained when some of the light is transmitted directly to
the working surface,, but considerably more than half (60 to 90 percent) is emittecisup-
ward to the ceiling and upper walls, from which it is reflectkl to all parts'of the rqom

-fas shown in figure 66D. These reflectors may be open at the top or completely, enclosed
with adense or enameled glass on the bottom and, clear glass' on the tot.\ A properly ,
<designed fixture gives very good lighting with low surface brightness. ,and eliminates'.moi}t a the glaze. .
Indirect Lighting .

.

Indirect Lighting? as the name implies, means that most of the light (90 to 100 per-
cent) reache the work area indirectly by being reflected from the ceiling as shown in
figure 66E. With the entire ceiling becoming a light source of lovibrightness, direct
glare and shadow are practically eliminated. This produces a quality'oflighting highly'
esirable for ciriOting rooms and offices where a high level of illumination is needed for
doing close work with %he least eyestrain.

s

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

Although more efficientlight sources have been introduceh, incandescent lighting
is not obsolete. Its use is often preferred for many, applications because of its, economy,
fleiMility, ease of Maintenance, and convenience.i. A fixture consisting of the lamp,
lamp socket, shade or reflector hanging deviceland wiring is called a luminaire.

ap.
4,-.
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incandescent Lamps
-

Incf-ndescent lamps are readily available, easily replaced, cleaned or removed andthey aze small in size. Where accurate control of the light distribution of a concentratedbeam is required, the incandescent lamp is most convenient. It is capable of beingdimmed and it starts instantly. Filament lamps have several disadvantages--too brightin red andiyellow light, less efficient -in- lumens pd. watt than the newer type light sourcesand much of the input of these lamps is wasted in heat.

Incandescent lamps are designated by shame and size. They may be obtained in vari-ous finishes. Those with the inside (meted are the most common and should be used inall luminaries where, elimination of streaks and shadows fromthe fbcture'is desired.
There are four lamp base sizes in general use as shown in figure 67. The "Mogul"is used for large watt lamps usually 300 to 1500 watts;'the 'Medium" is the commonsize foiind in most homes and offices, usually up to 300 watts; the "Intermediate" and"Candelabra" are used for special types of lighting fixtures.

1 3/8

I 1V16,
4V'64 A

1y32"
Q1

,. ---.11/2"-. h-T----, .4 ya" ..., .:7A6L._
-

,
.

cc...0,,
40 a Figure 67. Types, of Incandescent Limp Bases. -

MOGUL . MEDIUM rE,mED,ATE

CANDELABRA

Lamp Sockets

La.np sockets are available in many types. ,Often1selection depends.bn the .methodof wires used. Some operate by wall switches, others by pull chain or switches.Figur" 68 illustrates some of the various types of sockets used in electrical lightingsystems.
.

1
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INSULATION

CLEAT SOCKETS

WEATHERPROOF SOCKET

9

Shades and Reflectors

HANGING SOCKETS

LAMPSOCKET
ADAPTER

Figure 68. Incandescent Lamp Sockets

ASE PULL SOCKET

HIDDENTERMINAL SOCKETS

The type of shade or reflector used determines the type of light distributiori.
Shadeg are madeofdiherent materials: metal, glass, mirrored glass, prismatic glass,
and, opaque materials. Figure 69 illustrates several types of shades but does notrepresent a complete selection.

POLISHED METAL

RLM DOME

CASED GLASS
BOTTOMETCHED

TOP

SILVERED BOWL. MIRRORED &
LAMP & PRISMATIC GLASS

SHALLOW SHIELD

CONE REFLECTOR
4$

OPAQUE OR GLASSTEEL DIFFUSER
LUMINOUS BOWL .

Figure 69., Shades. and Reflectors Used on Incandescent Lamps
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Wiring

Wiring is accomplished by the manufacturer of most luminaries. A stranded con-ductorductor is used for flexibility. The insulation is determined by the wiring method andexpected use of the lighting unit.

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

The development of fluorescent lighting systems.has provided a method of lightingthat gives a high efficiency per watt of electricity used. Fluorescent lighting providestwo or three<times as much light as incandescent lights of the same wattage. Sincefluorescent lights use less wattage they produce less heat. This is an important factor
where Lir conditioning is used,. Basically, a fluorescent lamp is an electronic device."'It consists of a glass cylipder that contains either argon or krypton gas, a drop ofmercury, and an inner coating of fluorescent chernidal. The Chemical used Or coatingdetermines the color of light emitted from the tube. The end of the tubes are`sealed
and they contain electrodes necessary to connect the lamp into 'the'electrical
These electrodes are coeinected inside the lamp to the elements at each end. Theseelements are emitters and collectors (cathodes and anodes) that give off and accept.;
electrons-alternately in frequency with the voltage :put sine wave.

In figure 70 are the parts of a fluorescent lamp of the bipin type that would be
used in a preheat or rapid start system.

TUBE FILLED WITH
:ARGON GAS AND
MERCURY 'VAPOR

MERCURY

ANODE STEM PRESS

INSIDE OF TUBE COATED WITH
FLUORESCENT MATERIAL '

CATHODE COATED WITH
ACTIVE MATERIAL

Figure 70. 1.0
Fluorescent Lamp Construction

BASE
CEMENT

BABE PINS

EXHAUST
TUBE

'

Ir operation, the fluorescent tube is basically an open circuit until certain factors
change and provide a path for current to flow. In order to conduct electricity, a drop
of mercury inside the tube must be vaporized to provide a path for current across thetube. -Neither the, current flow nor the vaporized mercury provide any visible light,When the mercury Vaporizes, it produces ultraviolet rays which bombard the fluores-
cent coating inside the tube and cause this material to glow.

Types of Fluorescent Operating, Circuass

.ree basic types of fluorescent systems in use at this time: \preheat,' rapid
start. and instant start. Each type has certain equipment ,commonito all but may
vary in construction. One such item will be a ballast. Ballasts prOvide the neces- ,siry &ailing voltage and limit current flow. . d

1 62
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Each system feciniree a ballast designed. specii4eally for: electrical
istics: the kind of circuit in which it is to be operated and the voltage, and frequency
of the power supply. The pieheai fluorescent system requires a starting means in
conjunction with the ballast. This may be either a ma,eual or an automatic swi h,comm my -called a starter. Figure 71 shows the internal schematics of differNk
types. t starters,. . ate.

.04THERMAL sail:pi 4' ,
CONDA4S9ER

GLOW-SWITCH:
STARTER

GLOW-SWITCH

WHET AL IC SWITCH

aNO-8LINK
STARTER

(-\\
HEATER

t

11,

1
. ,

Figure471. Fluorescent Starter's

!r,
j4i

STARTER

-

' or

Baeicalily all starters have certain components in common.,m These cbmpo-nent..;.
include a condenser for suppressing, radio interference. Sdine type of bimetallic -
switch for closing the circuit to preheat the tube is needed. Ae star-ter shaFld
open to help give a starting "kick" of voltage from the ballast across the tube to es-
tablish the arc and cause the tube tolight. In the no blink starter, a second bimetallic
switch is added. The second element will actuate and cut, the starter out of the circuit -
after:,several unsuccessful attempts to start thlight.. This condition usually takes
place \ne3.1. the encl.& the lamplite. The no.. blit* starter helps protect the ballast

'againSt prolonged high preheat current. understand the operation of a preheat
fluorescent lighting system, study items A, B, C, and D in figure 7L

tra

.Instant Starter Fluorescent System

The parts of.the instant start system are the ballast, lamp, and lamp holders. In
this system, the lamps are made with specially designed cathodes to reduce the lass
of electron emitting materials when the cathodes are subjected to the high starting
voltages (400 to 1000 volts). This high starting voltage ejects electrons from the elec-
trodes by field emission. During operation, a few turns of wire in the cathodes become
red hot to continue-to provide free electrons. Not of the lamps for instant start systems
are single pin type. She lamp holders are designed to reduce high-voltage hazards to

4
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ii.aintenance personnel by acting as a switch, to disconnect thE ballast unless both endsof th'e lamp are properly positioned in'the lamp holdet. Figure 73 shows a typical'in-:stant start circuit with the disconnect lamp holders incorporated into the system.

4Figu-e 73. Instant Start Fluorescent CIrcu.
rt

a

Eta, : : art iluorescen: :Syscern
ss

r .. 6 arting means for_the i:apici_stazLsystern is incorporated into the-ballast a.:7consis.r.-. ..:: low-voltage windings or separate transformers usea with the system.
These .c.r,......asLs have separate windings or transformers to heat the lamp cathodes c.... -tinuoui. .,:..1 figure 74. When the_ circuit is closed and the system energized, ...k.1.3.:,specs wiriu_iig-s will quickly heat t'he lamp eleotrodes... This heating will cause iontzt..'-tion in tilt 114.4..--;, and allow an arc to strike across the lamp by the voltage in the ma::.oallast wt.-1.,,n-z. The immediate heat of the cathodes reduces the voltage require(

LAMP

Figure. 74. Rapid Start Circuits

to strike the arc across the lamp. The oallast ban, therefore. be made smaller anci
more eff:-:ieht. An external starting aid consisting, of a grounded conducting plate o.metal. m)unted next to and extending the length of tlp lamp in the rapid start syst:.-rn.."'*Tae rapIti'start system starts more quickly than the preneac system, usuallv-withir,:r
secon under norma: conditions. In high watta tubes used for outside flood. streetoe.sign sighting twe design features are Incorporated into the lamps. A coolingchamber is added a: each ;Iind of the tube, behind :tie electrodes, to reduce mercer,vapor pressure anX a Mixture of gases is tised nroiong electrode life and :::arei9re
provide good lighting- maintenance.
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Troubleshooting Fluorescent System
(Btcause, the difference in circuitry and parts Of the three fluorescent systems,

this portion o
.1

he text will cover troubleshooting by system.

(211.1.1.1

. Preheat Circuit

, Trouble

1. Lamp blinks
on and off

4

2. Lanip starts slowly
or not at all

3. Lamp ends remain
'lighted

Instaflt Start Troubles

1. Lamp will not light

2. Lamp spirals

3'. :Lamp flashes orange

4., End lamp black

Location- .1

a. end of lamp life

b. , starter Ineffective

c.

d.

'e. low temperature

f. cold drafts

leads crossed

17 line voltage

low ballast rating

g.
a

, a. end of lamp life

b. lamp not making
groper contact
with lampholder

c. starter bad

d. ballast open

a. starter capacitor

b. starter switch

C. circuit Incorrect

a. lamp at end of life
ballast open.

b. Lamp at end of life

c. lamp at end of life

d. lamp p.t end of, life

Solution

a. replace lamp

b. replace starter

c. check voltage

d. replace' ballast

e. change ,fixture

f. shield fixture

g. check wiring of
fixture

a. replace lamp

b. 'check lamp
contact

cl replace" starter

d. replace ballast

a. replace starter

b. replace starter

c. check wiring

66
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a: replace lamp

b. replace lamp

c. replace lamp

d. replace lamp

(



ti CATION: Start voltage is extremely high..the ballast.

Rapid Start Trouble

1. Lamp start slow or
not at all in high hu-
midity conditions

1. Lamp starts slowly

Suspending Fludrescent Fixttres

3
Continued spiraling or flashing will damage

tr-

a. lamp dirty clean lamp. ,

a. starting aid connect starting aid
disconnected to ground

a. heating at one change amp
0_3 -cathode only

ti

r.e01::ntsa-ot

-oliegk for orted leads.

tbrrod a or dirty

impr v.firing

Fluorescent fixtures are usually suspended from the ceiling by conduit. or chains.,1#
iWall fixtures are attached directly to the boxes.

SUMMARY

Lighting is classified by the manner in which light is 'distri uted. The fiveeneral
classifications' are direct lighting, 'semidirect lighting, general iffuse lighting, semi-

`indirect lighting and indirect lighting.

There are many different types of incandescent lamp socket avallableost. of
them are controlled by a wall switch; however, some are controlled chains or
thumb operateci, switches for use when the wall switch control is 'mpractical,.-

Fluorescent lighting is generally preferred over incandescen 'because of-its
efficiency and longer lamp life. Fluorescent lamps contain poiso ous powder which may
cause infection; therefore, care should be taken to preventbibalcage ofilamps during
removal and replacement.

.
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QUESVONS

1. What are some of the disadvantages of direct lighting?

2. Why is indirect lighting installed in offices and drafting rooms ?

3. On what type of lamp is the "Mogul" base used? .
0

r n. What is the main purpose of the starter in fluorescent light fi::ture`,

E. What is the purpose of the ballast?

R2FERENCES

.., National Eledtrical Code

KM\ Handbook of the NEC by H. P. Richter

0. Electrical Trades Blueprint Reading; 1969 Edition

4. Electrical Code Diagrams, Volumes ;land
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TROUBLESHOOTING NONMETALLIC SHEATHED CABLE

I 4.This study guide is to help you become familiar with the types of troubles you willfind in wiring systems and the procedur4s for locating and correcting them.

INTRODUCTION

To be a good electrician it iimportant for you to be able tetroubleshoot a defec-tive system. If you do this in a logical sequende it will prevent damage to equipmentand save many man-houfs.

It is very important that the person troubleshooting a system use common sense.Analyze the problem by considering what the person reporting the trouble says as wellas reading the schematic, then try to visualize how a circuit could react to certainsituations.

TYPES OF TROUBLES

Troubles in an electrical system can be classified is either an open, short,
ground,or a combination of these.

Open Circuit

An open circuit is one that has no complete path of continuity; therefore, nothing
is able to work. A circuit may be intentionally opened by means of a switch, by re-moving a fuse, or by disciinnecting the circuit at some terminal. A circuit may be un-
intentionally opened by a broken switch, a blown fuse, a burned out unit of resistance,
a loose connection, or a broken or burned conductor. An indication that a circuit
could, be open will be that the unit is not operating. That is, the lamp will not light,
t'ne motor will not run or the toaster will not get hot. This is by far the most commontype of trouble you will run into.

Short Circuit

short circuit results when two conductors of different potential come in contact
*.-rt-..1 each other which bypasses a unit of resistance. When this occurs, the protectiveievire is normally opened. A short circuit will also occur when conductors of the

pc,ential come in contact with each other but no resistance, is bypassed. This
:?.:27 referred to as a shorted control. An example being a switch loop when the2.-1ductors of the lobo are touchingeand bypassing the switch not a unit of resis-

b.-- --en this occurs the device being switched will opqrate continually.

k.,
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Grounded Circuit

If the conductor is making contact
unintentionally with some metallic part
of the wiFini-Fystem such as the conduit,
motor frame, or appliance frame as
shown in figure 75, it is called a ground.

BARE WIRE TOUCHING
METAL CONDWT

CEP -0$6

Figure 75. GrOunded Conductor

This is not to be confused with an intentional ground such-as the service entrance
switch ground or the bonded conduit system.

Unbalanced Load

An unbalanced load may result in heating of the wiring and panelboards and blownfuses pr tripped breakers. An unbalance occurs whenlone side of a 3 or 4 wire circuit
has a greater load than the other, figure'76A This can be readily checked by using a
c lamp -on ammeter and taking ampere readings when the circuits are loaded. The most
logical place to take the readings is at the drip loops of the service entrance. Unbal-
ance can be corrected by changing part of the connected load from the overloaded side
to the lightly loaded side, figure 76B. If this cannot be done, part of the load may be
transferred tct another circuit or a new circuit may be installed.

UNGROUNDED CONDUCTOR
3 31 AMPS FOUR 100 WATT BULBS

0 AMPS

3.3 AMPS

IDENTIFIED
CONDUCTOR
(NEUTRAL)

- TWO 200 WATT BULBS
UNGROUNDED CONDUCTOR

Figure 76B

Rig:it: Correctly balanced 400 watts on each circuit. Minimum current flow
in the neutral conductor.

. 3 °7
70



UNGROUNDED CONDUCTOR
3 AMPS

50C

ONE 60 IDENTIFIED
"---WATT CONDUCTOR

BULB (NEVTRAL)

Wrong:
ft

NGROUNDED CONDUCTOR
300 WATT BULBS

Figure 76A

Ciicuit not balanced. 360 watts on one circuit, 2100 watts onother circuit. Excessive cur ent flow on the neutral conductor.

Types of Shorts and Grounds

Shorts and grounds may be either solid, partial, or floating. These conditions willdepend on how complete the connection is through the shorted portion Of the circuit.In a solid short or ground, the wires may actually become welded to each other or t9the conduit. This welding. provides an excellent connection and is the easiest short *..olocate. A partial short or ground occurs, when part of the resistance is 13,y,passednot enough to increase current great enough to trip the protective device. A floatincshort or ground is the type that occurs occasionally or intermittently. This is the mostdifficult type of trouble to locate. This trouble will normally happen in older wiring,and the usual solution to the problem is to replace the wiring in that circuit with newconductor.

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES .

While many meters and other pieces of equipment apitavailableito.you-fot tr
T

oub:e-shooting, the most important thing involved is your common sense. o become ski,1Iedat troubleshooting, you need to follow a logical segkence of operations. First, if p9s-sible, disciiss what happened with someone present when the circuit malfunctioned.
Get him to describe what took place and wHat he observed. Second, make a visual,in-spection and cheek-for the obvious trouble. Many times 1he trouble is easily seen.Loot for broken wires or connectors, loose terminals, signs of overheating such asblackened spots on equipment or burned or broken insulation. Can you smell anyturned insulation? Can you feel any overheated 'Units? Don't overlqok the obvious.

4
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Is it a barned out light bulb? Is the appliance plugged in and turned on? A good visual
minspection will solve many of your trouble calls. Next, if possible, make an opera-

tional'check of the circuit: If a short or ground exists, protective devices will actuate
,before the circuit can operate. Even this fact is useful to you in troubleshooting as it
will more closely identify the type of trouble you are hunting. If several outlets are
involved on the same circuit, disconnect the load from each outlet and then check the
circuit: If the circuit checks clear of trouble, the problem is in one of the units using
power. Connect them one at a time and check each individually until you find the one
that causes the trouble. This step Will locate many of your troubles.

If these previous steps have not located the trouble, you are going to have to
THINK! try to analyze the trouble. The indications that you have received should
tell you what type of trouble you have. Lamp bulb won't light? Motor won't run?-

You have an open circuit. Lamp bulb burns out as fast as it is turned on --check fo
improper power. Circuit breaker trips as soon as power is applied? This indicate,s
a shot tor gound. Can't turn the appliance off? The problem is a shorted control de\-
vice. If a wiring diagram or schematic of the system is available, make use of it.
Check ro see where the circuit goes and what equipment is tied into the circuit. Seeif there is a common junction box or conduit run where shorted circuit,could occur.

Use of Meters

If the trouble has still not been located, you will require a meter: The two types
of meters generally available to you will be a multimeter and a clamp-on meter. The
multfmeter is the more versatile of the two meters since most multimeters incorpor-
ate a voltmeter, milliammeter, and ohmmeter in the. same case. You should already
be fadiliax with this meter from past blocks of-instruction. Other test devices some-
times available to you will be a voltage indicator, sometimes called a "wiggins," a
megoiimmeter, called a "megger," and,used to check insulation resistance, and a con-tinuity Etta. Youwill see other test equipment that has been assembled locally, but_
such equipment is best left alone.

'Let's start 'with a voltmeter. A voltmeter is used in live circuits to locate open
circuits or improper power. Figure 77 demonstrates troubleshooting an open circuit
with a voltmeter.

/,
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Figure 77. Troubleshooting Open Circuitd with\Voltmeter

In this situation, two lights are controlled by one switch. One light burns, theother does not. Replacing the bulb has not .solved the problem. Meter\indicationsshow that voltage is available to the silver and gold tetminals at the receptacle butno voltage is available through the receptacle. This indicates that the contacts inthe receptacle are drpen and it must be replaced. You will note that the trouble wasbetween where the meter read 115 volts and where it. read 0 volts. Open ,circuits arethe most common problem and generallyhe easiest to locate. Usually in the case ofa shorted or grounded circuit a voltmeter or ammeter will not be used except in veryspecial cases.- The preferred test instrument will be the ohinmeter.' To prevent darn -age to the meter BE SURE ALL POWER TO THE CIRCUIT IS DISCONNECTED. Isolatethe circuit by disconnecting the conductors from the circuit breaker, open the other endof the circuit.by disconnecting any equipment..

Using th4ohmmeter, read between any two conductors in any section,of the circuituntil all conductor combinations have been checked. A,zero reading indicates a short.In Iodating a ground with an ohmmeter the same procedure is used except that-the read-ing is taken from each unidentified conductor to ground. Wan a zero reading is ob-tained you have located the ground.

. Once the malfunetiOn has been identified and located, the steps necessary to repairthe circuit should be obvious. After the repaird have been made, don't forget to checkthe circuit. You should perform ,a visual inspection to assure_ that connections aretight, that no bare wire is exposed, extra wire. is neatly' shaped and- folded, wire is ofthe proper'size and type and tilt the protective devices are the correct sizeand oper-ate correctly. Perform an operational check td assure that all troubles have beencorrected and all units operate correctly. Test for correct voltage with a voltmeter.
SUMMARY

There are three types of electrical troubles. These are opens, sho is andgrounds. Each type of trouble has its individual characteristics and si s Zr indi-cations. These indications will aid you in locating and correcting th problem.

.73
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Troubleshooting 'requires common sense and follows a logical sequence. Try to .learn what'caused the trouble first. Ask about the trouble. Perform a visual inspec-tion. sf, possible, within sb.fetr limits, 'perform an operational check, Analyze the
trouble. Decide what type of trouble you have (torn the infor mation you have received.
Check a wiring diagram or schematic if available. KnoW your test instruments and howto use each of them.

An unbalanced load may result on heating ofthe wiring and panelboards and blownfuses or tripped breakers, It is important that minimum current is always flowing inthe neutral conductor.

QUESTIONS

1. What effect will an open circuit have on the unit using power?

2. What iS the condition called where all res9,tance in a circuit has been bypassed? ,

3. '''Wtat will be the indication if two hot wires on different phases come in electrical'contact?

4. Wnat types of shorted circuits are there?

5. What is meant by "analysiS of circuit fault"?

6. What is the preferred meter for locating open circuits ?

'7. "Why can't a voltmeter be used to locate certain kinds of shorted circuits?
V

8. What,,muit be done to protect the ohmmeter?
.......

9. What is the purpose of bitaiiding a-load on 3- or 4,-wire circuit?

10. What type of meter is used.nqrmally to balance 34 or 4-wire circuits?
00
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Department of,Civil Engineering Training WB 3ABR54230-1 -II-1
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas July 1675

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL'COctE, ELECTRIICAL TERMINOLOGY,
AND BLUEPRINT READING

PROJECT 1

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

OBJECTIVE

Given a Nationactrical Code, list the purpose and scope of the National
Electrical Code.

e

INSTRUCTIONS

Use-the National Electrical code to Obtain the required information for completing
each of the following statements:

1. The National Electrical Code is sponsored by

v. 2. What is the purpose of the NEC?

4

3. List two areas covered by the scope of the NEC.

a.

4

AO

b.

4. The NEC is diirided into chapters.

5. Definitions are covered in article of the (NEC.



6. The table that specifies "Properties of Conductors." is located in chapter

, no. and page no.-

7. The maximum size of nonmetallic sheathed cable is

Article no.

8. The table that specifies allowable Ampacities of insulated copper conductors

in free air is located in chapter no. page no.

9.% Article no.' page no.
cable.

. pertains to service entrance

4
10. General requirements for wiring methods isqound in article

beginning on page no. .-
o

11. Nonmetallic sheathed cable shall be secured in place'at intervals not exceed-
.

ing feet and within inches'from every cabinet,. box, or
ncia

fitting as required in article no.

12. Service drop conductors shall have a clearance of not less Than

13. Soldered splices shall first be.so spliced or joined as to be

and secure without solder and then soldered. Article no.

page no:

14. Article 'no. page no.- pertains to services.
, .

15. Wiring requh.ements for commercial garages will be located in article no.

beginning on page-no.

2

t

,

J
-
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PROJECT 2

ELECTRICAL TERMINOLOGY

OBJEQTIVE

31

-Given a National Electrical Code and a list of electrical terms, write the definitionof. each term. a

INSTRUCTIONS

Using the NEC, write thf definition of each of the following terms:

1. Accessible (as applied to wiring methods)

S

2. Accessible (as applied to equipment)

3. Ampacity

4. Approved

5. Bonding

6. Branch Circuit
t

7. Building

,Circuit Breaker

. 9. Concealed

10. Devic e

3

397
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11. Disconnecting Means

12. EqUipment

13. Feeder

14. , .Fitting

15, Ground

16. Grounded

17. Grounded Conductor

.t. .

18. Identified

19. Outlet ,

'20. Panelboard

0 21. Qualified Person

22. Raceway ,fr a

a.

23. Receptacle
*

4

. 4

i

44

393
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31

24. -Receptacle Outlet

,

25. Service

26. Service Drop

27. Service-Entrance Conductors-

28.

.-

Service Equipment

29. Utilization Equipment

30. Fuses

r

4

3
5
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PRCJECT 3

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

OBJECTIVE

3 27
, -

a

Given a National Electrical Co& and selected electrical problems, list the correct
answer to each prcht?m

INSTRUCTIONS

Use the National Electrical Code to.complete the following statements: .

1. When installing ground rods article in the NEC should be consulted?

2. Four electric ranges of_12 KW each are.to be installed. What article of the

code should be consulted?

3. How would you determine t e size of the service equipment and conductor to

. install for a single family dwelling?

/
i

4. A number 2 AWG service-entrance is to be installed. What size must the

system ground conductor be'? AWG

5. In residential occupancies, the NEC requires one 15-amp lighting circuit for

-

every square feet.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230 -1 -U -1
National Electrical Code

.
6

e

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

-,

./

v

1,
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PROJECT 4

BLUEPRINT READING

OBJECTIVE

Given a blueprint, '1.4EC, And selected electrical installation problems, identify
locations and list `the wiring requirement for electrical component installation to meet
National Electrical Code and blueprint specifications.

INSTRUCTIONS

Provided information and figure 1, complete the following questions concerning
blueprint reacting:

1. How many home runs are on the print?

2% How 'Many "Special-Purpose Outlets" are on the print?

3. Is the wiring concealed or exposed?
. -

4. How many "Single-Pole Switches" will be needed to wire this project?

5. What is the ampacity rating of the Special-Purpose Outlets?

6. Ho* many conductors are between the switch and the fluorescent fixture?

7. How many lights will be installed in this project?

8. What type and size wire will be used in this project?

9. How many floor outlets are there in this project?

10. How many duplex convenience outlets are there in this project?

11. How high from the floor will the switches be mounted?

12. How high from the floor will duplex convenience outlets be mounted?

13. Will the conductors supplying the fluorescent fixture run to the fixture first or

to the switch first?

7

401
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14. What is the voltage f the Special-Purpose Outlets?

1

a

s

15. How many conductors are between the switch and the "auplex convenience outlet? -

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-1

/

"at

8

Basis of Issue
1/student

,

a

.4104,,,,

....^1.

"DJ

379
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-

53

54

53

NOTES:

1. Switches will be mounted 48" from
the floor.

2. Cutlets will be mounted 12" from
the floor.

3. Special-purpose outlet is 15 amp,
240 volts

4. Conductors will be #14 copper non-
metallic sheathed cable, concealed

Switch-
Single-pole ° Ceiling

Light

,-.3 Switch
Three-way aD

r

Duplex
Convenience
Outlet

$4 Switch
Four-Way @

Receptacle
Special-Purpose

C.
Panelboard r=23 Light

Fluorescent

4 Service
Entrance

Ai, Conductor
Two-wire

\.1. Homerun 111, torConductor
Three-wire

Figure 1

9
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Department of Civil Engineering Training'
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas- WB 3ABR54230-1-II-2

Jury 1975

CONDUCTORS AND OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

PROJECT 1.

CONDUCTORS

OBJECTIVE

Given the National Electrical Code and a list of conductor sizes and insulation types,list the amount of current each conductor will carry.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1-11-2 .

National Electrical Code

INSTRUCTIONS

Using the National Electrical Code, complete the following statements:

Basis of Issue
1/student

- 1/student

1. A 12-gage conductor is (larger, smaller) than a 14-°gage conductOr.

2. Conductors of the same size and insulation-type will carry (more, less, same)current in free air than in raceway r cable.
/61-3. As the temperature increases in a conductor, the resistance (decreases,

increases).

4. A 12-gage single solid aluminuni conductor used under the same conditions asa 12-gage single solid copper conductor will carry (more, less, same) current.

5. The type of insulation on a conductor (does, doesnot) affect the current-carrying
capacity of the conductor.

6. A no. 4 gage stranded conductor is made of

f

404
/1

1

3

number
strands.



e #

7. Use Tables 310-12 and'310-14 and also the notes to Tables 310712 and 3 0-14
to assist you in figuring the following problems.

a.

b.

What is the current-carrying capacity of an 8-gage single solid copper
TW conductor when used in a raceway or cable containing 4 each of
these conductors?' (Show your figures.)

ANSWER

What is the amperage carrying capacity of a 6-gage single solid
aluminum 11H conductor when used fh a raceway or cable contain-
ing eight each of these conductors? (Show your figures. f

ANSWER

zr
CONDUCTOR

", 1

CURRENTCARRYING'
CAPACITY

(A)

..1.
Tr3

1... ,c4 c*
A.. cj (3,
Tr A. IZ"

Tr i-.. ete cf
(B) (C) (D)

,

(E)

4.,v.,.
tb Tr ift
4 .a.

(3d,

''"q 0 mf
Tr

(F)
.T W COPPER 3 12 x -

R H , COPPER 2 , 4/0
M I ALUMINUM 4 10

THWN COPPER 9 14 ' .,., -'

TiIHN COPPER 25 6
.

/L ' COPPER 2 I2
AVB COPPER - 43 8 - e

T ALUMINUM I 500mcm . -

RHH COPPER 19 10
.

.RHW ALUMINUM I 1

Have, your instructor check and sign this project.

12

4 I ) 5

Instructor



OBSECTIVE

Given the i lational Electrical Co
conductor fo use in accordance th

INSTRUCTIONS

-46

feircuits, lithe proper size
e0trical Code.

Use the-National Electrical Code`to complete the following statement:

1. A circuit for a clothes-dryer would require AWG conductors.with TW insulation.

2. A domestic tft ectric range would require AWO conductors withRHW insulation.

3. A 200-amp service-entrance will require AWG conductorswith TW insulation.
I

4. The smallest type TW neutral feeder conductor supplying two KW ranges shall

be AWG.

408

13

4
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PROJECy 3

OVERCURRENT DEVICES

OBJECTIVE

Given the National Electrical Code and a list of overcurrent devices, select facts
pertaining to the different types of overcurrent devices in accordance with the National
Electrical Code.

INSTRUCTIONS

Using your National Electrical Code, obsei-ve the drawings below and determine
where each fuse may be used. Determine the maximum voltage that may be applied:
to each type fuse. Determine the maximum current that each type fuse ,can carry.

1.

2.

Plug fuse with round window

Use:

Maximum Voltage:

Maximum Amperage:
aw

et Use:

Plug fuse with hexagon window

3.

KIMIFt BLADE iFFE
e-

Cartridge fuse with knife-blade contacts

4.

FERRULE 'YRE

Maximum Voltage:

Maximum Amperage:

Use:

411

Maximum Voltage:

Maximum Amperage:

Use:

L

Maximum Voltage:

Maximum Amperage:
14

A

4.07

354



r

OBJECTTVES.

Given a list of overcurrent devices and the National Electrical Code, select the
correct overcurrent device to meet the National Electrical Code requirements.

,

,

PROJECT 4

OVERCURRENTDEVICES

fr

3 c'

INSTRUCTIONS

Using the National E.Otrical Code, complete the following questions:

1. Where may plug-type fuses b'eins6.11ed?

at

2. A 480-volt, 200-amp disconnect is to be installed. What type fuse will be t.sed?

3. What type overcurrent device and current range would be used for a residence?

.
,

f

A

It

end.,
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DepartMent of Civil Engineering TrAjiting
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

3 g& )
WB 3ABR54230-1-11-3

July 1975 -
1

..

OBJECTIVE
. -

, t

H DTOOLS

PROJECT ,1

Given a set of selected handtoo)s, identify the use and care of each handtbol.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 14

WB 3ABR54230-1-11-3.

INSTRUCTIONS

Fill the necessary blanks.

Name:

Name:

i'.

'Name:

e

Basis of Issue
1/student

Use:

ta,
Maint:

Use:

f:-

M :

)
Use:

Maint:

.17'

409

/

.c.

1

aa/

4

4
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r

. . . .... 4...

4

Name:

Name:

8 T143

/11111/ 1/111/111111[1 11
I .. 3

. !Uhl! ilitIl ildiliillitili illiill ill III

Name:

..,

Name:

J

..,

,,,,,,a0...-

e.

Use:

Maint: r

t

ow.

4.

e

Use: c

Maint: .

T,

. Use:

Maint:

4Use:

Maint:

18

411

s

si
s

0

.
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Name:

Naine:

Nane:

CHUCK ,2

' Name:

411

Use:

Maint:

19

Use:

Maint:

Use:

Maint:

Use:

Maint:



Name:

)

Name:

Have the instructor check your worksheet

0

Use:

.

Maint:

Use:

Maint:

s

20 .

412

Instructor
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

396
WB 3ABR54230-1-H-4

SINGLE-PHASE SERVICE ENTRANCE AND PANELBOARDS

PROJECT 1

OBJECTIVE

Provided a booth area, handtools, and a working drawing, install a single-phase120/240 volt service entrance and grounded panelboard according to NEC specifications.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230 -1 -II -4
Wiring Booth
Handtools
Weatherhead, S. E. _Cable
Panelboard, S. E. Cable Connector
Wood screws, cable straps
Split bolt connectors, ground conductor
Voltage Tester
Ohmmeter

INSTRUCTIONS

Basis of Issue
1 /student
1 /student
I/student
1 /student

1 /student
1 1 /student

You are to complete this project in steps. Read the instructions carefully. Besure to have your instructor checlt your work where indicated before proceeding.
Step One

You are to install a service entrance as shown in figure 2. Make a bill of thematerials you will require. Have the instructor check your bill of materials before
proceeding

Instructor

Step Two

Assemble the service_entrancel ye the instructor check your assembly

Instructor

Step Three

Install the service entrance components. Have the instructor check your work

Instructor

40

21

413
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a

41.

Step Four

I

..
.

,...onnect the sc.,..1..... --.trance T% ivt your instructor . heck you work

--.-------r

d

Instructor

NOT E DO Nti, apply power until told to do so by your instructor.`

,c

e

,..

f

1

rs

,
Figure 2

NOTES:

1. Service will be 120/246 'volts 12. 41,

2. Panel will be installed at predrilled hole.

3. Panel will be bonded.

c

4. Ground will be connected to driven ground eletode or waterpipe.

22 /
we

3qI

44
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Assembly of Components

Install the panelboard on the wall using wood screws. Make sure the box is-straight and properly secured. Fasten the weather head (service cap) to the top platyabove the panelboard not farther than 24 inches from the point of attachment to the
service drop conductors, refer to the NEC for additional instructions. Install an S. E.cable coUnector where the. S. E. cable will enter the panelltard. Measure the distancebetween the panelboard and weather head allowing at least 3 feet for the drip loops and2 1/2 feet for connections in the panelboard. Recheck your measurements, then cutthe cable.

Attach the cable to the building with straps or other approved means,witn 12 inchesof the weather head (service cap) and panelboard.

The conductors are now connected to the panelboard, as shown in the panelboarddrawing.

1

<,
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I
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OBJECTIVE a

o

PROJECT 2

sq V

Provided information, tools, and materials, connect and check the ground con-
ductor to NEC specifications.

..

INSTRUCTIONS

-You Will use the drawing in project
complete this project.

1. Extend the ground wire into the
neutral bar).

1, the blueprint drawing, and multimeter to

control panel (do not connect the wire to the

2-. Using the multimetero measure the resistance between the neutral bar and the
installed ground. (Be sure neutral wire is connected to the neutral bar. ) The resist-
ance should not be greater than 25 ohms.

3. Have the instructor.check your work.

0

J

-%.

%,

c,

Instructor

I

t

5

c
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Department of Civil Engiheering7raining 6

Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas i

NONMETALLIC StlEATHED CABLE

PROJECT 1

OBJECTIVE
.1b

WB 3ABR54230-1-I -5
July i975

...
t

Given information pertaining to the construction characteristics, types, and uses.of N. M. cable, list the correct answer to each problem by researching the informa-tion in the NEC.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES t , ,

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-5
National Electrical Code

INSTRUCTIONS ..

Basis of Issue
0 1/student

1 /student

Use the National Electrical Code to complete the required information in diefollowing statements:

1. Bends in the cable may not be less than of the cable.

2. The maximum size of nonmetallic-sheathed cable. is
3. Nonmetallic- sheathed cable must be secured within

boxes and at foot interval in a run.

4. Cable, when exposed, passing through a floor must be protected by

AWG.

inches at

inches above the floor.

5. There must be at least inches of free conductor left in boxer..for making connections.

6. The type of cable that May be used in dry or wet locatiqk is

7. The purpose of. he bareconductor in nonmetallic-sheathed cable is

2 8. What are guard strips used for? - 'N
, .

N.'

t

I,

27
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PROJECT 2

OBJECTIVE

Given the necessary tools, equipment, and instructions, make and solder splices
according to NEC 'specifications.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1-I1-5
National Electrical Code
Handtools,
Soldering gun

. Solder and flux

INSTRUCTIONS

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
3/student
3/student

Make at least two pigtail splices. Have the instructor check them and then use an
electric soldering iron and solder. each of your splices following the steps below.:

1. Plug in soldering iron and allow it to heat.

2; Place a, small amount of rosin soldering flux along the length of the 'splice. (If
rosin-core solder is used, no additional flux is required.)

,3. Place the soldering iron in contact
with splice and allow the splice to
heat. (Heat splice from beneath
whenever possible)

4. Bring solder into contact with
splice and work toward other
end of the splice.

5. Use the soldering iron to apply
only enough heat so the solder
will melt and flow into the turns
of the splice.

6. Have your instructor check your

work and sign

t

Instructor

28

419

Soldering a Splice

I
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/
397Taping ,

NOTE: Follow the procedures demonstrated by your instructor and the
directions below to tape the splices you have just soldered. Use
plastic tape. A plastic or fabric loom is used to insulate splices
in motor and generator windings and terminal leads.

1. Start the tape on the tapered part ofthe insulation and advance toward theother ehd.

2. Apply tape by overlapping it one-half the width of the tape/

,.
Using Plastic Tape Im.

t3. Continue lapping th tape ofi the splice until the gap is filled and the to
...... overlaps on thd wire insulat on.

t.

4. AnsweAthe followin questions.

a. Electrical splices must be and secure.
b. The pigtail splice must be inch minimum.

c. Splices in motor and generator windings are usually insulated with at .

d. To prevent oxidation of the bare wire, you apply

to a splice before applying heat.

Checked by

29
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PROJECT 3

OBJECTIVE

Provided a work area and handtools, install a circuit in N. M. cable, containing
a ceiling light, a single-pole switch, and a duplex receptacle, according to NEC
spec ifications.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-5
National Electrical Code
Wiring Booth
Nonmetallic-sheathed cable
Associated equipment
Ladder

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/itudent
1/student

INSTRUCTIONS
'as

Using the NEC, materials and handtools, complete the following circuit.

Step one

Observe the symbols below. Connect the symbols below in a schematic drawing.
Color code the conductors.

/00

Have the instructor check your drawing

Step two

0H I'

Instructor

You will use the blueprint drawing, see figure 4, and the bill of materials to com-
plete this project. Using the bill of materials, select the equipment that you will need
to wire this project. List any materials below that you do not have and take this list to
your instructor.

Bill of Materials

Sectional boxes
Octagon box
NM cable,connectors
14/3 Nonmetallic-sheathed cable
14/2 Nonmetillic-sheathed cable
Porcelain keyless fixture
Single-pole switch
Duplex 'Convenience outlet
NM cable staples
Hanger bar
Nails
Tape
Ground clips

2 each
1 each
3 each
as required
as required
1 each
1 each

A each
as required
1. each

- as required
- as required,
- as required

30
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Step Three

In your booth, wire the circuit indicated on the blueprint. CAUTION: DO NOT---apply power. Have your instructor check your project.
Step Four

Operate the circuit when told to do so. Have your instructor check your workbook.
4

I"

Instructor
-...

. '44

NOTES Figure 4
1 Switch will be mounted 48" from the floor.
2. Convenience outlets will be mounted 12" from the floor.
3. Only the ceiling outlet will be controlled by the switch.
4. Boxes will be mounted to accommodate 1/2" plywbod finish on ceilings and wills.
5. Ceiling light fixture will be a porcelain keyless type.

.

P
31.
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PROJECT 4

OBJECTIVE

Provided a work area and handtools, install a circuit in N. M. cable containing a
15-amp, 220-volt receptacle, according to NEC specifications.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

W334ABR54230-1-11-5
National Electrical Code
Nonmetallic-sheathed cable'
220-volt outlet
Associated Equipment
Handtools

INSTRUCTIONS

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student '

Using the NEC, materials, and handto ols, complete the following circuit:
Step One

Observe the 'symbols below and complete the circuit by drawing and color coding
the conductors.

GOLD

Have your instructor check youFwork
Instructor

Step Two

Use this corrected. drawing, the,blueprint, see figure 5, and the bill of materials
to complete this part of the project. Using the bill of materials, select the necessary
equipment. List any equipmgnt not available.

-Bill °Materials

Sectional box
15-amp 240-volt outlet
Metal box clamps
14/3 Nonmetallic- sheathed cable
NM cable staples
Tape
NM cable connector
Nails
Ground clips

1 each
1. each
2 each
as required,
as required
as required
1: each
as required
as required

32
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Step Three

4 Wire the circuit as indicated on the blueprint. CAUTION: Note that this is a220-volt circuit. Do not apply power. Have your instructor check your project.

Instructor

Step Four

Apply power when told to do so by your instructor, Secure a voltmeter and check
the voltage at the plug. The voltage between the two gold terminals
The voltage between the green terminal and either gold is

Have your instructor check your work
Instructor

n

(
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NOTES:

1.

2.

.e

'Figure 5

Cecial purpose outlet will be 15 amp 240 volt.

tlet will be mpunted 12" from the floor.

3. Box will be mounted in existing sheetrock- wall by means of metal box clamps.
a

Box will be mounted flush with the finished wall.

n

34
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PROJECT 5

OBJECTIVE

43
Provided a work area and handtools, install a circuit in N. M. cable containing

two three-way switches to control a ceiling light, according to NEC speollations.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of Issue

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-5 1/student
National Electrical Code 1/student
Nonmetallic-sheathed cable 1/student
Handtools 17student
Associared equipment 1/student

.1/studentLadder',

INSTRUCTIONS

Using the NEC, materials, and handtools, complete the following' circuit:

Step one

Observe the symbols below. Connect the symbols by draWing and color coding the
conductors.

Ia 0

Have your instructor check your drawing .

( o

35
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Step Two

You will use this corrected drawing, the blueprint drawing, see figure 6, and the
bill of materials to complete this project. Use the bill of materials and select the
equipment that you will need to complete this project. List any materials that are not Q
available and take this list to your instructor.

Bill of Materials

'Octagon box 1 each
Sectional boxes 2 each
Hanger bar 1 'each
Three -way switches - 2 each
NM cable connectors - 3 each
14/3 Nonmetallic-sheathed cable - as required
14/2 Nonmetallic-sheathed cable as required
Porcelain keyless fixture 1 each
NM cable staples as required
Nails as required
Tape as required

O

Instructor

Step three

Wire this project as indicated on the blueprint. CAUTION: DO NOT apply power.

Have instructor check your project
Instructor

Step four

Operate the circuit when told to do so. Have the instructor sign this workbOok

_ Instructor

r
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NOTES:

Figure 6

1. Switches will be rnounted648" frdmthe floor. ,

2. Boxes will be mounted to accommodate 1/2" plywood finish on ceilings andwalls.

3. Ceiling light fixture will lie a poreelain,keyiess type.

t

a
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PROJECT 6

OBJECTIVE

Using the previously installed three-way switch system, install a four-way switch
between the two three-way switctles to control the ceiling light from three locations,
according to NEC specifications.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES ,
Basis of Issue

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-5 1/student
Natiooal Electrical Code 1 /student .-
Handtools 1/student
Associated Equ ment 1/student

INST RUCTIONS

Using the NEC, materials, and handtools, complete the following circuit:
Step one I

,

Observe the symbols below. Connect the symbols by drawing and color coding
the conductors.

. X Jo
Have^your instructor cheek your work

`Step two

. 0= -"Ill

..,

Instructor

Use this corrected drawing, the blueprint drawing, see figure 7, and the,bill a
'materials to complete this project. Use the bill of materials and select the equipment
you will need. List any materials that are not available and take the list to the instructor.

Bill of Materials

Four-may switch -: 1 each
Sectional box - 1 each
14/3-Nonmetallic sheathed cable. - as required
NM cable staples -, as required
Nails - as required
Tape - as required

38
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Step three

Wirestbis project as indicated on the blueprint. CAUTION: DO NOT APPLY

POWER. Have your instructor check your,work

Step four
Instructor

Operate the circuit when told to do so. Have your instructor check this workbook

Instructor t
1

r
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Figure 7

I

t
NOTES: , ..

.

1. Four-:way switch will be added to the three-way switch-system.

2. Switch will be mounted 48" from the floor.

r3.

Z

Box will be mounted to accommodate 1/2" plywood finish on ceilings and
walls.
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17161
Department of Civil Engineering Training WB 3ABR54230-1 -II-6
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

LIGHTING SYSTEMS

PROJECT 1

OBJECTIVE
fic

Given information pertaining to incandescent lighting, list the correct solution toeach problem.
,

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

WB 3ABR54230 -1 -tI -6

INSTRUCTIONS

Complete the following statement:

What classifications of lighting are indicated below?

Basis of Issue

/ 1/student

A

sB

C ...

/ \

I \ \

// I

E / /

d
4r; 10 0/0

CES-0190

o

0 0/e tb 04

90 0/0 100 0/0

40 0/. 60 °A

40% 60 °/.

60 0/. 90 °A

1 0 0/. 401/.

90 °hi 10b
t

1 0,0/ 40 0/e....
60 V. '90 0/0

,

V

A

0

41
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.2. What lamp bases are indicated below?

CCS -O?)

o

42
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'PROJECT 2

OBJECTIVE

Given information pertaining to fluorescent lighting, list the correct solution to
each problem.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of Issue.
I/student .WB 3ABR542304 -11-6

INSTRUCTIONS/
4

Complite the following statements:

Identify the parts as indicated by the arrows.

a

43
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2. Identify the parts of the fluorescent fixture.

r

--e

a.

b.

>

_I Cl.."

>

r
C. A

d.

..

N

Ow

4

.. i
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PROJECT 3

OBJEZTIVE

f

Provided a work area and handtools, install a circuit in N.M. cable containing afluorescent light and a singlepole switch, according to NEC specifications/.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPMS
Basis of Issue

WB 3ABR54230-1-II-6 R 1/student
National Electric Code 1/student
Handtools 1/student
Fluorescent Light 1/student
Associataed Equipment 1/student

INSTRUCTIONS

Using the NEC, materials, and handtools, complete the following:
j1110.1

Step one

The symbols below represent the components of a fluorescent fixture. Draw icy theconductors to complete the circuit.

0- /70---0

HaVe your instructor check yowl drawings
Instructor

r
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Step two

The following s a list of terms associated with fluorescent lighting and a scram-
bled list of their delinifions. In the spaces provided, write in the number which will

'associate the term with its definition.

term Definition

1. Electron Emitter

b. Rapid Start 2. Fluorescent Chemical

c. Bipin 3. Reactor or Step-Up Transformer

d. Starter 4. Cold Cathode

e. Preheat 5. Automatic Switch

f. Phosphor 6. Dual Contact

g. Mercury 7. Hot Cathode

h. Cathode' 8. Provides Arc Path
Step three

Study the blueprint, see figure 8, carefully and determine t equipment and
supplies are needed. Using your bill or materials draw the needed equipment from
supply. List any equipment or supplies not mailable and give the list to the instructor.

Bill of Materials'

Octagon
Sectional box
Hanger bar
NM cable connectors
14/2 Normletallre-sheathed cable
NM Cable Staples
Nang'.
Tape
Two tube fluorescent fixture

-41

each
1 each
1 each
2 each

- as required
- as reqUired
- as required
- as required
- 1 each

Step four

Use your blueprint and install the fluorescent fixture. Do not apply power. Yo.ur
installation should look like figure 77. Have the instructor sign your project

a '

Instructor;
Step five

Operate the equipment When instructed.

Instructor

1

Have the Instructor sign this workbook.

46
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NOTES:

Figure '8

1. Fluorescent fixture will be a 2-40 watts fixture.

2. FiXture will be flush mounted to the ceiling joist.

3. Switch!) Ox will be mounted 48" from the floor.
es.

4. Switchbox will be mounted to accommodate 1/2" plywood finish.

f4.

47
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Department of Civil Engineering Training WB 3ABR54230-1-1:1-7
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

V

OBJECTWE

TROUBLESHOOTING NONMETALLIC - SHEATHED CABLE

PROJECT 1

Julj? 197E

1. Provided a multimeter and instructions, troubleshoot an energized (120/240 volt)
electrical circuit to locate troubles inserted in the circuit by the instructor.

2. Pro.l,ridd a multimeter and instructions, troubleshoot a deenergized circuit to
locate troubles inserted in the circuit by the instructor.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of. Issue

WB 3ABR54230-1-1:1-7 1/student
Multimeter I/student
Handtools 1/student

49
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2# 7
PROJECT la

INSTRUCTIONS

You are to use the wiring booth that you have wired. Your instructor will insert
a'ttouble in your booth. You are to complete this project step by step.

Steti One
'

J'he instructor will tell you which circuit is malfunctioning and how it malfunctionea.

You are to decide what type of trouble exists

. Have your instructor check your anser

Instructor

Step Two

You are to select the type of meter you will need to locate the troubles

Step Three

Make a visual inspection.

Step Four
.47

. Use the schematic drawing that you prepared when installing this circuit. Study
this drawing. Check with the instructor prior to performing an operational check.

Step Five

Locate and indicate the exact locations of the troubles

Step Six

Repair the .troubles. Have the instructor sign this worksheet when you have

completed all assigned troubles
Instructor

50



o PROJECT lb

INSTRUCTIONS

You are to use the wiring booth that yollthave wired. Your instructor will inserta trouble in your booth. You are to complete this project step by step.
Step One

a
The instructor will tell you which circuit'is malfunctioning and how it malfunctioned.

You are to decide what type of trouble exists
s

Instructor

Step Two

. Have your instructor check your answer.

You are to select the type meter you will need to locate the troubles

Step Three

Make a visual inspection.

Step Four

Use the schematic drawing that you prepared when installing this circuit. Studythis drawing. Check with the instructor prior to performing an operational check.
Step Five

Locate and indicate the exact locations of the troubles
f

Step Six

Repair the troubles. Have the instructor sign this worksheet when you have

completed all assigned troubles
Instructor

51
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PROJECT 2.

OBJECTIVE

Given information pertaining to balancing branch circuits, balance the circuits
installed.

EQUIPMEVT AND SUPPLIES
"Basis of Issue

WB 3ABR5423'0-1-11-7 1/student
Clamp-on Ammeter 1/student
Handtools 1/student

INSTRUCTIONS

1. You are to use the wiring booth that you have wired. Make sure that all
troubles have been corrected in the circuits and that they are in working order.

2. Turn the electrical power on all the circuits wired, making sure.that the proper
load is on each circuit.

3. Using the clamp-on ammeter providedem'easure and record the current on the
3-wire service ntrance at the drip loops. R rr

Unidentified conductor #1 . Unidentified conductor #2

. Neutral conductor

Have your instructor check your work.

4. If the load is not balanced between the unidentified service conductOrs,
rearrange the branch circuits in the panelboard to provide minimum current in the
neutral service conductor.

52
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ASSICNMENT SHEET
OM.

This assignment sheet should be used when:

You are to complete only a nart of this text.

0 Your assignment within this text is divijed into two or morc
reading periods.

Your instructor will male assignments-by identifying specific objectives,
text material, and review questions.

ASSICN"ENTS

nBJECTIVES
(by No)

TEXT "ATER1AL
(by page and/or frame)

REVIEV OLTSTIMS
(by No)

1

.

.
.

A 1,4 tc

.

.,
.

,
.

.

, .

.

, A

II-

,

,

,
r .

.

,

,

.
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OBJECTIVES

1. Given a list of electrical symbols and a list of the names

of electrical components, match the ':omponent names to

their respective symbols.

2. Describe the difference between a wiring/agram and a

schematic diagram. t

As'a maintenance man, much of your time will he snent.trouble-

shooting the eauipment you are required to maintain. In order to

understand how a system or a comnonent onerates, you must know the

,lafferent electrical: symbols used in electrical dinrams.
-

This lesson introduces some of the most common electrical symbols,

and the most frequently used tyne of electrical diagrams.. If you learn

ithese symool.s and diar-rmAs thoroughly, you will find lectrical work
VI

1 ouch easier.

4VrESTED R U T.FAPI\G TI 30 "I.
I
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'NAMEs.
a

COMPONENT SYMBOL

POLARITY--
negative

'positive

GROUND

CONNECTION-

. NO CONNECTION

BATTERY

14a

S.

'',ELL

FUSE

MCTCR

7,77.:2A7R

4 1G



42v
Match the components in column B to the respective symbols In column A.

ICOLSMN A'

2

9

13.

!COLUMN B1

a. Fuse

b. Motor,

-c. Lamp

d, Polarity-- Pos & Neg

e. Ground

f. Battery

g.43enerator

h. Connection

i. Cell

j No Connection

11 Answers to the above:

6 - c

4

b

1. .

7

4

.0



NAME .. COMPONENT

. .

SYMBOL

SINGLE-POLE
SINGLE -THROW SWITCH

it
seeiXeirexte .

SINGLE-POLE '

DOUBLE-THROW SWITCH .4,
)1

.

RESISTOR "Mr
RHEOSTAT

.

1)

TRANSFORMER,
IRON CORE

.

..,.,...,
... ty.4

-4..p-; .7.-
. 4........

'AV-4.77 s

LA,J

TRANSFORMER,
AIR CORE

.

2...1.. l

i 1=

..,

j r

,

.

lAskoki

iv'rl

. i
ICT !METER

Al.as-TER

i

.

t....

r

,
,....,-,,...., , .

.

. -4,!. -'"..

4

.

0
. j

OHM
i

U
3
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Match the components in column B to the respective symbols in column A.

'COLUMN A

2.

3

i 4

C.

LJ
CY'rY1

'COLUMN BI

a. Voltmeter

b. Resistor

c. Transformer, iron core

d. Transformer, air core

e. Ammeter

f. Ohmmeter

g. RheOstat

h. Single-Role
Single-throw switch

i. Single-pole
Double-throw switch

; An....ers to the above:

3

-

o
Id

1

to

6 - c

7 z a



Name each symbol shown below.

2.

3

4.

5

6.

7

8.

9

10.

0

5

4 5- 0

.gt
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NAME COMPONENT SYMBOL

,A1

METALLIC .c. - ..1,...,
.

RECTIFIER
No_a....;;;.,,e: .4.:r...

,,,,,,ev, --
. ... .

. .
/

a '?
. .

.

. ., roe .
,.

Itrept, i
..,,,

RELAY COIL , ft rs.6.." ,..

IMRE --WITH COWACTS
1131:;0,.t.
tipt$,-,41 .., .,

I
i..,..v.=.,...:\ ... ,

. ,

1 .

,
. ,

;

I"

.

.

* .a.

FUSE -PJLL , .

CIRCUIT BREAKTR v-e

3

CA PAC ITOR , FIXED

IMML''

L

r

.4$

451



C 0 LUMI B1

A

e

Match the components in column B to the respective symbols in column A.

COLUMN A

1.

2.

3

4.

I

Answe to 'the above*

-c

2- d

-44 =
`43 b

0,

4 - a

ti

f V

C
cob

452

7

a. Capacitor, fixed

b. Push -pull- circuit breaker

c. Metallic rectifier

d. Relay coil with contacts

011

A

e

......111111MISZ.111111.1MI
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Name each symbol shown below.

c

11

9.

.0.

r

c- .1.
4:4

9

.

'1

..

8

/

4 3 3
c
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NAME COMPONENT SYMBOr.,
.

..
,

SOLENOID
,

- -

IsM

-..
.

.

.

,

.

r

.
C,OZMEC'r0R,
PLUG AND RECEPTACLE
( Cannon' Plug )

.
.

.
,

; .

0
.

.

. A
B
C

..

,

DISCO NNECT
.

.

.

.

.

,..,
.

.
.

..

.

.

..

.

.

.. .
.

,
.

SPARK IGNITER

/

.,_

'O.

itti,.../044 7:4*-.!-
: '^1".7"'. '7" .ffl

... - .

.

.

_

..

.

.

%

I

.

PARK Pr...:G.
. .

I ,

...

e

/NIMEND

P

.

.

'
.,

Zia
dIMINIIIMMII

SNIPS
4. r, .."

:.=._
1.470;

'

9

4,;1 t

4

au,



Match the components inopolumn B to the-respective symbols in column A.

COLUMN A'

1.

2.

//
/-1

3

I

1° Answers to the above:

1

4 -

e

1COLUMNB

se

a. Disconnect

b. Connector, Plug and
Receptacle (cannon plug)

c. Solendid.

d. Spark Plug

e. Spark Igniter

A

10

4

41'
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Name each symbol shown below.

11

4 5
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There are many diffe-ent types of drawings used to illustrate elec.
trical'layouts, but' it would be impractical to discuss all of them.'
Therefore, only those drawings that you, the maintenance man, are apt to
use frequently will be explained.

The drawings that will be discussed are the wiring diagram and the
schematic diagram. These two types of drawings are the ones most often
used in connection with maintenance work.

A wiring diagram is a drawing showing a circuit in a simplified
form, and is arranged 'so the physical location of parts is similar to the
layout of the actual equipment.

Here is a drawing of an automobile electrical system. Notice the
simplified form and how the physical location of the parts is similar to
the actual equipment. This type of drawing isa
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WIRING
DIAGRAM

Describe a wiring diagram.

V

YOUR ANSWER
SHOULD HAVE THE
SAME MEANING AS
THE ONE ON THE
RIGHT.

A drawing showing a circuit inra simplified form,and

arranged so the physical location of the parts is

similar to the layout of the actual equipment.

1

A.schematic diagram is a drawing of a circuit in which the parts

are represented by symbols, and they may be arranged quite differently
1 from their actual physical arrangement. Shown below is a drawing of an

automobile electrical system. Notice the parts are represented by symbols

arranzed differently from their actual arrangement. This type of drawinigi
i3 a

3

jS

1

/7136
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o. 7
SCHEMATIC
DIAGRAM

Describe a schematic diagram.

YOUR ANSWER
SHOULD HAVE THE
SAME MEANING AS
THE ONE ON THE
RIGHT.

A schemb.tic diagram is a drawing of, a circuit in ' /hich

the parts are represented by symbols, and arranged

quite differently from their actual physical arrange-

ment.

%1

YOUR ANSWER
SHOULD HAVE THE
SANE MEANING AS

i7,-iE CNE ON THE
PIGFT.

Describe the difference between a wiring,diagram and a

scheratic diagram.

A wiring Idi gram is a drawing showing a circuit in a .

i

.

? .

simplified form, and is arranged so the physical loca- 1

tion of the parts is similar to the layout of the

actual equipment. 40

A schematic diagram is a drawing of a circuit in which.

the Parts are represented by sMbols,and they are

arranged quite-differently from the actual'equipment.

END OF LESSON

15
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2-/ 3 5
SELF-TEST

Matdh each component to its respective

1.

2.

3
4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

0

,e
1c1

sr TT
14...44

1 4 ..4b

22.
C-71

D9:

r""1

,I..1.1

a. Polarity-- Pos.Feneg..

b. Ground

c. Lamp `

d.:Connection

e. No Connection

f. Cell

g. Battery p

h. Fuse

i. Generator

j. Motor

k. Resistor

1. Rheostat

m. Voltmeter

n. Ammeter

o. Ohmmeter

p. Disconnect

q. Single -pole single- 'row switch

r. Single-pole double -thro, switch

s. Push-pull circuit breaker

t. Capacitor, fixed ,

u: Transformer, air Core

v. Transformer, iron core

w. Relay coil with Contact's

x. Solenoid

,kjr. Metallic...

z. Spark igniter

aa. Spark plug

a

I

1

.4
4

r

.;

bb. Connector, p1,41- and :.ece!)-7,*a
4- /.( qannon P1.1g )

,

0

461
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4/ 3r
2. Describe the difference between a wiring diagram and a schematic

diagram.
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INSTRUCTIONS

This booklet is called a program, and it will be easy foinyou to
learn the subject this program covers. It will be eaSy because of- the

Nay'ttle information you are to learn is broken down into small; easily
under§tood parts, called frames. ,Each frame'contains information you
are to learn and Presents Aou with a question to answer; This keeps
your brain active''=- just like answering questions in class: 'After
you have written your answer to rame, you will be able to see
immediately the-correct answer. This lets you know whether your answer
is right or wrbng -- lust like having an instructor tell you whether
your answer is correct or not. These %three things: reading, answering
questions,'and being shown the correct answer will ensure that learning
takes placI.

, .

. .

Even though the program is designed to. make it easy for you to
learn, there are certain things you must in order for it to be
successful. If you'will follow the s4ge ions listed below, you shOula

Zhave no trouble learning the material in is program.
),

40 e .

1. Read the objectives very oarefully'before yOU begin, so

you will know what you are to learn.
4 t r

2._ Keep the answer to the frame you are working on covered

with a slip of paper;:until you have written your answer.

(The correct answer is usually found to the left of the
. . ,
frame fdllowing.the one you are working on.)

3. After writing your answer to a frame, move the slip of rN

paper to expose the correct answer, so you can see.

whether you are right or not.

4. Always follow, very carefully, any directions given in

the program.

S. When you have finished the program, read the objectives

again to make sure you can do what the objectives require.

6. Take le self-test at the end of thi program; this will

indicate whether you have learned what you were supposed

to, learn.

4 C



A

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. The trainee will define a seriesscircuit.

2. Given a series circuit diagram, the trainee will identify the
various circuit functions by specifying the proper;lettels and
subscripts,and indicate with arrows the direction of current .

flow.

3. The trainee will write the law of ,resistance for a aeries ciicuitY

the mathematicalformula for.finding total
circuit having three resistors.

4. The trainee will write
resistance of a series

4, The trainee will write the law of voltage for a series circuit.

6. The trainee will write the mathematical formula for finding total
voltage of a series circuit having three resistors.

7. The trainee will write the law of current for a aeries circuit.

8, Given a series circuit diagram, with each individual resistance
.."` known, the trainee will solve for total resistance.'

0
9. Given a series circuit diagram, with each indiuMpal voltage drop

known, the trainee wilt solve for total voltage.

10. Given a series circuit diagram, with total voltage and resistance
nown, the traj.nee will solve for total current.

s 11. The trainee will state the voltage law that applies to cells grouped
to series.

12. The trainee will state the reason for grouping cells in serifs.

13. The trainee will state the voltage that usually exists in a wet cell..

14. The trainee will state the voltage that usually exists in a dry cell.

15. The trainee will state the reason why the internal resistances ofdry.
cells and wet cells differ.

Once you complete this program, please turn back to the objectives

and read them again to see if you know what Was Ixpectedof you.

Turn to the next page and start the program.

SUGGESTED READING TINE 60 MINUTES

4.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

INTRODUCTION

An electric circuit-is a complete path through which electrons can

flow. Within a D.C. circuit the electrons flow from the negative inal

of a voltage source, through the connecting wires of-conductora, .through
t -

the resistor or resistance, and back to -the positive terminal.- A circuit

is this made up.of a voltage source, the necessary connecting conductors,

and the' effective resistance.-

If the circuit is so arranged that the electrons have only one

possible path, the circuit is called eSERIES CIRCUIT.

. In any type of work that utilizes the effects of electron flow, a

knowledge of series circuits is desirable. None of the effects

A
accompanying eleictron flow-- for example: heating, lighting, or magnetic

effects-- would be possible without the use of electrical circuits, and
;-

many electrical devices can be utilized more" effectively ifthe operator

has a knowledge of how they work. The purpose of this programhis to

'give, in simplified form, conventional methodi of calculating resistance

panic series circuits andto show how problems involving current,

voltage, and resistance may be solved by the use of basic formulas.

<1. i i i
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Pagel

The circuit we are going to talk about is the series circuit. A,

series circuit is-defined as two or more-component parts connected end

to end to form only one path for current flow.

in the drawings below, you vill see how a series circuit compares to
et,

&hydraulic system.

4 CURRE'N T

0LIGHT
BULB

SERIES
CIRCUIT

tiGHT
UL84

You will notice that in both drawings the fluid or current hasonly

one path to flow. Therefore, if yodu have two or more electrical com-

ponents connected in such a warm to provide only one path for current

to flow, you haVe a SERIES CIRCUIT. .\
. t

,SERIES.

\ ONE

1. A circuit that has two or nose component parts

connected end to end to form only one path for
s4

current flow'is a circuit.

A series circuit has two'or more components

pathconnected end to end to form Only

for current flov.

3: A circuit has two or more

components connected to tP

tarp only path for current flow.

4-
t-i-1
..)

.- CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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I
SERIES

1

END TO END

ONE

j.

4. Writethe'definition of a series circuit.

o

TWO OR MORE To be able to talk about 'circuits or solve

COMPONENTS
CONNECTED- problems dealing, with circuits, we have to be able to

END TO END
TO FORM ONLY identify the various components and their functtons to

ONE PATE FOR
CURRENT FLOW.. the circuit. This is done by using letters and sub-

If

scripts.

you will remember your lesson Dynamictlectricity, you learned

that' the letter E stood for voltage, I stood for current, and R stood for

resistance.
1

4

Now, in a series circuit we know.that we are going to have two or

more of these components,. so we have to'have some-means of identifyijg

them. The method used is called Subscripts. This merely means that we

use a letter or number below and to the right of the original circuit

function letter.

An example of this would be:RI, E2, It. The Capital letter is

the original circuit function letter; the number or letter tb the right

is the subscript.

In the circuit diagram.shown at the top of page 3, you will see how

all these letters and subscripts are used; the'-direction of current.flaw

is indicated by arrows. As you can see, current flows from the negative

terminal\of the voltage source (battery), thru the,circuit, and back to

the positive terminsl.of the voltage source.

CONT ON NEXT PAGE

A
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44444

T

011.

RESISTOR

CURRENT FLOW

NEGATIVE R1

BATTERY
or

gt

N)ds IVE +

AMSTER

RESISTOR"

CURRENT FLOW

R
3

RESISTOR
R2:7

In our circuit diagram below,

representedby the electrical symbol

designated by the letters Et'.. The Et

we have our resistors connected end to

you will notice that the battery is

; also, the battery is

stands for VOLTAGE total. Next,
end to ford our series circuit.

You will notice RI is a light bulb and R2 and R3 are just resistance

symbols, It makes no difference, yhich symbol we use or what we number
out resistors, as long as they'are numbered differently so we 'can teIl-
thei apart. Last, but not least, we havethe ammeter. This will be
shown am It, or written odeCURRENT total.

_ .

on this drawing, indicate with arrows- :the dire ion of current flow.

" .43
4

CCNT NEXT PAGE
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a.
/\ /\ .is a symbol for a/an

2. is a symbol for a/an

3. is a symbol for a /an

7 stands for

5. It-stands fdr

6. Does it make. any difference which resistor is labeled R1, R2, or R3'.'

,(Yes/No)

1.. RESISTOR

2.BATTERY

1. AMMETER

.. VOLTAGE. TOTAL

5. CURRENT TOTAL,

6. NO

Now that you know the definition of a series

circuit and how to ddsignate the component parts of

a circuit, we will start learning the laws that apply

tc series circuits.

The first law is the law of resistance. .The law
.

of resistance states: The total resistance of a

series circuit is eCual to the sum of the individual resistoreIrThelY

circuit. Written as a formula, we have Rt =R1 - R2 + ki3. This merely .

means that to find total' resistance of a series cLxquit,we add up all the

separate resistances in the circuit. If-you had a circuit where the

resistance cf 'was 5 cnms, R2 was 10 ohms, and R3 was 15 ohms, the

total resistance would be 5 * 10'+ 15 = 30 ohms. See how simple that was.

Now, here is a problem for you to work. ';Find the total ;.esiStamce of

this circuit.

MI,
a I il.110

e
P

R '20 ohm.;

R
3

40

/\t\iNi

Rt

R2 7

60NTINUE ON NEXT' PAGg
r

\
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67 OHMS

Y
1. Theaw of resistance for series circuits states

that the total resistance is equal to the

1F
of each individual resistr.

SUM

2. The law of resistance for vies circuits states

that resistance is equal to the sum

&
of the resistances.

.

TOTAL

!

INDIVIEUAL

3. The mathematical formuella for total resistance of a

series circuit,containing three resistors is

11 jk -

.

111 +R2 +R 3 , ,

i to the law of resistance for series circuits.

, .
.

.

!

, 1e .

.

"-TOTAL RESISTANCE
EQUALS THE SUM

-OF THE INDIVTD-
UAL RESISTORS.

The next law is tht)law of voltage. This law

states: Around Ey closed-circuit
,
the total , :lied

.

voltage must taaLl the fthe Individual voltage

1 - droms.
1
0i. stated

the separate voltages.

Et Ez + Ee + E.

can find total voltage

! 1 .

ExgMple:' If'you,had

'. and E3 was 30 voltp,

Now, here is a problem

next page.
..

'

,

, .

--- , ___
4)

another wfiy, total, voltage will equal the sum OP till

Our- formula for finding Iota .voltage is

If you. know the,voltagg drop across each resistor. you
. .Ai

by adding up ach separate drop.
.

\

a circuit wheriEl was 10,vdlts, E2 was 15 Vdlts,.

your total vOltak
A
wOuld be 10 + 15 + 30 55 volts.

..for you tsFoll.k,.01Olve for E prObiem.shown on,
1[Q 4

. .

,-. p ,

-N . e, . '

,...

CONTINUE ON NEXT. PAGE'
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.

. .

%

,,

.

.

,

.

E2 - 7v

.

4

El 5v

.

.

.

g

,

/

/

h.

.
Eta . .

ti

24 VOLTS 1. The voltage law states that the total voltage must

ifbe to the of'the

. individual voltage drops.
0

EQUAL .

SUM

,

6 .

,

2. The voltage law tates that the .

.

voltage must be equal to the sum

.

, voltage

.

Of the

drops
., . ,-.

.,
.

TOTAL

'ItiDIVIDUAL

.

.

.

/

3. The mathematical formula for total voltage of a

. series circuit containing three resistors is

.

E ai , it .
.- .

.

El 4.... E.2+.Eir3

.

..

4. Write the-'l aw df Voltage for series circuits.

,

.

.
.

),

...

.

,
..

. - . -. .,

.

.

COUT1NUE OW NEXT PAGE
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,

.

TOTAL VOLTAGE
EQUALS THE SUM
OF THE INDIyID-
UAL VOLTAGE
DROPS.

The last law is the law of current. The law of

current'states: Thes,currant in any part o_.. f a series_

circuit is EQUAL to the current in any other part of
. .

of current at the

cuit,cuit,you will have

you must remember

.' The It stands for

If we have one

circuit having three

the same circuit. This means that if you have 2 amps.

first resistor, then any other place in the same cir-

2 a Thismps.of current. is law is very important ,and

it. Stated as a forthula,we have It = II. = 12 = 13.

current total. -
,

amp.coming out of the battery and going around a

resistors, what would It equal?

,

1 AMP.

1. The current in any part of a series circuit is

to the current in any other .

part of the same'circuit.

43

EQUAL '

. The formula for total Current of,a series circuit

containing three resistors is

It -

.

.

I
t

- I1 g° 4

A

U 13

3. The law'of current for series circuits states that

current inv,,ny part of the same circuit is equal to

the . in any othe part Of the

circuit.

. ,CURRENT

1 sAl .

.1 .

1

4. Write the law of current for a series circuit.

c _

ii

. L . . .
) .

... .

.

473

'CONTINUE ON NEXT. PAGE
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CURRENT IN
, ANY PART OF

ASERIES
CIRCUIT IS
EQUAL TO THE
CURRENT IN
ANY OTHER
PART OF THE

!'

SAME CIRCUIT.

REVIEW

1. Definition of'a,series circuit
Two or more components connected'end to end to
form only one path for current flow.

2. Law of resistance

Tie total resistance of a series circuit is
to the sum of the indiv.idual resistors in the
circuit.

A 3. Law of voltage
! The total applied vo4age must equal, the sum of
i . the individual voltage drops.

L.. Lal,Tof current
3 , Current in any part of a series circuit is equal to the current in
.

any other part of the same circuit.

5. Ohm's law

Ohm's lad states that the current is directly proportion8l to the
voltage and inversely proportional to the resistance.

6. Mathematical formulas: :

Ohmic: law E t I x R I= E E

Resistance

Voltage

Current

Rt R1+ R2 + R3

E... El E2 E3

It = I2 = 13

SERIES CELL GROUPING

This part of the lesson will,cover the practical application of
. ,

' series circuits. As you know, batteries'ard made up of two or more cells.

These'cells can lee edlinected either in series or parallel. In this

iesstn,we will cnly be concerned with the series-type connection.

1

Cells grouped in series, are connected from the negative terminal

to 7..ne ,Tositive ternipal, as shown in the drawing on the next 'page.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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" \
. ik?gic;

law

circuits.

means,

add

.

.

0
., 1 ,

. . ,
.

.

40?1,5V'
,k

,,

2E ?-
i . T . /---

This drawing shows three dry cells 'connected in series. The voltage
y

for cells grouped in series is the same as the voltage lay.for series

Total voltage equals the sum of the individual voltages. This

to tind the total voltage of a group of cells connected in series,

all the individual cell voltages.

'1. The series cell grouping
.

total voltage equals

individual voltages.

voltage law states that
. ,

the of all

-.

the

.

1

SUM 2. To findtotal.voltlge

gould add all the

\
_

in a series cell grpup, you'

individual;. ./ .

VOLTAGES 3. -The series cell groping _voltage law stateVs that
_

.
. voltage eq4als the of all

\
,

the . ivoltages.
.-).

1

,

TOTAL

SUM .

'INDIVIDUAL

.

4. Solve for Et in the problem at the top of this

page. Et . -

,

. ,

-

. -

.
.

i
.

.

,

. ,

.
,

.

475-
a

.CONTINUE ON NEr
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..

4.5 VOLTS °

..
. .

. ".. .
,

, 5. Write the series cell grouping voltagelar.
\

.

.i ...:

i

.

.

TOTAL VOLTAGE-
EWALS.THE sam.

, OF ALL THE -
INDIVIDIAL'
VOLTAGES.-

____.,. I.
. All the laws that apply to series circuits also

--,, ,31
apply to cells grouped in series. Th# reason some it

---
..-

cells are grouped in series is to increasevoltage .,

e,. s

while, conserving current. By is owing that dry cells,,
.

.
. '4 -

46ve an E)' of 1.5 volts and that yet aella a have
,,

an EMF-clf 2 volts,.ands

, ./
Cr115. owing the resistance of each cel4we can work, any problem involving

, .

0..

cells grouped in a series. The resistance of cells, either wet or dry,

will vary because of the charge and the construbtion of the cell. ...,

. ,
' This resistance will vary from .001 ohm to 1 ohm.

.

l

s3

, ,

. t

. 1. The voltage that usually exists in.a wet cell'is

'

and the voltage that exists in a drlicell
,..*, ...

.
.

is.

A

2v \
,

I 0

-1:5v

. - .

.

2. The reason some cells are grouped in series is to

'conserve , ' and to increase

, ,

CURRENT
s

:VOLTAGE

.

3. The reason we group cells 111,1 series is to
.

4 current and to
. voltage.

.

CONSERVE

.INCREASE .

.._

' "
.

4. Inernal'resistance in wet anddry cells will

\
differ because of the .

and

\onstruction of the cells.

CONTII JE ON NEXT PAGE
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CHARGE

,

/)(

. i 0 , ,

5. TheAfternai resistance of cells will differ
1

because Of- the
I* and

of the cell.

0

CHARGE
N\

The rest of this lesson will be a review of what

you have already learned. Take your time and be sure-)
) .

,

.

you fill in every blank.' Remember to check each answer as you go. 0',K.1,

nor let's run back thxtughidem of th6-,$.14gs we have covered in this
,

...:V
.

lesSon.- ,
..-

,

,

I. ti,,A circuit that)ps two or More compon connectedt .

end to end toorm only one path for c Illeij.ol;
..

t

is a * circuit.
) , '

liT 2. A series circuit has two or more component

connected end to end'to form only
. path

for current flow.

ONE 3. A ,. circuit has two or more

components connected \ to to

form only 'path for. current flow.

SERIES

EgD TO END

ONE

4. Numbers are, sometimes written to the right end
$

below a letter (111). These numbers designate a.

particular part and are known as . .

SUBSCRIPTS

I

-

5. Subscripts are numbers; lettere; dr symbols used to

i
designate a part.

-

_,.....---,--'

4ft

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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.

PARTICULAR

'

t
.

6.
'

Write the definition of a series circuit.

TWO OR MORE
COMPONENTS
CONNECTED
END TO END
TO FORM ONLY
ONE PATH FOR
CURRENT FLOW.,

7. The law of resistance for series circuits states,

that the total resistance is equal to the.
,

ofthe individual resistances.
-

;
,

SUM

8.

2-
The law of resistance for series circuits states

-esistancethat-- i udlt5 the
a

sum of the 4
resistances.

,TOTAL

,

INDIVIDUAL

9.

../

,

The mathematical formula for total resistance of a

series circuit containing three resistors is

I.t
,

°

.

3

r Ri +R2
,

.

-

10. Write the lir of resistance for a series circuit.

4. .-

. .

.

*TOTAL RESTS-
TANCE IS
EQUAL TO THE
SUM OF THE
INDIVILUAL
RESISTANCES.

11.

-

The- current- in any part o , series circuit is

to the current in any other part of

,

the same circuit. .

-
$40

EQUAL

4 ... .. ,

12.

,

The formula for total-current for aseries circuit

containing three resistors is LC'
,..:*

V

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Ii 12 13

13.

;

The voltage, law states that the total voltage must
ca.-)

be to the of the

individual voltage drops.

.

EQUAL

SUM

14.

.-------

The voltage law states that the

voltage must be equal to, the sum of the
,

toltage drops.

1

TOTAL

INDIVIDUAL

15. The matAematital formals for total voltage of a

series'circuit containing three resistors is

Et =

El* E2 $ E3

16. Write the law of current for a series circuit.

.

4.

CURRENT IS
'EQUAL IN ANY
PART OF THE
SAME cmcur;.

,17. The series cell grouping voltage law,states.that

total voltage equals t} r . of all the
. .

separate voltages.

SUM

18. To find total voltage in'a series cell grouporou

would add all the separate .-

VOLTAGES t

, .

19. The series cell grouping voltage laV states that
z

voltage equals the

of all the voltages

,
.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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TOTAL

SUM . .

.

.

INDIVIDUAL

20. Write the law of voltage:or a series circuit.
.

.

. .

.) - ,

- , .

TOTAL VOLTAGE
EQUALS THE SUM
.OF THE INDI-
VIDUAL VOLTAGES.

. '

21. The voltage that usually exists in a wet)cell'is

and the voltage that exists in a

dry cell is i

2 VOLTS

.1.5 VOLTS

.
N. .

22. The reason some cells are grouped in series is to

conserve
----J-. and"to increase

.

CURRENT

VOLTAGE

\
)

23. The reason we,group cells in series is to

current and to \ voltagk.,

.

CONSERVE ',

INCREASE "

21k. Internal resistance in wet and-dry cells will

.

differ becau'Se of the and construction

I.

,of the cells. _.

.

:

CHARGE

25. The -internal resistance -of cells will differ

. .

because of the and

.

1

RCakIGE

.

CONSTRUCTION

.26. Write the series cell grouping voltage law.

. . .

. .

.

,

.

TOTAL VOLTAGE
WILL EQUAL
THE SUM OP
THE INDIVID- \

UAL VOLTAGES.

i

,t-

,..
.

You have noiecoMpleted this program. Feelreree

tt-

to refer '" to any page that You want. Please
. :

'reread the objectives. Then turnto page 15 for
.

-

a Self-Test.

CONTINUE ONJ1EXT PAGE
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SELF-TEST

SERIES CIRCUITS

1. Write the definition for a series circuit. '

2. In the circuit below, identify the various circuit functions by
specifying the proper letters and subscripts, and indicate with
arrows the direction of current flow.

11
.111100

3.. Write the law of resistance for series circuits.

I
41 ,

.
. .,4. Write the mathematical formula for finding total resistance of a

series circuit.hav ng three resistors.
,

. 5. Write the law of current for ieries circuit.

eP

6. Write the law of voltage for a series Circuit.

. 7. Write the mathematical forMuli for finding total voltage in a
series circuit having three resistors.

;

b

81

-0

.CCNTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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10. Solve for 'It.
(ft

RI 2.A

Et =24V

R3 = 6A

11. State the series cell groupingevoltage law.

12. State the voltage that usually exists in:

Wet cells Dry cells

R2 4A

13. State the reason why somecells are grouped in series.

14. State the reason why the internal,!resistance in dry and wet cells
differs. .

I

Ye..ANIC1/10 A PS vex. 14.140
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INSTRUCTIONS

This lesson gi.ves you instruction at you own speed. The material

is presented to you in small amounts called frames. In the first part

of each frame, you will be given some information. You will then be

required to complete a statement on the information just given. Aftei

you fill in the blanks or complete a statement, you may confirm your

answer by loUking to the left side of the next frame. .If you make an

Incorrect response, go back to tht preceding frame,carefully reread

the information, and correct your response.

You may fold a piece of scratch paper which should be used to cover

up the correct answers at the left side of the frames until you are reauy

to check your answers. Just place it on the'left-hand margin and slide

it owr., as you progress.

. "EX.WPLE:

1. 'fatter is anything that has weight and occupies

space. Your pencil has weight and'occu:pies space;

therefore, it is

2. Air also is matter because it has weight and

matter

3.

occupies space

You will no't be graded on your answers, bUt you must decide on an

ans...er before uncovering the correct answer.

list of learning objectives is included in this program. These

.carning objectives are of importance to. you, as they ,tell you exattly,

wi,at you must learn from this lesson. Read them carefull:. The self-

test, Included at the end of the program, isbased on the.se objectives.

It will be to your advantage td work the self-test.

Be sure to' follow instructions when they are given.

6
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PARALIEL CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVES

1. The student will define 4 parallel circuit.

e ,

4 Given several symbols for electrical components, the Student will

draw a parallel circuit.

3. The student will write.the law,of voltage for\parallel circuits.

4. The student will write the law of current for parallel circuits.

5. The student will write the mathematical formula for the-current

law, as used in parallel circuits.

6. The student will write the mathematical formula for solving total

resistance in a parallel circuit.

Given a diagram of a,patallel circuit, the student will solve for

total resistance.

8. Given S diagram of a parallel circuit, the student will solve for

total current.

9. Given a number of:diagrams of parallel circuits,.the student will

solve fO)t unknown voltages, currents, and resistances.

10. The student will write the law for voltage in paralle, cell grouping.
oao

11. The student will write the law for cur ent in parallel cell grouping.

12.' The student will yrite the law for resistance in parallel cell

grouping.

13. Given 'a diagram of a ci"fctlit composed of dry cells wired in parallel,

the student will solve for total voltage, total' current, and total

resistance,

ii

A o



INTRODUCTION

Parallel -circuits are used extensively in most modern homes and

buildings. A common example alf a use for parallel circuits is Christmas
4

tree lights. With the older lights, when one bulb burned out, they would

all go out. Those lights were wired ina series circuit. There was only

one path for the euxrent flow, and if that path was broken, everything

quit. With the newer lights, however,.if one light burns out, it does

not affect the othrs. This is a parallel circuit. There is more than

one path for the current flow. "In a previous lesson, you learned that a

series circuit is one that has two or pore electribal components connected

end to end so as to form only one path for the current flow The first

few frames_are a brief review of what you should know about series

circuits.

Alb
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1.

,..

The law for voltage in aseries circuit states /P
,

the total voltage ia equal to the sum of the individ-
.

ual voltage drops. Therefore, in order to solve for

total voltage in a series circuit,we simply

the individual voltage drops.

A

.add

.

2. The law for current in a series circuit states the

current in any one part of the circuit is equal

to .the current in any other part of the same circuit.

Therefore, in order to solve for total aurrent in a

series circuit,we need only know the currente in any

other part of the same .

,

circuit

3. The law for resistance in a series circuit st&tes

the total resistance is equal to 'the sum of
.

.

the individual resistances. Therefore, in order to

solve for total resistance in,a series circui6e

simply add the individual
.

--0.. .

.

_

.

resistances
0

,

.

.

.

) 4.
t

In this lesson,we will be working with the same
.

components, but they will be connected.a.little cliff-

ereintly. To be more specific,they will be . connected

in parallel.. This leSson is about parallel circuit.

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.
--

.

.
. .

.

.0
. .

4 "3

t

CONTI ON NEXT PAGE
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5.

.

a

A parallel circuit

more than one path

is defided as a circuit. eying

for the current flow. In the ex-

circuit shown belo1w, notice

one path for the current flow.

ample

there

A

flow

of .the parallel

is more than

7... 2-) -3-

A
I

1

.

I

.

PRI

circuit

. ,

.

having more than one path for the current

is a circuit.

.

f.
parallel

.

6.

.. .

Ej

If

current

the

(Circle

a parallel circuit
.

flow, select

drawing most repreifntative

correct answer,)

has

from

1

more than one path for the

the sketches shown below
. -

of a parallel circuit

,

,

.

,

,_, ,

__
, ,

.

AA
.

-
.

-

.

.

7.

.

,
it

Define a parallel circuit.
.

.

.

1 .

0
.

.

. ._

._

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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A circuit
having more'
than one
path for
current flow.

Now that-we know the definition of a parallel circuit)

let's look at some more examples of parallel-circuits

The sketches shown below all represent parallel

circuits,because each circuit has more than one path

for the'current flow.

Therefore, a parallel ciPcuit is one having

than one path for the current flow.

. Using the electrical symbols shown below, draw in the

connecting lines to complete a parallel circuit

having three (3) resistors in parallel.

core

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE .
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10. The-next thing we are going to cover pertaining to

parallel circuits is the law for voltage. The law

for voltage in a parallel
)

circuit states the

voltage across any one branch of a parallel circuit

is equal to the volgtage across any other branch of

the same circuit. In other words, the voltage drop

across each resistor will be the see at the total

voltage. The voltage across any one branch of a

parallel circuit is to the voltage

across other branch of the same,

parallel circuit. This is a statetent of the law

for in a' parallel circuit,

.

equal

any

11. Now let's see how this4aw for voltage is applied

to a parallel circuit. In the sketch below,notice

that opr source voltage (emf) is 24 volts: Now

'follow the arrows fidM the battery as they go to

each resistor, and you will see that the full .

battery voltage reaches each resistor.

If the voltage across any one branch cf a parallel

circuit is Pqual to the voltage across any other-

branch of the same.circuit, then 'the voltage across'

voltage° R
3
shouldbe

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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4 A

A
.

24 volts

12.

.'

The mathematical formula.for.the voltage law is

Et x El se,E2 = E3. Actually;this formula tells us

the same thing that the voltage law tells us, and
,

'that is that the voltage across any one branch of a

parallel circuit is equal to the voltage Ekroac any

other branch of the same circuit. The mathematical
.

.t

formula for voltage in a parallel circuit is

,
4

. 0. .

/

Et = El : E2 = E3

13. Write the law for voltage in-a parallel circuit.
.

. -

1
, ,

.
. .

. .
,

.

.

. .

.

.

The voltage
across any
one branch
of a parallel
circuit is
equal to the
voltage across
ariy other

branch of the
same circuit.

-,-...

s

14.'

t_

,

.

Now that we have'covered voltage in a parallel

- .

circuit, let's move on to the next topic, which is,

current in ,a parallel circuit. The law of cuv'ent

in a parallel circuit. states the tots), current in

a parallel circuit is equal to the sumof the

individual branch currents. The total current in a
,

parallel circuit ts.equal to the ,cf the

individual branch cly'rents. This is a statement of

the law for in a parallel circuit.

,

, , , .

0
.

.

. ..

, .

9

. , .
.

'14
--,

4E2

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE,
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SUM

current

2/20
15. The mathematical formula for determining total

current in a parallel circuit is

.the total current (It) is equal to the current

:passing through the 1st branch (Ia.), Rlus the

current passing through the 2nd branch (I2),,,r1

the current passing through the 3rd branch (I3)..

So in order to determine total current in'a parallel

circuit,the,mathematical formula to ute is

16. Therefore, the law for current in a parallel circuit

states that the total current is equal to the

of the individual branch currents. The mathematical

formula used to determine-total current in a parall-

el circuit is 1.t.1-,

SUM

1-=I1+12+13

17. If the total current is equal.to 'the sum of the

individtal branch currents in a parallel circuit,

the total current in the circuit ahown below would
a

be:

Ia.: 4a

12: 6a

13=

. It:

18.

26a

:11 4.12+13

Write' t4 law fo'r current in a parallel circuit.

CONTINUE ON NE:4T PAGE
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Total current
is equal to the
sum of. the

individual
branch currents.

19. The total current is equal to the sum of the in-

dividual branch currents. This is a statement of

the law for in a parallel circuit

of which the mathematical formula is

current

It:11+12+13

20, Write the mathematical formula fOr the current law.

21. The next topic to be covered is the law for res',.s-

tance in a parhllel circuit. The law for resistance

states the total resistance, in a parallel circuit

is always smaller than the smallest resistor in the

circuit. The total resistance is always

' than the smallest-resistor in ea

circuit.

smaller

parallel

22. One Method used to determine total resistance in a

parallel circuit is by. using the mathematical

(reCiprocal), formula which is 1 = 1 1 + 1 -. One
Rt R1 R2 R3

method of determining total resistance in a

parallel circuit is by using the formulh

1 =

Rt
, This is known as the

formula..

4,91

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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1 + 1 + 1
Ri R2 1.3

mathematical
or

reciprocal

23.' In a previous lesson you were taught reciprocals.

Just to refresh your memory, remember that the re-

ciprocal of a number is a fraction with'a numerator

of 1 and a denominator:of the number itself. As an

example, the reciprocal of 5' would be 1 and the

5
'reciprocal of 8 would be 1. Match the numbers and

their reciprocals shown below.

A. 6

B. 2

C. 53

D. 26

1. 1

. 7
2. 1

53
3. .1

26
4. 1

r
. 4

. 2

3

8

24. Now that you remember how to find the reciprocid

of a nuMber,let's talk about the reciprocal of a

fraction. If you remember, you were taught that thd

reciprocal-Of a fraction isfound by simply invert-
?

ing the fraction, and then reducing to the lowest

terms. In order to find the reciprocal of a fract-

ion, we must the fraction and

to the lowest terms.

CONTINUE ON Nr.XT PAGE
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":"-'"""r-725. In order to help refresh your memory, the following

are some\examples of reciprocals of fradtions. The

reciprocal of the fraction 2 is 3 and reduced to
3

its lowest terms 12. The reciprocal of the fract-

ion 3 is 5 and reduced to its lowest terms 1 2.
5 3

Find the reciprocals of the following fractions:

1. 3

3

4. 1

2

1. 2 2

3
/2. 11

7
3. 1 1

3
4. 2

26. Up o this point,we hae reviewed the reciprocal of

a number and the reciprocal of a fraction. You have

also preViously learnedthat.the symbol Rt stands

for resistance total. The symbol Rt (resistance

total) represents a number, doesn't it? Therefore,

the reciprocal of Rt would be 1 , and the recip-
.

rocal of R1 would be. 1 , the reciprocal of R2
1T1,

would be 1 , etc. NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.
R2

27. Therefore, in order to determine total resistance

in- a parallel circuit, the mathematical (reciprocal)

formula must be used. In order to determine the

total resistance in a parallel circuit, the

Sormula must be used.

co 419

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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4.

,

mathematicL1
or

reciprocal

28. The mathematical (reciprocal) formula used to deter-
..

mine total resistance in aparallel circuit is

las 1 4... 1 + 1 . The mathematical (reciprocal)

Rt rml R2 R3
is used to determine total

in a parallel circuit. o

resistance

29. Write the mathematical formula for total resistance

in a parallel circuit.

1 1 + 1 ,,+ 1

Rt R1 R2 R3

30. Now before we go any farther, let's review some of

the things we have covered up to this point. This

,lesson is about circuits.

IP If

parallel

31. A parallel circuit is defined as a circuit having

/ than one path for the current flow.

more

32. A circuit has more than one path

for the current flow.

parallel

33. In a parallel circuit, the voltage across any one

branch is to the voltage across any

other branch of the same circuit.

tiny

I

equal

. In a parallel circuit, the

voltap is applied across each resistor.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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total
or
same

35. The mathematical formula for total voltage in a

parallel circuit containing three (3) resistors,is

Et*

t= El :E2aE3

36. The current law states that the total current in a

parallel circuit is to the sum of

the individual branch Currents.

equal

37. The total current is equal to the sum of the

indfiridual branch currents. This-is a statement o

the law for current in a circuit.

parallel

38. The current law states that the

current is equal to the of the

individual branch currents.

total

SUM

.

39.' The law for current in a parallel circuit - states

the total current is equal to

the sum of the
individual
branch currents

The mathematical formula for total current in a

parallel circuit containing three resistors is

It=I1+12.!-I3

41. In a parallel circuit, the total resistance is always

than the smallest resistor

in the circuit.

493

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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smaller

42. Total resistance in a parallel circuit must be

solved by using the

formula.

7b.

mathebatical
or

reciprocal

. )1"he mathematical (reciprocal) formula for total

resistance in a parallel circuit is 1 =

Rt

= 1 , 1 4 1,

N, T2 K3

44. Ndw that wehave reviewed the laws and formulaS of
parallel circuits,it's time we started to work some
problems. Just in case some of the formulas have
slipped your mind, write them down so you can refer
to them later.

Ohm's Law-- E = IxR

Law of Voltage-- Et

Law of Current -- It = Il + 12-4. 13

I = E R = E

=
1 =E2 =E3

Law of Resistance-- 1 = 1 '11. 1 + 1

k
NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

K2

45, In the following circuit,we will solve for Rt.

Notice that the parallel circuit shown below has

three resistors in parallel. They are R1 = 2 A ,

R2 = 4a , and R3 = 6a . Keep in mind now that the

reciprocal formula must be used to find total resis-

tance.

3

The mathematical (reciprocal) formula for total

resistance in a parallel circuit

TIorefore, replacing the letters
of the resistors in the circuit,
1 =

T-

is 1 r 1 + 1 + 1 .

Tt T1 R2 R3
with the values
we should now have

CONTINUE QN NEXT PAGE
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46. The next step in this problem is to do as the'

1 =1 + 1 + 1formula tells us: To add, the recip-Rt R1 R2 R3

rocals of the individual,resistances (1 +
OP 2

we must first find the lowest common denominator.

In this case,the lowe#
common denominator is.

12

47. Having found that the lowest common denominator is

12, we can now add
2

6or 1 or and or

Adding these reciprocals,we find that 1 =
Rt

11

-48. We now know that the reciprocal of the total

resistance ) ip equal to or to put it in
-tst 12'

11mathematical terms, - Now in order to find
Rt

the tots resistance, there are still a couple or

things left for us to do. Our answer up to this

point tells us we must find the reciprocal of the

total resistance (13..1. In order to find the12

reciprocal of a fraction, we must

that fraction.

49. Now if we invert one part of our answer ().:.), we
12

must invert the other part, (1 ). Hence our answer
t

is Rt = Now our final step is to
, a.11

to the lowest terms.
invert

P

500

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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reduce

50. Rt (resistance to-an.) in this case now is 1 1 or
1

. Remember that,in a parallel circuit,the

total resistance is always smaller than the smallest

resistor in the circuit...In this circuit,the small

est resistor is 211, and the total resistance is

1.09a . NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.
.9

51. Now that we have gone through one problem together,

let's see'if,,you can handle one by yourself. Xeep

some scratch paper'handy, and in the following

problem,solve for total resistance. Don't forget to

use the reciprocal formula:

17

.pr ,

-1.636 CI,

52. If you are still with us up to this point, let's try
A

one, more. If you're lost, return to frame 44 and

review-up to this point.

Solve for total resistance.

Answer

R3

CON;tUE ON NEXT PAGE
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3
or

A

1.33 f2

. Now let'a4

solve
01.4

Page 15

ext*ifftrig,we'll do is
fiatso

a). Remember,now, t}

otal.cu

the inid

-

A

is written as-I-e-w,'

td the 11, of

ciirrents..Mathematically,thiscents

surn

I t:I1+I2+I 3

54. In the following problem, solve for total current:

19 amps.

55. In the problem you just finished, each ammeter

indicates the current going through each individual

branch of the circuit: As there are 5 amps.

going through R1, 12 amp's. going through R2, and

2 amps.going throughRT.

current (It), we simply

currents.

<In order to find. the total

the branch

add

All right, letts try one more. In the following

problem, solve- for total current:

502

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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17 amps.

(t;

57. Now that we have worked a few problems solving, for

total resistance (Rt) and for total current (It),

let's combine these and solve for all the unknowns,

both current and resistance. We are now going to

have to use Ohm's Law along with the various laws

we have learned for current, resistance, and voltage

in a parallel circuit. NO RESPONSE REQUIRED., :

4

58. Before we get going,let's try working a problem

together, and in the next 12 frames we will solve

for all the unknowns in the following circuit:

E12

E2'

112

,I=

I. Rt-

This circuit represe9ts a parallel circuit, because

there is than ohe path for the current

flow.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Complete
answer will be
found in a
later frame in
the program.

more

59% First of all, let's solve for. El and E2-. As you

-
learned earlier in the lesson, the voltage across any

one branch'of a parallel circuit is equal to the-

voltage across any other branch of the same circuit,

or Et=E1=E2=E3.. So if the total voltage (Et) is

120v, then El should be volts and E2

should be volts.

120

120

60. Now briefly return to frame 58 and insert the

answer for El and E2. The next-thing we can do is

solve far resistance total (Rt). Remember, we must

use the reciprocal formula. Therefore, the recipro-

cal of R1 (45} would be and the recipro-

ca l of R2 (90) would be

1

75

1

90

61. There are only two (2) resisters in this.circult,so

our reciprocal formula would read 1 = 1 + 1 ,or
Rt R1 R2

1 = f.+ 1 Now our next step is to find the

this case is

common denominator, which in

lowest

90

62. With 90 as the lowest common denominator, out

problem should now read 1 = 2 + 1 or 1 = 3 .

Rt lb lb Rt 70
order to find the'reciprocal of the total resistance

we must the fraction.

3

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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invert

63.

.

Once we have.4nverted, our problem should now look

like this: Rt = 90.' But, we still have one more

3 .-

thing to do Einahat is to the lowest

terms. , ,.

,

.

reduce

64. In order to reduce to the lowest terms,we must .

divide 90 by 3. This will give is an Rt of
---........

ohms.

30

.

65.

°

NoW briefly returnto frame 58 and insert the ans-

wer foxTt. Well, this leaves us juSt Ii,' I, an.

It to solve. As you can see, we cannot use they:

mathematical formula fcr finding total current just

A
yet, because II and 12 are not known. So,

o
let's

find the values of II and 12. NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

.

, .

.

66.
.

Here is where we are going to have to put Ohm's law

to use. Let's start with II. We do not -know the

.

value of Ii, but weQ know that the value of El is
.

120v and the value of R1 is 45n . °So in order to .

1.

solve for current Using\Ohm's lawt, the formula to
--

use is I = E. In order -to solve for II in this
R

problem,we must use law, of which the

formula is

.

dm's

I = E
7

.

67.

,

.

Using Ohm's law, and substituting the values tfor the

letters I = E,we new have I = 120. 'therefore,
ti - 45 '

Ii = E1 or Il = 120,hich gives us .' amps.

Ri -7
.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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68. Briefly return to frame 58 and insert your answer

for l' Now I2 can be solved by the same method.

We know the value of E2 is 32Sv and the value of R2

''>2.666 or is 9Qj so using Ohm's law once again (I = E),we can
. 2.67 'amps. ,

1 R
determine the value of 12 In this case,.If = E2 or

'12 = 120,which gives us amps.
R2

90

69. Once again return to, frame 58 and insert your answer
4

1.33 amps.

for 12. Now all we have left to do is solve for It,

and this is no problem because we know that the

mathematical formula Tor finding total current is It

= Il 4: 12 4 13. Naturally,in this case,there are

only 'two (2) resistors, so the formula would read .

It = I2, and It would be

4.0 amps.

70. Now return to frame 58 and insert your answer for It.

You should now have solved for all the unknowns, land

all your answers should be written down in.frdme 58.

Your answers should be as follows:

E
1

= 120v II 7.*: 2.67a

E
2
-= 120v 12 = 1.33a

I
t 4.0a

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED'.

Rt

N

30 0

CONTINUE ON-NEXT PAGE
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71. If your answers are the same as those' shown in the
J

previous frame, then you're ready to try another

problem, If your answers are not the sametreturn to

I
frame 58 and review up to frame ,7Q. All right, in

the following problem,solve for the unknowns:

ET :.-
60VT

RI R2 R3
12n 60

'El i Il = Ri = 12 0

E2 = I2= R2= 6c1'

2E3 13= R3= 4n

Et = 60v It = Rt-=

i

E
1 = 60v

,
E2 = 6ov
E3 = 60v
Et = 60v

= 5a
.12 = 10a

13 = 15a
It = 30a

Ri = 120

R2 ""

R3 = 44s

Rt = 2 0

72. Up to this point,we have been sLdying voltage,

current, and resistance in a parallel circuit. Now

let's see how this all-applies when wiring cells

together (either dry or wet cells) in parallel.

This wiring of cells together.in parallel is refer-

red to as parallel cell grouping. NO RESPONSE

REQUIRED.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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h 73. Just as in parallel circuits, there are laws that

apply to. parallel cell groupingor voltage, current,

and resistance. The law fin- voltage in parallel cel

grouping' states the total voltage of a group of

celld wired in parallel is the 'same as the voltage

of a single cell. The total voltage of a group of

cells wired in parallel is the

the voltage of,a cell.

as

same

single

7k. The total Voltage of a group of cells wired in

parallel is the same as the voltage of a single cell.

'This is a statement of the law fOr

in parallel grouping.

voltage

cell

75. Because the total voltage is the same as the voltage

of a single cell in parallel cell grouping, the

mathematical formula we can,use to determine total

voltage will be the same as the one we used for

parallel circuits: Et = El = E2 = E3. In order to

'solve for tota4 voltage in parallel,cell gr)uping,

'the formula we must use is Et =

76. Write the law for voltage in parallel cell grouping.

A

= El E2 ='E3

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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The total
voltage of a
group of cells
wired in
parallel is

equal to the
voltage of a
single cell.

77. Th-next thing we will cover about parallel cell

grouping will be the law for current. The law for

current in parallel cell, grouping states the total

current from parallel cell groups: equal to the

sum of the currents available_from each cell. The

total current from parallel cell grouping is equal

to the

from cell

of the currents availabl

b)

sum

each

78. The total current from parallel cell grouping is

equal to the sum of the currents available from each

',cell. This is a statement of the law for

in parallel grouping.

current

cell

79, The total current from parallel cell grouping is

sequel to the

.sum,of
the currents
.available from
each cell

a

80. Since the total current is equal to the sum of the

currents available from each cell, the mathematical

formula we can use to determine total current from

peirallel cell grouping will be the same as the one,

we used for parallel circuits: It = 11+12+13.

Therefore, in order to solve for total current in

parallel cell grouping, the formula we must use is

=

4

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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It = 11+12+13

81. Write the law for current in parallel cell grouping.

The total
current
from parallel
cell grouping
is equal to
the sum of
the currents °

available from
each cell

82. Finally,-we must cover _resistance in,parallel cell

grouping. The law for resistance in parallel cell-.

grouping states the total resistance in parallel'

cell grouping is always smaller than the resistance

of any one of 'the cells. In parallel cell grouping,

the total resistance is always

than the resistance of any one of the

smaller

cells

83. The total resistance in parallel cell grouping ie

always smaller than the resistance of any one of the

cells. This is a statement of the law for

in parAllel

grouping.

resistance

\A,

84. The total-resistance in parallel cell grouping is

always

smaller
than the
resistance of
any one of the
cells

85. In'solving for total resistance in a parallel circui_e
e

we had to use the reciprocal formula, 1 = 1 4. I. 4. 1 .

Since the =sate formula is used, in solving for total

real:stance in parallel cell groupinglthe mathematic

formula we must use is 1 =

Et

5 i o

CONTINUE ON NEr PAGE
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1= 1+1 +1
Rt 171 R2 R3

86. Write the la'wfor resistance in parallel cell

grouping.

The total
resistance
in parallel
cell grouping -

is always.
smaller than
the resistance
of any one of
the cells.

87... Now that we have gone through the laws for voltage,
- 7

current, and resistance in parallel cell grouping,

it's time we worked some problems in parallel cell

grouping. Jtist to refresh your memory here are the

mathematical formulas once again:

Ohm's Law E=IxR I=E R=E
R I

Law' oi Voltage Et = El = E2 = E3

. Law of Current It = I1 + :4- 13

Law of Resistance 1 = 1 + 1 + 1
Rt R1 R2 R3

NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.

88. In the circuit shown below consisting of three cells

wired in parallel, solve :..L total voltage, when

each cell is 4elivering 1.5v ofemf.

?R:741MNIMGAL.WIAMIIMM AIAMMW:AIWIMMMA

CONTINUE CN NEXT PAGE
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b9. In the problem you just completed, if you remembered

the correct mathematical formula to use, you should

not have had'a bit of troub1C. Remember, you were

looking for Et, and you wore told that:each cell

delivered 1.5v. Therefore, Et = El = E2 = E3 or

Et = 1.5 = 1.5 = 1.5. In the following circuit of

three cells wiled in parallel, solve 'for total cur-

rent if eacceli is delivering 30 amps, of current.

Answer

90 amps.'

°

90. If you got 90 amps.for your answer, this is very

good, because it sho;, that you used the correct

mathematical formula, It = II+ 12 4-13. No0 let's

try working a problem solving for total resistance

in'parallel-cell grouping. In the following prob-

lem,solv,e for total resistance, if t e resistance

of each cell is .0.5 . Don't forget he reciprocal

'24* formula
oP.

Anstier

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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.o3.66 n

or

. 01 7 CI

. Just in case you had trouble With the last problem,

let's go through it together. Using the reciprocal

formula 1 = 1 4-1 + 1 and inserting the values,we
Rt R1 R2 173

shclu3d now have 1 = 1 + 1 41 or 1 = 3 . Now our
Rt .05 .05 05 Rt .05

next step should be to invert the fraction and re-

duce to the lowest terms. Inverting the fraction

then would give us Rt = .05. Now our final step is
3

to reduce to the lowest terms, which means we must

divide .05 by 3. The result for Rt is ohms.

. 0166

or

.017

All right, let's try working another problem on

parallel cell grouping. In the following problem,

solve for total voltage, total current, and total

resistance:_

El = 1.5v Il = .25a R1 = 6n

E2 = 1.5v 12 =,x .25a_ R2 6n

E3 = 13 = .25a R3

Et= It= Rt

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Et = 1:5v

'It = .75a

Rt = 20

93- Now that you have completed the entire lesson on

'parallel circuits and parallel cell grouping, let's

review everything,that was covered. A parallel

circuit is defined as a circuit having

than one path for the current flow. -

-more

a

94. A circuit that has more than one path for the cur-

rent flow is known as a circuit.

parallel

95. In a pitrallel°circuit,the

is applied across each component.

voltage

total

96. Since 'the total voltage is applied across each

component in'a parallel circuit, the voltage'will be

the across any branch of the same

circuit.
V

same

97. In a parallel circuit,the voltage across any branch

is to the voltage across any other

branch of the same circuit.

98. The law for voltage in a parallel circuit states

the voltage across any one braSh is

to the voltage across any other branch of thdsame

circuit.,

equal

99. Write the law for voltage.,.

6

511

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAW.
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The, vcatage

across any one
brae _h of a

parallel circuit
is equal to the
voltage across
any otier branch

"of the same
circuit.

100. The mathematical formula for total voltage of a

1/9?

parallel circuit that has three (3) resistors is

Et '

Et = E1=E2=E3

paths

or

branches

SIM% S.

equal

total

SUM

101. Since there is more than one path for current flow

in a parallel circuit, the current will divide it-

self between the different

102. 'Therefore, the total current in a parallel circuit

is equal to the of thinAv,idual

branch currents.

103. The current law states that the total current inca

parallel circuit is to the sum of

the individual,branch currents.

104.' The current law states that the

current is equal to the

individual branch currents.

of the

105. Write the current law for parallel circuits.

106. The mathematical formula for total currentin'a'
Total current
is equal to the parallel circuit containing three (3) resistors.is
sum of the
individual It =

.branch currents

4

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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107. The total resistance in a parallel circuit is

It: 11+12+13 always smaller than the

resistor in the circuit.

smallest

108. The law for resistance in a parallel circuit states

that the total resistance is always

than the' resistor in the circuit.

smaller

smallest

109. Write the law for resistance in a parallel circuit.

The total resis- 110. If the total voltage (Et) and _the total currerr6tance is always ,

smaller than tho (It) are not known in a parallel circuit, then thesmallest resis- e

for in the total resistance (Rt) must be solved by using the
circuit,

formula.

5\

reciprocal

he mathematical (reciprocal) formula for finding

total resistanCe in a parallel circuit is

1 =
Rt.

1 = 1 +1 + 1
Rt R1 R2 R3

112. A number ofdri.cells wired together in parallel

are referred to as parallel cell

113. The law for voltag in parallel' cell grouping

states that the tote voltage (Et) of a group of

cells connected,in parallel is the same as the

voltage of a

grouping

51G

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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//9x
114. Write the law for voltage in parallel cell group-

ing*

The total yol-
tage of a group
of cells connect
ed in parallel
is the same as
the voltage of a
single cell

voltage

one/single

115. Therefore, the total voltage (Et) from parallel

cell grouping Would be the same as the

of any cell.

116. The mathematical tormula that can be used to deter-

mine total voltage (Et) from parallel cell grouping

is Et

Et 2 E1 2E2.E3

117. The law for current in parallel cell grouping

states that the total current (It) from parallel

cell grouping is equal to the of the

currents available from each cell.

SUM

118. Write the law for current in parallel cell grouping

The total cur-
rent from par-
allel cell
grouping is
'equal to the
sum of the cur-
rents available
from each cell

ti

119. So, in parallel cell grouping, to determine total

current (It),we simply thethe currents

available from each cell.

CONTINUE ON NEXT ,PAGE
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ada

120. The mathematical formulator finding total current

(it) in parallel cell grouping is It =

It = 11+12+13

121. The law for resistance in parallel cell grouping

states that the total resistance in parallel

grouping is always than the

resistance of any one of the cells.

less/smaller

122. The total resistance is,5always smaller than the

resistance of any one of the cells. This is a

statement of the law for

parallel cell grouping.

in

resistance

123. Write the law for resistance in parallel cell

grouping.

voi,16

Total resistance

in parallel cell 124., If the total .voltage (Et) and the total currentgroupingis al-
way .1s,;smaller (It) are not known in parallel cell grouPIng, thenthan the resis-
tance of any the total resistance must be solved by using theone of the cells

formula.

125. The mathematical (reciprocal) folmula for finding

total resistance from parallel cell grouping is

1 =
Et

rec. or gal

p

513
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1 = 1 + 1.4- 1

Rt ,R1-1 R2 R3

This is the end of the lesson op parallel circuits. If

there is anything you do not understand, feel free to

refer to any frame in the program you desire:- Finally,

return to the learning objectives, read them again;

if you can do what they require, you are ready to take

the self-test.

5 7 0
ti



1. A parallel circuit is defined as:

2. Using all the components shown below, draw the connecting lines %o
complete a parallel circuit.

3. The law for voltage in a parallel circuit states that:

Mathematically,this is written as:.

u. The law for current in a parallel circuit states that:

-5. Write the mathtmaticaljorMula for` current in a parallel circuit.

6. Write the mathematical (reciprocal) formula fOr total resistance
in.a parallel circuit.

A

520
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7. From the parallel circuit shown below, solve for Rt (resistance

total).
?

El =

E2 24v 12
et'

E3 = 241.1, 13

Et = 24v ,It=

24v

zin

R1 = 120

R2 2 6n°

R3 = 4n

Rt =

6. From the parallel circuit shown below, ,solve for total current.

El

E2 = 10Qv',

E3 =

Et = (I 100v

,a

100V II = Ri = 250

R2 = 1000'

13 - R3 = 20n
6

It = Rt =

,t



9. In the followi ng problems, solve for unknown voltages, ctir,-etits,
and resistance:

PROBLEM I

El= =

E2 =

E3

Et = 48v

4

12

13_,

,It -

PROBLEM II

R3

6 s2

R-1 = '24

= 8c

3
ft

t

IR 3

3n

El- I1= R1: 8c
E2-

. I2=
*R2 6c

E
3

: 1/ = 32a
. R3 3 a

Et : 96v % It =

10. The law for voltage(in parallel cell grouping states:

11. The law for current in parallel cell groupilig states:

^4,

4%.

C

( I



12. The law for resistance in parallel cell grouping states:

13. FroM the parallel: cell grouping sno;, below, solve for total
voltage, total current, and total resistance.

O

1.5v

1.5v

2 1.5v

/

I 1 - .25a

It

.25a

.25a

%.

R, = 6r1.

R2 6Q

R3 = 6Q

TC4V4114.(3 7440, I
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LIST OF OBJECTIVES

Oftt'S LAW

1. Show what happens: to current in-a simple circuit when the resis2ance
is increased with the voltage held constant._

2. Show what'happens to current in a simple circuit when the resistance
is decreased with the voltage held constant.

3: Show what happens to current in a simple circuit when the voltage is
increased with the resistance held constant.

4. Show what happens to current in a simple circuit when the voltage it
decreasedwith the resistance held constant.

S. Write ,the three forms, of Ohm's Law.

6. Given values of resistance and voltage in a 'simple circuit, solve
for the current.

7. Given values of current and voltage ina simple circuit, solve for
the resistance.

8. Given values of resistance and current in a simple circuit, solve
for the voltage.

9. Write a complete statement of Ohm's Law..

*

SUGGESTED READING TIME 50 MINUTES

0
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET

This assignment sheet shoUld be used when:.

You are to complete.dnly a part of this text.

Your assignment within this text is divided into two or more
reading periods.

Your'instructor will make assignments by identifying specific objectives;
text material, and review questions. 0
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lA Pagel

The study of electronics at first glance appears to be extremely cam-
plicated, and many. students feel that they will never master the subject..
In reality, however,.the theory of electronics rest on a few relatively
simple concepts.

On,, of these concept:, expresser the relationship that exists between
current, voltage, and resistance. The relationships if current, voltage,
and resistance were first reduced to a formula by a'Germdn physicist named
George Simon Ohm in the early part of the nineteenth century. The,se

relationships are,expressed in Ohm's Law: in an electrical circuit, current
varies directly with the voltage'and inversely with the resistance.'

1. The law relating to voltage, current, and resistance

is Law.

decrease

2. If the voltage is-not changed, and resistance is

increased, the current will #

(increase /decrease)

3. The single letter for resistance is R.

The single letter for voltage,or emf is (

And for current, the letter is ( ).

°.

1i. Ohm's Law relates to

and

current, voltages,/
resistance

(any order)

5. Ohm's Law states:

The ,current in d circuit depends on the circuit

resistance and

voltage 6. The current in a circuit varies directly with

voltage ,and inversely with the

Continue on page 3.

I
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2A

YOUR ANSWER: An ampere is equal to resistance times, voltage.
(Pram P-78)

No: This is a wild dtt0 at rendering Ohm's Law in different form.

Iu addition,it is a hopelessly imprecise statement.

In expressing any scientific law, you have to be precise about the

quantities involved. "An" ampere means "one" ampere. Your. answer seems

to say, "o ampere is equal to an indefinite amount'of resistance multi-

plied by apI indefinite amount of voltage?

To make tters worse, the form in which you have met Ohm's Law so-

far is E a I.x current (in amperes) equals voltage divided b* resistance.

That's iamet we'll came to shortly.
o

To get back to the question: DO you recall what an ampere is? It is

another way_of saying electrons are flawing past a given point at the rata

of one coulomb per second, isn't it?

Bear that in mind as you return to Page 7B to_select another answer.

-2B

YOUR ANSWER: 16 unit ,in which I is measured'is the ohm.
(Prom P-5)

No..i.eAnd since you are apparently still uncertain about what unit

measures which quantity, or which letter issthe symbol 'for which quantity,,
c

here they are again.

Resistance denoted by the letter R) is measurda in ohms.

Voltage (denoted by the letter -E) is measured in volts.

Current (denoted by the letter I) is measured in amperes.

Return to Pige ?for the correct, answer.

I

7Or
b
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resistance 7. If the resistance is not changed and the 41tagels

increased the current will

(increase/decrease)

increase

7 amps

E8. In symbols, Ohm's Law states I ,= R

100-If E = 100 volts and R = 20 ohms, I =
20 =. 5-amps.

If E = 175 volts_and R = 25 ohms, I = ( ) amps.

9. In symbols, Ohm's Law is written
e.

I
R 10. Cufrent varies directly with voltage.

6
When E increases, increases.

When E decreases, I

degreases 11.' E is emf. E lithe force used to push the electrons

.47

, through the conductor.

The larger E isi the current flows.
(more / less)

more

r

12...R is esistance., It'tries.to hold back or resist

the a irrent -rIow:
4

R gets larger, current flows.
`(wore / less)

.less

less
more

13." The more the resistance, the' 'the current:
.

,\ .
..

The more thOemf, the , e the current.

).4. Current varies direcwith

(resistance/voltage),

Current varies inverselymith

Continue on.Page 5
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YOUR ANSWER: Voltage is the electrical pressure needed to move

(From P-8B) a coulomb through one ohm of resistance.

Almost, but not quite.

Somewhere in that statement you need a reference to time. You can

say, for instaw2e, that a volt is the electrical presSure needed to move

one coulomb through one ohm of resistance in one'second.

You could saythat voyage is electromotive force and that it is

measured in volts.

Unfortunately, neither o f t heecopplete answers is available to you.

,There is another way of arriving at voltage,-and that is through Ohm'

Law. If you know the resistance and the current present in a circuit, you

can calculate voltage.

And that should be enough of a hint for you to return to Page 8B and

select the correct answer.

4B

YOUR ANSWER: One, coulomb of elections flowing past a given point

(From PL7B) in one second-:-

Correct. One of the wrong answers, "The electrons that will flow

through a standard column of mercury" is not a-tomplete statement.--tr it

had been stated as: "The number of electrons that, will flow through a

standard column of mercury in one second when one volt of electrical

pressure is being applied.," it would have been accurate.

Now, what ,gzes E stand for?

Resistance. Page 4-1-

Voltage. Page 8B

Current. Page 10B

O

; )
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voltage
'resistance

E=

15. Which formula is correct for Ohm's Law?

16.

I =
R
E

I I = ER

If the resistance in a circuit increases, vcltase

s06'

Feld constant, the current will -

decrease 17. Write the formula for Ohm's Law

I =

18. We know from algebra that a formula can be

rewritten 'so as to solve for different parts.

If A = -c- , THEN C = , and B= AC.

If I = THEN R = ( ) , and E = ( )

19. Theiohm has beeft agreed to be theiamount,of

resistance offered to electrical current by a

column of mercury, of standard specification. The

atomic structure of a material is the gieatest determining factor for the

resisig.nce of that material. An aluminum bar of the same dimensions as the

tan rd cOlurgil of mercury would not have a resistance of one ohm.

hm's.Law can 'be summed up: Current (I) equals Voltage'(E) divided
s

by Resistance .(R).

Ir

t is the unit in which I is measured?
0

The ohm. Page 2B .

The ampere. ,Page 7B

$4.

The volt. r. Pace 9A

532
A
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YOUR ANSaER: Voltage can be found by multiplying resistance times
(From P-8B) current flow.

Ohm's Law, E = IR. Right you are. The statement that voltage is the

electrical pressure needed to move a coulomb through one ohm of resistance

c1:4ost correct as a definition of one v)lt. But it lacked' a time

factor. If it had been modified in either of two ways, it would have been

correct:

1. A volt is the amount or electrical pressure needed to move one
coulomb through one ohm in one second, or

2. A volt is the amount of-electrical pressure needed'to-move one
ampere through one ohm.

The Greek letter Omega, lich looks like this the abbreviation

for ohm. The :-Eorthand for volt is simply D that for amperes is a: We

could say:

'v = a n.

That statement is true. It is Ohm's Law written in different symbols.

However, it is not proper usage. Now, here is a problem s.ihich illustrates

the proper usage:

'If E = 24v and R = 96 Q, what is I?

I = .25a. ge 8A

I-= 4a. ge 11A

I = 2304a. Page 13A

6B

YOUR ANSWER.; E stands for resistance.
(From P-4B T

Oh, come now

E is the 4ymbc1 for voltage, or, if you like, electromotive force.

As you have just seen, I is the symbol for, current and R is the

symbtl for resistance.

Return to Page 4B, vowing never to forget that I stands for current,

E for voltage,and R for resistance.

bit
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7. Page 7

1

YOUR ANSWER In a circuit with an 80 -volt battery, and a 20-ohm
(From P-8A)4 resistor, the current will be 1600 amperes.

That's an awful lot of current for this'or any other circuit. Let's

see where you went wrong in your calculation.

We said that if E = IR, that fOrmula could be solved for I merely

by dividing both sides of the equation by R, and that step would, produce

I = . This means that to solve for I in our zircuit, we'l have to

'divide our voltage,.80v, by our resistance, 20 ohms.

Make sure that you understand this process, then return "t.:) Page 8A

and select the correct answer.

2
YOUR ANSWER: The ampere.
(From P-5)

Right. Current is measured in amperes.

What is an ampere equal to?

Resistance times voltage.

One coulomb of eie9trons flowing
past agiven point in one second.

The electrons that will flow through
a standard column of mercury.

53'f,

V

Page 2A

ge

Page 9B
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YOUR ANSWER: .25a.

'(From P-6A)

A

If you got that.an wer right the.first time, You did well, because
you discovered one of the two variations of Ohm's Law. We began with this:

E = IR.' The variation is written:

I =
R

It is used wheh E and R are shown and you need to find I.

Of course, qbth-the original statement and the variation'are the same

thing. I -f E = IR,,then

I =
R

lt,i.s perfectly legitimate to perform the same mathematical operation
-4

01
Kt

to both sides of an equation. To change Ohm's Law for purposes 'cif .:is-

covering current, we merely divided both sides of the equation by R. so
ol

In' the ciritit shown below, solve for I.
,

1.
E= 80v I ?

44, 1600-amperes Page 7A

= 20 SI

4
4 amperes Page 11B

.25 ampere Page 14B

gB

YOUR ANS.v:ER: Voltage.

(From P-4B)

Good for you. ,E stands for voltage. This is not as hard'to remember
as it may seem, Voltage is tne unit in which we measure. electromotive force
(EMF, as Tt is called) .

which of the following would -be an accurate statement about voltage?

Voltage'is thd electrical pressure needed to:
move a coulomb through one ohm of resistance.

Voltage can be found by multlplying resistance
times current.

Voltage is the electromotive force of a standard
column of mercury.

Pige 4A

Page. 6A

.Page 10A

r



YOUR ANSWER: The unit in which I is'measured it the volt.
(Fibm P-5)

6/d
Page 9

No. And since you are apparently still uncertain about which

quantity it measures, or which letteris the symbol for which

quantity, here they are again.

Resistance (denotedby'the letter R) is measured in ohms.

Voltage (denoted by the letter E) is measured in volts. -41

Current (denoted bj, the letter I) is measured in amperes.

Return to Page 5 for the correct answer.

2a
FOUR ANSWER: An ampere is equal to the electront that.will flow
(From P-7B) through a standard column of mercury.

No. You,have begun to pay something. But you have not finished.

Amperes denote coulombs-per-second. Your answer is an incomplete

statement because it contains no, mention of the time involved or the

quantity of electrons.

.

You can't just splash 'around with words and hope they comeout

right -- not in electronics, at any rate.

Ong of the altrnative statements is much more precise. Return to

Page 7B and select that one for your answer.

a
1

4
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YOUR ANSWER: Voltage is the electromotive force of a standard
(From P-8B) column of mercury.

No. Tills is 6ne of those answers that doesn't really say anything.

It would be as sensible to,say that voltage is the electromotive force of
.411

a stick of licorice.

A standard column of mercury got into the conversation as the

standard by which resistance was measured. The standard column
.
of mercury

supplied a resistance of,one ohm, through which it was possible to pass a

current of one ampere by applying a voltage of one volt.

And, you may recall, that led us to Ohm's Law in the form E = IR --

voltage equals current times resistance.

You 'should now be well enough informed to return to Page 8B and select

the correct answer.

10B

YOUR ANSWER: E stands for current.
(From P-4B)

No. No. And again, no. You've seen enough of these symbols by now

to be able to recognize them.

E is the symbol for voltage, or, if you like, electromotive force.

As we saw just a moment ago, the symbol for current is I. And R is

the symbol for-resistance.

Return to Page 4B, vowing never to forget that I stands for current,

E for voltage and R for resistance.
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YOUR ANSWER: 4a.'

(From P-6A)

Wrong. Here is the problem again: If E = 2v and R = 9652, what

iz the value of I?

Ohm's Law as we have conaldeied it so far says: E = IR.

Obviously,we need it in different form:since I is the unknown quantity.

To isolate I, divide both sides of the equation by R. This

gives you:

E LR

R

Thus I = E/R = 24 volts/96 ohms = ? amperes.

Return to Page 6A with the correct answer. a

113

YOUR ANSWER: In a circuit with an 80-volt battery and a 20 -ohm

(From P-8A) resistor, the current will be 4 amperes.

Good. We used our Ohm's Law formula,

I =

simplyLby plugging in the given'values:

80 volt
I I = 4 amperes.

20 ohms '

If E and I are known, but not R, how would we vary the formula?

R
I

=
Page 123

R =
Page 15B

You .can't Page 16B
R from the other
two factors.

0
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12A

YOUR ANSWER: .05 n.
(From P-15B)

Wrong. You've got, things topsy-turvy.

The equation you should be working with says(

E
R = y

I
The equation you seem to have used says:

R =
I

Gd back to the version you should have used and,when you have the

answer, return to Page 15B.
l'aNzzcip4

12B

YOUR ANSWER: R =
(From P-11B)

No. You're getting tangled up in'transposing this equation.

We know that Ohm's Law can be expressed E = IR.

In a case where we do not know the value of R,the equation can be

adjusted to isolate R by dividing both sid9sby I, like this:

E

You see that the top and bottom I in the right-hand group cancel

each other, leaving the final equation:

R

Work it over once more for yourself and then return to Page 11B fol-

another answer.

*A;
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YOUR ANSWER: 2304a.
kFrom P-6A)

Wrong. Here j.s the problem again: If E = 244 and R = 96 ff, what

is the value of I?

Ohm's Law as we have considered it so far says: E IR. Obviously,

we need it in different form, since I is the'unknown quantity.

To isolate I, divide both sides of the equation by R. This gives

you:

E Ig
R g

Thus I = E/R = 24 volts/96 ohms = ? amperes.

Return to Page 6A with the correct answer.

Ot`

1516,

YOUR ANSWER: .03 ohm.
(From P-18A)

No. You seem to have dividedthe voltage into the current, and this

procedure will never give you a reasonable answer. Remember,

Ri VOLTAGE
ESISTANC

CURRENT
or R = y.

We have arrived at this form of Ohm's Law by solving for R,in the formula

E = . '
Ali you have to do is substitUte the Given values for 2 and I and

perform the indicated division. Return to Page 13A and select the

correct answer.

540



Pa e 14.

1:41

YOUR ANSWER: 30 ohms.

(From P-18k)

Very good. Nowlwhat would happen to the current in the-circuit if w

were to increase the resistance?

Thc.:eaLse.

Decrease.

:Aemain the

Page 173

Page 18B

Page 20B

14B

YOUR ANSWER: In a circuit with an 80-volt battery and a
(From P-8A) 20 -ohm resistor, the current will be .25 ampere.'

No. You seem to have divided the resistance by voltage rather than

the voltage by the resistance':

We said that in our Ohm's Law formula, E = IR, we could solve for I

simply by dividing both sides of the equation by R. Then, Iwould'equal

E divided by R.

Now, simply substituting the given values of the circuit in the

formula for I, you should come up with the correct answer. Return to

Page 8A.
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r -Page lt

YOUR ANSWER:
(Pram P-18B)

2 volts.

4,
Wrong. Obviousliyou needed prompting after, all on the form of.

'Ohn's Law o be used.

You should have been back with the first version of the formula,

the one you should have committed to memory% Here It is again.
4

Memorize it.

E a IRI

In this casetwe know that R = 10 ohms and I = 2 amperes.

E = IR = 2 amperes x 10 ohms = voltt,

Return to Page-18B with the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: R =
(From P-11B)

E

I
e.

Right. In this case, both sides of th'e'equation are divided by I.

SO, &nes Law can be writte0 in three different'ways, depending on

which vaxlable'is unknown. The° three ways are:

E = IR R I =
R

Now, if you are given E z 6:and I 'a .3a, what is R?

.05 n.

.2 n.

20 n.

1

Page 12A

Page 16A.

Page 18A

i2



Page 16

16A .

YOUR-ANSWER: 2 d.

.(From P-15B)

57?

No. .Decimals can be a nuisance, btt ignoring them won't make them

gO 'way. ,

The equation you need is the version of OhM's Law with which we

began the last page, R = E/I.

If we apply that to the present problem, in which E = 6v and I = .

we get:
R = E/I = 6 volts /.3 ampere = ? ohms.

Complete the calculation, this time allowing few the decimal point,
and return with your answer to Page 15B.

16B

YOUR ANSWER: You can't find R from the other two factors.

(Pram P-.11B)

Your mathematics is coming unstuck.

Inan equation involving three factors, if you know any two,you can
find the third.

You have an example in Ohm'sLaw when it is expressed E = IR. If

you do not know E but have values for I and R, then multiplying together
the known values will give you the value of E. That is what the equation
tells us.

And if we divide both sides of tile original equation by I, we can
obtain an equation which'isolates R and expresses it in terms of the
other values, like this:

= R = y.

If you have trouble in following this: substitute simple numbers for
the factors in the original equation, thus: Instead of E = IR, write
12 = 3 x 4. If you want to isolate the factor divide both sides of the
equation 'o 3, like this:.

12 x 4 12
= ?leaving k

This-method of substituting simple figures for factors within a formula i
useful as a check in many cases.

And now, return to Page 11B and select the correct answer.

5 1 3
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Page 17

YOUR ANSWER: 1080 ohms.
(From P -18A)

No. That's far too much resistance to alloy & amperes of current flow
with only 180 volts applied to the circuit.

To solve for R in the formula E 6 dB: we must divide both sides of
the equation by I. This will isolate R on one side of the equation:

E 321)

E
I I I

E
R = -

I

Now substitute the values for E and I that are given in the problem,
do the indicated division, and select the correct answer on Page 18A.

YOUR ANSWER: In our circuit, if we were to incr8aee the resistance,
(From P-14A) the current would increase.

No. No, no. It wasn't too long ago that you agreed With uslwhen we
said resistancethat resiance was an opposition to current flow, -e.nd. that if we
increased resistance, we would have less current, unless we increased thevoltage. Let's actually increase, the resistance_in this circuit.

180v

#1.

What happened to I?

I
E 180 e

amps=
R

= =
30

10

Increasing the resistance to
6o ohms:

180
=
E
= -75 = amps

RetUrn to Page 14A and select the correct answer.

O

01.

sz.



Page 18

18A

YOUR ANSWER:
(From P-15B)

R

20 ohms. Correct.

E 6
= 20 ohms.

Now solve this problem:

E =180v
In 6a

.03 ohm.

30 ohms.

1080 ohms.

Page 13B

Page 14A

gage 17A

186

YOUR ANSWER: The current would decrease in a circuit if the value of

(From P-14A) the resistance increased.

Right you are. If we look at it mathematically, we can see that.I

will decrease if R is increased.

I

An increase in R will cause it to go less times into E, thereby

giving us a smaller figure for I.

Now without any prompting on the form of Ohm's Thaw you're to use,

what is the value of E in this circuit?'

°E s9

I /: 2a

t

2 volts.

5 volts.

20 volts.

Page 15A

Page 213'

t Page 22A
Nowimma!.

10A

I

4.



. 'Page 19
19A

YOUR ANSWER: 1.2 volts.
(From P-22A)

Wrong. This looks like a guess that was'guided by the form of the

answers. And if it wasn't,then your
arithmetic isn't wcrkizg too well

toda

Let's go over the simple calculation: The resistance is 6 ohms,

the current is .02 ampere The equation'Am need to find the voltage

is E-= IR.

E = IR = .02 ampere x 6 ohms = ? volts.

When you have the answer, return to Page 224.

1.21i

cFrom P-27)

To fix more firmly in your mind the 'relationship which Ohm's Law

expresses, we'll conclude this lesson by working some circuit problem

for practice.

In the Circuit below, what is the value of resistance?

2 8 v =.

1.12 ohms.

60 ohms.

11.2 ohms.

Size, 2*

P4e 22B

Page ZEI.

10.



1.

20A
ot.

YOUR,ANS'WER: In the-circuit.below R = 1.12 ohms.

(From P-19B)

28v

r

2.5a

No. You seem to be having trouble, with your decimal point here.
Your calculation should look like this:

, 8v
=
2
2.5a

1
Now divide 2.5 into 28, Watching that decimal, point, and return to

Page 19B for the correct number.

Ir

20B

YOUR ANSWER: In our circuit, if we increase the resistance, there will be

(From P-14A) no change in the amount of current.

No. And you know better than that, don't you? It wasn't too long

ago that you agreed with us when we said that resistance was an opposition
to current flow, and that if wk increased resistance, we would have less
ourrent, unless we increased the voltage. Let's actually increase the

'resistance in this circuit.

E 180
I =

R
= = 6 amps

30
e

Increasing the resistance to
60 ohms:

.11

Do you still think that current would remain the same? Return to Page

14A and select the correct answer.

.4$



YOUR ANSWER: Not,1.2 yolts.
(From P -22&)

Correct. This'is the calculation:

IR :02 x 6 = .12 volts -,

This form of Ohm's Law, 'E = IR,is the most important and most often

used version. In addition, it has the advantage.thatsit is the easiest

version-t convert to other forms. Merely dividing both sides by the

unwanted quantity-will leave you a desired quantityy-at the right.

1
Pages 25 and 27 will require that you answer fill-in-type questions.

Although -the material will seem simple to you now, DO NOT rush through it.

Read the material given, think out the answer, and then write it in the

space provided. The correct answer to the question will appear to the

-left of the next question.' Use the card provided to cover the answer

_1.1.1til you have written your answer in the space provided. Move card down

and cover answet of next question and continue dowri the page.

Ohe more word on how to answer the questions: Don't move your card

until you have written yoOr answer. You are not gradedon your answers,

but you must decide on an answer before you move your card to check it.

Now turn to Page 25 and continue.

21B

YOUR ANSWER: 5 vQlts.
(Prom P-18B)

Wrong. 0' us14 you needed prompting after all on the form of Ohm's

Law to be u

ou should have been back with the first version of the formula', the
you.should have committed to memory. Here it is again. Memorize it.

= IR

Inliiis.,c.ase,we know that R = 10 ohms and I ' 2 amperes.
4

7 = IR = 2 amperes x 10 ohms = 9, volts.I .

Return to Page 18B with the correct answer.

4

5 1 3

4
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Page 22

22A . * .

YlbUR ANSWER: 20 volts.
(From P-18B)

Correct. E = IR = 2 x 10 = 20 volts.
-

Keep in mind that the'letter E stands for: It is voltage, the unit of
measurement for electromotive force. Voltage is really a, measurement of
the difference-in electrical pressure between two points. It'is the
difference in electrical pressure between two points. It is this difference'
in pressure that exerts the force to make electronmove from one point (the
point of higher pressure) to another point (the point of lower-pressure).

What is the amf of this circuit?

ill

VVIVNA,
I = .02a R = 6 A

Er? )1!!1

1.2 volts. Page 19A

Not 1.2 volts. Page 21A

.

.I don't know. Page 24A

228

YOUR ANSWER:
(From P-198)

In the circuit below, = 60 ohs.

No. The only way you could.have arrived at this answer, would have,
been to multiply the current by the voltage, and that isn't at all con-
sistent with 0-rm'sLa-.., is it?

To solve ,for R, the form of Ohm's Law we must use is R.='=-* Sub-
stitute the given values for voltage and current, complete the calculation,
thdn return to Page 19B and select the correct answer.

v It .



4.

YOUR ANSWER:
(FromT-30B)

7.

In. the circuit below, if the switch .is moved to
position 2, the current will increase.

=11111

1

R2 RI

504 10041

Correct. Switching to position 2 took R1, the 100-ohm resistor, out
of the'circuit and put R2 in its place. Now R2 is'determining how much
current will flow, and since it is Smaller than R1, the current will:in-
_crease.

Sra2
Page 23

In a circuit with 75 volts applied and 18 amperes of current flowing,
what is the resistance?

r-
42 ohms.

1350, ohms.

Page 29.

Page 29A

Pgge 30A

23B

YOUR ANSWER: ,In the circuit below, E = 750 volts.
(From P-26B)

No. And that decimal Point seems
1

to be causing all the trouble.

Since we want to find the voltage and OhmtsLaw states that
IR, we simply, multiply .25 by 30.

Complete the calculation; watching the decimal point, and rel:urs to
Page 26B, for the correct answer.

a
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Pace 24

24A
010

YOUR ANSWER: I don't know.
(From P-22A)

There's nothing new in th text at this point. Is it the diagram

that bothers you? Here it is again:

E 2
And the only thing that is new about this diagram is the method of

showing the voltage source. This is the reason for the reminder that

preceded it: 'Voltage is a measurement of, the difference in electrical

pressure between two points. It Is this, Terence in.Pressure that

rakes electrons move from one point (t 'point of higher pressure) to

another point (the point of lower pressure)." 4

In this diagram,we are showing a _voltage .source without indicating

just what form that source takes -- it Aight be a battery, it might be

a generator, it could be that this is an offshoot of some larger circuit.

You are, not told what it is, and it doeswit matter what itis, as far as

the problem is concerned. The important thing is that voltage is being

iMPosd on this circuit and that it is causing a current of .02 ampere.

Once 4gain,the Voltage can be found by using the E IR formof the

:Ohm's Lair formula. When you have a value of Ex return to Page' 22A and

select the correct answer.



Page 25

Ina circuit, if we hold the voltage constant and.
increase the resistance, the current will
(increase/decrease.)

t.

(decrease)

0

We can See from he formula I =
R
that as the

resistance, rts ery large,' only a small amount of
current f ow. As R gets larger, I gets

(smaller) . If we decrease the resistance, we would expect the
current to (increase/decrease):

(increase) . This indicates that resistance and current vary'in
the (same/opposite) directions.

(opposite) . Another, way to express this relationship is to say
that current, and resistance are

(dfrectly/inversely) proportional.

(inversely) When two quantities are inversely proportional,
and one of them increases, the other must

(decrease) . Ohm' s Law states that E = IR. The vari.at ion, of

Ohm's Law that we can use to find current is I = --

. If we.increase resistance,the will decrease.

(current) . If the current has increased, and the vOltage
hasn't changed, then the resistance must have

(decreased) 10. In,,a circuit, the amount of , flowing is
inversely proportional to the

current)
resistance)

11. If we increase the amount of voltage pushing the
current through a resistor, we have more current
flowing. As E.gets larger, I gets

_L

(larger)

Go to Page 27.

12. In a circuit; when we'inorease the voltage, hqlding

the resistance-constantthe current will
(increase/decrease).



page-26

26A

YOUR ANSWER: In a circuit with 75 volts applied and 18
(From P-23A) amperes of current flowing, the resistance

is 4.2 or ms.

Correct. R = f = = 4.2 ohms.

F.This completes this lesson.

sag

26B

YOUR ANSWER: In the circuit below, R = 11.2 ohms.
(From ?-19B)

.

E- , ,Correct. ,R = was the form of Ohm's Law to be used here, and
I

dividing 28 volts by 2.5 amperes resulted in 11.2 ohms for,t'he value of

resistance in this circuit.
v-/

What is the'voltage applied to the circuit beloW?

750 volts.

120 volts.,

7.5'volts.

Page 23B

Page_ 29B

Page 30B

3041'



5-36
(increase)

rage 4(

13. If we decrease the voltage, we can expect the
current to (increase/decrease).

(decrease)

.(same)

14. This indicates that current and voltage vary in the
(same/opposite) direction.

15. Another way to express the relationship between
.current and voltage is to say that they are

(inversely /directly) proportional.

(directly) 16. Then lwo quantities are directly proportional and
one of them decreases, the other must

(decrease) 17. If we increase the voltage, will'increase.

(current)

\

18. If current decreases, and the-resistance hasn't
changed, then the 'Voltage must have ',

'

(decreased) 19. In a circuit, the amount,of flowing is
directly proportional to the applied.

,current)
voltage)

,

20. In a circuit,the amount of current flowing is

proportional to the resistance
and proportional to the voltage applied.

(inversely)

(directly)

.

21. Current'is directly proportional to the and
inversely proportional to the

(voltage)
.

(resistance)

22. Ohm's Law states that in a circuit, the amount of
flowing is, proportional to

the '',, applied to the circuit and
proportional to the

.

.

current)
.

directly)
voltage)
inversely).
resistance)

. .

23. Mathematipally, this .is stated as . "b

--___m_____(write all three
. forms of Ohm's Law).

..,

.

.

(E sit IR) (I = i') (R = 1:7)

24. Continue on Page 19B



Page 28

28A

YOUR ANSWER: In the cuit below, if the switch is moved to
(From P-3013) positio

r
2, the current will decrease.

SWITCH
2

50A
1=

No. Perhaps the function of the switch has confused you. Notice

above that, in position 1, the switch allows current to flow from the

battery through R1, the 100-ohm resistor.

When we move the switch down to position 2,no current can flow

through R1, and now R2, the 50-ohm resistor, is determining how much

will flow in the circuit. SWITCH I

Ri=

10011

c3i

current

You should be able to see that by moving the switch to position 2,

we have decreased the opposition to one-half of what it was in position 1.x

Now the question to ask yourself is: What happens to current when we

decrease the resistance. After con'eultihg with George Simon Ohm, return to

Page 30B for the correct answer.

`.!'" -
t.)

4..
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Page 29

YOUR ANSWER: In a circuit with 75 volts. applied and 18 amperes
(From P-23A) of current flowing, the resistance is 42 ohms.

No. That decpal point is causing the trouble here.
of Ohm's Law to solve for resistance,

R =

USing the form

75we substitute our known values of voltage and current, R =

Now finish the calculation, 'watching tha
to Page 23A for the correct answer.

t decimal point, and return

YOUR ANSWER:
(From P-26B)

In the circuit below, E = 120 volts.

Son

Wrong. And the w iipiaetried to soi'Ie this problem raises some

doubts about your knowledge of Ohm's Law. The only way you can, arrive

at your answer is by dividing the resistance by the current, and this is

not Ohm's Law.

The correct form of the law to use wheftsolving for voltage is

E = IR. -Substitute the values given in the problem fot current and

resistance, complete the' calculation, and Select the correct answer on

Page 26B.



Page 30

YOUR ANSWER: In a circuit with 75 volts applied and 18 amperes
(From P -23A) of current flowing, the resistance is 1350ohms.

No. 'And you .certainly didn't apply Ohm's Law properly to arrive at

this answer. You seem to have multiplied the voltage by the current, and

Ohm's Law states that to find resistance, we must divide the voltage by the

current. 4

R =
I

Return to Page 23A and select a better answer.

YOUR ANSWER: In the circuit below, E = 7.5 volts:
(From P-26B)

Correct. E = IR was the form of Ohm's
multiplying the Lalues given for current and
age applied to the circuit.

In the circuit below, what will happen
is'moIed to position. 2?

Law we had to use, and simply
resistance gave us'the volt-

to the current if the switch '

Current will increase.

Current will decrease.

Te.1P+CP0AIRO . TCC, #11-,.01114
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FLWTROMAGNETISM

OBJECTIVES

. Iiistat least foal: electric#1.deviCes made possible (by the invention

of the electromagnet. ,

2. 'Write the definition of electromagnetism.

3 Given a sketch of a straight electrical conductor, with current
directicnknown, determine and mark the dVectionof travel
of the lines of force, 4

4. Given a sketch of a straight electrical conductor, with direction of
lines of force known, ,determine and mark the-direction of current
flow.

_5. Given a sketch of 'a straight electrical conductor, showing, only the
symbols ( + ) ( - ),,determine and mark4Ithe direction of current,
flow and lines of force..

6.- Given a sketch of a pair of straight electrical conauctors showing
only the symbols (4.) (-), demonstrate a knowledge of "magnetic effects-

,

around straight conductors" by sketching in the lines of force. Also,
'indicate probable movement of Conductors 4n respect to each other.

7. Given a sketch'of a coiled conductor, with electron flow marked by
the symbblso( + ) ( - ),determine the north.and south poles of the
coil and mark'sketchoccordingly.

8. Write the definition of an electromagnet.

9. List the ways in which a solenoid differs from an electromagnet.

10. Given an otherwise completed sketch of an electromagnet, with current
flow being indicated by the symbols ( + ) ( - ), determine and label
the north and south poles.

11. List the reasons soft iron is used for the core of an electromagnet.

12. List at least two ways j.n which the'strength of an electromagnet may
be increased.

13. Write the definition of "residual magnetism."

14. Define'a "relay switch."

115. List at least two parts of a relay switch.

ii

VIA

r.
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Page 1

t
.,

1.

.

Now that you have learned abouk magnetism, our

next step in the field of electricity is to

learn something about electromagnetism. Don't let

that word throw you. Actually, it is tlit link
..\

between electricity and magnetism. In 1819; --

Hans Christian Oersted(er-stet), a Danist
.

physicist, found that a small compass needle was

deflected when brought near a conductor darryLig

an electric` current. This was the first evidence

of .a link between electricity and magnetism. As .

a result of this discovery, the electromagnet was

invented. NO RESPONSE'REQUIRED.

i

$

2.

'

As a result of the invention of the electromagnet,

we now' have eleCtric motors and generators. Since

the invention of the electromagnet, -we have been

' enjoying the convez.ences furnished by electric

and .

motors -

geherators

4

3. The electromagnet is also the basis for many ether

device used in'aviation such as buzzers, relay

switches, magnetic circuit breakers, meters, etc.
,

A few of the electrical devices made possibli by

the invention of the electromagnet include; but

are not limited to metevs
,

' r , and

.

.
. _

.' '

.

V ''') .

Po

5 C 2

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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buzzers
relay switches
.,

magletic circuit
breakers

.

'4. Electrical devices made possible by the invention of

the electromagnet.are . motors, , buzzers,

relay , 'magnetic circuit
,

. -

.And
.

.

. ,

,generators
ssitcnes

breakers
Meters .

.

l
...

, .

5. List six electrical devices made possible by the
. .'"

invention' of the electromagnet.
.

4
.

.

/
.

.
.

motors,
generators,

magnetic circuit
breakeis,
ralwy.awitches ,

?meters, buizelr4.

:

6. Anytime current flows through a conductror,thers will'
i

be a magnetic 'field set up4round the conductor.
.

.
-4..

Therefore, electromagnetism is magnetiim produced by
'

-
. ..

a . flaw.-
. ,

.

.

. CCNT Lift GN NEXT ?AGE'.

a.
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. , ,

current

.

7.

.

.. .(
. - .

.
,

Ifr:41-41114114.4161; . 1

IRON FILINGS BATTERY
.

If iron'filings are placed in the vicinity of a

conductor with a current flow, as shown in the

above illustration, the iron filings are attracted
lito the conductor, indicating the presence of a

magnetic force. In the above illustratibn,

magnetism is being produced by.a
0

current flow

,

8. the result of producing magnetism by :utrent,

flow Would be called electro
.

.

magnetism

.

9. Electromagnetism is' magnetism produced by a

?c--. .

current flow

\.....

10: The definition of electromagnetism_is

produced by a .

J .

.

,
.

,
.

. . .

magnetism
...

current flow

11.

4.

.

----,

Define electromagnetism.
.

..
, N , .

.

" .

.

4
... .

. .

CONTLNUE ON NEXT PAGE
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Magnetism
produced by
a current
?low.

LINES OF FORCE (MAGNETIC FIELD)

(FLUX)

BATTERY

CARRENT FLOW --a-

LASS

12. if we',rere to construct a sample circuitfas.s

above, a field would be formed

around the conductor. (Note '_fines of force

.traveling' in a clockwise direction:.)

.

13. Pltwever, if we were to reverse the-current flow,a\

sac n belcw, the liAps of 'force would be in'the

7=7 BATTERY

direction or counterclsckwise.

a

-LINES OE FORCE (FLUX) '-

.

ONIY.:E CN TEXT :AGE

I

1.

CURRENT. FLOW4

;

GLASS

A

5 ,.
y.

f

. t
O

-

SW

1
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0 .

.

.

,

'

,

. .

opposite

Z

LINES

SIDE

14.

OF FORCE .

no-CURRENT

.
.

:
FLOW ----

,

.

t .4,,-;,-3*
`41.4:1W°-

IRON FILING-

LINES OF

FORCE-
.

SIDE
., i.

.

GLASS

.

florce on

direction,

are traveling,

-,'

direction.

\

ti?
,-.

-4..

Ns%

"A"
:.

. BATTERY

-',..:0: .

,

r

'.' -

I 1 -'ts . . --: '

+
CONDUCTOR (WIRE)
above, the lines'of

in a clockwise

on side

In the illUstration

side A are traveling

(5 but the lines of force

in a

counter-
clockwise

.
,

.

,

15. ,The "left-hand
_

'direction

.

.

a straight

current

of the "left

determine

, lines.of

ieride-
rule,"' is.used for determinieg the

-

of the magnetic lines of force around.

t
conductor.carrying a current, providing

.

direction is known. By the application

-hand rule," it -is possible to

the of the-'.

%

, '' , ,,. . ,

direction

tag:net/c. .

force ,

4,

.
, .

.

-
,

.

.

..
, .

.

. .

. . ',

% ,

.4. .
.

k
'

*

6

CONTINUE ON NtXTI'AGE
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16. LEFT-RAND RULE: Simply make believe you are

grasping the conductor in your left hand with

your thumb extended in the direction'of current

flow. Your fingers will then circle the conductor

,

in the direction of the lines of florce (flux

travel), as in the illustration below. snis is

known as the

conductors.

-hand rule for straight

/
LINES OF FORCE

CURRENT FLOW

left
VN'

17. The rule for determining to direction of the linet

of force (flux) around ¢ straight conductor

involves,the 1 hand. In the

illust3atigribeloW,J14icate the direction of, the

lines of force (flux) with,,arroimv
,

4 4
o

I
J.

CURRENT Fled
JA

'8;
'CUrrINUE ON NEXT PAGE ...x

«.

0'

1110,

all
0 .4

7-1- \ ; L., ...,4
\. .

.<.1.1,

0
..

At

,s-V3
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left
$

0

LINES OF
FORCE,

18.

, .

.

If,we know the direction'of the lines of forcer we
can also determine the current direction. Merely
make believe you are wrapping the fingers of your

left hand around a straight conductor in the

direction of lines of force and your extended

thumb will point in the direction current is flow-
ing. In the illustration below, indicate current

direction with an arrow.
/

-* -- CURRENT
FLOW

,

.

LINES OF FORCE ----Y
(FLUX)

19.

.

IIn the illustration below, indicate the direction

of the lines of force.
.

.

.

.
)rte-

. . CURRENT 7-0-
.

.

0. . ..:

20.

-

.

.

.

To indicate ithe direction of current fs in a

conductor,' arrows' are generally used.' However, in

some cases it is necessary to usesymbols:( + ) or

( -s). Current always, flows from negative ( - )

to positive ( +0 ). In the illustration below,

indicate with arrows the 4rection'ofcUrrent

travel,. ,

. ,

,\ .

,,e

.

.

.

,
,

.

,

II

)
.+ .

), --
ip,

.
.

,

CONTINUE 0 _NEXT PAGE
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0 J
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Pace 8 .

.

"ICURRENT

21.

'

.

In a cross-sectional view of a straight conductor,
..

carrying current am from the observer; the .

current direction would be indicated by the symbol

( ). In the illustration below, current is

;

0

.

flowing Pram the observer.
(toward/away)

.

( - )

away

22.

.

In a cross-sectional view of a straight conductor

carrying current toward the observer, the current

direction would be indicated by the symbol ( ).

A

6

t

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

23.

.

'

..'

.

In the illustration below, draw in the direction

of current travel and lines of forck .

.

.

.

a

%, . .

. .
.

\

. - .

.
.$

.

. .

'

.

. . 4.

.
.N.

'CONTINUE ON NaT PAGE\
.
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4
24. When two or more parallel conductors are carrying

current in the same direction, the magnetic fields

tend to encircle all conductors. In the

illustration below, the magnetic field tends to

encircle both- which are carrying

., ---).

.

0
,

e ,

.

current in the direction.
(ame/opposite)

.

V

-

.

AiS eb

t.: 4
ilo

MAGNETIC
FIELD

(LINES OF FORCE) , CO NDUC TORS

conductors

same

.

..,
.

5. When two or more parallel conductors are carrying

current in the same direction, the

field tends to encircle conductors.

magnetic

both

,

.

.

26. When the magnetic field encircles cond4ctors

carrying current in'the same direction,, the con=

ductors have a tendency to attract each other.

.

Therefore; parallel conductors carrying current'

,in opposite directions would have a tendency to

each other.
. .

.

.
.

.

,

.
,

.

.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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k 4

repel

.

.,

.

ti

,
.

27. The diagram

current

below shows coneuciore

in - directions..

1
.

.

carrying

,.. t.

0111;404. ,

I I I 1/Q4ir'jj
Illk 0 r

,

e

,

t

FLUX

014*** CONDUCTORS

,

opposite

.

.

.

,

28. The magnetic

current

That is;

doctors

.travel
.

fields around conductors

in opposite directions repel

they ' encircle

carrying.

each other.

all con-

fields also

(do/do not)
as one. The flux of

in

these

directions.

' do not

opposite

.

S.

.

.

. , .

.

4

-.

.

'
...

29. Two conductors

direction

In the

conductors
.

.

.

having current flow in the same

will cause an attraction to each other.

illustration below, the tendency of the

would be to each a5her.

I

a

,
.

CURRENT--

.

..t

,

.

-

-.4111,
4I,

.11111
4R I.

i WCURRENT-1
_

.

.

i
.

CONTINUE ONWEXT PAGE
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attract
.

..'

,

.

.

0

.

.

,.___4

.
.

)-
30., When two

opposite

wou1dbe

below,

to

conductOr:s have current flowing,in

directions, tare tend4nC.j1 of-thecomictors
to repel each'othtr. In the,illusation

,..,.,

the probable movement of the conducIprc.V.A'
-...-

' ,sther.,each

,
.

,

.....

J
. 1

-.

31. Wheh twO:ccanductovs

samedirebtion,

conductbrs.\

of force

current

,__,.. .;..

A CURRENT-0, .
, -

.

4
5, ...5

WM % I .,
x,.,,-'MM.. , 'F.s

, .11111111111111118 '-, D 4i
,f,'

I°: VI 4-CURRENT 5. -
- -

....,....._
haveurrent flowing in'4e -

. . _
.7 .

the lines of. force eni;rcle htsh.,*:

repel
.

. '

.

.:.

.

.

.
.

.

In.:the illustrationbeloWt, the linki
.

encircle both conductors Vecause the
. , . .

t.7

is flowing in the '5, , direction.
;

A t!
Alik CURRE T is

1 IF

iffmgCURRENT

IIIS

t ----t-
.)

same

4

.
,

,

.

.

.

.

32.\ When two

opposite

each conductor.

conductors have current flowingin
,

directions, the lines of forte encircle

In the illustration below, the

force encircle each conductor because the
.

is flowing in'
. directions. ,

' lines of

current
:

.

.

-

4! ,

A
an rgmanmEms

A. .
, . I ,....-CURRENT

.. .

CONTINUE ONNEXT PAGE
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'0- Page 121'

.

ppOsite

I

K ,,, _ .

.

.

.

0 e

33.

I

'

In the sketiltbelov3.indicate the direction of

lines of...force (flux lines) and the probable
)

movement,of the conductors by-arrows. 44,

---.. %.1 . .

. _

lit. .
r

4.:'1''
... , .-

a.

,

.

347.--Conductilrs

.

.

carrying,current

without magnetic

important becaUse

of flux Concentration'.,

an elestromagfiet
,

.

produce magnetic.fields
.. i- ,.

poles. ,Magpttic poles are -
...

mailikes make use of these point
0 ,

Therefore, a solenoid or

woulcViot operate without
. .

poles' t
2

.raw
ATTR.CT

Mr 4. it
.. .

-
. -

..

. .
.

.

.

,

.

.

:

li

)

-

,.
1

_

35. To produce magnetic

conductor-as illustrated

magnetic field

it forms a single

T.

parallel with each

develop at each

belov,there are

one at each end.-

a

o ,/ 0
44

$
IA

' % .4 %

A

,

poles, we sidply coil a ,

below. Instead df the

forming around- each wire separately,-

loop around all"wires running

other. This causes poles to:
.

_

end of the coil. In the,sketch

magnetic ,

(hov many}

. .

, 0 ' ''`' . '.... ...t
.., . ,

4 %\
'S V

k
I

`...---!: - - _ i''
,

+

.

4
I, It I.

% :-

L, % I

- _

,N
Vi
fi/ I

CONTLNUE ON NEXT PAGE
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poles-

Pagel

36. There isa simple method for determining the north

and south poles of a'coil, providing the direction

of current flow-is known. Remember, current,sflows

from negative (-) to positive ( If you make

believe you are grasping the coil in your left

hand, with your fingers wrapped around the coil in

the direction of, current flow, your thumb will__

point to the north pole. In order to determine

the north and south pales of a coil) you must qow

the direction of

This is the -hand rule for a coll.

Jatel-the-south-pOle in the illustYlEtron-be.low.-

CURRENT

..0.141K

LEFT HAND

current flow

left

South.pole is
on the left.

37. A called conductor arrying°a current flow is

magnetized with a lefinite and

pole.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAG



38. Label the north and south.poles of the coil in the

Llustratilon beloW.,

39. A loop-wound conductor Is a coil. By taking a

straight conductOr (Wire) and looping it around .

a pencil,the conductor then would be called a

PENCIL

COIL

CONDUCTOR

MAKING A COIL'

40. However, ifwe were to hook the coil to'a Toyer

source, as illustrated below,.and permit \current

to flow through the coil, we would have an

. CONTINUT.. ON NEXT PAGE

electromagnet. A coiled conductor with current

flow is an.

ENT FLOW

ammm

====
O BATT

.L
CURRENT FLOV/

MaTTRO -
MAGNET

a

(

4

1-

7
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electromagnet 41. The center of the coil,trom which you removed the

pencil is called the core. If you were to put'

, ,
the pencil back inside the coil and hook the-co',1

,.. .
.

to e power source, you would have a wood-
4 ,-

electromagnet.

ccre -42. Even if the pencilwereremovechthe coil would

still be an electromagnet, but the core would be

1

.air

.

)

,

.
,

43, When current flows through the coil, the core .of
4

each loop,, or turn, becomes a magnet. The core
.

of the coil is a magnetic tube through wch

-: pradtically all the magnetic flux, passes. When

we produce a magnet in this manner, it is called
..

.

an .

electromagnet

.

44. An,electromagnet is a coiled conductor with

'flowing through it.

.

.

current

. . .

45.. An eleCtromagnet is a coiled

carrying a - fls/ ow..
.

conductor

current

46. Define an electromagnet,

. .A.
A. . r-

4..,
4

,
.

.

, 1.

s'

.
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An electromagnet
is a coiled
conductor
carrying a
current flow:

47. A solenoid isthe
same Wan electro-
magnet, exceptA
solenoid has a movable
iron core. Fig. 1 shows
a solenoid relay switch
in the, closed position rchaalf cow

with current'flowing
through the circuit. ()

The position of the
movable core is cen-
tered in the coil.

Fig. 2 shows a,-solenoid.-

relay switch with the
switch in the open position
with no current flowing
through the circuit.

The spring attached to the movable
core is holding the movable
core of center in the coil.

C691/INUE ON ilErlf PAGE

storcii climeo.cumurr coo

F 16

.01

Detail A shows a solenoid
in more detail.

F6 2 .

DEDUL A

e,
A solenoid is' the "same as arfelectromagpat except

A

the solenoid ha's a movable iron 'Core which is free

to center itself when. powerisapplied. The main

difference between a solenoid and ah electromagnet

is that the solenoid has a

o
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movable core
.

48. An electromagnet has a stationary
Y

. but a solenoid has a 'core.

core '

movable

49. The difference between an electromagnet and 'a

solenoid is: t

Solenoid has a
movable iron
core and an
electromagnet
has a .

stationary
iron core.

.

50. The rule for'determining the north and south poles

of an electromagnet is the same as that for a

coiled conductor.
.

UV
.

By grasping the coil

11(411 Ill041464-i

with the

t

. .

hand
,

and pointing the- fingers in the direction of

flow, the extended thumb will point

to the pole.

left .

4

current

north

-..

51. In the illustration below, label the north and

south poles of the electromagnet.

(c-ccr
t

.

,
CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE

51I
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52.

.

An electromagnet having a core of air, wood,

copper, or some other nonmagnetic material does

not produce a very strong electromagnet. By using

a Magnetic material such as soft iron for the core,

the electromagnet will be much - Ili .

Irriffill
kAILL

+

,

(Remember, soft iron has higher permeability than

nonmagnetic materials.) ,

stronger

.

53. Soft iron is used for electromagnet cores because

it has higher than non-

magnetic materials.
.

permeability

'

54. Soft iron is also used for electromagnet cores '

because it retains less magnetism after current

flow has stopped.. Two reasons soft iron is used

for'the core of electromagnets are: it has higher

and it retains
.

magnetism after current flow has stopped.

.

permeability

ss /

.

55. List two reasons why soft iron is used as the

core for electromagnets.

,
- ..0

Has a higher

permeability.

Retains less
magnetism -after "----..

current flow has
stopped.

.

56.

.

Magnetism retained by a material after current

flog has stopped is called residual magnetism,.

Residual magnetism is magnetism retained after
--

has stopped.

.
.

.
.

CONTINUE ON Na-T PAGE

SSS
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current

d

flow .

57. Define residual magnetism.

,.

.

*

Magnetism
retained after
currentLflasI
stopped.

.

58. The strength of the electromagnet depens441tn the

core material, the amount of current and the
,

number of turns of the coiled conductor. 'there-

fore, if we
, the current or

incicase the number of turns of the c'oil, the
.

,

p--4,
electromagnet strength will also be

increase

iicreased

\
4

59. The strength of an electromagnet is dependent-upon

three factors; they are: the number of

the amount of
, and the type of

e
. material.

.

urns

4

.;

sore

60.
,

List three ways the strength of an el,s,eromagnet
.

may be increased.
.

0 .

.14#
VI

Increasing_
nupec of,yurns.
a

,r

Inc eesing
amo ntliof

cur. fni.

1.

Changiri tne
core ,t o a more

permeab e
materia .

,

61.

,

.

.The electromagnet is necessary in countless °,

aviation deVices. A few of these devices are the
.

* .

relay switch, the solenoid relay *itch, electric
r

motor's, and generators. The operatipn4of various

.
electric devices is dependeie upon

.

.
.

is

580

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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.

electromagnetism
or

electromagnets

_
.

.

-62.

.

A relay switch is 'an electromagnetic device having

a stationary iron core which remotely controls

circuit. A pilot in the cabin of an aircraft

would be able to control several electriczil

circuits located in remote parts of his aircraft

through the use of

relay switches
.

-

.

63. An electromagnetic device having a stationary iron

core and used to control a circuit remotely is

called a

relaysiton

,

64. A relay switch is an devic

having a stationary , and is

.

.

used for controlling

electrical circuits. ,

eleot:,:nagnetlo

iro:. :ore

remotely

65.

.

6

ElectrLcal circuits may be controlled remotely

by

.

re...2: z.-..tores

,

\ .

.

,66

.

. Define a'relay switch.

.

.
.

- .

/

OC:7TI:7:E ON NEXT PAGE
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A relay switch

is an electro-

ltmagne c device

having a

stationary iron

core.

t

SS g
Page 21

OPEN

FIG I (A)

, MINIM
0111=

mg
AMMO

FtG 2

MOB

111119

T

ELECTROMAGNET-4.s;

O SWITCH
CLOSED CURRENT ON

(A)

ELECTROMAGNET-4.

t---CONTROLLED
CIRCUIT

DETAIL OF FIG I

MOTOR_.nd
RUNNINGNW

--- CONTROLLED
CIRCUIT

L---

K SPRING ATTACHED

ARMATURE

STATIONARY IRON CORE.

COILED CONDUCTOR

67. A relay switch consists of a switch, a set of

contact points, an armature, and an electromagnet.

As shown in the illustration above, whenthe

controlling switch (A) in Fig. 2. is .closed, it

permits current flow'to magnetize the electromagnet.

Thi attracts the arMatbmelagainst spring tension,

closes the contact points of the controlledcir-

cuit, and allows current to flow through the

controlled circuit. A relay switch uses an

to close the contact points

of the controlled circuit.

I

.."

dl 509
4

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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electrOmagmet 68. A relay witch has four essential parts:

armAtUre,an an .

switch,

contact points,

electromagnet

69. I/..st fouresse tial Parts of a relay switch.

, ,

.

.,

e-ectromanet,

arme.ture,

switch,

I contact points.

,.

d

70. In the

switch

STATIONARY
IRON CORE

.

illutstration below, write the name of the

\
in' Fig. A and in Fig. B.

vs. \ Iss

-..,:

-,- ,

.,,k, -

...

le

mu mg

(Ili%
aiiill

Am 4

claill70)6MOVABLE
IRON CORE 0E14N

ailA)

........

, FIG.A FIG.8

,

.

Fig. A: relay
switch

Ffg. 3:

splenoid relay
switch

71. A solenoidrelay
.

electromagnetic

to actuate

relay

having

a set

switch is

a

switch may be defined as
..

device having a movable iron

of contact points. A solenoid

an

an

core

device

.iron

electromagnetic

movable > .

core

'.

'2._ Define a solenoid relay switch.

,

. .

t

CONTINUE'3V NEXT PAGE
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Electromagnetic
device having
a movable iron
core.

73. A solenoid relay switch,is

switch, except that' it uses

A movable iron core is used

. switch.

similar t41a re14Y

a movable iron core.

in the

.4 AP

solenoid ,
relay .

74. .A solenoid relay switch hasa

core and a relay switch has

core. A

irqn

a iron

.

movable
stationary

75. State

relay

the way a solenoid switch differs from a

switch.
.

Solenoid relay
switch has a
movable iron
core.

._

76. Solenoid relay switches are used in the aviation

field to operate starters, guns, radios, bomb i-e-

leases, and cameras. NO RESPONSE REQUIRED.
.

--
, e .

.101)6044,------
. ''" '.,c

if

w....--

OPM101,,IPFI."--000-
monsmaira.411..t--:4

20MM A/C CANNON

41104.

:1.4051GUN

40111%,

.

,..

.

(I) PUSH
STARTER

BUTTON

(2)

SVIMINt.n.,Warji.

CAMERA . o

.....,,,

(4)

..0.---...0......',,. .... ,.., ..;::

BOMB RELEASE
MECHANISMS .

_

.

is

A *. . ''''

-47...- V.....,..........

.j.

-,,,,, ,.....,
r

...

-41 -

.

(3) RADIOS

.1-

...

,...

4.

CONTINUE: ON NEXT PAGE
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f

-Y

77.4 Five uses of the solenoid relay switch ganbe

fou:A on starters, guns., radios, bomb release

mechanisms, and .

cameras

.c./

78. List five uses,of the solenoid relay switch
.

,

.

, ,-

and
A

starters,
guns, radios,
bib release
mecha4sms,
cameras.

.
.

Now, let's briefly review the lesson.-

r---- .

..

i

.

'

79, Motors, generators, circuit breakers, relay.

switches, meters;and buzzers are electrical devices
. .

made possible by the,tvention o; the

electro . Electromagnets have

made possible such devices as

t

Y breakers,
.

,

.
. switches, ,and

\---

magnets

.

motors,
generators,
circuit, -

relay, meters,
buzzers.

- 80. Electromagnetism is produced

.

by a flow. Magnetism produced
.4IL

by current flow is
.

.

1 .

..

.
.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PACE
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magnetism

current

electromagnetism

81. In the following sketch, mark the direction of.

travel of the flux.

CURRENT

NOTE: Grasp the conductor with the left hand with

the thumb pointing in the direction of current

flow. The finger tips will point in the direction

of travel of the flul. The thumb points in the

direction of

the finger tips point in the direction of

/ of the

current flow

travel

flux

82. In the following sketch, determine and mark the

direction of current flow with arrows.

Using the LUTHAND RULE, the fingers poi1itin the

direction of travel of the flux and the

points'in the direction of current flow. 9 -

5 ° r"

CONTINUE ON NEXTPAGE

16.
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thumb

83. In the following sketch, mark,the directions of

current flow and lines of force travel.

Electricity flows from negative (-) td

(. ). Using the left-hand rule, your thumb will

point to the, positive end of. the conductor,

indicating direction of current flow. Your fingers

will then indicate lines of force travel.
$

ti

positive

84., In the following (ketch of multiple straight con-

ductors; sketch in the lines of fOl-ce and mark

their direction of travel. Also, indicate probable

Movem nt (by arrow) of conductors in respect to

eacilother.

0

When conductors have current flowing in the same

direction, the conductors will

each other and the lines of force will encircle

both conductors. By using the, left-hand rule for

straight conductors, your thumb will point in the

'direction of current flow and your fingers will

then point in the direction of the lines of

CONTINUE'ON NEXT PAGE
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AIL
..........rirr.TRAcT

85. Ip the following
',-

the north and

...

.

. .

.

To apply the

merely grasp

ing in the direction

extended thumb

sketch of a

south poles.
4 .----

(141N1

. 4 .

4
lift-hand rule for

the conductor With

of,current

will pOint to

coiled conductor,. mark

'%

.

t
.

f.'
.

.
.

a noied conductor,
,

your inger4 point-.

flow. Your

the pole.

Ilir 4"

.

.

attract

force

.

S r(:"
north '

86. Acoiled conductor carrying a
: -

currentrfs an

..
coiled conductor

.
carrying a

electromagnet

current

87. An_electromagnet

carrying-a current.

that a solenoid

is a coiled

A solenoid

has a

..e.

is the same except

'411

.

.,,, ,cort.

.

.

c

.

conductor .

movable

-,

88. In the following

determine and

sketch of an electromagnet,

label the north and south poles,
.

i .

.
.

-

.

MEW
a

To ust the left-hand
.

grasp the conductor

the direction

will point to
.

I "
rule for a coiled conductor,

..

with your. fingers pointing in

of- current 7.1.ow. Your, tended thumb

thp pole. k--

0
.

_

I
rts CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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89. The ability of a material to conduct lines of force
. ,

is.called . We use

.

S

north 40-
. .

iron as the core of an electromagnet

)

- because it has higher permeability than non -

'.magnetic materials.
/

.

permeability

soft

90., Increase the current flow thru an electromagnet

end the strength will be increased. Increase the

t

amount of coils (turns) and the strength will also

be increased. Twoways to, increase the strength

bf an electromagnetareto increase the

flow or increase the amount of

current

coils or turns

91. Residual magnetism isemagnetism retained after

has been stopped.

Magnetism . after current flow

has been stopped is called

.

.

.

current flcw

re-lathed

residual
magnetism

'

92. A relay switch is an electromagnetic,device having

a stationary ; it is.used

41

.

for remotely controlling electrical circuits. The

definition 'of a relay switch 'is an .

_
device having a . iron core.

ebt.
.

.

f

.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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iron core

electromagnetic

stationary

93. A relay

switch,'(2)

electromagnet.

essential

points,

switch

parts:

has four essential parts: (1)

contact points, (3) armature, (4)
, -

A switch has

.

four

,

(1) (2)
,

, ,
.

(3) (4)

relay

switch,

contact ,

armature,

electromagnetic

94. A Solenoid

4th

. cdntact

relay

'with

relay switch
,

a movable iron

points. The

switch is an

a 4-,

is an electromagnetic

core toactuate a-set of

definition of a solenoid

device

devic-

..,

,

iron core.

electromagnetic

movable'

95.. A rq.ay switch

solenoid relay

solenoid ralayOwitch'differs

by having a

has a stationary iron core and

switch has a movableOron core.

from a relay switch

iron core.

a'
1--

A

.

.

.
,

i dr

4

. .

movable

96. Electromagnet:

Relay

Solenoid
Switch:

White
Figure-2,

o
BATTERY,

c.-\\

1.

2.

3.

4.

SwitO}i:

Relay

themame
and

A coiled
current.
An
stationary
-

An
movable
of the

Figure

conductor carrying

electromagnAic device having
iron core.

electromagnetic devicbaving
iron core.

device shown in Figure.
3.

.

a

a

.

a

1,

.

rifi7-1-
6.1Riiii)

414
_r1 I a_

ERmig
--17,Ei

_.
FIG.1 FIG.3FIG.2

.

1
.

I
'"..1.

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE
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electromagnet

relay switch

solenoid relay
switch

A

97. Push-button starters, airtraft guns, radio

mechanisms, bomb release mechanisms,and

cameras use soaenoid relay switches. Solenoid

relay switches are u.eot. to operate

aircraft

starters,

, radio o IDOMI

mechanisms, .anZr..gtus

push-button

guns

mechanisms

release

cameras

1

. .

.

THIS CONCLUDES THE LESSON. Please read over the

objectives again at the front of this lesson.. If

you are still in doubt about any one of the

objectives,SEE YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

7

N.*



SEULTEST

1. List at aeast four electrical devices made possible by the invermion
of the electromagnet.

2. Write the definition of electi:omagnetism.

3. In the followfng sketch, mark the directionof travel of thg lines
of force.

CURRENT

4. In the following sketch, mark the direction of current flow.

5. In the following sketch, mark the direction of current flow ana line
of force travel.

502

A

fr



6. In the'following sketch of multiple straight conductors, sketch in
the lines of force and mark their direction of travel. Also,
indicate probable. movement (by arrows),of conductors in respect to
each other.

r

()

7. In the following sketch of a coiled conductor, label the north 'and
south poles.

a

8. Define "electromagnet."

row

. List the way(s) in which a solenoid differs from an electromagnet.

010

4e.

B

t_l

J



4

10. In the following sketch ofan electromagnet,,label the north anri
"south poles.

CURRENT FLOW

1

ELECTROMAGNET

11. Listthe..reason(s) that soft iron is used for the core of an electr
,magnet.

12.' List at least tw ,ways in which the strength of an electromagnet
may be increased

13. Define "residual magnIsm:"

14. Define "relay switch."

15. List at least two parts of a relay switch.

16. Define "solenoid relay switch."

94

C



.

)

17. List the way(s) in which the solenoid relay switch differs from therelay switch.

,- -,-
18. List at least three uses of a solenoid relay switch in the a iationfield.

..*

)

fr

I

o

P

C

D

i'

S7/

,
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VALIDATIO,N DATA

this programmed' text on Transformers has beenvalidated on 41 studerits enrolled in ABR 513 3 0Eiectridal Power Production. .-
1

/9 responses,The Criterion Examination has a total of 1esponses,With 17 out of 19 being the standard of performance.Seventeen correct responses is,1 0 0%. ,.(

The following results indicate time to yen/ to completethe text and sdores obtained on Criterib Examina-tion.

RANGE-4. AVERAGE

Time
5 .5

4

Scores

15 80 47
Minutes Minutes, .,
82 - 100% 95%

*4.
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After completing this un
the llOwing:

v

5751

Rou will be able to apcomiilish
2,

*Wk.'Select frotlea lients the one that defines%
a transformer` as 6,u-'14: 'a stationary unit which changes
electrical energy at ogre voltage to electrical energy
at another.

2. Define transformer operation as using principles pf
Omuttial induction.

3. List the main components of a potential transformer
as being an iron core, priniary, and secondary winding.

4. Recognize the following symbols, 'Which represent -

WW1)
(WORM

or

current transformers potential transformers

5. Recognize that when voittieds increased by transformer
action the current is decreased and the opposite is-also
true.

6. Compute for unknown values of volts and amps in sten-
up and step-down transformer circuits.

593



INTRODUCT'ION
L

The efficient use of electrical energy, like the efficient use of mechanical
1

energy, often requires converting the form of energy at the source to a

form that can be used at the load. Gear trains, for instance,` between a

gasoline engine and cutting. saws may be designed to cause one*saw to turn

slowly with great force while another saw turns with great speed and less
&

force, each for a specific purpose.

In the same manner, it is necessary to adjust' electrical circuits so that

the power available may appear at the-taxi as one of various combinations

of voltage and current; that is, as high voltage with low cur4ent, as high

current with low voltage, or as any combination of the two. The electrical

device which corresponds td a gear trainin mechanics is the transformer,
(f) .

which converts the electrical power available from one.voltage-current,

level to another/voltage-current level. It should be noted,. however, that

neither the gear4train nor the transformer changes the amounNzk power

available. The amount of power used by the saws, at any instant, is the

poiver delivered by the gasoline engine (less friction hisses), and the amount

rof power dissipated by the load in an electrical circuit is the same as the

power delivered by the source (less internal losses); but in either case,

the poWer to.be used can be adapted to the particular work to be done.
'14t \-\ .

2



A transformer is a stationary unit with no moving parts which transforms

*voltage and current of one circuit into vari ions of voltage and current

for another circuit, using the principled of mutual inductioit

Potential transformers usually consist of three parts: an iron core which

provides a circuit of low reluctance for the magnetic flux, a primary wind-

ing which receives the electrical energy from the supply source, and a..

secondary winding which receives the electrical energy by induction from

the primary winding and delivers it to the load circuit.

PRIMARY
sir

E s Ii0 V

1000 TURNS

CORE SECONDARY

Es22V

200 TURNS

96

The primary and secondary coils are not electrically connected but arranged

so that the magnetic flux surrounding one coil links through or "cuts!' We

other coil.. The iron core is laminated (sliced into thin slices, inSulateci and

glued togethe) to minimize magnetic current losses (eddy currents) and is

usually made of specially prepared silicon steels, since these steels have a

low hysteresis loss. Hysteresis loss is due to heat caused by molecular

frictionin a metal when a-Magnet reverses polarity.



. .

Indicate correct answer to first item by placing a check (/) by the
letter of your choice, and completetthe following sentences.

.
OP

- 1. A transformer is a -

-a-.--mechinically moving unit which steps up or steps,
down electrical- energy.

1

b. stationary unit which can change alternating current
to direct current. A .

c. rotary moving unit which performS like a rheostat.,/.

d. stationary unit which changes electrical energy at

2.

one voltage to electriW energY at another.

A transformer operates on the principles, of

.

41

etat;

3. The main components of a potential transforther are

.

.,

4.' Electrical energy from the supply source enters the
.

winding first.a
,..

...

5.
,

,
The secondary winding receives electrical energy by

and delivers it to the circuit.

L
3

NI

Answers: - 1. d
2. mutual induction
3. iron core, primary and secondary winding
4. primary
5. induction load

4

4

.
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There are two Classes of transformers: potential transformers for step-
ping up or stepping down voltages, and current transformers which are
used for stepping down current in instrument circuits.

PRIMARY .

Es 110V

200 TURNS

SECONDARY

Eis 550V

1000 TURNS

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER

r
SECONDARY AMMETER

PHASE LEAD
FROM ALTERNATDR
(PRIMARY)

CURRENT TRANSFORMER

Current transformers have only one winding, a secondTry winding, which
is connected to ammeters, or wattmeters, etc, which are designed to
operate on, lower current values, but'are scaled to indicate line current.

CAUTION: The secondary circuit of a current transformer must never
be opened while a system is energized: extremely high voltage will

. result if the secondary is opened.

Complete the following sentences-.

1. A potential transformer primary coil has 200 turns, itsiseconflary
coil has 1000 turns; it is a type traxisfornier.

(step up/step down)
2. When the secondary coil circuit or load circuit has less voltage than

theprimary coil circuit, it is a potential transfor.ner.
(step up/step down)

3. The transformer that steps down current for instrument operation isa.
.

4. -Thereis/are type (s) of potential transtormer(s) and,
number) .(number)

type(s) of transformer(e).

Answers: 1. Step .up 2. Step down 3. Current transformer
4. 2

4 current



To compute the'output Voltage of a potential transformer, you must know 67.9
the ratio of turns between the primary and-secondary coils. For example,

if you have a primary coil with 200 turns and a secondary with 1000 turns,

as below, you use the formula R = Np , R meaning ratio of turns( Np
Ns

meaning number of turns in primary coil and Ns meaning number of turns

in secondary coil. This applied to 'illustration belOW means 200 = 1 or
100

1:5 ratio or 5 times as many turns in the secondary coil as in the primary coil.

PRIMARY

E *110V

200 TURNS

1:5

Complete:the followin sentences.

1. The ilrlustration above illustrates a
potential transformer.

SECONDARY

'E

E 1000TURNS

2. If the turns ratio was reversed, 5 or 5:1, it would be a
1

potential transformer.

3. When Np" is 10,000 and- Ns is 200, the ratio is

and thktransformer is a type.

type

Answers: 1. -Step up
2. Step down
3. 50 or 50:1 step down

6

6u3



To determine output voltage (volts in secondary) of transformer, you

must cross multiply Ep = Np. The turns ratio Np is equarto
Es Ns Ns

voltage ratio Ep - volts in primary.
Es - volts in secondary.

EXAMPLE:

Ep Np
Es Ns

110 = 200 ratio 1
Es 1000

110 1

Es ->"<5
Es x j = 110 x 5

1

ES = 550

PRIMARY

E *110V

1:5

SECONDARY

E*550 V

200 TURNS CARE 1000 TURNS

w

Fof

Compute output voltage for the transformer below. Use space .provided

for all computations.

Ep = Np
Es Ns RRI,MARy

110 = 5 E =110V
Es

5:1

1000TURNS

SECONDARY

E s V

200 TURNS

Answer:. 22 V

7 .

601



Complete the following sentences.

1. The two types of potential transformers are

and

-2. In a step-up potential transformer the secondary coil has

turns than the primary coil.
(more/less)

3. The voltage in the secondary of a step-up potential transfo

is than primary voltage.
(greater/lesser)

NOTE: Review the last 4ge before
completing #4 and #5.

4. To compute the voltage of,a step-up potential transformer you

volts by largest ratio number.
.(multiply/divide)

5. To compute the voltage of a'step-down potential transformer you
4.-t\

volts by largest ratio number.
(multiply/divide)

Sgt

Answers: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

step -up - and step-down
more

--treater
multiply
divide

8

6 u 5
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Compute voltages for the transformers below and enter values in spaces
provided. Ratio of turns are-listed above' each set of coils.

After you have computed Es (secondary voltage) for
the first transformer - that voltages is Ep (primary
voltage) of the next-transformer.

1.

2.

3.

8.1

3-5

LOAD
30 KW

LOAD
96 KW

LOAD
150 KW

Answers: 1. 1200V (120V multiplied by 10) 150V (1200V divided by 8)
2. 48001/ (240V multi:Sled by 20) 4617 (4800V divided by 100)
3. 75.0QV (500V multiplied by 15) 3-0-0V. (7500V divided by 5)

9

4
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.

.,

After computing transformer voltages, convert power load from KW to
watts by multiplying number of KW by"1000. Divide watts (power) by

-voltage to obtaincurrent values as indicated by power. triangle.
9

EXAMPLE: 30KW x 1000 =. 30,000 watts (power)

30, Ooo watts =125 amps 30,000 watts = 25 amps 30,000 watts = 250 amps
240 volts

o

1200 volts 120 volts

LOAD
30 KW

: - Since power is the product of volts times amperes, you can
check yoursomputation by multiplying I X E.\

a

n
I,

t

o

,

10

#

_4

.



Solve the following transformer circuit exercise and enter computed

values in the spaces provided. Show all computations.
DP

x 2e0 = E V

A Is A

LOAD
96 KW

(
NOTE: Use thp Power Triangle to compute and

check for correct amps (I).

syv

e

Answers: (Es = 4800V) (Ip = 400A) (Is = 20A)

To check your computation,. 460A x 240V = 96, 000 watts
. 20A x 4800V = 96, 000 wat6

I

603.
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E-220V

1 : 20 50: 1

1. Complete tfie, above schematic diagram by drawing lines to show
the correct connection of

a. , Number, 1 transformer to the alternator and to
- Number 2 transformer.

b. Number 2 transformer to the load.

24. Compute for the following values.

a. Number, 1 transformer secondary voltage

b. Number 2 transformer secondary volt age

c.. Number 1 transformer secondary

d. Number 2 transforMer secondary current

e. Number 1 transformer primary current

Load
66
KW

Answers: 2. a. 4400V
b. -.88V
C. 15A
d.. 750A
e. 300A

12
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Complete the following sentences.

1. You must change the KW load to , before computing

( I ) current.

2. Power di'vided by-;. equals ( I ).current.
3/4

3. ( E ) volts multiplied by equals ( P )watts.

4. , ( I ) current multiplied by °- equals ( P ) watts.

5. In a step-up potential transformer the primary has
(more /leas)current than the secondary.

6. In a step-down potential transformer the secondary has

current than the primary. (more/less)

V

7. The primary of a step-down potential transformer has
(more/less)current than the secondary.

8. When a transformer steps-up voltage the amps
(remain constant/rise/drop)

9. When a transformer steps-down voltage the amps '1/4

remain constant /rise /drop
V

, Answers: 1. , watts 5. more2. (E) volts 6. more
3. (I) current 7.' less
4. (E ) volts. 8. drop

9. rise
1'3

0

ti



1

Computing Values in Transformer Circuits

Solve the following transformer circuit exercises and enter computed,values
in the spaces provided.

2.

3.

1:10 8:1

I 11

1:20

1

111

100:1

11

I

LOAD
30 KW

LOAD
96 KW

LOAD
150 KW

Answer: 1.

2.

3.

E=1200V E=150V
I=250A 1=25 I=200A

E=4800V E=48V
1-400A I=20A 1=2000A

E4500V E=1500V
I=100A I=20A 1=100A

14



vCRITE,RION: TEST

1: A stationary unit which changes electrical energy at one voltage to
electrical energy at another voltage is called a

a. rheostat.

b. 'capacitor.

c. rectifier.

d. transformer.

2. A transformer operates on the principle of

a. -education.

b. r lative motion.

c. m teal induction.

d.'. me hanical

,3. The main components of a potential transformer are

a. primary plate, iron core, and secondary plate.

b. one coil and core.

c. primary coil, iron core, and secondary coil.

d. two coils separated by a dielectriC.

15
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4. The symbQl for a potential transformer is

a.

b.

c.

d.

5. Two types of potential transfOrmers are

a. potential and current.

b. potential delta.

c. potentialand single-phase.

d. step-up and step-down.

6. In a step-up potential transformer the secondary has

a. more turns than the primary.

b. more current than the primary.

c. fewer turns than the primary.

d. the same current as the primary.

16
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...

O.9'7. The voltage in the secondary of a step-up potential transfor r
is

a. less than the primary voltage.

b. the same as the primary vIlltage..
A

c.

d., greater than the primary voltage.

less than the applied voltage.

...

8. In a step-up potential transformer the secondary has .

a. a greater current than45 the primary.

b. less current than the primary.

c. less turns than the primary.

.
9. In a step-down potential transformer, tke

a. secondary is connected to the source of. power.
'444

'b. primary carries all the current....

c. secondary has more turns than the primary.

d.., primary has more turns than the secondary.

4 '

le 1

10.' The voltage in the primary of a step-down potential transformer
is ,'

4

...

P

a. less than the secondary voltage.

b. greater. than the secondary voltage.

c. the same as the secondary voltage.

d. less than the applied voltage.
.._

A

17
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11. The primary of a step-down potential transformer has

a. less current than the secondary.

b. more current than the secondary.

c. less turns than the secondary.

d. less voltage than the secondary.

12. A device used to step current down for instrument operation is
the

a. fectifier.,

b., rheostat.

c., current transformer.

d. potential transformdr.

1,3. The symbol for a current transformer is

a. vvm

o IC

or

or

vvy(iv

d. or

18
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4

'o

120V

1:20

A

5.1
Load
u811,1

Compldte the above schematic diagram by drawing lines to show connec-

t ion of

(14. Number 1 transformer to the alternator and to
Number 2 transformer.

15. Number 2 transformer to the load.

A.

Compute the 'following values.

16. Number 1 transformer secondary voltage

-`k

17. Number,21transformer secondary voltage

18. Number 1 transfAmer secondary current

19. Number 2 transformer secondary current

t.

616
a.

19
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